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Abstract

Blockchain technologies is one of the most popular issue
in recent years, it has already changed people’s lifestyle in
some area due to its great influence on many business or
industry, and what it can do will still continue cause im-
pact in many places. Although the feature of blockchain
technologies may bring us more reliable and convenient
services, the security issues and challenges behind this in-
novative technique is also an important topic that we need
to concern.

Keywords: Blockchain; Smart Contracts; Security

1 Introduction

Bitcoin is the first application of blockchain, it’s a kind of
digital currency based on blockchain technologies, using
for trade things on the internet like money as we do in
the real world. Because the success of Bitcoin, people now
can utilize blockchain technologies in many field and ser-
vice, such as financial market, IOT, supply chain, voting,
medical treatment and storage.

But as we use these tools or services in our daily life,
cybercriminals also get opportunity to engage in cyber-
crime [16, 18]. For example, 51% attacks is a classic se-
curity issue in Bitcoin that hacker try to take control the
system’s mechanism, using the same technology base.

In this paper, we will have a quick study about what
is blockchain in Section 2, then we’ll discuss different ap-
plication in blockchain and what service do they offer in
Section 3, at the end, we shall talk about the security
issues and those challenges we need to overcome in Sec-
tion 4. The paper is concluded in Section 5.

2 The Concept of Blockchain

Blockchain technologies is not just only single one tech-
nique, but contains Cryptography, mathematics, Algo-
rithm and economic model, combining peer-to-peer net-
works and using distributed consensus algorithm to solve
traditional distributed database synchronize problem, it’s
an integrated multi- field infrastructure construction [5,
6, 15].

The blockchain technologies composed of six key ele-
ments.

Decentralized. The basic feature of blockchain, means
that blockchain doesn’t have to rely on centralized
node anymore, the data can be record, store and up-
date distributedly.

Transparent. The data’s record by blockchain system is
transparent to each node, it also transparent on up-
date the data, that is why blockchain can be trusted.

Open Source. Most blockchain system is open to every-
one, record can be check publicly and people can also
use blockchain technologies to create any application
they want.

Autonomy. Because of the base of consensus, every node
on the blockchain system can transfer or update data
safely, the idea is to trust form single person to the
whole system, and no one can intervene it.

Immutable. Any records will be reserved forever, and
can’t be changed unless someone can take control
more than 51% node in the same time.

Anonymity. Blockchain technologies solved the trust
problem between node to node, so data transfer or
even transaction can be anonymous, only need to
know the person’s blockchain address.
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Figure 1: The structure of block chain

2.1 How Blockchain Works?

The main working processes of blockchain are as follows:

1) The sending node records new data and broad casting
to network.

2) The receiving node checked the message from those
data which it received, if the message was correct
then it will be stored to a block.

3) All receiving node in the network execute proof of
work (PoW) or proof of stake (PoS) algorithm to the
block.

4) The block will be stored into the chain after execut-
ing consensus algorithm, every node in the network
admit this block and will continuously extend the
chain base on this block.

2.2 The Structure of Blockchain

Generally in the block, it contains main data, hash of pre-
vious block, hash of current block, timestamp and other
information. Figure 1 shows the structure of block.

Main data. Depending on what service is this
blockchain applicate, for example: transaction
records, bank clearing records, contract records or
IOT data record.

Hash. When a transaction executed, it had been hash
to a code and then broadcast to each node. Be-
cause it could be contained thousands of transaction
records in each node’s block, blockchain used Merkle
tree function to generate a final hash value, which
is also Merkle tree root. This final hash value will
be record in block header (hash of current block),
by using Merkle tree function, data transmission and
computing resources can be drastically reduced.

Timestamp. Time of block generated.

Other Information. Like signature of the block, Nonce
value, or other data that user define.

2.3 How to Get Consensus?

Consensus function is a mechanism that make all
blockchain nodes have agreement in same message, can
make sure the latest block have been added to the chain
correctly, guarantee the message that stored by node was
the same one and won’t happened “fork attack”, even can
protect from malicious attacks.

2.4 Proof of Work (PoW)

A proof of work is a piece of data which is difficult (costly
or time-consuming) to produce but easy for others to ver-
ify and which satisfies certain requirements. Producing a
proof of work can be a random process with low probabil-
ity so that a lot of trial and error is required on average
before a valid proof of work is generated. Bitcoin uses the
Hashcash proof of work system.

When calculating PoW, it’s called “mining”. Each
block has a random value called “Nonce” in block header,
by changing this nonce value, PoW have to generate a
value that makes this block header hash value less than
a “Difficulty Target” which has already been set up. Dif-
ficulty means how much time it will take when the node
calculating hash value less than target value.

In order for a block to be accepted by network partici-
pants, miners must complete a proof of work which covers
all of the data in the block. The difficulty of this work
is adjusted so as to limit the rate at which new blocks
can be generated by the network to one every 10 minutes.
Due to the very low probability of successful generation,
this makes it unpredictable which worker computer in the
network will be able to generate the next block [1, 7].

2.5 Proof of Stake (PoS)

Because Proof of Work method will cause a lot of electric-
ity power and computing power be wasted, Proof of Stake
doesn’t need expensive computing power. With Proof of
Stake, the resource that’s compared is the amount of Bit-
coin a miner holds - someone holding 1% of the Bitcoin
can mine 1% of the “Proof of Stake blocks” [12].

A Proof of Stake method might provide increased pro-
tection from a malicious attack on the network. Addi-
tional protection comes from two sources:
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Figure 2: Public blockchain

Figure 3: Consortium blockchain

1) Executing an attack would be much more expensive.

2) Reduced incentives for attack. The attacker would
need to own a near majority of all bitcoin. Therefore,
the attacker suffer severely from his own attack.

2.6 Type of Blockchain

Blockchain technologies can be roughly divided into three
types.

1) Public blockchain: Everyone can check the trans-
action and verify it, and can also participate the pro-
cess of getting consensus. Like Bitcoin and Ethereum
are both Public Blockchain. Figure 2 shows public
blockchain.

2) Consortium blockchains: It means the node that
had authority can be choose in advance, usually has
partnerships like business tobusiness, the data in
blockchain can be open or private, can be seen as
Partly Decentralized. Like Hyperledger and R3CEV
are both consortium blockchains. Figure 3 shows
consortium blockchains.

3) Private blockchain: Node will be restricted, not
every node can participate this blockchain, has strict
authority management on data access. Figure 4
shows private blockchain.

No matter what types of blockchain is, it both has
advantage. Sometimes we need public blockchain be-
cause its convenience, but sometimes we maybe need
private control like consortium blockchains or private
blockchain, depending on what service we offer or
what place we use it.

Figure 4: Private blockchain

3 Application of Blockchain Tech-
nologies

Blockchain technologies can be using in many area, not
only in financial application, but also in others industries.

3.1 Digital Currency: Bitcoin

Bitcoin’s data structure and transaction system was built
by blockchain technologies, makes Bitcoin became a digi-
tal currency and online payment system. By using en-
crypted technique, funds transfer can be achieved and
doesn’t need to rely on central bank. Bitcoin used public
keys address sending and receiving bitcoin, recorded the
transaction and the personal ID was anonymous. The
process of transaction confirm needs other user’s comput-
ing power to get consensus, and then records the transac-
tion to network.

3.2 Smart Contract: Ethereum

Smart Contract is a digital contract that controls user’s
digital assets, formulating the participant’s right and obli-
gation, will automatically execute by computer system.
It’s not only just a computer procedure, it can be seen
as one of a contract participants, will response to mes-
sage what it receive and store the data, it can also send
message or value to outside. Smart Contract is just like a
person can be trusted, can hold the assets temporarily and
will follow the order which has already been program [13].

Ethereum is an open source blockchain platform com-
bining Smart Contract, offering decentralized virtual ma-
chine to handle the contract, by using its digital currency
called ETH, people can create many different services,
applications or contracts on this platform [21].

3.3 Hyperledger

Hyperledger is an open source blockchain platform,
started in December 2015 by the Linux Foundation, to
support blockchain-based distributed ledgers. It is fo-
cused on ledgers designed to support global business
transactions, including major technological, financial, and
supply chain companies, with the goal of improving many
aspects of performance and reliability. The project aims
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to bring together a number of independent efforts to de-
velop open protocols and standards, by providing a modu-
lar framework that supports different components for dif-
ferent uses. This would include a variety of blockchains
with their own consensus and storage models, and services
for identity, access control, and contracts.

3.4 Other Applications

There still have many use case of blockchain technologies,
like protection of Intellectual property, traceability in sup-
ply chain, identity certification, insurance, international
payments, IOT, patient’s privacy in medical treatment or
prediction market [14, 20].

4 Security Issues and Challenges

So far, blockchain has been gotten many attention in dif-
ferent area, however, it also exists some problems and
challenges needs to face it [2, 9].

4.1 The Majority Attack (51% Attacks)

With Proof of Work, the probability of mining a block
depends on the work done by the miner (e.g. CPU/GPU
cycles spent checking hashes). Because of this mechanism,
people will want to join together in order to mining more
blocks, and become “mining pools”, a place where hold-
ing most computing power. Once it hold 51% computing
power, it can take control this blockchain. Apparently, it
cause security issues [3, 4].

If someone has more than 51% computing power, then
he/she can find Nonce value quicker than others, means
he/she has authority to decide which block is permissible.
What it can do is:

1) Modify the transaction data, it may cause double-
spending attack [11, 17].

2) To stop the block verifying transaction.

3) To stop miner mining any available block.

A majority attack was more feasible in the past when
most transactions were worth significantly more than the
block reward and when the network hash rate was much
lower and prone to reorganization with the advent of new
mining technologies [8].

4.2 4.2 Fork Problems

Another issue is fork problem. Fork problem is related to
decentralized node version, agreement when the software
upgrade. It is a very important issue because it involving
a wide range in blockchain.

• Types of Forks

When the new version of blockchain software pub-
lished, new agreement in consensus rule also changed

Figure 5: Hard Fork

to the nodes. Therefore, the nodes in blockchain net-
work can be divided into two types, the New Nodes
and the Old Nodes. So here come four situations:

1) The new nodes agree with the transaction of
block which is sending by the old nodes.

2) The new nodes don’t agree with the transaction
of block which is sending by the old nodes.

3) The old nodes agree with the transaction of
block which is sending by the new nodes.

4) The old nodes don’t agree with the transaction
of block which is sending by the new nodes.

Because of these four different cases in getting con-
sensus, fork problem happens, and according to these
four cases, fork problems can be divided into two
types, the Hard Fork and the Soft Fork. In addi-
tion to distinguish the new nodes and the old nodes,
we have to compare the computing power of new
nodes with old nodes, and assume that the comput-
ing power of new nodes are more than 50

• Hard Fork

Hard Fork means when system comes to a new ver-
sion or new agreement, and it didn’t compatible with
previous version, the old nodes couldn’t agree with
the mining of new nodes, so one chain became two
chains. Although new nodes computing power were
stronger than old nodes, old nodes will still continue
to maintain the chain which it though was right. Fig-
ure 5 shows the hard fork problem.

When Hard Fork happens, we have to request all
nodes in the network to upgrade the agreement, the
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Figure 6: Hard Fork happens because the old node veri-
fication requirement is much stricter than the new node

Figure 7: Compatible hard fork

nodes which haven’t been upgrade will not continue
to work as usual. If there were more old nodes didn’t
upgrade, then they will continue to work on the other
completely different chain, which means the ordinary
chain will fork into two chains. Figure 6 shows the
reason of why hard fork will happens.

• Soft Fork

Soft Fork means when system comes to a new version
or new agreement, and it didn’t compatible with pre-
vious version, the new nodes couldn’t agree with the
mining of old nodes. Because the computing power
of new nodes are stronger than old nodes, the block
which is mining by the old nodes will never be ap-
prove by the new nodes, but new nodes and old nodes
will still continue to work on the same chain. Figure 7
shows the soft fork problem.

Figure 8: Soft Fork happens because the new node verifi-
cation requirement is much stricter than the old node

When Soft Fork happens, nodes in the network don’t
have to upgrade the new agreement at the same time,
it allows to upgrade gradually. Not like Hard Fork,
Soft Fork will only have one chain, it won’t affect
the stability and effectiveness of system when nodes
upgrade. However, Soft Fork makes the old nodes
unaware that the consensus rule is changed, contrary
to the principle of every nodes can verify correctly to
some extent. Figure 8 shows the reason of why soft
fork will happens.

4.3 Scale of Blockchain

As blockchain growing, data becomes bigger and bigger,
the loading of store and computing will also getting harder
and harder, it takes plenty of time to synchronize data,
in the same time, data still continuely increase, brings a
big problem to client when running the system [10].

Simplified Payment Verification (SPV) is a
payment verification technology, without maintain full
blockchain information, only have to use block header
message. This technology can greatly reduce user’s stor-
age in blockchain payment verification, lower the user’s
pressure when transaction drastically increased in the fu-
ture.

4.4 Time Confirmation of Blockchain
Data

Compared to traditional online credit card transaction,
usually takes 2 or 3 days to confirm the transaction, bit-
coin transaction only have to use about 1 hour to verify,
it’s much better than the usual, but it’s still not good
enough to what we want it to. Lightning Network is a
solution to solve this problem [19].

Lightning Network is a proposed implementation of
Hashed Timelock Contracts (HTLCs) with bi-directional
payment channels which allows payments to be securely
routed across multiple peer-to-peer payment channels.
This allows the formation of a network where any peer
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on the network can pay any other peer even if they don’t
directly have a channel open between each other.

4.5 Current Regulations Problems

Use Biction for example, the characteristics of decentral-
ized system, will weak the central bank’s ability to con-
trol the economic policy and the amount of money, that
makes government be cautious of blockchain technologies,
authorities have to research this new issue, accelerate for-
mulating new policy, otherwise it will have risk on the
market.

4.6 Integrated Cost Problem

Of course it will have lot of cost including time and money
to change existing system, especially when it’s an infras-
tructure. We have to make sure this innovative technology
not only create economic benefits, meet the requirements
of supervision, but also bridge with traditional organi-
zation, and it always encounter difficulties from internal
organization which is existing now.

5 Conclusions

There’s no doubt that blockchain is a hot issue in recent
years, although it has some topics we need to notice, some
problems has already been improved along with new tech-
nique’s developing on application side, getting more and
more mature and stable.

The government have to make corresponding laws for
this technology, and enterprise should ready for embrace
blockchain technologies, preventing it brings too much im-
pact to current system.

When we enjoy in the advantage of blockchain tech-
nologies bring to us, in the same time, we still have to
stay cautious on its influence and security issues that it
could be have.
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Abstract

Network intrusion is a critical challenge in information
and communication systems amongst other forms of fraud
perpetrated over the Internet. Despite the various tradi-
tional techniques proposed to prevent this intrusion, the
threat persists. These days, intrusion detection systems
(IDS) are faced with detecting attacks in large streams
of connections due to the sporadic increase in network
traffics. Although machine learning (ML) has been intro-
duced in IDS to deal with finding patterns in big data,
the irrelevant features in the data tend to degrade both
the speed and accuracy of detection of attacks. Also, it
increases the computational resource needed during train-
ing and testing of IDS models. Therefore, in this paper,
we seek to find the optimal feature set using discretized
differential evolution (DDE) and C4.5 ML algorithm from
NSL-KDD standard intrusion dataset. The result ob-
tained shows a significant improvement in detection ac-
curacy, a reduction in training and testing time using the
reduced feature set. The method also buttresses the fact
that differential evolution (DE) is not limited to optimiza-
tion of continuous problems but work well for discrete op-
timization.

Keywords: C4.5; Differential Evolution; Machine Learn-
ing; Network Intrusion Detection; NSL-KDD

1 Introduction

Asides other challenges faced by computer network sys-
tems, network intrusion remains one of the unresolved
issues. It has drawn the attention of researchers due to
its continuous threat to the sustenance of businesses. In-
trusion is described as any form of activity which tends to
breach the availability, confidentiality or security of net-
works [13, 16]. The goal of IDS is to identify normal con-
nections from both those using computer resources with-

out authorization or abusing the privileges given to them.
However, IDS are faced with a greater challenge as the
network traffic grows [3, 21].

According to [4] over 25 billion devices will be con-
nected by 2020 which will lead to more traffic as services
are moved to the cloud due to ease of management and
reduced running cost. Therefore, to sustain this techno-
logical advancement, there is a need for swift action in
solving this network threat. IDS is categorized into two
namely “Misuse” and “Anomaly” Detection [24]. While
misuse detection deals with identifying known patterns
of intrusion by comparing it with previous signatures in
the database, anomaly detection identifies patterns that
deviate from the standard pattern. This work focuses on
anomaly detection because attackers tend to change their
method of intrusion when discovered thereby making mis-
use detectors useless.

To detect anomaly in networks, several methods have
been proposed among which ML based IDS have shown to
be more efficient. Despite its advantage over other meth-
ods, it still suffers from high false positive rate (FPR),
false negative rate (FNR), expensive computational cost
and slow classification during training and testing. These
downsides defeat the purpose of IDS since it is expected
to be fast and accurate. Many works attribute this defi-
ciency to irrelevant features in the dataset and have pro-
posed various feature reduction techniques as the solu-
tion. Some nature inspired (NI) algorithms have shown
to be effective in searching for an optimal set of fea-
tures. These include Genetic Algorithm (GA) [26], Par-
ticle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [17], Ant Colony Opti-
mization (ACO) [33], etc. but little has been done using
Differential Evolution (DE). Hence, this work hybridizes
DDE and C4.5 ML algorithm for finding an optimal set
of feature.
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2 Related Works

To address the issue of network intrusion, various steps
has been taken. Some work focused on finding the best
parameter settings for the classifier while others addressed
removing irrelevant features from the dataset.

Due to unavailability of a standard labelled dataset,
most research on IDS has used DARPA dataset known
as KDDCUP’99 [19]. But investigation shows that
the dataset has some fundamental issue which places a
shadow of doubt on the usefulness of models designed
with it [18]. Some of the problems are:

1) Redundant records in the dataset which causes the
classifier to see less frequent records as noise. This
leads to misclassification.

2) Duplication of records which made some models have
better detection rates on the reoccurring data.

3) The above leads to having too large dataset which
leads to excessive computational time. Therefore,
most works randomly select a subset of the dataset
which gives no basis to compare different models or
performance of different feature set. Also, this leaves
no basis for comparing the speed of IDS.

NSL-KDD [20] provided by [32] is a refined subset of
the KDDCUP’99 dataset which solves the issues listed
above. It was validated by testing it on some ML algo-
rithms using their default parameters without a reduction
in feature set. This serves as a benchmark to subsequent
models. For binary classification (“Normal” or “Attack”),
the following accuracies were obtained from the dataset.

This refined dataset has been validated using 7 ML
algorithms on WEKA tool [14] without tuning the pa-
rameters of the learners. The resulting classification ac-
curacy per classifier are as follows; NB-Tree: 82.67%, J48:
81.05%, Random Forest (RF): 81.59%, Multi-Layer Per-
ceptron (MLP): 77.41%, Naive Bayes (NB): 76.56% and
Support vector machine (SVM): 69.52%.

Using this dataset, a various number approach is be-
ing taken to either increase the classification accuracy or
reduce the time needed during training and testing IDS.
In some case, both objectives are achieved. One approach
is to find optimal parameter setting of the classifier, and
another is to tactically reduce the feature used to achieve
faster training and testing time.

Garg and Kumar [13] reviewed various selection and
classification techniques. The work tested the perfor-
mance of combining two to three feature selection meth-
ods using Boolean AND operation. Out of 10 techniques
tested, the combination of Symmetric and Gain Ratio
for feature selection using 15 features and IBK classifier
yielded the highest accuracy. However, no reason was
given on why and how random data was selected from
the dataset. Hence, the result can not be replicated.

Aziz et al. [5] also compared the performance of
correlation-based feature selection (CFS), sequential
floating selection (SFS), principal component analysis

(PCA), information gain and rough sets in selecting ap-
propriate features. SFS methods performed best using 26
features.

Al-Jarrah et al. [2] proposed two novel feature selec-
tion techniques: RandomForest-Forward Selection Rank-
ing (RF-FSR) and RandomForest-Backward Elimination
Ranking (RF-BER). Although the 15 features selected us-
ing RF-FSR achieved higher classification accuracy, it was
only tested using cross-validation which does not guaran-
tee its usability as reflected in [22].

Gaikwad and Thool [12] proposed Bagging ensemble
classifier method on NSL-KDD dataset using the Rep-
Tree algorithm as the base class. The method utilized a
reduced feature set of 29 features to achieve an accuracy
of 81.2988% on the test set and 99.6761% using 10-fold
cross-validation on the training set. Also, [27] compared
the performance of selected ML algorithms where Bagging
ensemble selection algorithm performed best with 97.85%
accuracy after cross-validation. Ingre and Yadav [15] per-
formed an analysis of NSL-KDD dataset using Artificial
Neural Network (ANN) for both binary class classifica-
tion (normal and attack) and five class classification (nor-
mal, DoS, U2R, R2L, and Probe). The method achieved
81.2% and 79.9% accuracies showing binary classification
performs better than multiclass. Pervez and Farid [22]
proposed an SVM-based feature selection method which
achieved 91% accuracy using three features and 99% with
41 features on all the training set; the setback is that
its classification accuracy when tested with an unseen
dataset give 82.37%. Deshmukh et al. [10] approached in-
trusion detection by normalizing, discretized and selecting
feature before training three classifiers (NB-Tree, NB, and
AD Tree). The output showed NB algorithm performed
efficiently regarding effectiveness, elegance, simplicity and
robustness when compared to others on the training set.
Since [10] did not provide this result when further eval-
uated on the test set, it is uncertain whether the model
would yield high detection rate as results from previously
proposed methods show that a training model may give
a high accuracy, but does not guarantee the same when
tested with new attacks.

Lately, nature-inspired (NI) algorithm was introduced
to solving either feature selection or parameter optimiza-
tion. Benaicha et al. [6], considered GA in detecting some
attacks in NSL-KDD dataset using nine selected features,
the focus was on detecting some DoS attacks (Neptune,
smurf, teardrop, pod, back). The result was quite impres-
sive but did not address other DoS attacks in test data
and other attacks in NSL-KDD.

Likewise, [7] proposed an IDS which used GA, infor-
mation gain (IG), mutual correlation and cardinality of
features to achieve higher accuracy. The IG based fea-
ture selection was able to increase the accuracy to 87.54%
using nine features. It was also limited to detecting Nep-
tune, Satan, and Smurf attacks which are under the denial
of service (DoS). In [5] network intrusion was approached
by reviewing GA with different feature selection meth-
ods. Correlation-based feature selection techniques such
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as IG, sequential floating, rough set and principal com-
ponent analysis (PCA) for feature extraction were used
on NSL-KDD dataset. Sequential-floating backward se-
lection showed to be more effective with higher detection
rates.

Stein et al. [28] proposed a model which considered de-
cision tree classifier for network intrusion detection with
GA-based feature selection. Their work was focused on
identifying features which could separate each category of
attacks (DoS, Probe, U2R, and R2L) from normal con-
nections in a network. This led to creating four different
models which were yet to be integrated as one.

Despite the superiority of DE in solving various opti-
mization [9], there is a limited usage in its application
to intrusion detection. Elsayed et al. [11] proposed DE
for classification of attack but applied flexible neural tree
(FNT) [8] for feature selection. Here, we propose a hy-
bridization of DDE and C4.5 for selecting optimal fea-
tures.

3 Problem Definition

Though some IDS adopts the working principle of ML
for classification of connections in a network, it still faces
a critical challenge which limits its use in some real life
environment. Some systems proposed are either slow or
raises false alarms, e.g., misclassification of normal con-
nection as intrusive which could frustrate the experience
of client or classification of intrusive connection as normal
leading to a significant loss. Also, the fundamental issues
about KDDCUP’99 dataset [18] give doubt on the accu-
racy presented by most works. For an IDS to be effective,
the classification accuracy must be high, and detection
rate must be fast without the usage of excessive com-
putational resources. To achieve this goal, there is the
need for removing irrelevant features from network con-
nections during classification. Hence, the major problem
is how to select the best set of feature for the right ML al-
gorithm without loss of relevant information. Several fea-
ture reduction methods have been proposed including the
use of other computational intelligence techniques such
fuzzy systems, neural networks (NN) and NI algorithms.
Among the various NI algorithms, GA show to be the fa-
vorite optimization technical several works has been done
while little or no work has been done using DE for finding
features for IDS.
Generally, GA concentrates more on exploring the search
space than exploiting the environment of a solution. It is
however noted that exploiting a weak solution using DE
could yield a better solution than the best in the pop-
ulation for discrete optimization problems which in turn
reduces the number of generations. Hence, we utilize DE
for finding the optimal set of features where the selection
criteria are based on the classification accuracy of the fea-
ture set. We also emphasize the need for using NSL-KDD
dataset [32] during modelling which solves the fundamen-
tal issues of the KDDCUP’99 dataset.

4 Methodology

This section explains various concepts such as C4.5 Deci-
sion Trees (DT), DE and how they are harnessed in our
proposed technique to search for the optimal feature set.

4.1 Decision Trees (C4.5)

DT designed by [23] are flow-chart-like structures which
follow an IF-THEN rule have proved to be fast and effi-
cient. It is an improvement of the ID3 algorithm which
is a top-down recursive divide and conquer approach. It
seeks to divide the entire dataset by first breaking the
values of a feature(or Attribute) into ranges. To do this
efficiently at each node, C4.5 calculates the gain ratio of
each attribute and selects the one with highest the gain
ratio. The expected information, Entropy, Information
gain and gain ratio are calculated tho ensure the best
split is achieved which can be seen as follows.

Let S be the sample data to be split which consist of
X1, · · ·Xj attributes where the jth represents the distinct
class labels( Ci, · · ·Cm)

H(S) = −
m∑
i=1

Pilog2(Pi), (1)

where, H is the expected information that is needed to
classify a given sample data. Pi is the probability that an
instance in sample S belongs to class Ci which is calcu-
lated as the sum of all instances in S which are of class
Ci divided by the total instance in S (|Ci,s|/|S|).

Assuming the range of values of X1 is subdivided into v
distinct values {x1, x2, · · · , xv} and used to divide S into
{S1, S2, · · · , Sv} where Sj contains instances in D that
corresponds to xi of X1. Hence the entropy which is the
expected information needed to classify an instance from
S based on splitting by X1 in order to arrive at an exact
classification can be given as:

infoX1
(S) =

v∑
j=1

|Sj |
|S|
×H(Sj). (2)

It is noted that
|Sj |
|S| is the weight of the J th partition

and the smaller the value of infoX1
(S), the greater the

possibility that all instances in the partition belong to the
same class.

Now, information gain is the expected reduction in en-
tropy caused by partitioning the samples according to the
attribute X1. That is, the difference between splitting S
based on the proportion of classes and partitioning on X1

which is given as:

Gain(X1) = H(S)− infoX1(S). (3)

Gain Ratio is used to reduce a bias towards multi-valued
attributes by taking the number and size of branches into
account when choosing an attribute.

GainRatio(X1) = Gain(X1)/SplitInfo(X1). (4)
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Some other advantages of C4.5 can be extracted from [1].
Various DT classifiers including C4.5 adopts a greedy ap-
proach as it considers the immediate consequence of se-
lecting a feature to split on at the current node without
estimating the full depth future implication. Hence, a
need to devise a method such that features with a high
gain ratio at the initial split but more misclassification
cost at the end is removed.

4.2 Differential Evolution

DE [30] which is also a population-based search technique
as GA is the main optimization technique explored in this
work. The sequence of operating is given as initialization,
mutation, recombination/crossover and selection [25]. Al-
though DE was originally designed for continuous prob-
lems, we see how to adapt its concept on the discrete
problem through representing the solutions like that of
GA. Also, using similar operators of GA but in the se-
quence of DE as shown in Figure 1. The details are as
follows.

• Initialization: An initial population of chromo-
somes is generated for the first generation: XG =
{x1,G, x2,G, x3,G, · · · , xi,G} where each chromosome
xi,G is called the target vector .

• Mutation: The mutation is different from that of
GA. Here, for each xi,G, a donor vector vi,G+1 is
generated.

vi,G+1 = xr1,G + F.(xr2,G − xr3,G), (5)

where xr1,G, xr2,G, xr3,G are randomly chosen from
the population excluding the target vector. F is a
user defined mutation or constant factor (F ∈
[0, 2]) which controls the amplification of the differ-
ential variation (xr2,G − xr3,G).

• Crossover: The mutant vector is mixed with the
target vector to produce a trial vector ui,G+1 as
follows:

ui,G+1 =

{
vj,i,G+1 if randj,i ≤ CR or j = Irand

xj,i,G if randj,i > CR and j 6= Irand

i = 1, 2, · · · , N ; j = 1, 2, · · · , D, where N is the pop-
ulation size and D is the dimension of xi. CR is the
crossover constant ([0, 1]). Irand ensures vi,G+1 6=
xi,G.

• Selection: The trial vector ui,G+1 and target vector
xi,G are evaluated using the objective function. A
comparison is then made between the two. The one
with lower value is moved to the new generation.

xi,G+1 =

{
ui,G+1 if f(ui,G+1) ≤ f(xi,G)

xi,G otherwise

Start

initialize

mutation

crossover
go to next
generation

selection

Termination
condition

met?

Stop

no

yes

Figure 1: Differential evolution

4.3 Proposed Method

The proposed method models a DDE [31] strategy for
finding the optimal set of features as follows.

4.3.1 Initialization of Population

Since the optimization problem deals with whether or not
a feature is used, the solutions are expected are binary
strings of 1 and 0 where a gene position having 0 means
the feature is not used. However for the DE operators to
have more effect, we initially encode the 41 positions as
random numbers in the range of 0 and 1. Table 1 gives a
picture of how a solution is represented.

Table 1: Chromosome

0.5 0.1 0.9 0.7 0.55 0.41 0.1 0.3

4.3.2 Mutation

To generate the mutant vector vi for a target vector xi,G,
we do the following:

vi,G+1 = m
⊕

F.(xr,G) (6)

where: m = {a, a, a, · · · | |m| = |xr,G| , 0 < a < 1} in this
case, a = 0.3 and F = 0.4 which is a scalar value.

xr,G is a random chromosome such that xi,G 6= xr,G.
While F is the amplification factor which is preset, m
gives some stability since the element of xr,G are random
numbers in the range of 0 and 1.
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4.3.3 Crossover

The mutant vector is mixed with the target vector to
produce a trial vector ui,G+1 as follows:

ui,G+1 =

{
vj,i,G+1 if randj,i ≤ CR or j = Irand

xj,i,G if randj,i > CR and j 6= Irand

i = 1, 2, · · · , N ; j = 1, 2, · · · , D, where N = 10 is the
population size and D is the dimension of xi. CR is the
crossover constant ([0, 1]) which is set at 0.5.

4.3.4 Selection

The following test is done in parallel with fitness evalu-
ation in the next section to select the candidate for the
next generation.

xi,G+1 =


xi,G if ui,G+1 = {0, 0, 0, · · · } or {1, 1, 1, · · · }
ui,G+1 if f(ui,G+1) ≤ f(xi,G)

xi,G otherwise

If the first condition is met, it leads to an outright reject of
the trial vector because it means none or all the features
are selected but the goal is to find optimal features. The
second selects the trial vector if the fitness is less than the
target vector since we are minimizing the misclassification
rate.

4.3.5 Fitness Evaluation

The fitness of each chromosome is evaluated by convert-
ing the genes to 0’s and 1’s based threshold values and
mapping the gene position to the features in the dataset.
Taking note that every gene whose value is 0 indicates
the feature is not used for classification while the reverse
is the case where the value is 1. This reduces the dataset
column-wise before been passed to WEKA tool where
classification is done using the C4.5 algorithm. The accu-
racy after training and testing becomes the fitness value
which is calculated as follows:

accuracy =
correctly classified instance

total test set

misclassification rate = 1− accuracy.

4.3.6 Algorithm for Feature Selection

The algorithm 1 shows how features were selected.

4.3.7 Performance Metric Used For The Pro-
posed Method

There are standard performance metrics used in evaluat-
ing of an ML algorithm which can either be done through
the command line or graphically using the WEKA tool.
In this work, the following metrics are verified after ob-
taining the optimal feature set from the search technique:

Algorithm 1 Feature selection using discrete DE

1: Initialize Population
2: Initialize m, F, CR,Generation G and conversion

threshold tr
3: for i ← 1 to G do
4: for each chromosome do
5: Set target vector (xi,G) = chromosome
6: Randomly select xr,G‖xr,G 6= xi,G

7: Mutate to get the trial mutant vector vi,G+1

8: crossover each allele of vi,G+1 and xi,G with
9: a Probability of CR to get ui,G+1

10: Selection
11: if All element of ui,G+1 0’s or 1’s then
12: Add target vector to new population
13: else
14: Convert alleles to 0 or 1 based tr
15: Evaluate f(ui,G+1) and (xi,G)
16: if f(ui,G+1) ¡ (xi,G) then
17: Add initial trial vector before
18: conversion to new population
19: else
20: Add initial target vector before
21: conversion to new population
22: end if
23: end if
24: end for
25: end for
26: map the genes of the chromosome to its actual feature

name

• Sensitivity or True positive rate (TPR): This
is the ratio of positive class (attack connections) that
are correctly identified to the total positive class (P).

True positive rate =
True positives (TP )

P
.

• True negative rate (TNR) or specificity : It
estimates the ratio of negative class (normal connec-
tions) that are correctly identified to the total nega-
tive class (N).

True negative rate =
True negative (TN)

N
.

• Precision is the measure of exactness, i.e., the per-
centage of instances classified as an attack, out of the
total number of cases classified as attacks.

Precision =
TP

TP + FP
,

where: FP (false positives) are normal which are
wrongly classified as attacks while the counterpart
called false negatives (FN) are attack connections
wrongly classified as normal.

• Recall shows the measure of completeness. It is
calculated just like true positive rate.
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• error or misclassification rate is calculated as
1 - accuracy. It can also be computed as

missclassification rate =
FP + FN

P + N
.

• Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC)
Curve is a plot that shows the trade-off between
TPR and the rate of false positives (FPR). It is a vi-
sual representation of the rate at which the proposed
model can recognize normal connections versus mis-
classification of attacks as normal for various sections
of the dataset. Also, it leaves an area under the
curve (AUC) which also determines how well the
classifier performs. The closer the area is to 1.0, the
better the classifier.

5 Experimental Setting

The implementation of the proposed method was written
mainly with Python 2.7 programming language and an
ML library known as WEKA, version 3.8.0 which has sev-
eral learning algorithms including C4.5. With respect to
the hardware used, a personal computer having a random
access memory of 4GB RAM, storage size 500GB with
Processor type Intel(R) Core(TM) i3 CPU @2.53GHz
speed was used. Since WEKA is written in Java, its in-
tegration with python is made possible using java virtual
machine wrapper for Python.

6 Dataset

The KDDCup’99 dataset contains historical data pre-
pared by [29] for evaluating IDSs. It has been a com-
mon dataset used for training and testing models of ML
algorithms, hence used as a benchmark. The dataset com-
prises of a training and test set. The Training set contains
22 different types of attacks which are mixed with normal
connections while the test set contains both the 22 attacks
and 17 news attack which total to 39 attacks. The records
in the dataset consist of 41 attributes (features). Due to
the inherent challenges of the dataset, NSL-KDD dataset
which is an extract from the original KDDCUP’99 dataset
is used. It contains about 125973 instances of TCP/IP
connections which can be utilized for training and 22544
instances for testing designed models. The instances in
the dataset are data connections as they flow from source
to destination. For experimental purpose, each instance
is given a “label” to identify it as either an “attack” or
“normal” connection. The values of the features can also
be divided based on their type: numeric or symbolic. One
of the advantages of NSL-KDD dataset is that the quan-
tity is reasonable enough to be trained as a whole by most
algorithm as compared to KDDCUP’99 where small por-
tions of the dataset are used for training and testing [32].
Table 2 shows the list of features and their types.

Also, both the 22 attacks in the training set and 39
attacks in the test set can be further categorized into four

Table 2: Total list of features in NSL-KDD dataset

No. Feature Type

1 Duration Numeric

2 protocol type Symbolic

3 Service Symbolic

4 flag Symbolic

5 src bytes Numeric

6 dst bytes Numeric

7 land Numeric

8 wrong fragment Numeric

9 urgent Numeric

10 hot Numeric

11 num failed logins Numeric

12 logged in Numeric

13 num compromised Numeric

14 root shell Numeric

15 su attempted Numeric

16 num root Numeric

17 num file creations Numeric

18 num shells Numeric

19 num access files Numeric

20 num outbound cmds Numeric

21 is host login Numeric

22 is guest login Numeric

23 count Numeric

24 srv count Numeric

25 serror rate Numeric

26 srv serror rate Numeric

27 rerror rate Numeric

28 srv rerror rate Numeric

29 same srv rate Numeric

30 diff srv rate Numeric

31 srv diff host rate Numeric

32 dst host count Numeric

33 dst host srv count Numeric

34 dst host same srv rate Numeric

35 dst host diff srv rate Numeric

36 dst host same src port rate Numeric

37 dst host srv diff host rate Numeric

38 dst host serror rate Numeric
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39 dst host srv serror rate Numeric

40 dst host rerror rate Numeric

41 dst host srv rerror rate Numeric

broader groups which are Dos, Probe, U2R and R2L as
described below also in Tables 3 and 4:

• Denial of Service(DoS): An attack which creates
excessive computational request to the responding
system such that there are no more resources on the
destination side to respond to a request from legiti-
mate users which is the goal of the attacker.

• Probe attacks: The attacker gets sensitive infor-
mation about a network by scanning data without
access permission with the aim of breaking its secu-
rity control.

• Remote-to-Local (R2L): uses the vulnerability of
a system to get a normal user account from a remote
location to gain local access to a system.

• User-to-Root(U2R): It is when an attacker uses
means such as social engineering, password sniffing
to get the password of a normal user of a system,
from there he can exploit some vulnerability of the
system to gain root access.

Table 3: Categories of attacks in NSL-KDD training and
test dataset

Category Actual Attacks
in Training

Additional At-
tacks in Test
set

DoS Neptune, smurf,
teardrop,
pod, land, back

apache2, mail-
bomb,
processtable, udp-
storm

Probing satan, ipsweep,
nmap, portsweep

mscan, saint

R2L imap, warezmaster,
phf,
multihop,
guess passwd,spy,
warezclient,
ftp write

httptunnel, named,
sendmail, snmpge-
tattack,
xlock, xsnoop

U2R loadmodule,
buffer overflow,
rootkit, perl

ps, snmpguess,
sqlattack,
worm, xterm

7 Results and Discussion

This section provides experimental results of the proposed
feature selection search technique. It uses the standard

Table 4: Categories of attacks in NSL-KDD training and
test dataset

Training Dataset Testing dataset

Attack Class Quantity Attack Class Quantity

Normal 67343 Normal 9711

DoS 54927 DoS 7458

Probe 11656 Probe 2421

R2l 995 R2L 2754

U2R 52 U2R 200

Total 125973 Total 22544

ML metric to evaluate the strength of the resulting classi-
fier. These metric includes classification rate, FPR, TPR,
precision, recall, F-measure and Auc. Also, it is compared
to recent ML techniques to see how well it performs.

The performance of the classifier is evaluated both
on the training set and more importantly the test set
provided by NSL-KDD. Table 5 shows a detailed per-
formance of the proposed feature set on the C4.5 algo-
rithm. Comparing the result of Table 5 with Table 6
where Bagging ensembles was proposed by [12], it is clear
that our method performs better both regarding accuracy
and FPR. Also, Table 8 presents results from [22] which
indicate the proposed model is better when matched.
Likewise, It performs better in terms of accuracy than
both multi and binary classification using ANN proposed
by [15] as shown in Table 7.

Furthermore, the area under the curve (AUC) after
feature selection in Figure 3 shows an appreciable increase
(Auc = 0.9172) compared to Figure 2 (Auc = 0.84) which
shows the classifier is balanced in its classification.

Table 5: Performance of proposed model on NSL-KDD
dataset

Datasets Training
(100%)

Testing

Classification rate 99.81% 88.73%
Error rate 0.1873% 11.27%
TP Rate (Weighted
Avg.)

0.998 0.89

FP Rate (Weighted
Avg.)

0.002 0.093

Precision
(Weighted Avg.)

0.998 0.90

Recall (Weighted
Avg.)

0.998 0.89

F-Measure
(Weighted Avg.)

0.998 0.89
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Table 6: Performance on NSL-KDD dataset [12]

Performance
Metric

On Training
Set

On Test
Set

Classifier Accuracy 99.6761% 81.2988%
False Positive Rate 0.003 0.148

Table 7: Performance on NSL-KDD dataset [15]

Classifier
Method

Detection
Accuracy

FPR
(attack)

SOM 75.49 5.77
binary 81.2 4.23
five class 79.9 -

Table 8: Performance on NSL-KDD dataset [22]

Datasets Training
(100%)

Testing

Classification rate 99.01% 82.37%
Error rate 0.98% 17.62%
TP Rate (Weighted Avg.) 0.99 0.82
FP Rate (Weighted Avg.) 0.007 0.15
Precision (Weighted Avg.) 0.99 0.74
Recall (Weighted Avg.) 0.99 0.82
F-Measure (Weighted
Avg.)

0.99 0.77

Figure 2: ROC before feature selection

We can also see the effect of the feature reduction in
the training time of C4.5, as shown in Figure 4, which
shows a 76% decrease in the training time.

In general, the achievements of this classifier is at-
tributed to the choice of a feature set. The DDE al-
gorithm helped in obtaining the right set of features as

Figure 3: ROC after feature selection

Table 9: List of features used

No. Feature

1 Duration

2 Service

3 src bytes

4 land

5 hot

6 num compromised

7 root shell

8 is guest login

9 serror rate

10 rerror rate

11 srv rerror rate

12 dst host count

13 dst host srv count

14 dst host same srv rate

15 dst host srv serror rate

16 dst host rerror rate

shown in Table 9. It was observed that the feature used
by C4.5 as the root node of the tree, before and after
the proposed feature selection technique was “src bytes”
which tags the feature as the most important for their
initial split. On the other hand, the “service” feature
contributed most in making the final split. Also, despite
the reduction of features, the important basic TCP fea-
tures (1 - 4), content-based features (4 - 8), time-related
traffic features (9 - 11), and host-based traffic features (12
- 16) were captured without loss in accuracy.

8 Conclusion

This work proposed an efficient feature selection tech-
nique for NID using DDE. Evaluation of the proposed
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Figure 4: Comparison of 41 vs 16 features training times

method is done to both on the training and test set to
rate the resulting classifier compared to other existing
classifiers using standard ML performance metric. The
computational result shows that this technique is able to
identify 16 features capable of classifying the connections
in the NSL-KDD dataset with high accuracy, low error
and FPR. While it achieves 99.92% classification accu-
racy on the training set using 10-fold cross-validation, it
is able to classify new attacks from in the test set with
88.73% accuracy. Aside the result above, the reduced fea-
ture set helps in reducing both the training and testing
time used by the classifier (C4.5). Hence, the proposed
method is greatly encouraged.

In future, we intend to extract connections from live
networks having these set of features but with recent
forms of attack to further test the model, because other
datasets which have been provided by some authors do
no have the exact features as in the NSL-KDD dataset.
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Abstract

In order to obtain higher detection probability of the
GPS spoofing, a general identification scheme with de-
cision fusion is proposed. Firstly, the singular values of
the wavelet transformation coefficients of both spoofing
and genuine signal are computed and formed as the fea-
ture vectors. Then, the feature vectors are input into
three classifiers, which are the support vector machines
(SVM), the probabilistic neural networks (PNN) and the
decision tree (DT), respectively, for GPS spoofing iden-
tification. Finally, the results of the three classifiers are
fused with a K-out-of-N decision rule, and the final clas-
sification result is obtained. Simulation results exhibit
the effectiveness of the proposed scheme, whose detection
probability has increased by 3.75%, 5.06% and 12.36%
than that of the SVM, the PNN and the DT on average,
respectively. Moreover, the false alarm probability of the
proposed scheme is lower than that of the three classifiers.
In addition, the area under curve (AUC) is given to verify
the effectiveness and feasibility of the proposed method.

Keywords: Decision Fusion; Feature Extraction; GPS;
Spoofing Detection

1 Introduction

A GPS spoofing is an intentional jamming, which is very
similar to a true navigation signal. Spoofing interference
deceives a GPS receiver to capture the jamming signal,
which may cause serious security problems, such as er-
roneous synchronization time and false position, or no
information output [10]. The key task for GPS receiver
against spoofing is to identify it correctly. Existing works
focused on the detection of spoofing with many different
signal features, such as signal power, pseudorange mea-
surements [13], time of advent, signal parameters estima-
tion [6] etc. However, most of them applied only one clas-

sifier/detector. The utilization of multi-classifiers with a
decision fusion technique to further improve the detection
performance is ignored.

In this paper, several classifiers have been proposed
to detect spoofing attack, including the support vector
machines (SVM) [9], the probabilistic neural networks
(PNN) [11], and the decision tree (DT) [7], etc. Although
each classifier functions well, the detection performance
can be further improved. Seeking higher detection proba-
bility of spoofing, we focus on the multi-classifiers fusion
technique with a K-out-of-N decision rule. Due to high
reliability, the K-out-of-N rule has a wide and success
utilization in many fields [1]. In this paper, we present a
GPS spoofing identification method based on the multi-
classifiers fusion. The approach is divided into three steps.
Firstly, we extract the singular values of the wavelet trans-
formation (WT) coefficients of a signal as a feature vector.
By the singular value decomposition (SVD), the quantity
of the calculation can be reduced notably [5]. Secondly,
based on the same feature vector, three different classi-
fiers, i.e. SVM, PNN and DT, are adopted in the iden-
tification of the spoofing, respectively. Thirdly, with the
recognition results of each classifier, final identification re-
sult is obtained by decision fusion with the K-out-of-N
rule.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes the feature extraction steps of the received sig-
nals. Section 3 introduces three methods of the classifiers
briefly. Section 4 illustrates the decision fusion scheme
based on the K-out-of-N rule. Simulations and perfor-
mance analyses are presented in Section 5. Finally, a
brief conclusion is given in Section 6.

2 Features Extraction

Two maps are defined in this section for the process of
features extraction. The first uses the WT to map a one-
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dimensional (1-D) received signal to a two-dimensional
(2-D) time-frequency matrix, and the second maps the
2-D signal to a 1-D vector with SVD.

2.1 WT

Assuming the received signal in a navigation receiver is
x(t), we can define a map as

f [x(t)]→W

where f [·] is a WT operator, W is a time-frequency matrix
and it can be represented as W = [d1,d2, · · · ,d j ,aj ].
The columns of W are represented by

d j = V j x(t) =
1√
2

∑
n∈Z

g(n)S j−1x(t− 2j−1n)

aj = S j x(t) =
1√
2

∑
n∈Z

h(n)S j−1x(t− 2j−1n)

where n and j denote the filter and decomposition level,
respectively; h(n) and g(n) indicate the low-pass and
high-pass decomposition filters, respectively; S j and V j

denote the approximation coefficients and the detail coef-
ficients of level j, respectively.

2.2 SVD

SVD is an effective method to reduce data dimension.
Utilizing the SVD of a matrix in computations has the
advantage of being more robust to numerical errors. The
SVD exposes the geometric structure of a matrix, which
is an important aspect in many matrix calculations. Then
the second map is defined by the following expression as

g[W ]→ θ.

3 Classifiers

Because of their good classification performance and wide
applications, three main approaches, i.e. SVM, PNN and
DT, are chosen for the identification of the GPS spoofing
in our scheme.

3.1 SVM

The SVM is based on the Vapnik-Chervonenks dimension
of statistical learning theory and structural risk minimiza-
tion inductive principle, which can deal with small sam-
ples, non-linear and high dimension pattern recognition
problems [12]. Moreover, it does not suffer from over-
fitting and it has good ability of generalization. The de-
cision function of it can be represented as

f(x) = sgn

(
l∑

i=1

αiyiK(xi,x) + b

)
where xi is the support vector, yi ∈ {−1, 1} is the class la-
bel, K(xi,x) is the kernel function, αi is the Lagrangian

multiplier, b is the classification threshold, sgn(·) is the
signum function. Comparing with other kernel functions,
radial basis kernel function (RBF) has the advantage
of higher precision, less parameters, and better perfor-
mance [12]. Hence, a RBF is applied in our case and it is
expressed as

K(xi,x) = exp{−‖xi − x‖2/σ2}

where σ2 is the kernel parameter.

3.2 PNN

The PNN is a parallel algorithm with supervised learning
which uses Bayes decision rule and Parzen window [8].
Especially in the application of solving the classification
problems, the superiority of it is obvious. It can use linear
learning algorithm to accomplish the work by nonlinear
learning algorithm, while it keeps the nonlinear features
such as high accuracy of the algorithm.

The output of the output layer can be expressed as

if nj = max
k

(nk) yj = 1 else yj = 0

where n denotes the output of summation layer, k is the
number of samples in training set, j indicates the number
of max layers. The probability value nj corresponding to
the maximum is 1, i.e. yj = 1 and the rest values are 0,
i.e. yj = 0.

3.3 DT

A decision tree has a flowchart-like tree structure, where
each non-leaf node denotes a test on a pattern attribute,
each branch represents an outcome of the test, and each
leaf node is labeled by a class [3]. Up to now, many ap-
proaches have been proposed for decision trees, such as
ID3 and C4.5 [3]. We use C4.5 which is an extension
of ID3. C4.5 algorithm selects properties by information
gain ratio, which is written as

GainRatio(S ,A) =
Gain(S ,A)

SplitInformation(S ,A)

where S and A denote the sample set and the properties,
respectively. Gain(S ,A) and SplitInformation(S ,A)
are the information gain and split information, respec-
tively.

4 Decision Fusion

In order to make a more accurate decision for the spoofing
detection, a decision fusion approach is presented and ca-
pable of overcoming the disadvantage of single classifier,
and eliminating the system uncertainty. The K-out-of-N
rule is also selected for the decision fusion.

Each classifier is independent. The binary decision at
the ith classifier to decide the real signal or the deceptive
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jamming is given by{
H0 : ui = 0
H1 : ui = 1

where i = 1, 2, · · · , N , H0 represents the real signal, H1

represents the spoofing signal, N is the number of classi-
fiers, and ui is the output of the ith classifier.

The results above are input into the fusion center with
the K-out-of-N rule. The following expression describes
the K-out-of-N rule, i.e.{

H0 : ui = 0 if
∑N

i=1 ui < K

H1 : ui = 1 if
∑N

i=1 ui ≥ K
(1)

where u0 is the final decision. The Equation (1) demon-
strates that if the sum of the outputs of N classifiers is
larger than or equal to K, the spoofing signal is detected,
i.e., H1. Otherwise, the received signal is a real one, i.e.,
H0. Then the OR rule corresponds to the case of K = 1
and the AND rule corresponds to the case of K = N .

The overall performance of detection is evaluated by
two indicators, such as the overall detection probability
(PD) and the overall false alarm probability (PF). PD
and PF are expressed respectively as follows [1]

PD =

N∑
j=k

∑
∑

ui=j

N∏
i=1

(Pdi)
ui (1− Pdi)

1−ui

PF =

N∑
j=k

∑
∑

ui=j

N∏
i=1

(Pfi)
ui (1− Pfi)

1−ui

where Pdi and Pfi represent the detection probability
p(H1|H1) and false alarm probability p(H1|H0) of the ith
classifier, respectively.

5 Simulations and Analyses

In this section, the performance of the detection based
on decision fusion method is simulated and analyzed, to
verify the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm. Both
the detection probability and false alarm probability are
used in the analyses with numerical computations.

Suppose that a GPS signal is a C/A code signal with
QPSK modulation. SNR is set from 2dB to 14 dB with a
step of 1dB. Then, the experiments with K-out-of-N rule
and three single classifiers are carried out. In order to
generate a spoofing jamming signal, which is very similar
to a real satellite navigation transmitter, a Hammerstein
model is used [2], which is composed of a static nonlinear
subsystem followed by a dynamic linear subsystem. A
satellite transmitter or a spoofer is regarded as a static
nonlinear subsystem, which is modeled as a memoryless
polynomial model. The wireless channel is regarded as a
dynamic linear subsystem, which is expressed as a FIR
filter. The relationship between the input and output of

the whole system is given as

y(n) =

N−1∑
k=0

hk

M∑
i=1

b2i−1|d(n− k)|2i−2d(n− k) + w(n)

where M is the number of the polynomial coefficients,
d(n) denotes the input signal, b2i−1 is the polynomial co-
efficients, hk is the channel response coefficient, N denotes
the order of FIR filter, W (n) ∼ N (0, σ2) indicates ad-
ditive Gaussian white noise (AWGN). Different systems
are simulated with different vectors of the parameters
[b2i−1 hk]. Two training sets consisting of 1500 sample
signals per class, and two test sets consisting of 500 sam-
ple signals per class are generated by the Hammerstein
model. Each sample signal contains 500 points.

Two sets of parameters are set and shown in Table 1.
One is from the satellite transmitter, and the other is
from the spoofer. The two models’ parameters are set to
be very close to each other, for the spoofing signals are
very similar to the real ones.

With the foregoing features extraction method, the fea-
ture vectors are calculated. The average singular values
of the real signal and the jamming signal are shown in
Table 2 for the case of the SNR being 10dB.

For each SNR, 200 independent experiments were run.
The outputs of each classifier and the final detection re-
sults on the basis of the K-out-of-N rule are obtained.
The detection curves are illustrated in Figure 1 and Fig-
ure 2.

From Figure 1, we can see that the detection prob-
ability is increased with the increasing of the SNR val-
ues. The average detection probability of the decision
fusion method has increased by 3.75%, 5.06% and 12.36%
than that of the SVM, the PNN and the DT, respectively.
Hence, cooperation among classifiers can be used in order
to improve the reliability of the detection results. From
Figure 2, it is evident that the false alarm probabilities
of the four methods are lower than 0.1. The average false
alarm probability of decision fusion method has decreased
by 1.25% than that of the SVM, by 3.70% than that of
the PNN, and by 7.28% than that of the DT, respectively.
Therefore, the detection performance of the three classi-
fiers is improved by the decision fusion method.

Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve is com-
monly used to characterize the detection performance.
However, with this metric, the performance comparison
with multiple classifiers would be difficult. An alternative
metric, based on the area under the ROC curve (AUC)
seems appropriate in this situation. The AUC can be
calculated by

AUC =
S0 − n0(n0 + 1)/2

n0n1

where n0 and n1 are the numbers of positive and negative
samples, respectively, and S0 =

∑
ri, where ri is the rank

of the ith positive example in the ranked list [4].
The larger value of AUC is, the better performance

of the classifier will have. The AUC values for the four
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Table 1: Parameters configuration

parameter b of the nonlinear subsystem parameter h of the linear subsystem
b1 b3 b5 b7 h1 h2 h3

Transmitter 1 -0.0735 -0.0986 -0.0547 0.9906 0.0628 0.0079
Spoofer 1 -0.0728 -0.0976 -0.0542 0.9807 0.0622 0.0078

Table 2: Singular values of signals (SNR=10dB)

Singular Values
Real signal 57.43 45.01 36.43 32.50 27.24 23.90 20.95 16.19 9.48

Spoofing signal 56.00 43.89 35.51 31.71 26.56 23.30 20.43 15.78 9.24

methods with different SNR are shown in Table 3. By
comparing the AUC, we draw a conclusion that the per-
formance of the decision fusion method is better than the
other three methods with a single classifier.

Table 3: AUC comparison

AUC 5dB 10dB 15dB
SVM 0.8931 0.9535 0.9801
PNN 0.8357 0.9401 0.9890
DT 0.7962 0.8731 0.9070
K/N 0.9030 0.9672 0.9900

6 Conclusion

We have shown that the overall detection precision of GPS
spoofing jamming is improved by using a decision fusion
method with the K-out-of-N rule. A spoofing signal is
detected if at least K out of N classifiers have made the
same decision. As cooperation among classifiers, the re-
liability of the detection results is improved. Simulation
results are presented to demonstrate the effectiveness of
the approach, whose detection probability is higher than
that of the three classifiers, i.e. SVM, PNN and DT,
and the false alarm probability is lower than that of the
three classifiers, in the case of SNR ranging from 2dB to
14dB. Furthermore, it is illustrated with AUC that the
proposed method is more effective than the methods with
only a single classifier.
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Abstract

In view of the recent advances of communication and in-
formation technology along with the growing need for on-
line networking, computer security has become a chal-
lenge to almost all the studies that have been carried out
in this research axis. So far, various tools and mecha-
nisms have been developed in order to guarantee a safety
level up to the requirements of modern life. Among these,
intrusion detection and prevention systems (IDPS) tend
to locate activities or abnormal behaviors suspect to be
detrimental to the correct operation of the system. In this
respect, this work targets the design and the realization
of an IDPS inspired from natural immune systems. The
immune systems have aroused the interest of researchers
in the intrusion detection field, taking into account the
similarities of NIS (Natural Immune System) and IDPS
objectives. Within the Framework of this work, we con-
ceived an IDPS inspired from natural immune system and
implemented by using a directed approach. A platform
was developed and tests were carried out in order to as-
sess our system performances.

Keywords: Artificial Immune System; Intrusion Detec-
tion System; Intrusion Prevention System; Security Sys-
tems

1 Introduction

Since their appearance, computer attacks have been a real
threat. With their great diversity and specificity to sys-
tems, these can have catastrophic consequences. Various
measures to prevent these attacks or reduce their severity
exist but there is no complete solution.

The IPS is one of these current most effective mea-
sures. Their role is to recognize intrusions or intrusion
attempts by abnormal users’ behaviors, or recognize at-
tacks from the network data stream. Different methods
and approaches have been adopted for the design of IPS,
most significantly,the methods inspired by nature, espe-

cially the immune system [12, 13, 15], which has proper-
ties and great similarity to IPS. The study of the immune
system is a promising new area of research (artificial intel-
ligence), namely, artificial immune systems (AIS) [4, 28].
These are actually modelling implementation and adap-
tation of concepts and methods of the biological immune
systems to solve problems. Our goal is to develop an arti-
ficial immune system for our intrusion prevention system,
implementing the main immune theories. To evaluate per-
formance, we will conduct a series of tests to analyze the
results in order to measure the contribution of the immune
systems in the intrusion prevention [9, 22].

2 Natural Immune Systems (NIS)

2.1 NIS Properties

The NIS is a source of inspiration for new branches of IT.
With very important properties, it has become a valuable
reference. Several research works have been developed on
this basis. The most important property which is the ba-
sis of immune reactions is the ability of the NIS to distin-
guish between self cells and non-self cells and the ability
to recognize the exact type of each foreign cell [2, 9, 22].
In each contact with a new kind of antigens, the NIS cat-
egorizes it and keeps it in mind, thanks to a cell division
mechanism followed by a selection process to refine and
improve the response of NIS in the next contact with the
same antigen. This allows the NIS to increase efficiency
to the recognition of antigens; this process is called affin-
ity maturation [3]. The different actors of NIS need to
exchange messages under the form of signals. This occurs
by means of two types of dialogues:the one-way dialogues
by the immunological components and the continuous di-
alogues through an exchange of molecular signals [26].

2.2 Immune Theories

The behavior and reactions of the NIS are primarily gov-
erned by immune theories. This theory manages the pro-
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cess of creating cells. In particular, it manages the cre-
ative process at the level of the discrimination between
self and non-self cells. Lymphocytes have receptors on
their surfaces. Lymphocytes from the bone marrow mi-
grate to the thymus, at this stage they are called imma-
ture or näıve T cells. Their para-topes undergo a process
of pseudo-random genetic rearrangement. After that, a
very important test is introduced [1, 7]. The recognition
of an antigen by B cells, which produce specific antibodies.
The antibody associated with the antigen using receptor
then using cells such as T aide uses, B cells of stimulated
and a proliferation process allows B cells to reproduce by
creating clones themselves [6]. A second process will se-
lect among those new cells with a high affinity to make
memory cells [19].

3 Artificial Immune Systems

Artificial Immune Systems (AIS) is a new branch of ar-
tificial intelligence. Inspired from remarkable properties
and concepts of biological immune system [4], AIS are
designed to solve various problems. Theyare a mathe-
matical or computer implementation of the operation of
the natural immune system.

3.1 Modelling AIS

The common model known as the Framework of AIS de-
fines the rules to be complied by AIS and the process to
develop new approaches. The necessary conditions are [5]:
The representation of the system components. Adapting
procedures to monitor the evolution of the system. The
two conditions mentioned above are imperative for the
development of a framework to define AIS [3]. Then, the
form of an antibody consists of a set of l parameters.
These parameters may be represented by a point in a
space of l dimensions. A first notes that in this plan, those
antibodies are close to each other. Population or reper-
toire of N individuals is modelled as a space forms a finite
volume V containing N points. An antigen is represented
by the point Ag =< Ag1, Ag2, ..., Agl >, an antibody is
also represented by a point Ab =< Ab1, Ab2, ..., Abl >. To
measure the degree of completeness between the antigen
and the antibodies, several techniques can be used. Most
often the distances are used [17]:

Euclidean distance

D =

√√√√ l∑
i=1

(Abi −Agi)2

Manhattan distance

D =

l∑
i=1

‖Abi −Agi‖

Hamming distance

D =

l∑
i=1

δi with

{
1 if Abi 6= Agi
δi = 0 if not

}

if D ↑⇒ Affinity ↓.
So, we notice that the antigen-antibody affinity is rel-

ative to the distance in the space between them.Once
the antigens and antibodies are represented, the quantita-
tive function of the defined Completeness degree between
them, it remains only to implement the immune theories.

3.2 Immune Algorithms

The Algorithm 1 Show how immune theory work. This
theory is based on the principle that only the cells having
the antigen recognize the antigen proliferate and become
memory cells. The clonal selection algorithm is based on
the following processes:

• Holding a set of memory cells;

• Selection and cloning of the most stimulated antibod-
ies;

• Re-selection clones proportionally to the affinity with
the antigen;

• Removal of unstimulated antibodies.

• The maturation of their affinity [3].

Algorithm 1 Clonal selection algorithm

1: Begin
2: P = set of shapes to be recognized
3: M = Population random individuals
4: while Aminimal form is not recognized do
5: for i = 1 to size of(P) do
6: aff = affinite(Pi, Mi).
7: end for
8: Select n1 elements having the best affinity with the

elements of M.
9: Generate copies of these elements in proportion to

their affinity with the antigen.
10: Mutate all copies proportionately with their.
11: Add mutated individuals in the population M.
12: Choose n2 of these mutated elements(optimized) as

memory.
13: end while
14: End

This concept is very interesting, especially for systems
monitoring applications and detection and prevention of
abnormal or unusual uses [5]. The problem of protection
of computer systems in the learning problem of distin-
guishing between self and non-self. Rather, they compare
the loads detection problem within the systems to the
process of adverse selection which takes place in the thy-
mus [25].

The algorithm 2 illustrates a summary of the negative
selection algorithm.
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Figure 1: The method of negative selection

Algorithm 2 Negative selection algorithm

1: Begin
2: S = set of elements of the self.
3: D = a detector array.
4: SeuilAff = affinity threshold.
5: while i < nb Detectors do
6: Generating a di detector so that it has no affinity

with a member S.
7: if affinity(di , Si) > SeuilAff then
8: classified Si as non-self.
9: else

10: classified Si as self.
11: end if
12: end while
13: return a set of detectors D
14: End

3.3 Immune Systems Intrusion Detection
and Prevention Systems (IDPS)

It is important to recall the functions or the fundamental
properties that must satisfy an IDPS as listed in [13, 15].
We will, eventually, try to see what is offered in the par-
allel artificial immune systems and make the analogy be-
tween all IDPS [10, 12, 14]:

Robust: The IDPS must have different points of detec-
tion and prevention, and should be highly resistant
to attacks.

Configurable: The IDPS must be easily configurable
based on each machine on which it will be deployed.
The degree of dependence on the operating system
must be minimized.

Expandable: Adding new hosts in all machines must be
elementary monitored and the dependence on oper-
ating systems should not be an obstacle to this ex-
tension.

Upgradable: It is necessary that the IDPS can face an
unexpected increase in the flow of data to be mon-

itored due to an extension of all the constituents’
hosts the IDPS.

Adaptable: The IDPS must dynamically adapt to
changes (hardware or software) within the network
in question.

Effective: The IDPS should be simple and easy to be
deployed in order to avoid affecting the hosts and
network performance monitoring.

Distributed: Special attacks can be detected and
stopped after the analysis of different signals and
alarms from different hosts [24]. The IDPS should be
able to recover various events from different stations
on the network, analyze them and send responses to
different stations. In order to develop an effective
IDPS, we will try to find the properties mentioned
above in an artificial immune system.

Table 1: Comparing immune systems and immune algo-
rithms

Immune Systems Immune algorithms

Antigen Problem to besolved
Antibody Vector better solutions
Recognition of antigens Identifying the Problem
Production of antibodies Loading previously
from memory cells best solutions found
Removal of T cells Elimination of surplus

solutions potential
Proliferation Use of aprocessfor
of antibodies creating exact copies

of the solution

The immune system is capable of protecting the hu-
man body surface from bacteria, viruses or any kind of
antigens. This fundamental role is mainly based on the
discrimination between self and non-self. The three most
important properties of an IDPS are found in the im-
mune systems. The immune systems are [16, 30]. This
article talks about the negative selection algorithm. As
illustrated in the Figure 1 the algorithm proceeds in two
phases :the first is to generate a set of sensors and the sec-
ond is to use these detectors to monitor data by making a
comparison. The comparison can be a comparison of the
number of common bits [18, 25, 29]. Once we have found
the necessary properties for our IDPS and the choice of
using immune systems has been done, it is interesting to
have a method for creating algorithms composed of AIS.
As illustrated in the Table 1 a comparison between the
components of the immune systems and their equivalents
in immune algorithms allows us to easily design the algo-
rithms forming our artificial immune system components.

By following this process, we can develop the immune
algorithm. This comparison applies to the different prob-
lems. We will be interested only in the design of an
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IDPS inspired immune systems. The Table 2 shows a
very adapted comparison.

Table 2: . Comparing immune systems and IDPS

Immune Systems IDPS

Thymus Primary IDPS(supervisor)
and bone marrow
Lymphnode Lymphnode Local Host
Antibody Detector
Antigen Intrusion
SelfSelf Normal activity
Noself Noself Abnormal activity

(suspicious)

Based on this comparison,AIS for detection and in-
trusion prevention are proposed. These AIS consist of
a primary IDPS which acts as a supervisor and a plu-
rality of second IDPS will be installed on each host in
the network. Thefunctioning of this IDPS model is as
follows: These two points are crucial in creating a de-
tector. Once the elements constituting the detector are
listed with the type of each of them, the last step will be
to define the values of each detector element as follows.
If the item is a continuous type, it will be represented by
an interval defined by two terminals.Once the elements
and their respective values have been listed, the detector
will be represented by a data structure containing these
elements [11, 20, 21, 23, 27]. The choice of the clonal selec-
tion theory for scenario approach has been made because
in this process, this theory is used to generate and refine
antibody for the detection of known antigens. We could
compare The clonal selection theory, antibodies and anti-
gens detectors known to attack signatures. To conclude,
this is the most frequent use of immune theories for the
design of intrusion detection systems: NIDPS with de-
tection by scenario,theory of clonal selection HIDPS with
behavioral detection and theory of negative selection.

4 Solution Description and Global
Architecture of the IDPS Re-
sults

We opted for the design of a hybrid IDPS composed of
an NIDPS based on the approach of analysis by scenario,
implementing the theory of clonal selection and using a
signature database and a HIDPS based on behavioral ap-
proach, implementing the theory of negative selection and
using a user profile database.Using immune theories, the
core of our IDPS generates some varied signatures of at-
tacks and user profiles in a pseudorandom manner. This
methodology allows us to develop the analyzer to possibly
discover new attacks or variants of attacks.

Our IDPS is then composed of:

NIDPS: Generating sensors on the basis of signatures.
These detectors will be used to analyze the network
traffic.

HIDPS: Based on profiles of normal user’s behavior in
order to generate detectors able to recognize unusual
behaviors of users.

Administration console: From this console, the ad-
ministrator can configure the different parameters of
the IDPS, see the different alerts and start learn-
ing control. The components of our solution to be
deployed are illustrated in the Figure 2 and are de-
scribed as following: The NIDPS will be installed on
the machine that is the network proxy to analyze all
network packets. While, HIDPS will be deployed on
all machines that constitute the LAN. Here is the
overall architecture of our solution.

5 Databases Used

A large amount of information is analyzed and generated
by the various components of our IDPS : the user’s pro-
files, the alerts by the various detectors or the list of attack
signatures. The use of databases is very important in the
architecture of our IDPS. We opted for the use of three
databases.

5.1 The Database ”profiles”

This database contains all information about user pro-
files. The data contained in the database are generated
by the HIDPS during the learning phase. For security
reasons, user profiles must pass through the HIDPS su-
pervisor to ensure compliance and consistency of the data
in the profile.

5.2 The Database ”signatures”

This data source is very important; it is the basis of
NIDPS. It includes all the known attacks using a cer-
tain format. The format of the signature is important
insofar as all detectors adopt this format. Unfortunately,
there is no standard model for the codification of signa-
tures. The signature must represent a reliable, unam-
biguous and accurate attributes that can recognize the
attack. We must remember that the signatures will be
used to analyze the network traffic. It is necessary to de-
fine the set of attributes to be used from the set of existing
attributes [8, 18]. We propose in this paper a particular
model of signatures. Our signature model is designed to
meet the requirements by an attack signature. The attack
signature must unambiguously represent the attack and
should only contain information that allows recognizing
the attack. In our case, the signatures are coded so as to
be modifiable and can model the new attacks, with new
analytical methods... etc. The analysis and synthesis of
various network attacks has allowed to classify these into
three classes:
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Figure 2: Global solution diagram

Attacks ’data’: These are all recognized attacks by an-
alyzing the data portion of the packet, such as SQL
Injection attacks. These will be recognized if the fol-
lowing channels (” -, or 1 = 1) is found in the packet.

Attacks ’Headers’: These are all recognized attacks by
analyzing packet headers, such as DOS attacks with
spoofing headers.

Attacks ’Requests/queries’: The requests generally
include several packages. Some attacks will be rec-
ognized by analyzing the set of packets that make
up the request, such as attacks of input validation or
buffer overflow attacks, which cannot be recognized,
that the length or the number of parameters which
constitute the request.

In the modelling of different classes of existing attacks,
our Signature contains the following fields:

Id type Action Data Val Flag

• Id: unique identifier of the signature.

• Type: header, data, queries/Request.

• Action: The Action Analysis (e.g., find a sub string,
count the number of attributes, length of a query
requested service... etc.)

• Data: In the case of attributes kind of strings: the
desired string.

• Val: In the case of attributes to numeric values: the
value of the attribute.

• Flag: Additional information.

The identifier serves as an index in the signatures
database while the type allows to find the table that con-
tains the signature. The action defines the processing to

be used. This is the most important field for a signature.
It contains a keyword that shows which method known
for analyzing data.

5.3 The Database ”Alerts”

This database will list all the alerts generated by the
detectors of the two components of IDPS (NIDPS and
HIDPS). Each alert should inform the administrator
about suspicious event, providing enough information:
time, date, sensor, signature or abnormal behavior, the
attacker, the victim. This database will be accessed by
the administrator to identify traces of attacks or anoma-
lous behavior.

6 HIDPS with Behavioral Ap-
proach

The first stage of deployment HIDPS is undoubtedly the
learning step, during which it traces back to normal user’s
behavior by creating a profile for each. User profiles are
a source of data that can tell us about the behavior of
the users. We chose to use the following information to
model a user profile:

• Name of the user;

• Root directory;

• Average consumption CPU and RAM;

• Opening time/closing sessions.

Other information could be used, such as the average
consumption of bandwidth, most visited websites, the re-
sponse speed to the operating system messages.
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6.1 Architecture HIDPS

Our HIDPS will consist of a HIDPS supervisor and a plu-
rality of HIDPS slaves to be deployed throughout the net-
work components machinery. The theory of negative se-
lection is the HIDPS core. This theory runs in two phases:
the generation of detectors and attack prevention and be-
havior analysis. The first phase runs on the HIDPS su-
pervisor, which sends alarms generated at HIDPS slaves
to execute the second phase of the theory. This consists
of analyzing the actual behavior of the user on the basis
of sensors.

6.2 HIDPS Supervisor

HIDPS the supervisor’s role is to:

• Extract the users of the database profiles.

• Generate detectors and send them to HIDPS slaves
by running the first phase of the theory of negative
selection those generating sensors that gather all the
necessary information for the analysis of user behav-
ior in the future.

• Analyze the HIDPS of reports slaves and list alerts
in a database.

• Send commands to start the learning phases, analy-
sis, launch and stopping HIDPS slaves.

6.3 HIDPS Slaves

The main role of HIDPS slaves role is to:

• Generate user profiles during the learning phase.

• Run the second phase of the theory of negative selec-
tion, which involves using sensors generated by the
first phase in order to analyze the behavior of the
user.

6.4 Theory of the Negative Selection

Our HIDPS is based on this theory; it can generate alarms
from the user profile and set up at the end to recognize
suspicious behaviors. As we have previously seen,this the-
ory runs in two phases:

Phase I: Generation of detectors.
This stage runs on the HIDPS supervisor. During
this phase, we extract the user profiles from the
database. Each profile will be considered the self
system and will be used for the random generation
of detectors. Then, a test is set up to purge all alarms
generated by keeping only those who do not recog-
nize the self-chain. This phase is shown in Figure 3.

Phase II: Analysis.
This phase runs on HIDPS slaves. During this phase,
we operate the detectors generated by the proceeding

Figure 3: Phase I of negative selection (generation of de-
tections)

Figure 4: Phase II of negative selection

phase to conduct the analysis of the current behav-
ior of the user. The HIDPS slave must have sensors
to inform it about the current behavior of the user.
A function will measure the degree of resemblance
between that conduct and the detectors previously
generated,then an alert is generated if it reaches a
certain percentage. This phase is shown in Figure 4.

6.5 Operation HIDPS

As it is clear in the Figure 5, the HIDPS are deploying
and starting in two phases:

Learning phase: The HIDPS supervisor sends the com-
mand from the beginning of the learning phase for
different HIDS slaves. During the learning phase,
the HIDPS slave periodically retrieves the user’s be-
havior information.

Monitoring Phase: During this phase, the supervisor
HIDPS extracts the profiles of each user, applies the
first phase of the negative selection theory to generate
detectors. Detectors will be sent to each slave HIDPS
with the start command of the monitoring phase.

7 NIDPS with Scenario Approach

The second important component is the NIDPS using
analysis with scenario approach. This approach requires a
database of known attack signatures on the basis of these
signatures, the core of NIDPS generates detectors, can
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Figure 5: Mode of operation HIDPS

recognize the original signature, but also the signatures
derive from the latter. The NIDPS core contains mainly
the analysis function; it is based on the theory of clonal
selection. The function analysis of our NIDPS contains
both detectors generating process and their introduction
to the packet-flow analysis.

7.1 Architecture NIDPS

7.1.1 Manager

This is the manager of the solution. The manager is re-
sponsible for:

• Starting the different components.

• Assigning different analysis tasks.

• Extracting attack signatures and generating detec-
tors, performing clonal selection algorithm.

• Receive reports and list alerts.

7.1.2 Sensor

The sensor is responsible for capturing the network pack-
ets. Different ’sensors’ can be deployed in our solution
to make this task lighter. If one opts for the deployment
of several ’sensors’, he must define for each the subset of
network traffic that will capture (eg TCP, UDP, ... etc.).

7.1.3 Analyzer

The analyzer is actually comparable to an antibody which
is tasked to monitor and recognize certain types of anti-
gens. In our case, the antigen in question is the attack
signature to recognize. So the analyzer receives the sig-
natures of the ’Manager’ and puts in place to recognize
a type of attack.We opt for the joint use of ’Analyzers
Sensors’. This use guarantees alighter and autonomous
solution.

7.2 Operation NIDPS

As illustrated in the Figure 6, our analysis uses NIDPS
with the scenario approach based on the theory of clonal
selection. It is used as a source of data network packets.
Here are the steps for its implementation:

Packet capture: The first step of the analysis is cap-
turing the packets through the ’sensors’ that capture
and transmit the network packets to ’analyzers’ to
conduct the analysis. At this level, one can also save
the captured packets in data structures to analyze
them later if the administrator opts for deferred anal-
ysis.

Extraction and formatting attributes: This step al-
lows you to extract a high level of attribute vector
from the captured packets to be analyzed later. This
step is very important. It helps to prepare the pack-
ages for the analysis phase by making some changes
on them.

Attribute analysis: Once the ’Manager’ has generated
a set of detectors by applying the theory of clonal se-
lection, the analysis function performed by the An-
alyzer ’compares to the type of signature, a set of
detectors with the attributes of packets. Based on
this comparison,many reports are generated.

8 Conclusions

The objective of this work was to design and implement
an IDPS inspired for immune systems. The IDPS is a very
important brick in any security system. Several research
studies using different methods and approaches have been
devoted to these. Among these, the artificial immune sys-
tems, inspired by the natural immune systems, can be
very interesting for the field of intrusion detection, given
the similarity of features and objectives of the latter. We
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Figure 6: Mode of operation NIDS

focused on the two main theories that are the basis of
the immune response, namely the theory of clonal selec-
tion and the theory of negative selection. The study of
these two immune theories, in the case of intrusion de-
tection,shows that the theory of clonal selection is more
appropriate for the scenario analysis, while the theory
of negative selection is more appropriate for behavioral
analysis. The choice of implementing an IDPS is very im-
portant, especially if one considers that the IDPS will be
deployed on a network with multiple machines with dif-
ferent hardware and software configurations. As a mat-
ter of fact, the IDPS is designed hierarchically and can
be distributed across multiple machines,so it requires the
analysis of data from different sources. Accordingly, we
have designed a hybrid IDPS (NIDPS + HIDPS), analyz-
ing the two sources of information and using both immune
theories.
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Abstract

With the vast development in cloud computing model,
various organizations and individuals often deploy the
cloud without reviewing the security policies and proce-
dures which can cause great risk in their business. Se-
curing data in cloud storage becomes a challenging task
not only for the cloud user but also to the Cloud Service
Provider (CSP). Storing secret data in unencrypted form
is susceptible to easy access to both the unauthorized peo-
ple and the CSP. Standard encryption algorithms require
more computational primitives, storage space and cost.
Therefore protecting cloud data with minimal computa-
tion and storage space is of paramount significance. The
Securing Portable Document Format file Using Extended
Visual Cryptography (SPDFUEVC) technique proposes
efficient storage to achieve data confidentiality and in-
tegrity verification with minimal computation, time com-
plexity and storage space.

Keywords: Confidentiality; Cryptography; Data Integrity;
Visual Cryptography

1 Introduction

Leading to dramatic change in the computing services,
cloud computing has become very popular in IT indus-
tries. It attracts the attention of industry and academia
alike. The main aim of cloud computing is to pro-
vide flexible, feasible and secure services to users of net-
work [10, 21, 27, 37]. In the present revolutionary scenario
of IT explosion, cloud computing faces the ever growing
demand for large scale computing with minimum cost and
fast networking technologies. It has to prove its economic
feasibility both in terms of setup and maintenance [24, 39].
A cloud provides fundamental services such as Infrastruc-
ture as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS)
and Software as a Service (SaaS) to the customers. Even

though the benefits of using the cloud are clear and un-
derstood, some of the problems persist and remain un-
solved [36, 45, 46].

Enterprises and individuals who have stored their files
on the cloud storage are worried neither about the stor-
age space in the hard disk of the computer nor the risk
of the loss of their valuable files due to computer crash.
Different CSPs like Google, Amazon, Apple, Microsoft,
etc. offer various storage services to customers for stor-
ing their valuable files safely on the external storage terms
and cost of storage services and other special benefits vary
from one service provider to another. They offer certain
amount of free storage space to customers. Usually cloud
consumers can safely store their files in One drive, Google
drive, Sky drive, Drop box, etc. with their personal email
address and password. PDF (Portable Document For-
mat) is a file format that has in itself all the elements of a
printed document as an electronic image. It is especially
useful for documents such as medical records, financial
data, tender quotations etc. Hence most of the potential
users store their information in the PDF file but in unen-
crypted form. Security as the major threat to the above
cloud storage system [43].

The issue of security in cloud storage is of great con-
cern in the academics [9], the industry[20] and the govern-
ment [25]. This problem can be overcome by enciphering
the data before storing it in cloud storage and retrieving it
by deciphering. However, especially commercial users use
conventional encryption algorithm [3, 13, 23, 32, 41, 46]
such as AES, DES, Blowfish, etc. to encrypt their con-
fidential data before storing it in cloud storage. But the
time complexity, storage space and cryptographic com-
putation are enormous in these conventional algorithms.
The specific security requirements in cloud storage are
largely cloudy to the end users. The two main security
threats are sensitivity and integrity of the data received
from remote storage. In an earlier article we proposed Se-
cured Document Sharing using Visual Cryptography (SD-
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SUVC) technique for efficient document storage, which
utilizes only less storage space and time complexity for
the document retrieval and it provides data confidential-
ity [8] to some extent.

This paper proposes a novel method named Securing
Portable Document Format file Using Extended Visual
Cryptography (SPDFUEVC) for more efficient file stor-
age with absolute data confidentiality and integrity. It
requires only less storage space on cloud and less time
complexity for the retrieval of original PDF file using this
algorithm.

The remainder of this article is arranged as follows.
Section 2 covers a study of related work, Section 3 de-
scribes the architecture of SPDFUEVC technique, Sec-
tion 4 discusses encryption, Section 5 illustrates decryp-
tion, Section 6 analyses the experimental results, Sec-
tion 7 covers computational complexity and Section 8 con-
cludes the article.

2 Related Work

Visual Cryptography was invented by Naor and Shamir
in 1994 at the Eurocrypt Conference. This new crypto-
graphic method is perfectly secure which can encode and
decode the secret image without any cryptographic com-
putations [11, 23, 35]. This system divides the secret im-
age into two shares such as cipher and key transparencies,
which are indistinguishable from random noise. The orig-
inal secret image is obtained by placing key transparency
over the cipher transparency.

The basic model of visual cryptography uses binary im-
age which consists of collection of black and white pixels
handling each of them separately. The secret image is di-
vided into ’n’ shares and each pixel appears in ’n’ shares.
The resultant image can be described as ’n’ out of ’m’
Boolean matrix

S = sij

where, Sij = 1, the jth subpixel in the ith share being
black; Sij = 0, the jth subpixel in the ith share being
white. Combine the shares s1, s2, ..., sn which properly
aligns the sub pixels to get the original image.

To illustrate the concept of Visual Cryptography, the
simplest version of two out of two scheme, where each
original pixel of the secret image is coded into a pair of
subpixels in each of the 2 shares specified in Figure 1.
The drawbacks of this basic model are the huge size (the
retrieved secret images two times larger than the original
image) and the poor quality of the image [29].

The basic two out of two’ visual cryptography tech-
niques can be extended to k×n schemes [5, 7, 16, 17, 29,
44]. A more general model for visual cryptography based
on general access structure and authorized and forbid-
den subsets of the participants has been developed. This
model reduces the pixel expansion but it produces only
optimal contrast of the image [4]. Hence the basic scheme
in visual cryptography is restricted to binary image pat-
tern which is insufficient in real time applications.

Figure 1: Encoding black and white pixels

The pixel in grey level images ranges from 0 to 255.
The limitation of this method is pixel expansion and low
contrast of resultant image [6]. Instead of using grey pix-
els directly into the image shares, the grey level image
is converted into binary image by a dithering technique.
The resultant binary image is applied to traditional vi-
sual cryptography scheme. This scheme reduces the pixel
expansion but produces only optimum quality of the im-
age [22]. The grey scale image is further enhanced by
using half-toning method which converts it into binary
image and then visual cryptography scheme is applied
to resultant image. But this scheme is not suitable for a
large sized secret image although there is an enhancement
in contrast when compared with the previous case [26].
There is an enhancement only in visual cryptography be-
ing directly applied to grey scale image but the limitation
of this scheme is low contrast of the image [26].

Most of the real time information contains color images
and Visual Cryptographic algorithm is applied on them
for securing the original information more effectively [18,
33]. Though this method reduces the pixel expansion it
obtains only optimum quality of the image [2, 15].

Standard Visual Cryptography algorithm creates noisy
pixel on image shares which shows that some secret in-
formation is embedded in them. This issue can be over-
come by applying the Extended Visual Cryptography al-
gorithm. The secret information hidden in these cover
images cannot be easily identified by anyone other than
the owner of the file [42]. This scheme is further enhanced
by meaningful shares being generated by dithering tech-
nique [34].

All these previous schemes have dealt with sharing of
merely one secret. Despite the merit of this scheme is
its ability to hide more than one secret within a set of
secrets, it has the limitation of large size and poor quality
of the image [12, 14]. This scheme is further enhanced
by sharing multiple secrets without pixel expansion and
good quality of the image [17, 28, 30]. So far all the
current visual cryptographic algorithms have been applied
exclusively only on images and not on pdf files.
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3 SPDFUEVC Architecture

SPDFUEVC (Securing Portable Document Format file
Using Visual Cryptography) technique mainly uses Ex-
tended Visual Cryptography to protect a secret pdf file
in cloud storage. In all the current work in the domain
of cloud computing, security is focused on using con-
ventional encryption algorithm AES (Advanced Encryp-
tion Standard) for storing and retrieving data [34, 35].
This traditional encryption technique requires more time,
space and also involves complex computations. There-
fore the proposed SPDFUEVC technique can effectively
replace the use of conventional encryption algorithm by
using the Extended Visual Cryptography for uploading
and downloading secret data. The overall concept of the
system is very simple and it also protects the secret in the
pdf file. For the security purpose, instead of uploading the
original pdf file, it must be converted into a text file, next
into image shares and then the resultant image shares,
transformed into scrambled images and finally uploaded
in to the cloud. Later the random noisy image shares
should be extracted from the downloaded scrambled im-
ages and converted into the text file and again into the
original pdf file. The following process is to be followed
for uploading a pdf file into a cloud and downloading a
pdf file from the cloud as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: SPDFUEVC architecture

Algorithm 1 Uploading a secret pdf file

1: Select the pdf file which is to be uploaded
2: Convert the pdf file into text file
3: Convert the text file into image files and convert the

resultant image files into scrambled image files using
SPDFUEVC technique

4: Upload the scrambled image files on a cloud

4 SPDFUEVC Encryption Pro-
cess

When a pdf file which contains some valuable data is to
be uploaded, it has to be encrypted with SPDFUEVC

Algorithm 2 Downloading the Secret pdf file

1: Select the scrambled image files which are to be down-
loaded

2: Download the scrambled image files from the cloud
3: Extract image files from the scrambled image files
4: Obtain the resultant text file by stacking the image

files using SPDFUEVC technique
5: Convert the text file into the original pdf file

encryption algorithm which involves three phases. In the
initial phase, the pdf file must be converted into a text
file using Apache PDFbox application programming in-
terface and in the second phase the resultant text file
must be encrypted using SPDFUEVC encryption tech-
nique. Each character in every line in the text file must
be taken up and converted into an integer (ascii value).
Then it is transformed into a pixel using SetRGB method
and fed on a buffered image. Every pixel in a line must
be stored alternately one in the first image and the next
one in another image. This should be continued till the
end of the file. Finally the image shares are converted
into scrambled images and the scrambled images must be
uploaded into a cloud as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Secret pdf file in cloud storage

Algorithm 3 Conversion of original pdf file into text file

1: Input: pdf file
2: Output: Text File
3: Use the relevant PDFBox package to convert pdf file

into text file
4: Read the pdf file such as Rama.pdf
5: PDFParser is used to extract the text from the parser
6: Use getText() function to retrieve all the strings from

the pdf file
7: Store the extracted strings into text file
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Algorithm 4 Algorithm for encryption of text file into
image shares

1: Input: Text file
2: Output: Image Shares
3: Read the text file which contains some secret infor-

mation
4: Intitialize the 2 random noisy image shares such as

Image1, Image2 with png format
5: Move all the information from text file into buffer
6: Calculate the height and width of the image shares
7: Width = No. of Characters in a line
8: Height = No. of lines in a file
9: Read each line from the contents in a buffer

10: begin
11: Select each character from the line
12: Compute ascii value for that character
13: Calculate the individual pixel using SetRGB() in Java
14: Place every pixel of a line in Image1 and Image2 al-

ternately
15: Store pixel on the image shares based on its x, y co-

ordinates which denote the position of the character
in a line and line number respectively

16: This process is continued till the end of the file
17: end
18: Finally save the Image shares such as Image1, Image2

in png format using ImageIo.write () in Java

Algorithm 5 Algorithm for converting random noisy im-
ages into scrambled images

1: Input: Image files
2: Output: Scrambled Images
3: Initialize the two scrambled image shares as Image1,

Image2 with png format
4: Interchange width and height of the random noisy

images as height and width of the scrambled images
5: Read the pixel in each random noisy image share
6: begin
7: Get the pixel value using getRGB method
8: Store that pixel in the corresponding scrambled image

using setRGB method
9: This process is repeated till the end of the file

10: end
11: Finally save the scrambled Image shares such as Im-

age1, Image2 in png format

5 SPDFUEVC Decryption Pro-
cess

Retrieving the original pdf file from the scrambled images
stored in the cloud storage using SPDFUEVC decryption
technique involves three phases. In the initial phase, the
random noisy image shares are extracted from the scram-
bled images and then they are converted into a text file
in the next phase. The image shares are in.png format
and every line of them must be read. Then each pixel
from every line must be retrieved using getRGB method.

Each one of them must be rewritten in hexa code and the
resultant value entered in a string buffer. This should be
continued till the end of the file. Finally the entire con-
tents in the buffer must be rewritten as a text file and in
the last phase, the text file is converted into the original
pdf using Apache PDFbox application program interface
as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4: PDF file retrieved from scrambled images

Algorithm 6 Extraction of random noisy images from
the scrambled images

1: Input: Scrambled images
2: Output: Random noisy images
3: Intitialize the two random noisy image shares as Im-

age1, Image2 with png format
4: Interchange width and height of the scrambled images

as height and width of the random noisy images
5: Read the pixel in each scrambled image share
6: begin
7: Get the pixel value using getRGB method
8: Store that pixel in the corresponding random noisy

image using setRGB method
9: This process is repeated till the end of the file

10: end
11: Finally save the random noisy image shares such as

Image1, Image2 in png format

6 Security Analysis

In this section, the security attribute of this technique
have been discussed with various factors.

Confidentiality. The proposed technique reveals only
the encrypted file information to the CSP and all
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Algorithm 7 Algorithm for encryption of Text file into
Image shares

1: Input: Random noisy image files
2: Output: Secret text file
3: Read the random noisy image files
4: Initialize the string buffer
5: Select each and every pixel from the line using

getRGB() in Java
6: Find ascii value for the selected pixel
7: Find appropriate character from ascii value and place

it in a buffer
8: Rewrite all the data from the buffer into a text file

using FileWriter() in Java
9: Finally save the Image files in png format

Algorithm 8 Conversion of a text file into original pdf
file
1: Input: Text file
2: Output: pdf file
3: Use file reader to read the source file
4: Store all the contents to buffered image
5: Create a pdf file using PDFwriter component
6: Use pdfDoc.setMargins() function to set the margins

of pdf file
7: Read each and every line from the buffer
8: Set the font size and style with setFontFamily(), set-

FontSize() function respectively
9: Store the text in the document using setText() func-

tion
10: Repeat the process until file comes to an end
11: Finally save the content as a pdf file

other details maintained by TTP (Trusted third
party). This ensure that sensitive information pro-
tected from CSP and illegal user.

Integrity. The original data files are converted into
scrambled random noisy shares and then uploaded
into the cloud. The proposed technique ensure that
no one can modify the data.

Access Control Management. The DO is revealing
the file access control details to the TTP in a se-
cure manner. This avoids the illegal users to modify
the access control details.

Prevention of Intruder. The proposed technique pre-
vents the intruder to access the data transferred in
the communication channel between the communi-
cating parties such as DO, CSP, User and TTP by
enforcing the encrypted form of data transfer.

7 Experimental Result

The above-said SPDFUEVC technique has been evalu-
ated in Java [19, 31] and various tests have been worked
out using a laptop with the configuration of 2.40 GHz,

Intel core i3 processors with 4GB RAM on Windows 8
Professional version 1. The algorithm is implemented in
various sizes of pdf files; the performance of the technique
is evaluated with parameters such as execution time and
size of the image shares for SPDFUEVC encryption and
decryption technique. During the encryption process the
original pdf file is converted into a text file then it is con-
verted into random noisy image shares which are then
converted into scrambled images. The data confidential-
ity of this algorithm is compared to that of conventional
symmetric encryption algorithms such as AES (Advanced
Encryption Standard) and DES (Data Encryption Stan-
dard) used in the current cloud domain [1, 40].

The test result of the pdf file for the proposed
SPDFUEVC technique is as follows.

7.1 SPDFUEVC Encryption Process

7.1.1 Conversion of the pdf File into a Text File

The pdf file is converted into a text file using apache PDF
Box program interface. Figure 5 and Figure 6 show the
sample pdf file and the resultant text file after the con-
version.

Figure 5: Sample pdf file

Figure 6: Resultant text file

7.1.2 Conversion of Text File into Image Shares
Using SPDUFEVC Encryption Technique

The resultant text file is encrypted into image files using
SPDFUEVC encryption technique. Figures 7 and 8 show
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the resultant image files after encryption process.

Figure 7: Image1.png (1090 x 10)

Figure 8: Image2.png (1090 x 10)

7.1.3 Algorithm for Converting Random Noisy
Image Shares into Scrambled Images

The resultant image files are converted into scrambled
images. Figures 9 and 10 show the random noisy images
converted into scrambled images.

Figure 9: Scrambled Image1.png (10 x 1090)

Figure 10: Scrambled Image2.png (10 x 1090)

7.2 SPDFUEVC Decryption Process

7.2.1 Extraction of Random Noisy Images from
the Scrambled Images

The random noisy image shares are extracted from scram-
bled images. Figure 11 and Figure 12 show the random
noisy images extracted from scrambled images.

Figure 11: Image1.png (1090 x 10)

Figure 12: Image2.png (1090 x 10)

7.2.2 Conversion into Text File from the Ran-
dom Noisy Image Shares

The random noisy image shares are converted into a text
file using SPDFUEVC technique. Figure 13 shows the
resultant text file after the decryption process.

Figure 13: Resultant text file

7.2.3 Conversion of Text File into pdf File

The resultant text file is converted into pdf file using
apache PDF Box application programming interface. Fig-
ure 14 shows the resultant pdf file after the conversion.

This algorithm has been applied on various pdf files
and it is found that the size of the image file is compar-
atively lesser than that of the original pdf file during the
SPDFUEVC encryption algorithm. Table 1 describes the
different sizes of pdf files juxtaposed with those of image
files and Figure 15 juxtaposes the sizes of the original pdf
files with those of image files.

Table 2 juxtaposes the sizes of the original pdf files with
those of the deciphered pdf files and Figure 16 discusses
the correlation of the sizes of the original pdf files with
those of the deciphered pdf files. This analysis proves that
both the pdf files are of same size.

7.2.4 Execution Time for Encryption

The time taken for conversion of pdf file into text file,
then into image shares and then into scrambled images
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Figure 14: Resultant pdf file

Table 1: Size of Image shares during SPDFUEVC encryp-
tion

Size of original pdf
files (in KB)

Size of image files
(in KB)

6 2
9 2
15 4
21 4
30 4
38 4

Figure 15: Size of image files during SPDFUEVC encryp-
tion

is calculated as execution time in encryption process and
also the time for conversion of scrambled images into ran-
dom noisy image shares, then into text file and finally into
original pdf file is considered as execution time in decryp-
tion process. This process is compared with conventional
DES and AES algorithms which are used in the current
cloud domain. Table 3 compares this execution time with
that of AES and DES.

The execution time for encryption in SPDFUEVC

Table 2: Comparison of sizes of original and decrypted
pdf files

Size of original pdf
files (in KB)

Size of deciphered
pdf files (in KB)

6 6
9 9
15 15
21 21
30 30
38 38

Figure 16: Size of image files during SPDFUEVC decryp-
tion

Table 3: Execution time for encryption in SPDFUEVC,
AES and DES

Size of
Pdf files
(in Kb)

Execution
time of

SPDFUEVC
(in ms)

Execution
time for

AES (in ms)

Execution
time for

DES(in ms)

6 431 671 531
9 483 702 565
15 655 862 734
21 734 934 804
30 890 1090 950
38 1077 1251 1111

technique is found to be comparatively lesser than those
in DES and AES for various sizes of pdf files. The Fig-
ure 17 depicts the time taken for the execution of these
algorithms.

7.3 Execution Time for Decryption

Table 4 compares the execution time for decryption in
SPDFUEVC with those of AES and DES. The execution
time for decryption in SPDFUEVC technique is found
to be marginally lesser than those in DES and AES. The
Figure 18 denotes the time taken for the execution of these
algorithms.
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Figure 17: Encryption execution time for SPDFUEVC,
AES and DES

Table 4: Execution time for decryption in SPDFUEVC,
AES and DES

Size of
Pdf files
(in Kb)

Execution
time of

SPDFUEVC
(in ms)

Execution
time for

AES (in ms)

Execution
time for

DES(in ms)

6 277 282 280
9 284 288 286
15 285 293 289
21 302 306 304
30 309 314 312
38 316 320 318

Figure 18: Decryption execution time for SPDFUEVC,
AES and DES

8 Complexity

All the previous visual cryptography approaches have
been so far used to hide only a small amount of infor-
mation in an image. In the current scenario, when re-
searchers try to hide a large amount of information in it,
they have to face the challenges of increased share size
and image processing time and also poor quality of re-
trieved image resulting in obtaining only optimum solu-
tions [12, 38, 47]. The proposed SPDFUEVC technique
can effectively hide a larger amount of textual data with
minimum effort, space and time complexity and retrieve
the whole information with data confidentiality and in-

tegrity.

9 Conclusion

The proposed new technique named (SPDFUEVC) Se-
curing Portable Document Format file Using Extended
Visual Cryptography ensures data integrity and confiden-
tiality in the cloud storage. The traditional visual cryp-
tography technique has so far assured confidentiality only
to image file. But the proposed approach provides the
same for the pdf file using visual cryptography technique
and proves to be more efficient than the current cloud
storage techniques. The complexity of this approach is
shown to be reasonable and it is much less than those
of standard algorithms. In this technique, storage entry
is fully protected and hence prohibitive to any unautho-
rized entity. The proposed fool-proof technique ensures
data confidentiality and security along with integrity and
reputation.
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Abstract

Internet polling also known as “e-voting” became popular
in past few years, since it reduces the tallying cost and
time, increases the number of voter participation, also re-
duces the human resources and the traditional work that
means less fraud and corruption. In this paper, a remote
e-Voting system is designed and implemented using ho-
momorphic encryption. The homomorphic property in
ElGamal cryptosystem are exploited to achieve two im-
portant voting requirements: first, the security of device
used for electronic voting by voter. Second, the voter
has the ability to choice willfully and uncoercionly. The
general voting system requirements such as eligibility, pri-
vacy, accuracy, fairness, Receipt-freeness, coercion resis-
tance, mobility, simplicity, individual verifiability, scala-
bility and availability are also achieved in the system.

Keywords: Electronic Voting; ElGamal; Homomorphic
Encryption

1 Introduction

Electronic voting is a process completely conducted by
electronic devices such as computers and communication
technologies. Its applications such as elections are so sen-
sitive in terms of security. Current e-Voting schemes are
based on either mix network, or blind signatures, or ho-
momorphic encryption. Homomorphic encryption is used
to make sure that votes holds its confidentiality by en-
crypting and calculating all votes without decrypting.

Voting schemes based on homomorphic encryption
were first introduced by Benaloh [5]. Several improved
schemes were developed after that. These schemes fol-
low the similar election procedures, but they introduce
new security properties, such as receipt-freeness. In 1997,
Crammer et el. [7], introduced a new multi-authority
secret-ballot election scheme based on the discrete log as-
sumption. Their scheme achieves privacy, universal veri-
fiability and robustness. In 2002, Rivest [18] discussed in

his lecture notes a voting scheme based on homomorphic
property of Paillier cryptosystem to achieve the privacy
of voters by tallying the encrypted votes. This scheme
used blind signature which allow for anonymous voting.
In 2010, George and Sebastian [10] presented a voting
scheme based on homomorphic encryption. The scheme
achieves privacy, uncoercibility, and receipt-freeness. The
scheme can be used for both yes/no and multi-candidates
types of voting. In 2011, Huszti [13] proposed a homomor-
phic encryption-based voting scheme based on Crammer
Scheme [7]. The scheme achieves eligibility, unreusability,
privacy, verifiability, receipt-freeness, and uncoercibility.
It only needs anonymous channels. In 2013, Hussien and
Aboelnaga [12] proposed a new voting scheme based on
additive homomorphic property of Paillier cryptosystem
and blind signature based on RSA. The scheme achieves
eligibility, secrecy, uniqueness, privacy and accuracy. In
2013, Yi and Okamoto [22] presented voting scheme which
maintains the privacy of voter even if the voter’s PC in-
fected by malware or the voter is physically controlled
by the adversary. The scheme can only tell if the candi-
date wins or loses without the number of yes or no votes.
In 2014, Zhao et al. [23] presented a voting scheme based
on homomorphic encryption to ensure anonymity, privacy
and reliability. The scheme using RSA cryptosystem to
encrypted the data. In 2015, Will et el. [21] described
a partially homomorphic cloud-based mobile voting sys-
tem. They implemented the system to show its practical-
ity. The system achieves eligibility, unreusability, untrace-
ability, verifiability, tally correctness, uncoerceability, au-
ditability, accessibility, fairness, soundness and integrity.

In this paper, a secure e-Voting system based on homo-
morphic property of ElGamal cryptosystem is designed
and implemented. Our system achieved the following
e-Voting system requirements: eligibility, privacy, accu-
racy, fairness, receipt-freeness, coercion resistance, mo-
bility, simplicity, individual verifiability, scalability and
availability.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Sec-
tion 2 provides the background of homomorphic encryp-
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tion. Section 3 presents ElGamal cryptosystem. The de-
sign and implementation of the system are introduced in
Section 4. In Section 5, a very simple testing example
is given. The security analysis is discussed in Section 6.
Finally, our conclusions are drawn in Section 7.

2 Homomorphic Encryption

Homomorphic encryption is a type of encryption that al-
lows particular computations to be conducted on cipher-
text and return an encrypted result, the decrypted of re-
sult is equal the result of conducting the operation on
the plaintext. The property of homomorphic is useful to
develop a secure e-voting system with high privacy data
retrieving scheme, also it makes the use of cloud com-
puting by ensuring the privacy of processed data. An
example for its mathematical consistency, if there are two
numbers 10 and 20 then both are encrypted to 56 and 69
respectively, the addition operator gives a number with
value 125, the decrypted of this value is 30 [14].

The concept of homomorphic encryption was suggested
in 1978 by Rivest and Adleman [19], But for 30 years
the progress is very slow. In 1982, Goldwasser and Mi-
cali [11] proposed their encryption system that was able
to encrypt one bit in additive homomorphic encryption.
Paillier [16] in 1999 suggested another additive homomor-
phic encryption. Boneh, Goh and Kobi [2] in 2005 were
invented a security system of encryption which conduct
only single multiplication but large number of additions.
In 2009, Gentry [9] construct a fully homomorphic encryp-
tion based system that able to conduct both of addition
and multiplication, but the scheme is impractical. Several
optimizations and refinements were proposed after that,
but this schemes are still inefficient and impractical [20].

3 ElGamal Cryptosystem

Based on the Diffie-Hellman key exchange, Taher ElGa-
mal [8] presents his public key cryptosystem in 1985.
The security of ElGamal encryption scheme depends upon
the difficulty of computing discrete logarithms over finite
field. ElGamal scheme can be defined over any cyclic
group G with a large prime order q and a generator g.
The three components that configure the scheme are as
shown in Figure 1.

ElGamal cryptosystem has a homomorphic property
as follows [6]:

(C1,1, C1,2) = (gr1 , p1.y
r1)

and

(C2,1, C2,2) = (gr2 , p2.y
r2)

where r1 and r2 are randomly chosen from {1, 2, . . . , q−1}

Figure 1: ElGamal cryptosystem pseudocode

and m1,m2 ∈ G someone can compute:

E(p1).E(p2) = (C1,1, C1,2).(C2,1, C2,2)

= [gr1 .gr2 , (p1.y
r1).(p2.y

r2)]

= [gr1+r2 , (p1.p2), yr1+r2 ]

= E(p1.p2),

where E symbolizes to the encryption process.

4 Design and Implementation

Developing an e-Voting system requires the collaboration
of many participants with different background. In our
system, there are five participating actors: Administra-
tor, Registrars, Tally Authorities, Candidates and Vot-
ers. Table 1, summarizes the participating actors and
their responsibilities. The design of e-Voting System de-
picted in Figure 2, consists of four stages: election setup,
registration, voting and tallying. These stages are con-
secutively, that’s mean no feedback between one stage to
another. We assume that there is a Bulletin Board (BB),
an insert only board readable by the public. This system
supports multi-candidate elections which has nC of can-
didates. Each voter Vi cast his vote for each candidate.
This vote may be Yes or No, this is equivalent to 1 and
-1, respectively.

Figure 2: General structure of the system

1) Election Setup: The aim of this stage is to initialize
election database and calculate necessary parameters
to pass them to the next stages. The algorithm of this
stage is depicted in Algorithm 1. It illustrates that
two actors participate in this stage: Admin and Tally
authority.

The implementation is based on ElGamal encryption
scheme over a group G with a large prime order q and
a generator g. These parameters should be deter-
mined by admin. In addition, the election database
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Table 1: Actors participating and responsibilities

Actor Responsibilities Notes
Administrator responsible for the eligible voters list, election

setup and controlling the entire system
N\A

Registrars authorize the voters for the election during
registration stage

Registrars are distributed on regions to facili-
tate the registration process

Tally Authorities responsible for counting the votes and the an-
nouncement of the final results of the election

The list of tallying authorities T =
{T1, T2, · · · , TnT

}
Candidates asking for the vote and competing with each

other to get highest number of votes
The list of candidates C = {C1, C2, · · · , CnC

}

Voters qualified to vote and casting ballots The list of voters V = {V1, V2, · · · , VnV
}

Algorithm 1 Setup stage

Input: list of all eligible citizens to vote
Output: Election DB, g, q, PV TKEY for T, nT , nC
1: Admin creates database and chooses q, g, and nT
2: for all i in T do
3: Choose a prime ti as private key (PV TKEY i)
4: Calculate PUBKEY = gti

5: end for

should be created by admin. It consists of five ta-
bles: administrator, registrars, tally authorities, can-
didates, and registered voters. Also, in this stage
each tally authority Ti chooses a random prime ti as
a private key PV TKEYi from Z∗

q then calculates the
public key using Equation (1)

PUBKEYi = gti (1)

The sequence diagram of this stage is shown in Fig-
ure 3.

2) Registration: The aim of this stage is to enable
eligible citizens to be registered for voting stage. The
algorithm of this stage is depicted in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 Registration stage

Input: Election DB, g, q, PUBKEY for T, nT , nC
Output: nV , (A,B) for each v
1: for all v want to register do
2: Registrar checks the eligibility of v
3: Generate r for v
4: Generate y ∈ Z∗

q

5: (A,B) = Enc(r)
6: Delete r and save ciphertexts (A,B)
7: end for

In registration stage, remember that the number of
candidates nC is given. The voter Vi identify himself
to the registration employee (registrar) by the iden-
tification card (citizen card). The registrar enters
the required information into system to verify if the
voter’s information exists in the eligible voters list. If

the voter is eligible, the system sends a password to
his provided email address. The voter Vi will proceed
the process of registration in private booth. Each Vi
can login into system with the password which was
sent by the system to the voter’s email address. The
system generates a reference ri for each Vi. This ref-
erence is an integer, it is a string of bits with length
equal to the total number of candidates nC .The sys-
tem generates the reference using Equation (2).

ri = ai,1 + ai,2 + · · ·+ ai,nC

2nC−1

, (2)

where ai,j ∈ {0, 1}.
The reference ri is encrypted using ElGamal cryp-
tosystem into two ciphertexts using Equations (3)
and (4).

Ai,j = gyi,j (3)

Bi,j =

{
g(
∏nT

t=1 PUBKEYt)
yi,j if ai,j = 0

g−1(
∏nT

t=1 PUBKEYt)
yi,j if ai,j = 1,

(4)

where yi,j is randomly chosen by the system from Z∗
q .

Hence, the system permanently deletes the reference
and keeps only its ciphertexts. Encrypted reference
saved in a separately file until the elections day. At
the end, the voter’s information will be saved as
new entries to the ”registered voter” table in the
database. The sequence diagram of this stage is
shown in Figure 4.

3) Voting: The aim of this stage is to enable registered
voters to cast their votes. In this stage, the system
does not require a secret channel for the voters to cast
their votes, also does not need to encrypt the votes,
this allow the voters to verify that their votes are
correctly included and not manipulated by malwares
or viruses. The algorithm of this stage is depicted in
Algorithm 3.

After the announcement of the candidates by Admin
on Bulletin Board (BB), a voting stage is started.
To cast his vote, the voter Vi should remember his
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Figure 3: Election setup stage sequence diagram

Figure 4: Registration stage sequence diagram
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Algorithm 3 Voting stage

Input: Election DB, nV , nC
Output: β
1: Admin announces the list of candidates on BB
2: for all i in V do
3: for all j in C do
4: Vi determines his βi,j and send it to the system
5: Admin publishes βi,j on BB
6: end for
7: end for

reference ri and login to the system with the required
credentials. The voter Vi chooses a sequence of his
βi,j with values of 1 or -1 according to the Table 2.

Table 2: Voter guide to determine β

Reference Vote β
0 Yes 1
1 Yes -1
0 No -1
1 No 1

For example, if the number of candidates nc is 4 and
the reference number ri is (0, 1, 1, 0). Suppose that,
the voter Vi wants to select (Yes) for the third can-
didate and (No) for the other candidates, then the
βi should be (−1, 1,−1,−1). This is the point, the
string of βi dose not refers to what the voter is se-
lected.

After entering β for each candidate, β sent to the sys-
tem saved in separately and stand by for tallying. At
the same time, the β will be published publicly on the
(BB). The voters can know if their votes have been
changed or not, everyone can access to the , but only
the voter himself knows what does it means. The
sequence diagram of this stage is shown in Figure 5.

4) Tallying: The aim of this stage is to count the bal-
lots and get the final result for each candidate. Each
tally authority should apply the algorithm (A) of this
stage. This algorithm is depicted in Algorithm 4.

In this stage, tally authorities combine all valid bal-
lots (β) posted on (BB) using the homomorphic
property of ElGamal scheme as shown in Equa-
tions (5) and (6).

XT,j =

nV∏
i=1

Ai,j
Bi,j (5)

YT,j =

nV∏
i=1

Bi,j
Bi,j . (6)

By using ElGamal encryption scheme, each tally au-
thority Ti, calculates Xi,j using Equation (7).

Xi,j = XT,j
PV TKEYi . (7)

Algorithm 4 Algorithm (A) of tallying stage

Input: nT , nC , nV , PV TKEY, (A,B), β
Output: XnT

and YnT

1: for all j in C do
2: XnT

= 1, YnT
= 1

3: for all i in V do
4: XT,j = XT,j ∗Ai,jβi,j

5: YT,j = YT,j ∗Bi,jβi,j

6: end for
7: end for
8: for all i in T do
9: for all j in C do

10: Xi,j = XT,j
PV TKEYi

11: end for
12: Ti sends Xi,j and YT,j to Admin
13: end for

The algorithm (B) of tallying stage is applied by Ad-
min as depicted in Algorithm 5.

Algorithm 5 Algorithm (B) of tallying stage

Input: Election DB, g, nT , nC , nV , XnT
, YnT

Output: No. of (Yes/No) for each Candidate
1: for all j in C do
2: eqj = 1
3: for all i in T do
4: eqj = eqj ∗Xi,j

−1

5: end for
6: gyj−nj ← (eqj ∗ YT,j)

7: Zj =
ln(gyj−nj )

ln(g)

8: yj =
Zj + nV

2
// yj : No. of (Yes) votes for Cj

9: nj = nV − yj // nj : No. of (No) votes for Cj
10: Admin publishes yj and nj on BB
11: end for

All XnT
and YnT

are sent to admin. In turn, he
calculates eqj using Equation (8).

eqj = YT,j .
∏nT

i=1Xi,j
−1 (8)

eqj is:

eqj =

nT∏
i=1

gβi,j(−1)ai,j

=

nT∏
i=1

gvi,j

= gyj−nj ,

where yj and nj are represented the number of (Yes)
and (No), respectively, for the candidate Cj . and:

yj + nj = nV .

To determine the values of yj and nj using the fol-
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Figure 5: Voting stage sequence diagram

lowing equations:

g2yj−nV = gyj−nj

Zj =
ln(gyj−nj )

ln(g)
(9)

yj =
Zj + nV

2
(10)

nj = nV − yj . (11)

At the last, admin announce final results yj and nj
for each candidate Cj on (BB). The sequence dia-
gram of this stage is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 7, summarizes the four stages of the e-Voting
system in more details focusing on the parameters of
each stage.

5 Testing Example

Here is a simple example. We choose q = 13 and
g = 5. The number of tally authorities nT = 3.
Table 3, illustrates the details of each tally authority.

The number of candidates nC = 3, the number of
voters nV = 10. Suppose that, the references and
votes of the voters as shown in Table 4. Table 4 also
shows the corresponding β of these assumptions.

The voter V7 in the table is taken to be an example
of this testing. the reference of V7 is: r7 = (0, 1, 0).

Table 3: A simple example (private key & public key for
each tally authority)

i Ti PV TKEYi PUBKEYi
1 T1 7 78125
2 T2 11 48828125
3 T3 13 1220703125

The following results are the values of cipher texts
A7 and B7 after encrypt ri by applying Equations (3)
and (4).

A7,1 = 125

B7,1 = 504870979341447555463506281780983186

990852118469774723052978515625

A7,2 = 25

B7,2 = 433680868994201773602981120347976684

5703125

A7,3 = 25

B7,3 = 108420217248550443400745280086994171

142578125.

When voter V7 wants to vote in voting stage, he
should login into system by his email and password.
After that, the voter should determine his string of
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Figure 6: Tallying stage sequence diagram

Figure 7: The structure of the e-Voting system
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Table 4: A simple example (reference, vote and β for each
voter)

Voter ri Vote βi
V1 1 1 0 Yes No No -1 1 -1

V2 0 1 0 No No Yes -1 1 1

V3 1 1 0 No No Yes 1 1 1

V4 1 1 0 Yes No No -1 1 -1

V5 0 1 1 No No Yes -1 1 -1

V6 1 0 0 No No Yes 1 -1 1

V7 0 1 0 No No Yes -1 1 1

V8 1 1 1 No No Yes 1 1 -1

V9 1 0 1 Yes No No -1 -1 1

V10 1 1 0 No No Yes 1 1 1

β corresponding to his reference and vote. As it has
been imposed in Table 4, the voter V7 intends to vote
with select (Yes) for the third candidate and (No)
for the others. Then, the string of his β should be
(−1, 1, 1).

In tallying stage, the results of applying Equation (5)
by tally authorities are the following:

XT,1 = 0.00032;

XT,2 = 244140625;

XT,3 = 625.

The results of applying Equation (6) also by tally
authorities are the following:

YT,1 = 7.307508186654514591018425054928088

7399251968

YT,2 = 10644899600020376799775134290618272

12061649183577670400231262522961602

20718638803407125922093183922548702

27112931888813452986454239896673253

97992779882663154942462236970742476

18062034221640976720082358068556572

59485659071884811055497266352176666

259765625

YT,3 = 29387358770557187699218413430556141

94546663891930218803771879265696043

14863681793212890625.

The following results of applying Equation (7) by
each tally authority: Xi,j , where i = 1 to nT and

j = 1 to nC .

X1,1 = 3.4359738368

X1,2 = 516987882845642296794630432543726783

47863256931304931640625

X1,3 = 37252902984619140625

X2,1 = 3.6028797018963968

X2,2 = 183670992315982423120115083940975887

159166493245638675235742454106002696

789801120758056640625

X2,3 = 5684341886080801486968994140625

X3,1 = 3.6893488147419103232

X3,2 = 1094764425253763336659163736945246977

5627046420910279466852095967888992833

483285949114360846579074859619140625

X3,3 = 2220446049250313080847263336181640625

The following results of applying Equation (8) for
each candidate, where j = 1 to nC :

eq1 = 0.001600000000000000000000000195162925

77422996703997298828525686076318379491

5676116943359375

eq2 = 1.0240000000000000853364947021680506199

755880447629267175285976241228653060842

929080957877149069746163427344966910290

675723693566791635586678577702111463910

977856606381097326537220026160300237081

865470933905726269586011767387390136718

75

eq3 = 625.

By applying Equation (9), get the following results
for each candidate:

Z1 = −4, Z2 = −10, Z3 = 4.

Now get the number of (Yes) votes and number of
(No) votes for each candidate by applying Equa-
tions (10) & (11) as shown in Figure 8. Finally, ad-
min announces these results on (BB).

6 Analysis

The design of any e-Voting system should be satisfy a
number of basic and extended requirements. However, it
is impossible to satisfy all of these requirements at the
same time [4]. Many researchers described these require-
ments such as [1, 3, 15, 17]. Our e-Voting system achieves
the following properties and requirements:
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Figure 8: The final results of the example

1) Eligibility: Registrars Prove and confirm the eligi-
bility of the person to vote. They denied from elec-
tion any person who does not met the pre-defined
requirements. In addition, there is a field called
(isVoted) in class of voter. This field is marked when
the voter casts his vote to prevent him from voting
one more time.

2) Privacy: In the system, no one can link the identity
of the voter and his vote, even the tally authorities.
The privacy of voter is preserved by using homomor-
phic encryption protocol and reference technique.

3) Accuracy: The system can tally the valid votes with
high accuracy by using homomorphic property of El-
Gamal cryptosystem.

4) Fairness: No one can know the intermediate results
or any partial result during election since the system
is designed for multiple tally authorities. All tally
authorities and admin should be jointly compute the
final results.

5) Receipt-freeness/coercion resistance: The us-
ing of reference in the system make the system is
receipt-freeness and that prevents the vote-buying.
The voter cannot prove what is he voted in election
to others.

6) Mobility: The system require the voter comes to
specific locations only during registration days. The
voter can cast his vote from anywhere he access to
Internet during voting day.

7) Simplicity/Convenience: The system is relative
simple. The user interface is user-friendly and not
require high skills from the voters.

8) Individual verifiability: A voter must have the
ability to verify that the vote he casted is accounted
in the tally without any modification. The system
achieved this property by publishing the β on (BB).
Each voter can reach his β easily and check if it is
changed or not.

9) Scalability: The practicality of a voting system de-
pends on the factor of protocols complexity that used
in the system. With aspect to storage, computation
and communication, the system has to be scalable to
any number of voters with more computations and
hardware requirements.

10) Availability: In our system, the voters can be access
all features during the election period.

7 Conclusions

In this paper, a practical secure e-Voting system is pre-
sented. By using homomorphic encryption, the system
achieves the confidentiality of the voters. The system
does not require a secure channel during a voting stage.
The needless of encryption of votes allows the voter en-
sure that his vote is not changed. Unfortunately, e-Voting
schemes based on homomorphic encryption require high
computational space and time. The overhead for tallying
is increasing depending on the increase in the number of
voters, candidates and values of parameters. The system
is practical with small and large scale elections with more
computation as the election size increased. The system
is implemented using JAVA, the language that deals with
the huge numbers that consist of thousands of digits in
both the integer and decimal form by using BigInteger
and BigDecimal classes.
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Abstract

By access structure and attribute set, attribute-based en-
cryption realizes fine-grained access control and one to
many encryption. The expression of access structure di-
rectly decides the application range of one scheme and the
general circuit reaches the best form. Since the safety of
multilinear maps is suffered question, using relatively effi-
cient and safe bilinear maps to construct circuit attribute-
based encryption becomes popular. In this paper, we first
propose a method that can convert any monotone circuit
to an equivalent access tree. Then based on it, we pro-
pose a key-policy attribute-based encryption for general
circuit from bilinear maps. Moreover, combining exiting
method that can convert any access tree into LSSS struc-
ture and plenty of well-developed LSSS schemes, we can
directly obtain corresponding circuit schemes. Compared
with currently scheme from bilinear maps, our work is
more efficient and expandable. In the standard model,
selective security of our scheme is proved under the deci-
sional bilinear Diffie-Hellman assumption.

Keywords: Attribute-based Encryption; Access Tree; Bi-
linear Maps; General Circuit; Selective Security

1 Introduction

With the Internet more and more developed, the appli-
cation of cloud storing and cloud computing are more
and more widely. And the security problem also becomes
more and more serious [3, 21]. In traditional public key
encryption, the message is encrypted to a specific individ-
ual. The efficiency becomes extremely low when sharing
a message with multi users. Attribute-Based Encryption
(ABE) as a new type public key primitive realizes one to
many encryption and fine grand access control.

Sahai and Waters [18] proposed the concept of ABE
in EUROCYPT 2005. Different with traditional public
key encryption, there are attribute set and access struc-

ture in encryption and key generation phase. And ac-
cording to the position, the ABE can be divided into two
types: when attribute set associate with ciphertext and
access structure associate with private key, it is called
Key-Policy ABE (KP-ABE); when attribute set associate
with private key and access structure associate with ci-
phertext, it is called Ciphertext-Policy ABE (CP-ABE).
Only when attribute set satisfy access structure, the user
can decrypt the encrypted message. In 2006, Goyal et
al. [10] proposed the first KP-ABE scheme, and the ac-
cess structure of this scheme is access tree with highly
efficient secret sharing approach.

How to improve the expression of the access structure
is an important research field in ABE, and the progress
of the improvement is really slow. After first access tree
ABE was proposed in 2006, Lewko and Waters [12] con-
verted it into Linear Secret Sharing Scheme (LSSS) as ac-
cess structure until 2011. In 2013, Garg et al. [9] utilized
the multilinear maps [8] built in ideal lattice to construct a
KP-ABE scheme that supported general circuit as access
structure. The general circuit can express any fixed run-
ning time program and reach the strongest expression in
ABE [23]. After that, Tiplea et al. [20] proposed the first
circuit KP-ABE scheme from bilinear maps. Until now, it
is still the only one work that achieves the general circuit
by bilinear maps. Recently, Hu and Jia [11] pointed out
that the multilinear maps they used are not safe and gave
a valid attack. Therefore, we build the scheme on mature
bilinear maps and its assumption.

2 Related Work

Unlike other fast developing branches in the ABE sys-
tem, the most important one which aim to achieve bet-
ter expression improves really slowly. The first KP-
ABE [10] scheme used access tree as structure in 2006.
The access tree can be used to represent any mono-
tone Boolean formulas which is a special case in mono-
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tone circuit with limitation of fan-out one for every
node. In 2011, [12] proposed a KP-ABE scheme with
LSSS as structure, and in their scheme, they proposed
a method that can convert any access tree into a LSSS
matrix. Due the flexible and efficiency of LSSS, many
schemes [1, 7, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 22] used LSSS structure
to achieve additional property based on [12]. In 2013, [9]
explained that the “backtracking attack” was the main
barrier to extent access tree’s single fan-out into circuit’s
multi fan-out. And they used level multilinear maps to
prevent the attack, but the private key size and com-
putation complexity of paring is extremely high. After
that, there appeared many optimization and extensions
schemes [4, 5, 6] based on [9]. However, [11] found a weak-
ness on the multilinear maps they used and give a valid
attack, leading their scheme unsafe. As for now, there
is only one scheme achieved circuit ABE from bilinear
maps. But its complexity is still high and has limitation
on extension.

In this work, we propose a method that can converts
any monotone circuit into a corresponding access tree,
and then use the secret sharing method in [10] to con-
struct a KP-ABE scheme. Selective security of our scheme
in the standard model is proved under the decisional bi-
linear Diffie-Hellman assumption. Compared with [20],
our scheme do not have extra gate (FANOUT gate) and
its components, therefore our scheme is more efficient.
More important, combining with the method proposed
in [22] that converts any access tree into a corresponding
LSSS, we can directly get plenty of circuit schemes with
additional property based on current schemes like CP-
ABE [24], private key tracing [14, 15], revoke [16], large
universe [17], etc.

3 Preliminary

Definition 1. Access Structure [19]: For a given non-
empty finite set U , any non-empty subset S of U is called
an access structure definite on U . S is called monotone
if for ∀B ∈ S satisfies:

(∃A ∈ S)(A ⊆ B)⇒ B ∈ S.

If a subset of U also belongs to S, it is called autho-
rized set; otherwise, it is called unauthorized set. In ABE
scheme, we call the elements of U as attributes.

Definition 2. Access Tree: An access tree is combined
by leaf nodes and gates. Each leaf node has one outgoing
wire and associates with one attribute. The gate type is
either OR gate (1 of 2 threshold gate) or AND gate (2 of
2 threshold gate) which has two incoming wires and one
out going wire.

Definition 3. General Circuit [9]: A general circuit is
combined by input nodes and gates. Each input node has
arbitrary numbers outgoing wires (at least one) and as-
sociates with one attribute. The gate type is either OR
gate, AND gate which has two incoming wires, or NOT

gate which has one incoming wire and one outgoing wire,
and those gates can have arbitrary numbers outgoing wires
(at least one).

In our scheme, we use notation Cx(Γx) to represent
a sub-circuit (sub-tree) with root node x, and abuse
the subscript r to express entire circuit (tree). For in-
put attribute set A, we use Cx(A) = 1 (Γx(A) = 1)
to represent A satisfy sub-circuit (sub-tree) Cx(Γx), and
Cx(A) = 0(Γx(A) = 1) to represent it is not. We use tu-
ple (w,w1, w2) to represent a node w and its left and right
child nodes w1, w2, and use S (w) , R (w) to represent the
sharing attaches and recovery value to outgoing wires of
node w respectively.

Definition 4. Monotone Circuit [9]: A general circuit is
monotone if it does not have any NOT gate.

Like [9] said, we can use De Morgan’s rule to convert
any general circuit into an equivalent circuit with NOT
gates only appear at input level, and above is a monotone
one. Then we combine those NOT gates with attributes
associated in input nodes. Therefore, we just consider
monotone circuit in the scheme. In circuit or access tree,
if the number of a node’s outgoing wire is one, we call it
a single fan-out node; otherwise we call it a multi fan-out
node.

3.1 Definition for Circuit KP-ABE

There are four algorithms in a KP-ABE scheme for cir-
cuit, including three probabilistic polynomial-time (PPT)
algorithms and one deterministic polynomial-time (DPT)
algorithm as follows:

Setup(λ, n)→ (PP,MSK): The setup is a PPT algo-
rithm. It inputs the security parameter λ and num-
ber of system attribute n. It outputs the public pa-
rameters PP and master secret key MSK.

Encrypt(PP,A,m)→ CT : The encryption is a PPT al-
gorithm. It inputs the public parameters PP , an at-
tribute set A and a message m. It outputs ciphertext
CT .

KeyGen(MSK,C)→ PK: The key generation is a
PPT algorithm. It inputs the master secret key
MSK and a circuit C. It outputs private key PK.

Decrypt(PK,E)→ m/⊥ : The decryption is a DPT al-
gorithm. It inputs private key PK and a ciphertext
CT . It outputs a message m or the special symbol
⊥.

3.2 Security Model for Circuit KP-ABE

The selective security model of circuit KP-ABE can be
seen as a game between a challenger and an attacker. At
the end, the attacker will give a guess. If the guess is
right, the attacker wins the game; otherwise, the chal-
lenger wins.
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Init. The attacker declares the attribute set A∗.

Setup. The challenger runs the Setup algorithm, then
publishes the public parameters PP , and keeps the
master secret key MSK.

Phase 1. The attacker requests any polynomial number
times private key queries for any circuit C under the
limitation that C(A∗) = 0, and the challenger return
the corresponding private key to the attacker.

Challenge. The attacker issues two equal length mes-
sages m0,m1, then challenger flips a random bit
b ∈ {0, 1}, and return the corresponding ciphertext
to the attacker.

Phase 2. Same as the Phase 1.

Guess. The attacker gives a guess b′ of b. The advantage
of the attacker in the game is defined by Pr [b = b′]−
1
2 .

Definition 5. Selective Security: If for all PPT attackers
at most have a negligible advantage in above game, we call
this circuit KP-ABE scheme is selective secure.

3.3 Bilinear Maps and Assumption

Definition 6. Bilinear Maps [2]: For two multiplicative
cyclic group of prime order p G1, G2 with generator g of
G1 and a map e : G1 ×G1 → G2. We call e is a bilinear
map and G1 is bilinear group if they satisfy:

1) Bi-linearity: for all u, v ∈ G1 and a, b ∈ Zp, we have

e(ua, vb) = e(u, v)
ab

;

2) Non-degeneracy: e(g, g) 6= 1;

3) Computable: the group operation in G1 and map e
are both efficiently computable.

Definition 7. Decisional Bilinear Diffie-Hellman
(DBDH) Assumption: Given two bilinear groups G1, G2

and g, ga, gb, gc, e(g, g)
abc
, e(g, g)

z
(a, b, c, z are randomly

chosen from Zp), there is no polynomial-time algorithm

can distinguish e(g, g)
abc

and a random element e(g, g)
z

in G1.

4 Circuit Conversion

The secret sharing of our scheme is based on [10]. But
because of “backtracking attack”, it cannot directly used
in circuit. Therefore, our idea is to convert each multi
fan-out node into equivalent form of several single fan-out
nodes, and then use the method in [10] to build a KP-
ABE scheme while still resists attack. Our conversion’s
direction is in a bottom up direction in circuit. For a
node x with fan-out l(l ≥ 2), we use l copies of sub-
circuits Cx but only has single fan-out for root node, to
replace the original sub-circuit Cx. Then move to the
next node. For better understanding, we give a simple

example in Figure 1(abc). As shown in Figure 1(a), there
are two multi fan-out nodes, and we first use two nodes 1
with single fan-out to link its two parents which turns into
Figure 1(b). Then we use same method to convert AND
gate in upper level and get circuit in Figure 1(c). We can
easily find that Figure 1(a) and 1(c) are equivalent.

(a) Original
circuit

(b) Step 1 (c) Step 2

Figure 1: Circuit conversion

Here we explain why our scheme can resist the “back-
tracking attack”. The attack only takes place in multi
fan-out gate that its outgoing wire links to an OR gate.
As we can see in Figure 2, due to the sharing of incom-
ing wires in OR gate and outgoing wires in multi fan-out
gate (marked as X) are equal. When someone knows the
left wire’s sharing of OR gate, it can directly know the left
wire’s sharing of AND gate even though the multi fan-out
gate is not satisfied and its sharing of outgoing wires is not
supposed to know. In our scheme, we convert all multi
fan-out gates to single fan-out. And in secret sharing
phase, we attach different sharing to those wires; there-
fore the attacker cannot use the multi fan-out as bridge
to attack other gates.

Figure 2: Backtracking attack

5 Our Construction

Setup(λ, n): In system setup phase, it inputs the se-
curity parameter λ to choose prime p and number
of attributes n to choose attribute universe U =
{1, · · · , n}. Then it generates two bilinear groups G1,
G2 with order p and a bilinear map e : G1×G1 → G2.
Suppose the generator ofG1 is g. At last, it randomly
chooses y ∈ Zp, ti ∈ Zp for every i ∈ U and publishes
the public parameters:

PP =
(
Y = e(g, g)

y
,
(
Ti = gti |i ∈ U

))
(1)
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keeps the master secret key:

MSK = (y, t1, · · · , tn) (2)

Encrypt(m,A,PP ): In encryption phase, it inputs the
public parameters PP , an attribute set A ⊆ U and a
message m ∈ G2. Then it randomly chooses s ∈ Zp
and outputs the ciphertext:

CT = (A, gs, E′, Ei)

E′ = me(g, g)
ys

Ei = T si = gsti |i ∈ A.

KeyGen(C,MSK): In key generation phase, it inputs
the master secret key MSK and a circuit C. Then it
converts the circuit C into an equivalent access tree.
After that, it sets S (r) = y for the root node and
shares the y in a top down manner as follows:

OR gate (w,w1, w2): If S (w) = δ, then it sets:

S (w1) = S (w2) = δ.

AND gate (w,w1, w2): If S (w) = δ, then it ran-
domly chooses ϕ ∈ Zp and sets:

S (w1) = ϕ,

S (w2) = δ − ϕ.

Finally, it generates the private key at each leaf node
by the sharing it gets. For each leaf node x and its
attached attribute tx, it outputs the private key:

SK = {SKx = gSx/tx }.

Decryption(CT, PK): In decryption phase, it inputs
the ciphertext CT with structure Γ and user’s pri-
vate key PK with attribute set A. Then it does the
follow to calculate the message:

Leaf node (w): If Γw(A) = 1, it calculates:

R (w) = e (SKx, Ex)

= e
(
gSx/tx , gstx

)
= e(g, g)

sSx .

AND gate (w,w1, w2): If Γw(A) = 1, it calculates:

R (w) = R (w1) ·R (w2)

= e(g, g)
ϕs
e(g, g)

δs−ϕs

= e(g, g)
δs
.

OR gate (w,w1, w2): If Γw(A) = Γw1(A) = 1, it
sets:

R (w) = R (w1) .

Or if Γw(A) = Γw2
(A) = 1, it sets:

R (w) = R (w2) .

Finally, it will get Y = e(g, g)
ys

at the root node if
Γ (A) = 1, and get message m = E′/Y .

6 Security Proof

In this section, we give the security proof of our KP-ABE
scheme by DBDH assumption under the standard model.
As described in Section 3.2, it is a game between a poly-
time attacker and a challenger.

Theorem 1. If there exists a poly-time attacker who can
break our KP-ABE scheme with advantage ε, the chal-
lenger can solve the DBDH problem with advantage ε/2.

Proof. The challenger first receives an instance of a
BDHE assumption, which includes (ga, gb, gc, T ) and the

challenger will decide whether T = e(g, g)
abc

or T =
e(g, g)

z
. Next it will use the attacker’s ability to solve

the problem.

Init. The attacker announces the challenge attribute set
A∗.

Setup. The challenger sets Y = e(ga, gb) = e(g, g)
ab

,
then it randomly chooses ri for all i ∈ U and sets:

Ti =

{
gri , i ∈ A∗

gbri , i /∈ A∗

Finally it publishes the public parameters:

PP = (p,G1, G2, g, e, n, Y, Ti)

Y = e(g, g)
y

Ti = gti |i ∈ U.

Phase 1. The attacker can submit any poly numbers cir-
cuits with limitation C(A∗) = 0. After receiving the
circuit, the challenger converts it into access tree Γ
and starts the secret sharing procedure.

The challenger first implicitly sets y = S(r) = ab for
the root node and sharing y by access tree in a top
down manner as following (note that for a node w,
if Γw(A∗) = 0, the sharing form of its outgoing wire
would be an element in Zp; otherwise it would be an
element in G1).

OR gate (w,w1, w2): Suppose S (w) = L, it sets:

S(w1) = S(w2) = δ.

AND gate (w,w1, w2): Suppose S (w) = L, it first
randomly chooses K ∈ Zp. Then if Γw(A∗) =
Γw1

(A∗) = Γw2
(A∗) = 1, it sets:

S(w1) = K,

S(w2) = L−K.

If Γw(A∗) = 0,Γw1
(A∗) = 1,Γw2

(A∗) = 0, it
sets:

S(w1) = K,

S(w2) = L/gK .
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If Γw(A∗) = 0,Γw1(A∗) = 0,Γw2(A∗) = 1, it
sets:

S(w1) = L/gK

S(w2) = K.

If Γw(A∗) = Γw1
(A∗) = Γw2

(A∗) = 0, it sets:

S(w1) = gK ,

S(w2) = L/gK .

For each leaf node, it sets:

SKx =

{
(gb)

S(x)/ri
, x ∈ A

S(x)1/ri , x /∈ A

At last, the challenger sends the private key SK =
{SKx} to the attacker.

Challenge. The attacker submits two equal length mes-
sages m0,m1 to the challenger. Then the challenger
flips a random coin b ∈ {0, 1} and outputs the fol-
lowing ciphertext to the attacker:

E = (A∗, E′ = mvT, {Ei = gcri}i∈A∗).

Phase 2. This phase is same as Phase 1.

Guess. The attacker gives a guess b′ about b. If b′ = b,
the challenger decides T = e(g, g)

abc
; otherwise, it

decides T = e(g, g)
z
.

Next, we calculate the advantage that challenger
has. We use Pr [C] to represent the probability that
the challenger’s decision is right, use Pr [Cabc] to
represent the probability that the challenger decide
T = e(g, g)

abc
and use Pr [Cz] to represent the prob-

ability that challenger decides T = e(g, g)
z
. Suppose

the attacker can break this scheme with advantage ε,
then:

Pr[C] = Pr[Cabc|T = e(g, g)
abc

]

·Pr[T = e(g, g)
abc

]

+ Pr[Cz|T = e(g, g)
z
] · Pr[T = e(g, g)

z
]

= Pr[b
′

= b|T = e(g, g)
abc

]

·Pr[T = e(g, g)
abc

]

+ Pr[b 6= b|T = e(g, g)
z
] · Pr[T = e(g, g)

z
]

=
1

2

(
1

2
+ ε

)
+

1

2
× 1

2

=
1

2
+
ε

2
.

7 Efficiency Analysis

In this section, we give the efficiency analysis by compar-
ing our scheme with [20] since it is the only one work that

achieved circuit ABE from bilinear maps. The efficiency
of [20] and our scheme both rely on the distribution and
numbers of multi fan-out nodes in circuit. Therefore, we
give the comparison in a more concrete circuit as follows.

Table 1: Private key size in [20] and our scheme

Scheme Worst case Best case
[20] nj + n+ jr nj + n+ r (j − 1)
Our n+ jr n+ r (j − 1)

Suppose there are n input nodes, r multi fan-out nodes
all with j outgoing wires. The best case in both [20] and
our is that there is no path between any two multi fan-out
nodes, and the private key size of [20] is nj+n+ r (j − 1)
and our is n + r (j − 1). The worst case is that there is
a path through all multi fan-out nodes, and the private
key size of [20] is nj + n + jr and our is n + jr. The
private key size is between this two in other cases. We
give a summary in the Table 1. The private key size also
means the paring times in decryption phase, therefore our
scheme is more efficiency than [20].

8 Conclusion

In this work, we first propose a method that can convert
any monotone circuit into an equivalence access tree, and
then based on that, we propose a KP-ABE scheme for
general circuit from bilinear maps that can resist “back-
tracking attack”, and prove its selective security under
DBDH assumption in standard model. Compared with
the only one circuit KP-ABE from bilinear, our scheme
is more efficient than that. More important, based on ex-
isting method that can convert any access tree into LSSS
matrix and plenty of efficient LSSS ABE schemes with
different additional property, we can directly obtain the
corresponding circuit ABE schemes.

Currently, multilinear maps are not safe and the com-
plexity of circuit ABE from bilinear maps are still too
high for practical use. How to optimize the secret sharing
procedure for circuit still need further research.
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Abstract

Password authentication is commonly used to authenti-
cate the user in web-based services such as internet bank-
ing due to its simplicity and convenience. Many users
have multiple accounts and use the same password. The
password is usually sent to the server over an HTTPS
connection. However, this common practice makes the
system vulnerable. An attacker can set up a phishing
site masquerading as the genuine site and attempts to
steal the user’s credentials. If the user’s credentials are
successfully stolen, all accounts are compromised. More-
over, since passwords are common, a break-in to a sys-
tem that is not well protected might cause a cascaded
break-in. This paper describes an authentication proto-
col which enables the user to securely use the same pass-
word for multiple servers, and protects against phishing
attacks. The protocol also allows multiple authentica-
tion sessions simultaneously while preventing replay at-
tacks. Furthermore, the protocol is also resilient against
denial-of-service attacks since no state is maintained on
the server during the authentication process.

Keywords: Anti-phishing; Authentication; Mutual Au-
thentication; Password

1 Introduction

Phishing is a technique that employs both social engineer-
ing and technical subterfuge to steal personal identifiable
information and financial account credentials. The crim-
inal creates a replica of an existing web page to deceive
the victims [3]. Usually, the criminal sends emails which
resemble emails from legitimate entities to potential vic-
tims. Unaware of criminal activities, the victims click the
link in the email to visit the website where they are asked
to provide personal information such as username, pass-
word, and credit card number. The criminal records this
information and uses it to impersonate the victims or to
commit financial fraud [15, 16].

Although the phishing site appears to be similar to the

legitimate site, the Uniform Resource Locator (URL) is
different, usually suspicious. The phishing site is short
lived so that it cannot be effectively blacklisted. An ex-
perimental phishing attack was performed at Indiana Uni-
versity targeting students aged 18 to 24 years old [9]. The
acquaintance data are harvested from social network web-
sites. The experiment spoofed an email message between
two friends. Experiments showed that 72% of students en-
tered their secure university credentials into the spoofed
site whose domain name was clearly distinct from Indiana
University.

When the user moves the pointer to hover over a hyper-
link, the URL is usually shown on the status bar. A user
with this knowledge makes an attempt to verify the des-
tination URL using this method as a safeguard against
phishing. However, a status bar can be easily spoofed.
The criminal can use a simple onclick event to change
the destination URL.

Many web browsers have anti-phishing features built
in. However, some users fail to notice the warning, do
not understand the warning, or ignore the warning [5].
In order to provide the anti-phishing features, the web
browsers must maintain the list of the phishing sites. As
aforementioned, phishing sites cannot be effectively black-
listed and the user is not protected until the phishing site
is included on the list.

Several large financial institutions, including Bank of
America and The Vanguard Group, attempt to combat
against phishing attacks by implementing a technique
called SiteKey which is the product of RSA Data Security.
SiteKey uses the following challenge-response technique:

1) The customer identifies himself by submitting the
username. If the username is valid, the site continues
to the next step. Otherwise, the site displays an error
message indicating that the username is not correct.

2) The site authenticates itself to the customer by dis-
playing an image and a phrase that the user has pre-
viously chosen. If the user does not recognize them,
the user should assume that the site is a phishing
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site and should not proceed. If the user recognizes
the displayed information, the user may consider that
the site is authentic.

3) The user authenticates oneself by supplying the pass-
word. If the password is correct, the user is authen-
ticated.

In practice, SiteKey is ineffective [19, 24]. People do
not notice or do not care when the SiteKey is missing.
Moreover, SiteKey technique has a security design flaw.
The criminal can learn whether or not the username ex-
ists. The rationale of SiteKey is that the phishing site
does not have the customer’s SiteKey. However, the
phishing site can obtain the correct SiteKey from the gen-
uine site, and then displays it to the user.

The Anti-Phishing Working Group (APWG) reported
that phishing attack numbers declined 20 percent from
late 2012 to early 2013. This was due to a precipitous
drop in virtual server phishing attacks, where the crimi-
nal seizes control of a web server that hosts many unique
domains and then creates phishing pages for those do-
mains [7]. According to APWG, trends indicate phish-
ing levels returning to the levels seen prior to the record-
setting highs of 2015. Therefore, these criminal activities
are still prevalent and an effective anti-phishing attack
technique is needed.

The purpose of this research is to design and implement
an authentication protocol which is secure and protects
the user against phishing attacks. The following require-
ments are the design goals of the anti-phishing password
authentication protocol.

• The protocol must protect users against phishing at-
tacks.

• The protocol must allow users to safely use the same
password across many websites.

• The protocol must achieve user authentication with-
out reviewing the password to the server at any point.

• The protocol must be secure against known attacks.

This paper consists of five sections. Section 1 intro-
duces the motivation of the paper. Section 2 describes
background information and related work in the area of
phishing and password authentication. Section 3 presents
the design of the anti-phishing password authentication
protocol. Section 4 provides the security analysis of the
protocol. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Background and Related Work

This section provides background and related work
which includes phishing, password authentication, cryp-
tographic challenge-response authentication, and existing
anti-phishing password-based protocols.

2.1 Phishing

Phishing is the attempt to obtain sensitive information
such as usernames, passwords, and financial informa-
tion by masquerading as a trustworthy entity in elec-
tronic communication [14]. Phishers use social engineer-
ing schemes using spoofed emails purporting to be from
legitimate businesses and agencies. The schemes are de-
signed to lead victims to counterfeit websites and deceive
the victims into divulging sensitive information.

APWG publishes quarterly phishing attack trends re-
ports. Figure 1 shows the phishing trends. The total
number of unique phishing reports received has sharply
risen from year 2012 to year 2015. Phishing has been
increasingly threatening individuals.
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Figure 1: Phishing trends

Phishers usually send emails impersonating trusted en-
tities luring victims to visit phishing sites. Phishing tar-
gets the user who has no knowledge about social engi-
neering attacks or internet security [8]. Figure 2 shows an
example phishing email which pretends to be from PNC
Bank asking its customer to sign in by clicking on the
link. The link displays the URL of PNC Bank. However,
when the victim clicks on the link, the phishing site is
shown. An unsuspecting customer who has an account
with PNC Bank would sign in as instructed in the email.
By doing so, the customer unknowingly gives the phisher
their account credentials.

For an HTML page, the displayed link and the actual
link can be different. When user moves a pointer over the
link, the status bar shows the actual URL. This may give
some confidence to the user who is familiar with browsing
the Web. However, a status bar can be programmed to
display whatever the phisher desires. A user with some
technical knowledge is likely to be a victim for a status bar
spoofing. When the user clicks the link, the actual link
shows on the browser’s address bar. The phisher tricks
the victim by using a site name similar to the real site
by misspelling the name. For example, the phisher may
use letter ‘a’ instead of letter ‘o’, ‘1’ instead of letter ‘l’,
or ‘0’ instead of letter ‘o’. When the user glances at the
address bar, the user assumes the website is legitimate.
The phisher may also employ a poorly written redirection
program from the real website to the phishing site. The
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Figure 2: An example of phishing email

address bar will display the real website address briefly
and then it will display the phishing site address. This will
make the victim think that displayed website is redirected
from the trusted site and trust the displayed site.

Online security warnings have historically failed be-
cause users do not understand or believe them. Since
phishing is prevalent, new online security warnings have
been redesigned. It is difficult to automatically detect
phishing with accuracy. Therefore, anti-phishing tools
use warnings to alert the users to potential phishing sites,
rather than blocking them. There are two types of warn-
ings, namely, passive warning and active warning. A
passive warning indicates a potential danger by changing
colors, providing textual information, or by other means
without interrupting the user’s task. However, research
has shown that passive warnings are failing users because
users often fail to notice them or do not trust them. An
active warning, on the other hand, forces users to notice
the warning by interrupting them. Many popular web
browsers include active phishing warnings since research
has shown that passive warnings are often ignored.

Despite growing efforts to educate users and to create
better detection tools, users are still susceptible to phish-
ing attacks. Phishing can deceive users because the users
are willing to trust websites that appear to be designed
well and look familiar.

Many research papers have proposed methods of de-
tecting phishing sites based on URLs of web pages [1, 4,
10, 23]. After confirming that the website is probably
a phishing site, a security warning is issued to the user.
However, using phishing site detection methods does not
guarantee that the algorithms are always accurate.

2.2 Password Authentication

Password authentication is the simplest form of an au-
thentication model. The user presents the username and

the password to the authenticating entity [13, 20]. The
password authentication is commonly used in authenticat-
ing the user over the Internet. The server needs to store
the user’s password in order to authenticate the user [17].
The password must be protected. Storing the password in
clear text is inadvisable. This is because a compromised
user database file reveals all passwords. The attacker may
be able to obtain the password database through an SQL
injection attack [2, 12]. Instead, the hash value of the
password should be saved. A weakness of using the hash
value is that two users with the same password have an
identical hash value. Furthermore, the attacker can use
a dictionary attack against the entire user database. The
best way to protect a password is to employ salted pass-
word hashing. The server randomly generates a number
called salt and calculates the hash of the salt and the pass-
word. Therefore, two users with the same password have
different salted passwords. The server stores the salt and
the salted password along with other information. Upon
logging in, the user supplies the username and the pass-
word. The server computes the hash value of the salt
and the received password, and then compares the result-
ing value to the stored hash value. If the two values are
identical, the user is authenticated.

Sending a password in clear text is vulnerable to eaves-
dropping. Using an SSL connection helps protect the con-
versation during transit. However, it does not prevent
phishing attacks.

2.3 Cryptographic Challenge-Response
Authentication

In this type of authentication, the user and the system
share some secret [21]. For two-way authentication, both
the user and the system must convince each other that
they know the shared secret without transmitting the se-
cret in the clear text over the communication channel. To
accomplish this, the server encrypts the randomly gener-
ated number or nonce and sends it to the user as a chal-
lenge. The user must return a corresponding response
which is calculated from decrypting the challenge and en-
crypting the value derived from the decrypted value. This
proves that the user has the ability to decrypt the chal-
lenge. Therefore, the user knows the shared secret.

A drawback of the challenge-response authentication is
that it can be defeated by man-in-the-middle attacks. For
example, the user visits a phishing site and submits his
username. The phishing site forwards the user’s identity
to the genuine site impersonating the user. The server
sends a challenge in order to authenticate the user. The
attacker presents the challenge to the user to obtain the
correct response which is subsequently sent to the server.

2.4 Existing Anti-phishing Password-
based Protocols

Rose et al. present a method to improve password security
and to defend against password phishing [18]. The server
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stores the hash of the user’s password and the domain
name. When the user enters the username and the pass-
word is prefixed with two escape characters, the browser
extension applies a Pseudo Random Function (PRF) to a
combination of the password and the domain name. The
username and the hash value are sent to the server. The
domain name is automatically obtained. If the user enters
the credentials on the phishing page, the phisher cannot
obtain the clear text password. Moreover, the hash value
is different from the one stored on the actual server since
the phishing site has a different domain name. Using do-
main name as salt has a drawback. The attacker may
compromise a server under the same domain and may
set up a phishing page. The correct salted password can
be captured. Since password and domain name remains
unchanged, the salted password is the same, making it
susceptible to replay attacks.

In [6], a protocol that allows a client to securely use
a single password across multiple servers and prevents
phishing attacks is proposed. The client can be authenti-
cated without revealing the password to the server at any
point. The protocol employs a one-time ticket technique.
The client sets the next authentication ticket. The ticket
consists of the hash of the random number, the password,
and the server name. The client identifies himself by send-
ing the identity. The server challenges with the previously
stored random number. Subsequently, the client com-
putes the ticket using the received number. The client
also randomly generates a number and uses it to create
the next authentication ticket. The client responds with
the current ticket, the next challenge random number,
and the hash value of the next authentication ticket. Al-
though the clear text password remains unchanged, the
ticket changes each time the client is authenticated. This
is equivalent to changing the password at the server ev-
ery time the user signs in, which makes the protocol sus-
ceptible to message modification attacks. Consider the
scenario where an attacker intercepts the response from
the client. The attacker then can create a ticket using his
password and replaces the hash value with the one gener-
ated from his ticket. The server has no way to verify the
authenticity of the hash value. Hence, the attacker can
log in.

3 Design of the Protocol

This section describes the design of the anti-phishing pass-
word authentication protocol. The design objectives and
the notions are explained. Then, this section discusses
the password storage and the authentication that are de-
signed to meet the objectives.

3.1 Design Objectives

The primary objective of this paper is to design an au-
thentication protocol which is secure and protects the user
against phishing attacks and other known attacks. The

following requirements are the design goals of the anti-
phishing password authentication protocol.

1) The protocol must protect users against phishing at-
tacks.

2) The protocol must allow users to safely use the same
password across many websites.

3) The protocol must achieve user authentication with-
out revealing the password to the server at any point.

4) The protocol must be secure against known attacks
such as password database attacks, server spoofing
attacks, and denied of service attacks.

5) The protocol must allow multiple authentication ses-
sions.

6) The protocol must be mutual authentication.

3.2 Notations

Table 1 shows notations which are used throughout this
paper.

Table 1: Notations and description

Notations Descriptions
C Client
S Server

ADS Server’s address, i.e., IP address
ADC Client’s address, i.e., IP address

N1, N2, N3 Nonce
HMAC(K,M) Keyed-hash message authentication

code function, where K is the secret
key and M is the message

Times Session valid time which consists of
the start time and the expiration
time

SAC Session authentication code
|| Concatenation operator
⊕ XOR operator

3.3 Password Storage

It is crucial that the user’s credentials are protected even
though the user database has been compromised. The at-
tacker should not gain knowledge from it. Therefore, the
password should not be stored or sent as clear text. Tradi-
tionally, for each user, the server stores the username, the
salt, and the hash value of the salt and the user’s pass-
word. This protects the user’s credentials and defends
against dictionary attacks and pre-computed rainbow ta-
ble attacks. However, both username and password are
sent to the server to be authenticated. For a valid user-
name, the server calculates the hash value of the salt and
the received password and compares the resulting value
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with the one stored on the server. Since the actual pass-
word is transmitted to the server, the attacker can ob-
tain this information from a compromised server and can
use the user’s credentials to gain access to other servers.
Therefore, the user’s password should not be transmitted
as clear text.

If the password is hashed at the client machine and
sent to the server, the client-side hash logically becomes
the user’s password. Therefore, it is equivalent to storing
passwords in clear text. If the attacker obtained the hash
value, the attacker can use it to authenticate to the server.
Hence, the server must store a value which is derived from
the received value.

To achieve the design objectives, the authenticator
must be derived from the user’s password and must be
server specific. Table 2 shows the user database. Each row
consists of username, salt, and masked secret. The salt is
credential specific. In other words, each user is randomly
assigned a salt. This prevents a dictionary attack on the
entire database. The attacker must pick an individual to
attack. The masked secret is calculated by XORing the
user’s secret and the mask. The user’s secret is derived
from the username, the password, and the Fully Qualified
Domain Name (FQDN), i.e., Hash(username || password
|| FQDN). The mask is the hash value of the server’s se-
cret and the user’s salt, HMAC(KS || salt). The server’s
secret is not stored on disk. It is inputted when the server
starts. Therefore, a compromised database does not re-
veal the server’s secret or the user’s secret.

HMAC is a message authentication code based on a
cryptographic hash function [11]. The length of the au-
thentication code is fixed. Only the parties, who have the
knowledge of the secret key, can produce a valid message
authentication code. The advantage of using HMAC is
that the cryptographic hash function generally executes
more quickly in software than symmetric and asymmetric
ciphers [22].

Table 2: User database
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3.4 The Protocol

In an insecure network environment, any client can con-
nect to a server. The obvious risk is user impersonation.
An attacker can pretend to be another user and obtain
unauthorized access. To counter this threat, the server
must be able to authenticate the user requesting the ser-
vice.

Figure 3 summarizes the basic authentication dialog.
The following is the brief description of the protocol.

1) The client identifies itself to the server by sending the
user’s ID, the address of the server, and a random
value N1.

2) The server replies back with received information, an-
other random value N2, and the start time and the
expiration time of the authentication session. More-
over, the server includes the server’s authenticator
and the Session Authentication Code (SAC).

3) The client responds with the user’s ID, server ad-
dress, N2, another random value N3, Times, the
client’s authenticator, and the session authentication
code.
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Figure 3: Summary of the authentication exchanges

When the user connects to a server to use a service,
the client software C in the user’s computer requests the
username and password, and then sends a message to the
server S that includes the user’s ID, the server’s address,
and the random nonce N1. The server first verifies if
the requested server’s address belongs to the server, and
checks its database to see if the user exists. If the user is in
the database, the server obtains the salt and the masked
secret of the user. The mask is generated from hashing
the server’s secret and the user’s salt. The resulting value
is then XORed with masked secret to obtain the user’s se-
cret. Next, the server randomly generates another nonce
N2 and sets the start time and the expiration time for the
authentication session.

The server constructs the response message which in-
cludes user’s ID, the server’s address, the received nonce
N1, the generated nonce N2, and the times. The server
authentication which is used to authenticate itself to the
client is computed using the HMAC algorithm with the
response message and the user’s secret. The session au-
thentication code for the session is also generated using
the HMAC algorithm with the server’s secret and the mes-
sage which includes the user’s ID, the client address, the
nonce N2, and the times. The server sends the response
message, the server authentication, and the session au-
thentication code. After replying, the server can discard
the calculated values.

When the client receives the response, the client veri-
fies that the response is corresponding to the request by
checking if the response message contains the requested
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information. The server authenticator is then verified. A
valid server authenticator proves that the server knows
the user’s secret. Now that the client has the challenge
information, authenticating itself can be done next. The
client creates a response message which consists of the
user’s ID, the server address, the received nonce N2, the
nonce N3, and the times. The client also creates the client
authentication by using the HMAC algorithm with the re-
sponse message and the user’s secret key. Subsequently,
the client sends the response message, the client authen-
ticator, and the session authentication code to the server.

Upon receiving the response, the server checks to en-
sure that the response is intended for the server and has
not expired. If the user’s ID is in the database, the server
derives the user’s secret from the masked secret, the user’s
salt, and the server’s secret as previously described. Af-
terward, the server verifies the client authenticator. Suc-
cessful verification implies that the user knows the pass-
word which is a crucial component in creating the client
secret. The server then validates the session authentica-
tion code. A valid SAC is the SAC which has not expired
and has not been used. The server saves the SAC which
has been used to the user’s SAC list. Future sessions will
be checked against this list to ensure that the SACs are
used only once. To perform the validation task efficiently,
expired SACs are removed from the SAC list.

Table 3 summarizes the justification for each of the
elements in the protocol.

4 Security Analysis

This section analyzes the security of the proposed proto-
col which includes the security of passwords, security of
the server’s secret key, and security of the communication
protocol.

4.1 Security of Passwords

The obvious approach to password attack is to guess the
password. The two most common methods of guessing
passwords are brute-force attacks and dictionary attacks.
These two types of attacks can be performed online or
offline as described in the following section.

4.1.1 Online Brute-Force and Dictionary Attacks

In the brute-force approach, the attacker tries all possi-
ble passwords. On average, an attacker will have to try
half of all possible combinations before finding the correct
password. To defend against such an attack, the password
length policy must be enforced. The password must be
at least eight characters long. A longer password is a
better password. Moreover, for online password guessing,
the system should be configured to slow the attack by de-
laying between successive login attempts and limiting the
number of unsuccessful attempts before disabling the ac-
count for a period of time or indefinitely until the account
is reset.

The attacker impersonates the user and attempts to
log in on a server by trying all passwords in an exhaus-
tive list called a dictionary. An online dictionary attack
feeds a server with thousands of username and password
combinations. To protect against dictionary attacks, the
user must use a strong password which can be enforced by
access policy. Guidelines that are designed to make pass-
words less easily discovered by intelligent guessing and
cracking tools include using complex passwords with an
appropriate length. A complex password is a password
which uses several types of keyboard characters. As a
result, complex passwords are unlikely to be in the at-
tacker’s dictionary. The number of unsuccessful login at-
tempts should also be limited as aforementioned.

4.1.2 Offline Brute-Force and Dictionary Attacks

The attacker obtains the user database and attempts to
perform offline brute-force attacks or dictionary attacks.
Each entry in the user database consists of the username,
the salt, and the masked secret. The masked secret is
calculated from the user’s secret and the mask. However,
the mask is user specific and depends on the server’s se-
cret. Therefore, this makes it impossible to use lookup
tables and rainbow tables to crack the password.

4.2 Security of the Server’s Secret Key

The server’s secret key is used to create the user mask and
the session authentication code using the HMAC algo-
rithm. The user mask is not stored in the user database.
It is XORed with the user’s secret. If the attacker ob-
tains the user database, the mask is not readily available.
However, the attacker can register an account. Since the
attacker can compute his own secret key, the mask can
be obtained. Breaking the server’s secret key would only
compromise all users’ secrets on a specific server. How-
ever, if the attacker breaks the server’s secret key without
having the user database, the attacker will not be able to
impersonate other users. The security of the server’s se-
cret key depends entirely on the security of the HMAC
algorithm.

Attacks on HMAC can be grouped in two categories,
namely; brute-force attacks and cryptanalysis. The level
of effort for brute-force attack on the HMAC algorithm
has a similar level to that for symmetric encryption algo-
rithms. Cryptanalysis attacks on the HMAC algorithm.
The security of the HMAC depends in some way on the
cryptographic strength of the underlying hash function.
HMAC is considered secure. Therefore, it is computa-
tionally infeasible for the attacker to derive the server’s
secret key.

4.3 Security of the Communication Pro-
tocol

The authentication exchanges are done over the HTTPS
protocol. However, the proposed authentication protocol
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Table 3: Rationale for the elements of the protocol

Message 1 Client requests an authentication session
IDC Tells the server’s identity of the user from this client
ADS The perceived server’s address by the client, i.e., the IP address
N1 A random value to be repeated in message 2 to assure that the response is fresh and

has not been replayed by the attacker
Message 2 Server returns a session and authenticates itself to the client

IDC Indicates the rightful owner of the session
ADS The server’s address
N1 Nonce from message 1
N2 A random value to ensure that the response is fresh. It is also used to generate the

ticket authentication code
Times Provides time sensitive authentication

AuthenticatorS Proves that the server knows the client’s secret and the information has not been mod-
ified

SAC The session authentication code to be repeated in message 3 to ensure that the session
is authentic and is used only once within the time limit

Message 3 Client authenticates itself to the server
IDC Indicates the rightful owner of the ticket
ADS The client’s perceived server address which allows the server to have many addresses
N2 Nonce from message 2 to prevent a replay
N3 A random value to ensure that response is fresh. It is also used to generate the session

authentication code
Times The value from message 2 to provide a time period of the session

AuthenicatorC Proves that the user knows the password and the information has not been modified
SAC The value from message 2 is used to verify that the message is authentic

is also analyzed when the authentication exchanges are
done over an insecure channel.

4.3.1 Eavesdropping Attacks

Since the authentication exchanges are performed over
the HTTPS protocol, the eavesdropper cannot obtain
the authentication messages. Hence, the attacker can-
not learn any information. Without a secure connection,
the authentication exchanges may be eavesdropped and
the attacker is able to obtain messages. The attacker
cannot learn the password because it is not sent to the
server. However, non-secret values including the ID of
the user, server’s address, nonce, and times are revealed.
Learning these values does not make the protocol vulner-
able. The remaining values are the server’s authenticator,
the client’s authentication, and the session authentication
code. These values are generated using HMAC. As previ-
ously discussed, HMAC is secure. Therefore, the protocol
is secure against eavesdropping attacks.

4.3.2 Message Replay Attacks

The SSL/TLS communication is protected against replay
attacks using MAC which is computed using the secret
and the sequence number. Therefore, the replayed mes-
sage is detected as a duplicate. Replaying the entire ses-
sion is not possible since the master secret is generated
using the pre-master secret, the client and the server’s

random data. Even without SSL, the protocol prevents
the replay attacks. When the user has been authenti-
cated, an attacker may be able intercept the message in
Step 3 and establishes another session. Since unexpired
SACs are saved, the replayed message will contain a used
SAC. Therefore, the attacker’s session will not be authen-
ticated. Hence, the protocol protects against replay at-
tacks.

4.3.3 Message Modification Attacks

For this type of attack, an attacker attempts to modify
a message transmitted between the client and the server
to discover the client’s password or to gain unauthorized
access. Modifying an SSL data stream will cause an error
in the packet. The attacker will not gain knowledge of the
user’s password or unauthorized access. For an insecure
channel, the message exchanges in Step 2 and Step 3 are
protected by the authenticator and the session authenti-
cation code. Without the knowledge of the password and
the server’s key, the verification will fail.

4.3.4 Denial of Service Attacks

This paper limits the scope of the denial of service at-
tacks to the level of authentication, not the underneath
layers. The proposed authentication is stateless which
means that the server does not need to remember any
challenge values. There is no extra resource reserved for
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the user. The server can securely and correctly verify
the user in Step 3. The server challenge information is
implicitly calculated into the server authentication code.

4.3.5 Phishing Attacks

In phishing attacks, the attackers make an attempt to
obtain sensitive information such as user credentials and
credit card details. Phishing is typically carried out by
social engineering techniques such as email spoofing and
instant messaging to deceive users. The victims receive
fraudulent messages which appear to come from a trust-
worthy entity. The message usually directs the victim to
an authentic-looking website which lures the victim to en-
ter sensitive information. The proposed method protects
the user against phishing attacks. Since the attacker does
not have knowledge of the user’s credentials, it cannot
create a valid server authenticator. The address of the
attacker is different from the address of the server. Veri-
fication will not be successful.

4.3.6 Man in the Middle Attacks

In this type of attack, the traffic between the client and
the server goes through the attacker. The attacker is ca-
pable of capturing the traffic, modifying it, and replaying
the modified traffic. This may be in the form of active
phishing where the attacker entices the victim to enter
confidential information on the impersonated website and
the attacker actively modifies the information and sup-
plies it to the server. In Step 1, the server’s address will
be the attacker’s address. This is because the server’s ad-
dress is automatically obtained. The attacker will modify
it to the real server’s address. In Step 2, all values in
clear text can be altered. However, the server authenti-
cator and session authentication code cannot be modified
without the client’s secret key and the server’s secret key,
respectively. Therefore, when the user verifies the server
authenticator, the verification process results in failure.

5 Conclusions

Password-based authentication is still widely used. How-
ever, it may be vulnerable to phishing attacks. The
proposed protocol attempts to address this issue by im-
plementing mutual authentication which both client and
server must prove that they know the shared secret. A
two-factor authentication which includes the knowledge
factor and location factor is also used. The proposed pro-
tocol also applies a challenge-response authentication in
which both server nonce and client nonce are used. This
ensures that previous authentications cannot be reused
in replay attacks. Moreover, the protocol utilizes times-
tamps to ensure exact timeliness. Finally, the server can
be implemented in a stateless manner during the authen-
tication.

In order to protect the user against phishing attacks,
when the user initiates the login process, the user’s secret

is dynamically derived from the username, the password,
and FQDN. If the user is on the phishing site, the user’s
secret is generated incorrectly. As a result, the verifica-
tion process would safely fail. The attacker is not able to
obtain the user’s credentials or perform a transaction on
behalf of the user. Therefore, the proposed anti-phishing
password authentication protocol automatically protects
users from attackers who try to obtain the user’s pass-
word or make transactions against the user’s interest as
illustrated in the security analysis.
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Abstract

In order to save storage space, the data collected from
body area networks can be stored in a third party. How-
ever, this may bring security problems. The common
method is encrypting data before outsourcing. In this pa-
per, we design a role-based access control scheme (RACS)
used in the cloud. Firstly, we classify the data which are
collected from body area networks into different types,
and use the ciphertext-policy attribute-based encryption
to encrypt them. Secondly, we divide the ciphertext into
two parts, one part is stored in cloud, and the other is in
the owner. Different users own different attributes, there-
fore, they only can access the data when their attributes
satisfy the corresponding access structure. The security
of medical data is assured in this way. Thirdly, we also
add the user revocation to prevent the vicious user from
obtaining and modifying the data. Lastly, when the emer-
gency happens, users can obtain the temporary key to ac-
cess medical data, so as to cure the patients in the first
time. We analyze the correctness, security, storage and
computation overhead of the scheme. The results show
that RACS can resist the ciphertext attack and superior
to others in the storage space and computation overhead.

Keywords: Access Control; Attribute-based Encryption;
Body Area Networks; Cloud Storage

1 Introduction

In recent years, body area networks can be used to mon-
itor illnesses of patients. The sensors which are put in,
on and around patient’s body can monitor physiological

activities of patients continually, for example, the temper-
ature, breathing, arrhythmia and endoscope. This medi-
cal treatment is very convenient for the chronic diseases
and disables. The communication in body area networks
has three layers, intra-BAN communications, inter-BAN
communications and beyond-BAN communications [10].
“Intra-BAN communications” refers to the communica-
tions between sensors or between sensors and personal
devices; “Inter-BAN communications” is the communica-
tions between personal devices and one or more access
points (APs); in “Beyond-BAN communications” the au-
thorized persons (doctors or nurses) can access medical
data through Internet, so they can diagnose the patients
according to their states. Database is an important part
in the third layer, where the patients’ personal informa-
tion and medical history are stored. These data can be
outsourced to the third party, such as the cloud servers.
According to the access trees which are defined by the
patients and the attributes users owned, users can access
special medical data. Cloud is used widely for its powerful
storage and convenience. Users can outsource their sensi-
tive data in the cloud [3, 11]. If these data are stored in
cloud, most of the cost can be saved. However, the cloud
is outside of the owners’ control, so personal information
and medical data will be exposed to the third party. One
of the serious challenges is protecting the confidentiality
of the data [9, 14].

For the high value of medical data, the third party is
always the attacks targeting of many malicious actions.
It is necessary to construct a novel data access control
scheme. The method of attribute-based encryption(ABE)
before outsourcing is a common method to control medi-
cal data. ABE is a one-to-many encryption. If and only if
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Figure 1: The three-layer architecture communication in body area networks

the attributes the users own satisfy the access tree, they
can access the data. So the patients can decide the access
policy. That is to say, different users can access differ-
ent data. The authorized users include family numbers
or friends, doctors, pharmacist and researchers. In the
ciphertext policy (CP-ABE) schemes, the patients use ac-
cess tree to encrypt data, and only when the users give
the corresponding key they can access the data. CP-ABE
schemes always require intensive computing resources to
run the encryption and decryption algorithms. However,
in body area networks the computing devices are always
lightweight such as cell phones and sensors. Outsourc-
ing the heavy computation without exposing the sensitive
data contents or keys to the cloud service providers is a
good choice to solve the problem.

Sahai and Waters first proposed the attribute-based
encryption [12] which was built on the Identity-Based
Encryption(IBE). In IBE, the users’ key and ciphertext
are described by strings. When the number of strings is
within the threshold, the users can decrypt the ciphertext.
Bethencourt and Cheung proposed the CP-ABE based on
ABE [1, 2]. The key of user is associated with some at-
tributes, and the access structure is included in cipher-
text. If and only if the users’ attributes satisfy the access
structure, the users can decrypt ciphertext. Li and Yu
focused on the multiple data owner scenario, and divided
the users into multiple security domains to reduce the key
management complexity [7]. Wei Li et al. conducted a
threshold multi-authority CP-ABE access control scheme
for public cloud storage [8]. However, the medical data
can be accessed by all the users whose attributes satisfy
the policy. If we want the users only can access special
data, these methods are impossible, because all the data

are encrypted in one ciphertext. Wan and Wang proposed
the hierarchy attribute-based encryption in cloud [13, 15].
These schemes achieve scalability and inherit flexibility
and fine-grained access control, however, the medical data
are not partitioned. Therefore, all the data are in the
same security level. Zhou incorporated his system into
mobile cloud computing scenarios. He put the intensive
computation of CP-ABE encryption and decryption to
cloud service providers without disclosing their data con-
tent and secret keys [16]. Therefore, the cloud services
do most of the storage and computation work, alleviat-
ing the burden of the sensors. But, he didn’t classify the
medical data. Li et al. proposed an outsourced ABE sys-
tem, which supports both secure outsourced key issuing
and decryption [6]. Jung et al. proposed an AnonyCon-
trol scheme which addressed not only the data privacy
but also the user identity privacy [4]. However, they also
didn’t consider the classification of data.

In this paper, we propose a role-based attribute-based
access control scheme (RACS) by extending the CP-ABE.
In this scheme, the owners classify the medical data into
different parts, and encrypt them by different access poli-
cies using different attributes, in this way the users can
access data according to their roles. The users can only
access parts of the medical data by their roles. Therefore
the security of medical data can be guaranteed. For the il-
legal users, the patients can revoke their access privileges.
When the patients are in danger, for example, coma, the
paramedics can obtain the temporary key to access the
medical data to insure the efficient rescue in the short
time. In order to relieve the burden of sensors, parts of
the encryption and decryption are put in the cloud. We
adopt a method which divides the access structure into
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two parts, one part is in the sensors and the other is in
the cloud.

The main contributions of this paper are: (1) we di-
vide the medical data into different parts to realize that
different users can access different parts, (2) we divide
the policy into two parts: one part is stored in the cloud,
and the other is in owner, (3) we consider break-glass in
the scheme, (4) we analysis the correctness, security and
storage and computation overhead of the scheme.

2 Preliminary

2.1 Bilinear Maps

Let G1 and G2 be two groups of prime order p, and g be
a generator of G1. A bilinear map is an injective function
e : G1 ×G1 → G2 with the following properties:

Bilinearity: ∀u, v ∈ G1, a, b ∈ Zp, there is e(ua, vb) =
e(u, v)ab.

Non-degeneracy: e(g, g) 6= 1.

Computability: There is an efficient algorithm to com-
pute e(u, v) for each u ∈ G1 and v ∈ G1.

2.2 Bilinear Diffie-Hellman Problem
(BDHP)

Given two groups G1 and G2 with the same prime order
p, let e : G1 × G1 → G2 be a bilinear map and g be
a generator of G1. The objective of BDHP is to com-
pute e(g, g)abc in (G1, G2, e) from the given (g, ga, gb, gc),
where a, b, c ∈ Zp.

2.3 Access Tree

Access tree expresses the structure of access control. Let
T be an access tree with root r, and att(x) be the at-
tributes associated with the node x. If numx is the num-
ber of children of a node x and kx is its threshold value,
then 0 < numx ≤ kx. When kx = 1, the threshold gate
is an OR gate; when kx = numx, it is an AND gate. De-
note Tx as the subtree of T rooted at the node x. Hence
Tx is the same as T. When the attributes associated with
the ciphertext satisfy the owners’ access structures, the
users can get the medical data. If a set of attributes sat-
isfy the access tree Tx, we denote it as Tx(γ) = 1. Tx(γ)
can be computed recursively as follows: When x is a leaf
node, Tx(γ) = 1 if and only if att(x) = γ. When x is a
non-leaf node, evaluate T ′x(γ) for all children x′ of node
x. Tx(γ) = 1 if and only if at least kx children return 1.

3 Scheme Model

3.1 Problem Definition

We consider a role-based attribute encryption cloud stor-
age access control scheme in which there are different own-

Figure 2: Storage model of medical data

ers and different users. Figure 2 shows the cloud storage
model. Every patient owns his medical data and shares
them to users through Internet. The medical data are
stored in a third party. The patients have their control
rights of medical data entirely. They can produce, man-
age and delete their data. The center server manages
these data. The users can read or write different parts
of medical data from the servers according to their at-
tributes. When a user wants to access medical data, he
first checks that which access tree his attributes satisfy.
For example, if a user’s attributes satisfy the access tree
of CTi, he only can obtain CTi and can’t get other parts
of CT . The role-based scheme consists of the following
components:

1) The service provider. It is the third party which con-
trols users accessing the outsourcing data and pro-
viding outsourcing services.

2) Owners. The patients who own the medical data
define the access policies and outsource them to the
service provider after encrypting.

3) Center server. It is an attribute set key institution.
It produces the public key and the master key. It also
distributes, revokes and renews the users’ private key.

4) Users. The persons who want to access medical data.
If a user owns the attributes which satisfy the access
policy, he can decrypt the corresponding data.

We show an example to illustrate the process of the
scheme. Suppose Alice is a patient in hospital A. She cre-
ates her medical data file F and divides them into differ-
ent parts, such as personal information, medical history,
physical examination information, and sensitive data. We
illustrate it in Figure 3. Alice encrypts them according
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Figure 3: The division of medical data

to the access structures she defines. Different users have
different access privileges as they own different attributes.
For example, doctors can access all data; insurance com-
pany can only access personal information; her friends
and researchers can access medical history. Alice also
transport a temporary key to the trust center, when the
emergency happens, the emergencies can get the key and
access the fist-aid data.

3.2 Role-based Access Control Scheme in
Cloud Storage (RACS)

Scheme Initialization:

1) Let G be the group with prime order p and g be
the generator of G.

2) Choose two random numbers α, β ∈ Zp,
the public key is PK : {g, h = gβ , f =
gyβ , e(g, g)α}.

3) The master key is MK : {β, gα}.

Key Generation:

1) Choose a random number γ ∈ Zp.
2) For each attribute j ∈ S, choose random num-

bers γj ∈ Zp.
3) Generate the private key: D = g(α+γ)/β , ∀j ∈

S : Dj = gγ ·H(j)γj , D′ = gγj .

The ciphertext is divided into different parts. For
each part, an access tree is constructed. Therefore,
different keys are generated to decrypt them. Ac-
cording to users’ roles, the key generation algorithm
generates their private keys.

Encryption before Outsourcing:
For the patients, the privacy is an important issue.
For example, a patient may don’t want some users
to know that he has certain diseases. We can divide
the data M into N parts, M = {M1,M2, · · · ,MN},
and encrypt them with corresponding access trees.
After encryption, the ciphertext is constructed as

CT = {CT1, CT2, · · · , CTN}. CTk(k = 1, 2, · · · , N)
indicates one part of ciphertext. It can be decrypted
by users whose attributes satisfy the corresponding
access trees. In this way, we can realize role-based
access control.

In order to alleviate the heavy computation, parts of
encryption and decryption are moved to cloud. An
access tree is divided into two parts: T = TCLOUD ∧
TDO. TCLOUD is one part of access tree which is con-
trolled in the cloud and TDO is the other part which
is controlled by data owner. To relieve the computa-
tion overhead in the Inter-BAN, TDO usually has a
small number of attributes. Most of the computation
is performed in TCLOUD which is stored in cloud. We
illustrate an access tree in Figure 4.

For the TCLOUD, the process is as follows: Choose
a polynomial qx for each node x, and set the de-
gree dx = kx − 1 (kx is the threshold of x). For
the root node R in the tree, choose a random num-
ber s ∈ Zp and set qk(0) = s. For other nodes,
set qx(0) = qparent(x)(index(x)) and choose randomly
other dx nodes to define qx.

For the TDO, the process is as follows:

1) Encrypt (qR(2), TDO) and CTDO = {∀y ∈ Y2 :
Cy = gqy(0), C ′y = H(att(y))qy(0)}.

2) Computer C̃ = Me(g, g)αs and C = hs, where
M is the message.

3) Send CTDO, C̃, C to the cloud.

On receiving the message from data owner, the cloud
server generates the following ciphertext:

CT = {TESP ∧ TDO; C̃ = Me(g, g)αs;C = hs;

∀y ∈ YESP ∪ YDO : Cy = gqy(0),

C ′y = H(att(y))qy(0)}.

Data Decryption:
When a user wants to access CTk, the center server
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Figure 4: An Access Tree of CTk

first checks whether his attributes satisfy the corre-
sponding access tree. If it is satisfied, the decryption
is handed over to the cloud. The user sends SKk to
the cloud, and requests the cloud provider to send
the ciphertext. When x is a leaf node, i = att(x),
the decryption process is as follows: if i ∈ S,

DecryptNode(CT, SK, x) =
e(Di, Cx)

e(D′i, C
′
x)

=
e(gr ·H(i)ri , hqx(0))

e(gri , H(i)qx(0))

= e(g, g)rqx(0)

If i /∈ S, DecryptNode(CT, SK, x) =⊥;

The recursion is processed as follows: ∀y is the child
of x. It calls DecryptNode(CT, SK, y) and stores the
output as Fy. Let Sx be an arbitrary kx-sized set of
child node y, the computation is processing in cloud
as follows:

Fx =
∏
z∈Sx

F
∆i,s′x(0)

z

=
∏
z∈Sx

(e(g, g)r·qz(0))∆i,s′x(0)

=
∏
z∈Sx

(e(g, g)r·qp(z)(index(z)))∆i,s′x(0)

=
∏
z∈Sx

e(g, g)r·qx(i)·∆i,s′x(0)

= e(g, g)r·qx(0)

Where i = index(z) and S′x = {index(z) : z ∈ Sx}.
Finally, the recursive algorithm returnsA = e(g, g)rs.

Key Update:
When users need to be revoked or attributes are
changed, the owner can update the users’ privileges
through trusted center. Suppose there is a user re-
vocation, the key is updated as follows:

The trust center chooses s′ ∈ Zp randomly and a key
K ′λi which is different to original Kλi , then encrypt
the ciphertext again.

1) C ′ = Me(g, g)α(s+s′).

2) Ci = gqi(0)+s′ , C ′i = (H(λi)
qi(0)+s′)K ′λi .

3) ∀y ∈ Y/{i} : Cy = gqy(0)+s′ , C ′y =

(H(λy)qy(0)+s′)Kλy .

Break-glass:
When a patient is in emergency, the first-aiders need
to access medical data temporarily. They prove their
privileges from emergency response department, and
get the patient’s emergency key to decrypt the medi-
cal data. After the emergency treatment, the patient
computes an emergency key once again.

1) Choose a random number η ∈ Zp.
2) Generate the private key D = g(α+η)/β .

4 Scheme Analysis

4.1 Correctness

The decryption process starts from the root of tree.
We observe DecryptNode(CT, SK, r) = e(g, g)rqR(0) =
e(g, g)rs if and only if the attributes satisfy the access
tree.

M ′ =
C ′

e((C,D)/A)

=
Me(g, g)αs

e(hs, g(α+γ)/β)/e(g, g)rs

=
Me(g, g)αs

e(gβ , g(α+γ)/β)/e(g, g)rs

=
Me(g, g)αs

e(g, g)(α+γ)/e(g, g)rs

= M.

4.2 Security Analysis

Theorem 1. RACS is secure against the collusion at-
tack. In RACS, each attribute is assigned with a random
number. For the users, all the private keys are generated
based on these random numbers. The access tree is di-
vided into two parts, TCLOUD and TDO. One is stored
in cloud and the other in owners. The polynomials in
the cloud is set by random numbers. Therefore, even the
users collude together, they can’t decrypt the part which is
in cloud. Thus, it is impossible for multiple users collude
together to decrypt the ciphertext.
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Table 1: Comparison of storage overhead

Scheme Public key Master key Private key Cloud storage
EDRS [5] 3 2 3|ni|+ 1 2|S|+ 3 + |T |

FH-CP-ABE [15] 3|p|1 + |p|2 Zp + |p|1 (2|ni|+ 1)p (2S + k)p1 + (jS + k)p2

RACS 4 2 2|ni|+ 1 2|S|+ 2 + |T |

Table 2: Comparison of computation overhead

Scheme Setup KeyGen Encrypt Decrypt
EDRS [5] 3E + 1e (|U ||ni| + |U |)M +

(4|U ||ni|+ 2|U |)E
1M + (2|S|+ 2)E O(|S| + 2)M +

(2|S|+ 1)e
FH-CP-ABE [15] 2E + 1e (|U ||ni| + 1)M +

(3|U ||ni|+ 1)E
1M + (2|S|+ 2)E + 2e O(|S| + 2)M +

(2|S|+ 1)e
RACS 3E + 1e (|U ||ni| + 1)M +

(|U ||ni|+ 1)E
1M + (2|S|+ 2)E O(|S| + 2)M +

(2|S|+ 1)e

Theorem 2. RACS with outsourced decryption is secure
against chosen-plaintext attack in selective model under
DBDH assumption.

Proof. We now describe the security model of RACS by
the following game between a challenger and an adversary.

Init: Assume there is an adversary A with attributes set
W breaks the proposed scheme. We can build a sim-
ulator S that uses A as a sub-algorithm to solve the
DBDH problem. The challenger S chooses a fair bi-
nary coin µ = {0, 1}, a, b, c ∈ Zp. If µ = 0, S is given
(A,B,C,Z) = (ga, gb, gc, e(g, g)abc); otherwise it sets
z as a random number, S is given (A,B,C,Z) =
(ga, gb, gc, e(g, g)z). The challenger S runs A and re-
ceives a challenge attributes set W from A and sends
public key: PK : {g, h = gβ , f = g1/β , e(g, g)α} to
A.

Phase 1: In this phase, A repeatedly makes private key
requests for W . The center server gives two different
private keys to A.

SK : (D = g(α+γ)/β ,∀j ∈W : Dj = gr ·H(j)rj ,

D′j = grj )

SK : (D = g(α+γ′)/β ,∀j ∈W : Dj = gr
′
·H(j)r

′
j ,

D′j = gr
′
j )

j is the attribute in W , r, r′, rj , r
′
j are the random

numbers in Zp. Challenge: The adversary A sub-
mits two messages M0, M1 to challenger, and get the
challenge ciphertext as follows:

CT ∗ = (T,C ′ = Mb · e(g, g)αS , C = hs1 = S,

C ′ = hS2 ,∀y ∈ Y : Cy = gqy(0))

The challenger returns CT ∗ to A.

Phase 2: A queries the questions that is not queried in
Phase 1. The challenger answers like in Phase 1.

A outputs a guess b′ of b, if b′ = b, S outputs µ′ = 0
to indicate that it is given a DBDH-tuple; otherwise,
it outputs µ′ = 1 to indicate it is given a random
4-tuple.

4.3 Storage Analysis

We compare the RACS with other schemes according to
the size of public key, private key, ciphertext for one data
content. As the part of the ciphertext in RACS is stored
and computed in cloud, we only consider the part which
is at local. The results are shown in Table 1. Let |p|1
denotes the size of an element in Gi, |p|2 denotes the size
of an element in G2, k be the hierarchical files, N0 be the
number of owners, Nµ be the number of users, n be the
number of attributes, ni be the set of attributes belonging
to user µi, S be the set of attributes which are used to
specify the access policy in the ciphertext.

4.4 Computation Analysis

We evaluate the energy consumption on computation of
RACS. The analytical results of each scheme in terms of
computation are summarized in Table 2. Each of them is
based on the entire computation at each phase.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a novel role-based access con-
trol scheme using CP-ABE in cloud. As the cloud servers
are partially trustworthy, we don’t put all the medical
data to cloud. Patients have full control of their own
privacy through encrypting their medical data to allow
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fine-grained access. We enhance the CP-ABE so as to re-
lieve the storage and computation overhead in body area
networks. In order to protect the privacy of patients,
we divide medical data into different parts. The RACS
permits users to access different parts according to their
roles (professional roles, qualifications, and affiliations)
and greatly reduce the complexity of key management.
We design RACS to encrypt the medical data. Further-
more, we add user revocation and break-glass to handle
privacy and emergency problems. Through comparison,
we show that our scheme is efficient than other schemes.
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Abstract

In recent years, mobile device technology has become an
important necessity in our community at large. The abil-
ity of the mobile technology today has become more simi-
lar to its desktop environment. Despite the advancement
of the mobile devices technology provide, it has also ex-
poses the mobile devices to the similar threat it predeces-
sor possess. One of the anomaly based detection meth-
ods used in detecting mobile malware is the n-gram sys-
tem call sequence. However, with the limited storage,
memory and CPU processing power, mobile devices that
provide this approach can exhaust the mobile device re-
sources. This is due to the huge amount of system call
to be collected and processed for the detection approach.
To overcome the issues, this paper investigates the use of
several different feature selection methods in optimizing
the n-gram system call sequence feature in classifying be-
nign and malicious mobile application. Several filter and
wrapper feature selection methods are selected and their
performance analyzed. The feature selection methods are
evaluated based on the number of feature selected and the
contribution it made to improve the True Positive Rate
(TPR), False Positive Rate (FPR) and Accuracy of the
Linear-SVM classifier in classifying benign and malicious
mobile malware application.

Keywords: Feature Selection; Linear SVM; Mobile Mal-
ware; Mobile Malware Detection; N-gram

1 Introduction

The number of mobile malware has increased significantly
within these recent years especially with the introduction
of the android-based platform in the market. Android-
based mobile device offers credibility; performance and
ease of customizing has made it a preferable choice for
most of mobile device users. Consequently, the high rep-
utation of android-based mobile devices has invited the
malware author to make it as a new target to exploit.

This is shown in the 2013 Kaspersky’s Lab report which
reveals 98% of the mobile malware found in 2013 is target-
ing the Android platform [11]. Additionally, in 2015 new
samples of mobile malware are still continuing to increase,
this is based on the report done by the 2015 McAfee Labs
Threats Report [20]. In order to overcome these issues,
several researches had been done in finding the defense
mechanism against the android-based mobile malware.

Previous research done in mobile malware detection
showed that mobile malware detection can be classified
into 3 different techniques which are signature-based,
anomaly-based and specification-based [19]. Signature-
based approach detects malware by comparing the mobile
application activity signature with the database of known
attack or threat. Even though it has been used in develop-
ing most of the antivirus software and successfully detects
known malware with a high accuracy, the technique has
a drawback in detecting unknown malware. On the other
hand, the anomaly-based and specification-based detec-
tion techniques have - great reputation in detecting un-
known or new malware but these two techniques tend to
generate false alert or generating misclassification. Using
the advantage of anomaly-based detection technique, this
research has applied n-gram system call sequence as the
feature to improve the classification accuracy and reduce
the false alert. However, the n-gram system call sequence
generates a huge number of features that can increase the
processing time and complexity. Thus, in order to reduce
the number of features and at the same time improves
the classification accuracy, as well as minimizing the false
alert, this paper investigates several existing feature se-
lection approaches.

The aim of this research is to find the feature selection
method that can provide an optimum n-gram system call
sequence feature to be used in the classification of benign
and malicious mobile application. Feature selection is one
of the essential techniques in data mining especially dur-
ing the data processing [3, 16]. The main objective of fea-
ture selection phase is to improve the mining performance
as well as improving the detection accuracy by removing
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irrelevant, redundant and noisy data from the dataset.
Subsequently, as the number of irrelevant features is re-
moved the data mining process become less complex to
process and this can speed up the classification or clus-
tering process.

The remainder of this paper is divided into four parts
whereby section two and three review the background do-
main of n-gram system call sequence in mobile malware
detection and the related feature selection approach in-
vestigated in this research. Section four explains the ex-
perimental setup used in evaluating the selection feature
selection method. Section five presents and discusses the
experimental result. Finally, the conclusion and future
work is drawn in the last section.

1.1 N-gram in Mobile Malware Detection

Mobile malware has become a lethal threat to mobile de-
vice users as the effects of mobile malware infection can
be from stealing confidential information from the device,
monitoring user activity and location, overcharge users by
sending random SMS and MMS to contact, launching de-
nial of services attack from user devices and overloading
device resources such as memory, battery and storage [17].
One of the options in detecting these activities on mobile
devices is by monitoring system call invoked by the mobile
application [18]. Xi et al. [27], Crowdroid [5], Isohara et
al. [12], AMDA [1] and MADAM [9] are among the works
using system call as the features in classifying benign and
malicious mobile application. From all these - works, only
Isohara et al. use signature-based detection approach and
the rest use anomaly-based detection approach that takes
each single occurrence of the system call as the feature.

The use of anomaly-based detection approach in de-
tecting mobile malware application can lead to the gener-
ation of false alert in which the benign application might
be misclassify as a malicious mobile application or the
other way around. This issue can be improved by us-
ing a feature of a sequence system call occurrence which
has been used text classification and speech recognition
domain [7, 13, 22, 24]. Known as n-gram analysis, n is
the value of the number of sequence and it can represent
the whole system call invoke to execute a malicious. For
malware detection, n-gram analysis approach has been
implemented in classifying malware using its byte level
information [4, 21] and its opcode [6, 26] but this requires
the malware application to be decompiled before the de-
tection process take places.

Despite the improvement in reducing the false alert,
the n-gram analysis can cause a huge number of features
to be captured and processed. This is not an applicable
option in a limited processing power and resources de-
vices such as mobile device. The number of system call in
an android 4.0.4 OS is 300 [25], yet only 111 system call
is invoked during the experiment. Accordingly, as the n
value increases, the total number of system call sequence
used as features is also increases to the power of n. For
example, for n=2 the total of system call sequence to be

collected for this experiment is equal to 1112 or 12 321
and if n=3, the total of system call sequence to be col-
lected is equal to 1113 or 1 367 631 which is quite a huge
number to be processed in a classification problem. To
reduce the number of relevance features in the classifi-
cation, this research investigates several feature selection
methods. The best feature selection method is evaluated
based on the optimum number of features it generates
and how good the features contribute in improving the
classification accuracy while reducing the false alert.

1.2 Feature Selection

The n-gram system call sequence can generate a large
number of features to be used in the classification and
can contribute to the degradation of classification perfor-
mance. This can be caused by the existence of useless
features that might not be useful at all in classifying the
problem. In order to overcome this matter, feature selec-
tion method is introduced in the framework for the pur-
pose of finding the optimum features which can improve
the classification performance and accuracy [2, 8, 10, 23].
In addition, the feature selection also contributes in re-
ducing the number of selected features to be logged, thus
less number of storage is used.

Figure 1: Filter method

Generally, there are 3 feature selection methods; filter
method, wrapper method, and embedded method [23].
Filter method is illustrated in Figure 1. This method
evaluates the significance of each feature using statistical
approach that scored and ranked most relevance features.
Features that obtained the highest ranked and scored are
most likely to be chosen as the features in machine learn-
ing problem, whereas features with the lowest value are
removed. Filter method is fast to compute and not af-
fecting any of the classifier used; however this method
ignores the feature dependencies and disregards the in-
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teraction with the classifier. Furthermore, the threshold
or the cut off value of the feature scored and ranked is
not properly specified.

Figure 2: Wrapper method

Figure 2 illustrates wrapper method which evaluates
subset of features using induction algorithm that incor-
porated the classifier as part of the evaluation. Thus, the
features selected are specifically tailored and optimize to
the classifier. Even though it is computationally inten-
sive, wrapper method provides a possibility of interac-
tion between features that can generate a more accurate
classification. Meanwhile, embedded method is proposed
to incorporate the advantages of the filter and wrapper
method. The features are evaluated inside the induction
algorithm itself and computationally intensive compared
with wrapper methods. Nevertheless, for the purpose
of finding the optimum selection method in the n-gram
system call sequence feature, this paper only evaluates
filter and wrapper selection methods. Four different fil-
ter methods, namely Correlation-based Feature Selection
(CFS), Chi Square (CHI), Information Gain (IG), Reli-
efF (RF) and one wrapper method with a Linear SVM
classifier (WR) are chosen to be evaluated in this paper.

CFS selects feature subset based on the maximal corre-
lation of the subset to the class and the minimal correla-
tion between the features. The features are ranked by us-
ing a correlation based heuristic evaluation function [14].
Meanwhile, CHI method evaluates feature subset with re-
spect to the class labels based on the x2-statistic func-
tion. The features are ranked and the higher the features
ranked, the most likely it is chosen as the features. Simi-
larly, IG also select features by ranking the feature based
on the score generated on how much information about
the class is gained when using the feature. RF assesses
an attribute by repetitively sampling a feature and con-
sidering the value of the given attribute for the nearest
features of the same and different class [14]. The wrapper

method generates a subset of feature candidate using a
search method and applied it to the Linear SVM classi-
fier to be evaluated using the classification Accuracy and
Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) [15]. The feature sub-
set that produced the best accuracy and RMSE is used
as the features. The next section describes the methodol-
ogy and the experimental setup used in evaluating these
feature selection methods.

2 Methodology

The objective of this study is to compare and suggest fea-
ture selection method to be used in selecting the optimum
system call features in classifying benign and malicious
android application. To achieve the objective stated,
an extensive and rigorous empirical comparative study
is designed and conducted. The experiment is conducted
through several phases namely system call log phase, n-
gram extraction phase, feature selection method compar-
ison phase and followed by machine learning classifiers
phase that is used for evaluating the feature selection
method. The entire phase involved in this study is il-
lustrated in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Research methodology

The four phases in the research methodology in Fig-
ure 3 begins with data collection phase where the system
call invoked by the application is collected. Mobile appli-
cations used in the experiment are from 102 malware in-
fected applications from the MalGenome Project [28] and
100 normal android application downloaded from Google
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Play. In order to validate the benign and malicious appli-
cation, the application used in this experiment has been
verified by Bitdefender, eseT and VirusTotal for verifica-
tion whether it is truly a malicious or benign application.
Each android application is executed on a Samsung P6800
Galaxy tab 7.7 that is connected to a network experi-
mental testbed via Wi-Fi. Each tablet is also provided
with an active GSM service. Each application installed
in the tablet is stimulated with user interaction as well as
other mobile users common activities such as web brows-
ing, sending and receiving SMS for duration of 10 min-
utes. During the execution and stimulation processes, a
tool called strace is used to capture all the system calls
invoked by the installed application. Once the android
application has gone through these processes, the tablet
is wiped out clean to its factory setting before the next
application is executed.

The captured system call is then processed in the sec-
ond phase where the output from the strace is transformed
to a sequence of n-gram system call. Then in the third
phase, the system call sequence is applied to several fea-
ture selection methods for generating the best feature.
The next phase takes the best feature generated from each
feature selection method and applied it to the classifica-
tion method. This final phase also evaluated the number
of feature selected and the classification performance in
term of the Accuracy, True Positive Rate (TPR) and False
Positive Rate (FPR).

3 Analysis and Discussion

The primary consideration in this study is to evaluate fea-
ture selection method that can reduce the number of fea-
tures selected while improving the classification between
the benign and malicious mobile application. The n value
for the n-gram system call sequence used in this experi-
ment is 3. This is based on the reason that if all the
features are used during the classification, the optimum
performance of the classification is only achieved when the
n value of the n-gram system call sequence is 3. Table 1
shows the classification performance evaluation done on
the dataset using all the features for n value of 1, 2, 3, 4,
5 and 6.

Table 1 shows all the classification performance eval-
uation results when all features are considered for each
n-gram system call sequence. The highest accuracy in
the classifier performance evaluation result is 96.19%,
achieved when the n value is 3. Even though the TPR
value is not the highest, yet the overall classification ac-
curacy and FPR value is still higher than the other N-
gram system call sequence. The results also show that
the higher the number of sequence considered in generat-
ing the features does not affect the classification, instead
it can produce a sparse vector resulting in lower accuracy.
This caused by the existence of useless features that might
not be useful at all in classifying the problem.

Despite of the higher classification accuracy produced

by the 3-gram system call sequence, the 3-gram still use a
large number of feature which is 41142. This large num-
ber of feature can degrade the classification performance.
To improve the classification performance, each feature
selection method discussed earlier is then applied to the
3-gram dataset for finding the most relevant feature and
at the same time reducing the number of features. The
result of each feature selection method is shown in Ta-
ble 2.

Table 2 shows the number of features selected by
each method with the TPR, FPR and Accuracy. Out
of 10 methods, only WR+ES method reduced the
number of features less than 50%. Six methods
which are CFS+ES, CFS+GS, CFS+PSO, CHI+Ranker,
IG+Ranker, RF+Ranker, WR+GA and WR+PSO suc-
cessfully reduced the features to more than 50%. Two
methods are able to reduce the features up to 99%,
CFS+BFS reduce the features to only 83 features whereas
WR+BF can reduce the features up to only 10.

The second measurement of this study is to mea-
sure the improvement of Accuracy, TPR and FPR when
the features selected are applied to the classification
method. The evaluation shows CFS+BF, WR+BF,
WR+ES, WR+GA and WR+PSO have improved the
classification accuracy to more than the original classi-
fication accuracy which is 96.2%. WR+BF selection and
search methods improved the TPR, FPR and accuracy
to 100%, 2% and 99% respectively making it the best
features selection method for this evaluation. Although
the result shows WR+BF has the smallest number of fea-
tures selected, this selection method have better ability to
support the classifier to accurately classify between the
malicious and benign application compare to the other
features suggested by the other selection methods. This
shows that the WR+BF have the ability to find an opti-
mum features that is optimally design for the classifier.

4 Conclusion

The rapid evolution in mobile device technology has trig-
gered a sudden increase of mobile malware threat. The
effects of mobile malware threat are devastating espe-
cially when communities nowadays are depending on mo-
bile device to store crucial information. An anomaly-
based detection using n-gram system call sequence is
one option that can be used to mitigate the malicious
application from exploiting vulnerabilities in mobile de-
vice. However, the approach can create a large num-
ber of features are as the n value increases and can de-
grade the classification performance. Based on this rea-
son, this paper evaluates several feature selection meth-
ods by comparatively analyze the performance of each
selection method. Each selection method is evaluated
based on the number of feature selected and the contribu-
tion it made to improves the True Positive Rate (TPR),
False Positive Rate (FPR) and Accuracy of the Linear-
SVM classifier in classifying benign and malicious mobile
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Table 1: The classifier performance evaluation result

N-gram Dataset Number of features TPR (%) FPR (%) Accuracy (%)
1-gram 111 96.07 78 87.08
2-gram 3631 96.07 91 93.51
3-gram 41142 97.06 5 96.19
4-gram 186610 100 85 92.33
5-gram 491782 100 71 85.59
6-gram 987263 100 58 79.16

Table 2: The feature selection method performance evaluation result

Feature Selection Search Number of Features Reduce TPR FPR Accuracy
Method Method Selected Percentage (%) (%) (%)

None 41142 98.0 6.0 96.2
BF 83 99.80 99.0 4.0 97.5
ES 12872 68.71 96.1 6.0 95.1
GS 10950 73.38 96.1 12.0 92.1

CFS

PSO 10495 74.49 96.1 14.0 91.1
CHI(50%) Ranker 20572 50.00 98.0 6.0 96.0
IG(50%) Ranker 20572 50.00 98.0 6.0 96.0
RF(50%) Ranker 20572 50.00 99.0 6.0 95.0

BF 10 99.98 100.0 2.0 99.0
ES 23773 42.22 98.0 3.0 97.5
GA 17490 57.49 99.0 3.0 98.0

WR

PSO 16874 58.99 99.0 3.0 98.0

malware application. The selection method evaluated in
this paper are Correlation-based Feature Selection (CFS),
Chi Square (CHI), Information Gain (IG), ReliefF (RF)
and wrapper (WR) method with a Linear SVM classi-
fier (WR). CFS and wrapper evaluator are match with
four search method namely BestFirst (BF), Evolutionary
Search (ES), Genetic Search (GS) and Particle Swarm
Optimization (PSO) search whereas CHI, IG and RF are
match with Ranker method. Each feature generated by
the selection method is then applied to a Linear-SVM
classifier for TPR, FPR and Accuracy. The evaluation
shows an increase in accuracy for all the features gener-
ated by the feature selection algorithm and WR-BF gen-
erated the smallest number of feature while having an
accuracy of 99% and small FPR of 2%. This shows that
WR+BF have the ability to find and optimum features to
be used in the classifier. Moreover, the result also shows
that it is possible to improve the detection performance
even though the features selection used in the classifier is
reduced. This small number of feature can help reduce
the size of log collection in the mobile device. In the near
future, the method presented in this paper may be poten-
tially applied to develop an android malware detection
that can address the limitation and constrain of mobile
devices environment especially on the storage, memory
and power consumption usage.
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Abstract

Millions of people across the globe access Internet-based
applications and web services in their day to day activi-
ties. Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attack is one
of the prominent attacks that cripple down the comput-
ing and communication resources of a web server hosting
these services and applications. The situation turns fur-
ther crucial when DDoS attacks are launch during similar
looking legitimate traffic called a flash event (FE). Both
DDoS attacks and FEs causes a sudden surge in the net-
work traffic leading to delay in the responses from the web
server. It often leads to massive financial losses, and thus,
require timely actions. This paper presents a compre-
hensive review that broadly discusses the DDoS and FE
problem, and recapitulates the recently published strate-
gies in this field. As part of the work, a pragmatic list
of rationales to discriminate the two has been proposed.
This list can help the researcher community for better un-
derstanding the problem and can provide more effective
solutions to the ongoing problem of discriminating DDoS
attacks from FEs.

Keywords: DDoS Attack; Discrimination; Flash Event

1 Introduction

A DDoS attack deploys the collection of compromised
hosts and results in unavailability of network resources for
the intended users. Not directly or permanently damaging
the data, but intentionally compromising the availability
of the resources is the motive of these attacks [24]. How-
ever, the attackers keep on strengthening their proficiency
for launching sophisticated DDoS attacks by compromis-
ing the freely available credulous hosts. Differentiating
DDoS attacks from legitimate traffic is an immense chal-

lenge to the network security researchers since the attack-
ers strike with more suave techniques to the victim every
time. Almost all types of DDoS attacks are launched us-
ing botnets nowadays [13]. The prominent websites are
the prime victims of such DDoS attacks. Recently Twit-
ter, Spotify, and Amazon suffer interruptions in their ser-
vices for almost two hours on Oct 21, 2016, because of
DDoS attacks. Such interruptions in the services lead to
huge financial losses. The revenue loss has amplified to
$209 million in the first quarter of 2016, compared to $24
million for all of 2015 [8]. According to the recent World-
wide Infrastructure Security Report (WISR), the traffic
volume of such attacks has amplified to around 600 Gbps
in the year 2015 [14].

Apart from detecting of DDoS attacks, there is an an-
other kind of network traffic which is gaining popularity
among security researchers, and which causes a denial of
service to legitimate users of a web service, is a Flash
Event (FE). As per [4], an FE is similar to high-rate DDoS
(HR-DDoS) attack wherein thousands of legitimate users
try to access a particular computing resource such as a
website simultaneously. This sudden surge in legitimate
traffic is mainly due to some breaking news happening
around the world like the publishing of Olympic schedule
or new product launch by companies like Apple, Samsung,
etc. It causes the untimely delivery of responses from web
service and thus, require immediate action. As there are
only a few parametric differences between DDoS attacks
and FE traffic, it is very challenging to discriminate the
two [6]. The typical network traffic profile of a DDoS at-
tack and an FE is shown in Figure 1(a) and Figure 1(b)
respectively.

In this paper, we have presented a comprehensive re-
view of the recent solutions proposed by the fellow re-
searchers to discriminate DDoS attacks from similar look-
ing FEs. We have compared the existing work on a set of
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identified attributes. A list of distinct detection metrics
and rationales is also provided which has been used to
prominently to discriminate the two types of traffic.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: The
Section-2 present the recent flash events, Section-3 de-
scribe the review of existing countermeasures for discrim-
inating DDoS attacks from FEs. The Section-4 summa-
rizes the core rationales that can discriminate the two,
Section-5 highlights the key research gaps in the existing
research, and finally, the last section conclude the paper
by highlighting the scope for future work.

2 Recent Flash Events

Many FEs have occurred in recent times which have lead
to the untimely responses to the legitimate users. Some
of the famous examples of FEs are:

• In August 2016, millions of users simultaneously ac-
cessed the Australian census website to fill their per-
sonnel details. The lack of sufficient resources on the
web server causes the website to crash down [7].

• In February 2016, a new phone was launched with a
lowest ever price of INR 251 named as freedom251.
It attracted millions of people in a short span of time
and lead to the crash down of the web server in few
hours.

• In November 2014, the announcements of attrac-
tive schemes by leading online shopping vendors like
Amazon, Flipkart, Snapdeal, etc. resulted in the
shutdown of their shopping website for about an
hour.

• In June 2014, a unique breakdown occurred at Mi-
crosoft office, when their products like Exchange &
Lync, MS Office 360 were not available online. The
leading traffic peaks overwhelmed the huge amount
of network elements, which results in unavailability
of the functionality of Lync for a longer time.

• In September 2013, the launch of iOS7 update by Ap-
ple lead to a surge in network traffic from 1.4 Gbps
to 6 Gbps when thousands of students at various uni-
versities in US began to download it simultaneously.

• In November 2012, an online shopping initiative
in Australia clickfrenzy.com.au suffered unexpected
surge in the network traffic leading to a dramatic re-
duction in the response of web server and the website
failed within minutes of its launch.

• In October 2012, the news of Sandy storm in the USA
result in surge of Internet traffic to around 150% in
few hours [4].

• In June 2012, George Takei (the Star Trek hero)
broadcast a link about the selling of ’Takei T-shirts’
on his Facebook page [4]. This post engages around

2 millions of his fans directing them to a web server
having limited resources in no time. High hit rate
forces the website to shut down for several hours.

• From 11 June to 11 July 2012, the Twitter website
suffered four times increase in tweets per second than
an average day due to soccer world-cup news [4].

• In Oct. 2011, the death announcement of Apple’s co-
founder Steve Jobs result in a surge in the number of
hits on his Twitter account, to around 42,000 tweets
per second The news websites such as CNN and the
Washington Post also experienced slowdowns of their
mobile sites as people fascinated to get more infor-
mation about him.

• In Feb. 1999, the victoria’s secret webcast [16] of
their first annual online fashion show attract around
1.5 million visitors in a short span of time which lead
to dramatic increase in traffic to the host server.

• From 1 May to 24 July 1998, the FIFA world cup
website remains overloaded due to the publishing of
soccer world-cup event schedule and experience mas-
sive increase in web traffic from day 45 to 80 of the
event [4].

3 Review of Existing Work

In this section, we have summarized the recent work done
in the field of differentiating HR-DDoS attacks from FEs
as shown in Table 1 and Table 2. The primary motive
of this summary is to highlight the several rationales and
detection metrics that have been used by the fellow re-
searchers in recent times. We have compared the existing
work on a set of common attributes like the type of packet
header features used for detection and discrimination, de-
tection metric, validation technique and datasets used.

Jung et al. [10] proposed a set of fundamental parame-
ters to discriminate a DDoS attack from an FE. They an-
alyzed the HTTP traces compiled from two engaged web
servers, one from Playalong website and other from Chile
website; and the log files of Code Red worm to propose
parameters to distinguish an FE from a DDoS attack.
They observed that the request rate per client is more in
a DDoS attack than in an FE. The cluster overlapping in
an FE is around 42.7% - 82.9% as compared to a DDoS
attack, where it is around 0.6%-14%. It means that in
the case of an FE, most of the clients have already visited
the website earlier, whereas, in a DDoS attack, most of
the clients are new.

They observed that the majority of the requests came
from 72%-84% of the clusters in a DDoS attack, however,
in case an FE, only 10% of the clusters contribute to the
majority of the requests. It means that the distribution
of clients among clusters is uniform in the case of a DDoS
attack whereas it is highly skewed in case an FE. In the
event of an FE, the number of requests for a particular
requested file follows the Zipf-like distribution, whereas,
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(a) Traffic Profile of CAIDA 2007 Attack Dataset (b) Traffic Profile of 1998 FIFA World cup Dataset

(c) Incoming traffic rate in CAIDA dataset (d) Incoming traffic rate in 1998 FIFA World cup Dataset

(e) New Source IPs in CAIDA dataset (f) New Source IPs in 1998 FIFA World cup Dataset

Figure 1: Incoming traffic profiles of CAIDA and FIFA world cup datasets
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in a DDoS attack, the requests are more concentrated
towards a set of files. However, their proposed parameters
did not consider different scenarios of DDoS attacks. A
sophisticated attacker can easily mimic the traffic pattern
of the network to elude the detection system.

Bhatia et al. [5, 6] computed many parameters like the
variation in the rate of new source IPs, change in incom-
ing traffic rate, and the number of requests per source IP
to exploit the behavioral difference between an FE and a
DDoS attack. They validate their approach by using two
real publicly available datasets of 1998 FIFA World Cup
and CAIDA DDoS attack 2007. They observe that in a
DDoS attack, a sudden burst of incoming traffic is expe-
rienced by the victim server within a short time as shown
in Figure 1(c) whereas, in the case an FE, there is a grad-
ual increase in incoming traffic to the web server over the
time before hitting a maximum, as shown in Figure 1(d).

They found that the victim host sees a significant num-
ber of new IPs at the start of a DDoS attack and later, it
sees very few new source IP addresses during an ongoing
DDOS attack as shown in Figure 1(e). But regularly new
source IP addresses are observed by the web server in the
case of an FE as shown in Figure 1(f). Among the distinct
source IPs, the distribution of traffic is more uniform in
the event of a DDoS attack whereas, a small number of
requests originate per source IP in case of an FE. They
observed that the coefficient of variation is greater than
1 in an FE, which indicates Erlang distribution whereas
it is less than 1 in a DDoS attack which signifies hyper-
exponential distribution.

They also proposed a mathematical model for an FE
with growing flash Phase and declining decay phase. They
classify the flash events into predictable, unpredictable
and secondary types. They use an information entropy
metric to measure this component and observe that the
resource entropy start to decrease with the outset of FE
and remain to be same for the remaining flash phase. Dur-
ing decay phase, it begins to increase.

Sheng et al. [25] proposed a CALD system to pro-
tect the web server against DDoS attacks. They predict
HTTP request rate & use a Kalman filter for calibrating
the forecast results. They use the assumption that the
rapid variation of traffic leads to the markable presence of
abnormal traffic. They use entropy as the detection met-
ric. They observe that the mess extent for DDoS is more
as compared to FE. They validated their approach using
real-time logs from two websites namely www.sina.com
and www.taobao.com.

Saravanan et al. [22] proposed a behavioral detection
system based on the rationale of flow similarity, client
legitimacy and page referred to distinguish between FE
and high rate application layer DDoS attacks. They use
Hellinger Distance as the detection metric. They observed
that the distance metric value is close to zero in the case
of a DDoS attack, whereas it is close to one in case the
of an FE as shown in Figure 2. They validate their pro-
posed approach by simulating the CAIDA dataset & FIFA
world-cup dataset for DDoS attack and FE respectively.

Their proposed work results in a small number of false
positives and false negatives, with the detection accuracy
of around 91%.

Thapngam et al. [23] proposed a behavior-based de-
tection system. They use the rationale of packet arrival
rate to discriminate DDoS attack from FE. They compute
Pearson’s correlation coefficient. They found that in the
case of a DDoS attack, there is a high degree of automa-
tion along with predictable transmission rate, leading to
correlation value close to 0 or 1. They observed that the
request rate is unpredictable in the case of an FE which
results in correlation value less than 1. For the evaluation
of their proposed method, they use the data from 1998
FIFA world cup dataset and project mstream attack.

Prasad et al. [18] proposed three rationales namely
the distribution of source IP addresses, access intent and
speed of increased-decreased traffic to observe the traffic
behavior of FE and DDoS attacks. They proposed an
information theoretic Internet threat monitoring (ITM)
system consisting of centralized data center and a group
of monitors for the modeling and discrimination of FE
attack from a DDoS attack.

Their proposed system work in two phases. In the first
phase, they detect the ongoing attack by computing the
entropy values and in the second phase, they discriminate
the FE and DDoS attack using variation in entropy values.
They deploy their proposed system on the Internet with
the botnet.

Shui et al. [28] observed that the attack tools are usu-
ally similar for one botnet with the same pre-built pro-
gram. In a single botnet, all the bots follow a single com-
mand by the bot master to start an attack session. In a
botnet, the number of active bots is usually less than the
number of legitimate users. So, to mimic a flash event,
the active bots generate a significant number of packets
which result in small standard deviation among attack
flows than flash flows.

They found that the flow similarity in DDoS is much
more than an FE. They propose a discrimination algo-
rithm which computes flow correlation coefficient among
suspicious flows. They validate their approach using a real
dataset of 1998 FIFA World Cup for FE. A real DDoS at-
tack tool called mstream is used to generate DDoS attack
data.

Hakem et al. [3] proposed a connection-score scheme
to detect application layer DDoS attacks. Their proposed
system computes the statistical attributes such as down-
load rate, request rate, uptime, downtime, classification
of the page type, page popularity, hyperlink click rate,
and hyperlink depth. They compute the values of these
attributes to set the baseline behavior of the network, and
scores are assigned to the various connections accordingly.
The connections which get the lowest score are the ma-
licious connections, and bottleneck resources are taken
back from them by the server. They perform the experi-
ment using Emulab using real traces of ClarkNet server.
They observed that the Connection-Score scheme could
tackle the application layer DDoS attacks efficiently as
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Table 1: Comparison of related work for discriminating DDoS attacks and an FE
Sr. Author/Year Parameters Detection Validation Datasets
No. Metric Technique Used
1. Saravanan et al. [22] / 2016 1. Flow Similarity Hellinger Distance Simulation 1998 FIFA world-cup for FE

2. Page Referred CAIDA 2007 for DDoS attack
3. Client Legitimacy

2. Abhinav et.al[4] /2016 1. Page Access Order Entropy Simulation 1998 FIFA world-cup for FE
2. Number of Source IPs CAIDA 2007 for DDoS attack
3. Flow Similarity
4. No. of Requests per IP
5. Unique Source IPs

3. Sachdeva et.al [21] /2014 1. Source IPs Entropy Simulation 1998 FIFA world-cup for FE
2. Traffic Clusters Emulation CAIDA 2007 for DDoS attack

4. Prasad et.al [18] / 2013 1. Source IP Distribution Entropy Realtime –
2. Access Intents
3. Change in Traffic Rate

5. Tongguang et.al [15] /2013 1. HTTP-GET requests per Source IP Entropy Simulation 1998 FIFA world-cup for FE
myDOOM botnet for DDoS attack

6. Katiyar et.al[11] /2013 1. Source IP and port Entropy Simulation –
2. Destination IP and port

7. Yu et.al [28] /2012 1. Flow Similarity Correlation coefficient Simulation 1998 FIFA world-cup for FE
mstream attack tool for DDoS attack

8. Beitollahi et.al [3] /2012 1. Uptime and Downtime Entropy Emulation Clarknet server logs
2. Request rate and Download rate
3. Page popularity and Classification
4. Hyperlink depth and Click rate

9. Bhatia et.al [5] /2012 1. Volume of Incoming traffic Entropy Emulation 1998 FIFA world-cup for FE
2. Number of Source IPs CAIDA 2007 for DDoS attack
3. Resource accessed

10. Thapngam et al. [23] /2011 1. Packet arrival rate Correlation coefficient Simulation 1998 FIFA world-cup for FE
mstream attack tool for DDoS attack

11. Wen et.al [25] /2010 1. Distribution of Source IPs Entropy Realtime NLANR Auckland VIII for FE
2. Page access order www.sina.com for DDoS attack

www.taobao.com for DDoS attack
12. Yu et.al [27] /2009 1. Flow Similarity Jefrrey Distance Simulation NLANR Auckland VIII for FE

Sibson Distance MIT Lincoln for DDoS attack
Hellinger Distance

13. Li et.al[12] /2009 1. Source IPs Distribution Total Variation HTTP logs for FE
2. Access Intent Correlation coefficient MIT Lincoln for DDoS attack
3. Traffic Rate

14. Oikonomou et.al[17] /2009 1. Access Content Probability matrix Simulation Synthetically generated logs for FE
2. Request Dynamics Web server logs for DDoS
3. Ability to ignore invisible content

15. Yatagai et.al [26] /2007 1. Page Access Order correlation metric Realtime –
2. Browsing Time
3. Page information

16. J.Jung et al. [10] / 2002 1. Traffic pattern Entropy Realtime –
2. Cluster characteristics
3. File References

compared to existing methods.

Shui Yu et al. [27] proposed a detection algorithm for
the discrimination of a DDoS and an FE. They compute
information distance between different kinds of network
flows, with the idea that the DDoS flows are strongly
alike as compared to an FE because of similar pre-built
programs executed by the attackers. They validate their
approach by simulating the real datasets of NLANR PMA
Auckland dataset for FE and MIT LLS DDOS 1.0 intru-
sion dataset for a DDoS attack.

They count the number of packets destined to a web
server. Their proposed detection algorithm gives detec-
tion accuracy of 65% while discriminating DDoS and FE
flows. They compute Sibson distance, Jeffrey distance,
and the Hellinger distance and prove that the Sibson dis-
tance metric is better as compared to the other detection
metrics for discriminating a DDoS attack from an FE.

Yatagai et al. [26] modeled an HTTP-GET flood de-
tection technique by taking into account the page access
behavior. They propose two detection algorithms. The
first algorithm deals with the web page browsing order. If
there are some IP addresses with the same browsing or-
der, then, the GET requests from those IP addresses are
dropped. Because it is assumed that in case a DDoS at-
tack, all the participated attackers will generate an equal
number of GET requests. The second algorithm computes
the correlation between browsing time and page informa-
tion size.

They found that in the case of regular clients, the
browsing time increases in proportion to the information
size. They deployed the proposed detection technique at
the network gateway to computing the number of false
positives and false negatives. They observed that when
we give high priority to client services, then the first algo-
rithm provides better results whereas, when the detection
rate of HTTP-GET flood attack is given more priority,
then the second algorithm is more appropriate.

Tongguang et al. [15] proposed a novel concept based
on the entropy of HTTP-GET requests per source IP
(HRPI) for the discrimination of AL-DDoS attack from
legitimate traffic. They found that the HRPI value dra-
matically drops in case of a DDoS attack, however, in the
event of an FE, there is an abnormal increase in HRPI of
the network.

They proposed a two-step detection scheme. In the
first step, the approximation of the Adaptive AutoRe-
gressive(AAR) model to transform the HRPI time series
to multidimensional vector series (MVS). Then, the sup-
port vector machine (SVM) is applied to classify AAR
parameters to identify the attack. To validate the pro-
posed approach, they simulate the MyDoom worm for
application layer DDoS attack and use FIFA world-cup
dataset for FE traffic. They observed that their approach
could identify the DDoS attack traffic and FE with high
precision, efficiency, and flexibility.

Li et al. [12] proposed a detection method using proba-
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bility metrics for the discrimination of an FE and a DDoS
attack. They compute a composite probability metric
of total variation and similarity coefficient. The detec-
tion mechanism comprises a flow anomaly detector that
identifies the specified router for observing the anomalies
in incoming network flows. The flow distribution esti-
mator estimates the distribution of sampled flows using
pre-defined characteristics and calculates the total varia-
tion and similarity coefficient values in parallel of the two
flows. The decision device makes the distinction between
FE, DDoS, and a legitimate flow based on the value of
detection metric and decides the type of anomaly.

To validate their approach, they use the legitimate and
attack profile from the real dataset of MIT Lincoln Lab-
oratory. For FE traffic, they use the HTTP log dataset
from a busy server.

Oikonomou et al. [17] analyzed the human behavior
for the discrimination of DDoS bots from human users.
Their proposed detection scheme is based on three mod-
els. A request dynamic model for capturing the human’s
interaction with the server to detect bot aggressiveness. A
request semantic model for capturing the common human
request pattern to mark the bots that make different se-
quences. A deception model that model human invisible
attributes into server replies. The addresses that request
for these items are marked blacklisted. To validate their
proposed approach, they use a collection of web server
logs, and synthetically generated logs of FE bots. Their
proposed approach gives detection accuracy of 95%.

Katiyar et al. [11] proposed a novel traceback mecha-
nism based on entropy variations to discriminate a DDoS
attack from an FE. They compute entropies of source IP,
source port, destination IP and destination port. It is as-
sumed that the router stores the entropy values of each
flow during the non-attack period. Once a DDoS or an
FE is identified, it starts to trace the source of the attack.
They perform a simulation based experiment to validate
their proposed approach. They evaluate traceback time,
packet delivery ratio (PDR), and throughput based on en-
tropy. They observed that the PDR under attack is small
in comparison to an FE or a non-attack case. Throughput
is maximum in case of non-attack case, nearly the same
in an FE but it decreases in a DDoS attack.

Abhinav et al. [4] proposed a taxonomy of FEs based on
the nature of events occurred, traffic generated, geograph-
ical distribution, the signature of the network, duration,
and the shock level. They discriminate DDoS attacks
from FEs by computing a set of packet header features
like new source IPs, change in request rate, the number
of distinct source IPs, page access entropy, the similar-
ity between flows, and distribution of request rate among
source IPs. They used FIFA World Cup 1998 dataset
for FE, CAIDA dataset for simulating application-layer
DDoS attack for validating their approach. They used
curl-loader and Bonesi DDoS attack tool to simulate dif-
ferent scenarios of DDoS attacks.

Sachdeva et al. [19] used cluster entropy to discrimi-
nate FEs from DDoS attacks. Their detection approach is

based on the idea that during an FE, most of the requests
comes from the already visited clients. They calculate the
entropy of traffic clusters and source IPs. They observed
that there is the significant increase in source IP entropy
and minor variation in traffic cluster entropy in the case
of an FE whereas in a DDoS attack, there is a substan-
tial increase in source IP entropy as well as traffic cluster
entropy. They perform emulation based experiments on
DETER testbed, CAIDA dataset, and FIFA world-cup
dataset to validate their approach.

4 Key Rationales to Discriminate
DDoS Attacks from FEs

After the extensive review of existing research, we have
derived a list of rationales that can be used to distinguish
DDoS attacks from FEs as shown in Table 2.

5 Research Gaps

Today, the major thrust area in the field of DDoS attack
detection is to distinguish the attack traffic from similar
looking FEs. An FE occurs when a server experiences a
sudden surge in the number of requests from legitimate
clients. The FEs share many common characteristics with
DDoS attacks such as a substantial increase in the incom-
ing network traffic, the overloading of the servers provid-
ing the services, and degradation in the delivery of ser-
vices. We have been able to find the following research
gaps after the extensive review of existing research in dis-
criminating DDoS attacks from FEs.

• Most of the researchers have validated their proposed
approaches using publically available real datasets.
They have mostly used 1998 FIFA world-cup dataset
for FE traffic. This dataset seems to be obsolete if
we consider the high-rate network traffic of nowa-
days fast growing networks but still, the pattern of
GET requests towards a web server is still the same.
However, the lack of availability of other related real
datasets makes the validation a nightmare for the re-
searchers.

• Most of the proposed solutions have used separate
datasets for DDoS attacks and FE traffic. However,
in reality, the DDoS attacks are often launched dur-
ing FEs which makes the problem of discrimination
very challenging. There are no real datasets available
which contain the mixture of two types of traffic.

• Some researchers have tried to synthetically gener-
ate datasets using simulation and emulation based
experiments [3, 4, 6, 17, 20] using a set of bench-
mark DDoS attack tools [2] but these datasets lack
the capturing of relevant traffic features. Ideally, the
captured network trace should contain the mixture
of realistic background traffic and attack traffic in
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Table 2: Summary of rationales to discriminate DDoS & FEs
Sr. No. Rationales DDoS FE
1. Flow Similarity High Low
2. Web Pages Referred Random Hot pages only
3. Client Legitimacy unknown or new Mostly well known
4. Network Traffic Volume Sharp increase and decrease Gradual increase and decrease
5. Change in Rate of New Source IPs High in initial stage High
6. Distribution of clients Uniform Skewed
7. Number of Distinct Clusters Less and overlapped Relatively more and new clusters
8. Request-rate per source IP More Low
9. Access Intents To crash the server Legitimate
10. Distribution of source IPs Limited with the availability of bots Dispersive
11. Correlation between browsing time & information size on web page No effect Increase
12. Packet Delivery Ratio(PDR) Low High
13. Throughput Decreases Maximum
14. Web page browsing order Same Random
15. Ratio of Entropy of source IPs and URL accessed High Low
16. Duration of Traffic per Client Long Short
17. Two way traffic Low High
18. Coefficient of Variation less than 1 greater than 1

appropriate proportion, and should not be biased to-
wards a particular type of traffic. It is tough to en-
sure a proper mixture of normal and attack traffic in
a real experiment driven dataset because there is no
known formula to model Internet traffic correctly [9].

These research gaps clearly shows that it is very chal-
lenging to validate the proposed solutions to discriminate
HR-DDoS attacks from FEs in the absence of latest publi-
cally available real datasets. The availability of such real-
istic datasets that possesses the mixture of an appropriate
attack traffic, non-attack traffic, and normal background
traffic, is the need of the hour [1].

6 Conclusion

The detection of DDoS attacks is a challenging issue in the
network security research. The problem is further mag-
nified when such attacks are launched during a similar
looking flash events (FEs). In this paper, we have com-
prehensively reviewed the prominent existing work done
by the fellow researchers in the domain of discriminat-
ing DDoS attacks from FEs. We have also summarized
a list of core rationales which have been used as detec-
tion metrics. This pragmatic list can further be extended
and used for the future research in this domain to provide
better practical solutions. As part of the future work, we
shall propose an efficient detection and mitigation frame-
work which would discriminate the DDoS attacks from
FEs with a low false positive rate.
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Abstract

Today’s universities are on the forefront of technolog-
ical advancement which makes University’ computing
environment vulnerable because of its large open net-
works. This paper analyzed the security threats specif-
ically evolve in University’s network, and with consid-
eration of these issues, proposed risk assessment frame-
work for University computing environment. The pro-
posed framework reduces the risk of security breach by
supporting three phase activities; the first phase assesses
the threats and vulnerabilities in order to identify the
weak point in educational environment, the second phase
focuses on the highest risk and create actionable remedia-
tion plan, the third phase of risk assessment model recog-
nizes the vulnerability management compliance require-
ment in order to improve University’s security position.
The proposed framework is applied on Vikram University
Ujjain India’s, computing environment and the evalua-
tion result showed the proposed framework enhances the
security level of University campus network. This model
can be used by risk analyst and security manager of Uni-
versity to perform reliable and repeatable risk analysis in
realistic and affordable manner.

Keywords: Security Risk; Security Threats; University
Campus Network; Vulnerability

1 Introduction

With increasing development of Information Technology,
computing and network applications have become an inte-
gral part of universities environment. Today’s universities
are on the forefront of technological advancement. The
greater access to technology results in valuable learning
environment, on the other hand can also results vulner-

able computing environment with more security threats.
University campuses are proving themselves to be some of
the most technologically advanced places in the world by
providing facilities like extensive Wi-Fi support, online
learning using lecture capture software, digital library,
classroom virtualization, web conferencing etc [23]. All
these advancement makes University’s computing envi-
ronment particularly vulnerable because in contrast to
hacking targets like banks, college and university com-
puting environments are often large open networks. Pro-
tecting open large university campus against constantly
evolving threats and vulnerabilities presents major chal-
lenges. On the other hand, the open computing university
environment also supports diverse users; mainly the three
distinct types of users of university are students, faculty
and administration. Each of the user accesses university
computing environment with varying level of university
resources. Therefore, University campus network must
not only provide the secure access to users but also de-
fend them from vulnerabilities and security breaches. In
the large University campus network there is need of im-
proving risk posture and security effectiveness. It requires
identification of operationally critical threats, assessment
of vulnerabilities for measurement of risk level by contin-
uous network monitoring of University campus network.

This paper proposes Quantitative Information Security
Risk Assessment Model designed specifically for Univer-
sity computing environment, with the consideration of se-
curity dangers presents in large open campus network of
University. The proposed model quantitatively measures
the security risks by identifying potential threats and in-
formation processes within Universities network configu-
ration. This model can be used by risk analyst and se-
curity manager of University to perform reliable and re-
peatable risk analysis in realistic and affordable manner.
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2 Related Work

There are various risk assessment models available, some
of which are qualitative while others are quantitative in
nature; having a common goal of estimating the overall
risk value [15]. OCTAVE (Operationally Critical Threat,
Asset and Vulnerability Evaluation), developed by CERT
is a model for risk-based infosec strategic assessment and
planning [1]. OCTAVE defines assets as including peo-
ple, hardware, software, information and systems. One
of the major drawbacks of OCTAVATE is its complex-
ity and it doesn’t allow organizations to quantitatively
model risk. In order to improve security organization sys-
tem some standard principles are needed, Joshi et al. [8]
analyzed the prominent taxonomies of attacks and vul-
nerability of computer system and network to improve
vulnerability categorization and proposed novel approach
towards Standardization of Network and Computer [7].
Harini et al. [5] proposed a simple, fast and efficient
protocol for enhanced network architecture for authen-
tication. One another prominent risk assessment model
is [4] FAIR (Factor Analysis of Information Risk), pro-
vides framework for understanding, analyzing and mea-
suring information risk. FAIR is built to address security
concern weaknesses. The framework allows organizations
to standardize the risk, apply risk assessment, view in
total organizational risk, defend risk determination using
advanced analysis and understand how time and money
will affect the organization’s security profile. The main
shortcoming of FAIR is the lack of information about
methodology and examples of how the methodology is ap-
plied. [6, 12] NIST RMF (National Institute of Standards
and Technology’s Risk Management Framework) covers
a series of activities related to managing organizational
risk. [21, 24, 25] TARA (Threat Agent Risk Assessment)
is a risk assessment framework created by Intel that helps
companies to manage risk by distilling the possible infor-
mation about security attacks. The major drawback is to
be prohibitively expensive and impractical to defend pos-
sible vulnerability. One of the primary tasks of risk assess-
ment process is vulnerability scanning; Joshi et al. [9, 10]
evaluated the efficiency of web application vulnerability
scanners by designing a vulnerable web application. This
evaluation assists in choosing vulnerability scanner during
first phase of proposed model.

There are numerous risk assessment models; however,
there is no mechanism to assist organizations in deter-
mining which model is the best to be employed within
an organization; also these models considered the secu-
rity challenges identified in hacking target organizations
like banks. Although security risk assessment is crucial
for these organizations but these organizations have se-
cure and close network environment. On the other hand,
higher educational institutions like Universities where in-
formation security risk assessment is major and high pri-
ority job are having large and open computing environ-
ment. The next section describes the typical scenario
of University network environment comprises of diverse

small network.

3 University Campus Network
Setup

Figure 1 shows an ideal, large and open, University cam-
pus network setup, comprises of diverse small networks.
With the rapid development of technology, universities
strive to develop a convenient and valuable learning envi-
ronment through IT technologies. University large com-
puting environment includes diverse network devices, var-
ious software applications and many servers. University
network is large and open, so instead of trying to scan an
entire network, we classify the hosts into groups and the
scan each group.

• External Scan: Scanning through a router or firewall,
208.91.199.121.

• Internal Scan: The internal scan took place at the
School of Engineering and Technology (SoET) loca-
tion, and was plugged into a server that resides inside
Vikram University’s network.

In Figure 1 the placement of the blue scanner is inside
the firewall, so it can scan internal vulnerabilities and
the red scanner is used for external vulnerabilities scan.
These internal and external vulnerability scans are used
to collect data to assess the effectiveness of current secu-
rity measures taken at the Vikram University’s network.
The internal scan took place at the School of Engineer-
ing and Technology (SoET) location, and was plugged
into a server that resides inside Vikram University’s net-
work. The objective is to avoid external security counter
measures to get a detailed view at system configurations.
The external scan is for determining the security posture
through Internet users view. The point behind external
scanning is to identify what a hacker would see if he were
trying to probe Vikram University’s network.

4 Proposed Quantitative Informa-
tion Security Risk Management
Model

The main objective behind designing a security risk as-
sessment framework is, ”Security controls should be se-
lected based on real risks to an organization’s assets and
operation”. Numerous of security risks assessment mod-
els are available but University computing environment is
differ from other organizations as it is large, open and con-
sists of several small diverse network with various users.
Selecting risk assessment model without analysis, results
in implementation of security controls in the wrong places,
wasting of resources and leaving an organization vulner-
able to unanticipated threats. The proposed risk assess-
ment model initially analyses what is to be assessed, who
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Figure 1: Network setup for Vikram university computing environment

needs to be involved and the criteria for quantifying, qual-
ifying, and comparing severity of risks. The assessment
results must be documented properly. The goal of pro-
posed framework is to measure risk level quantitatively
that will allow higher educational institutes to understand
security risks. The proposed model is based on the most
popular risk frameworks in use today, OCTAVE (Opera-
tionally Critical Threat, Asset, and Vulnerability Evalua-
tion), developed at Carnegie Mellon University. The pro-
posed framework performs three phase activities to make
standard model more absolute, and provides a practical
approach which can be used in real educational environ-
ment.

Figure 2 shows the abstract three phase view of the
proposed model: The goal of proposed model is to re-
duce risks of security breach, this means understanding
the cause that makes system vulnerable. The first phase
focuses on knowing weak points, even in constantly chang-
ing and challenging University’s environment. Then the
second phase concentrates on understanding which areas
are having the highest risks, based on reliable and granu-
lar real risk scoring. The proposed framework uses Com-
mon Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS) [13, 14] to val-
idate which vulnerability can be actively exploited. The
third phase pivot along the creation of actionable reme-
diation plan over with University environment’s unique
factor to and finally generate powerful reporting to track
recursive risk measurement activities. The central of the
proposed risk assessment framework is an objective of
assessing University’s campus network, recursive mech-

anism that collects input regarding vulnerabilities and
threats and produces quantitative risk level that can be
measured and treated. General steps for the proposed
framework are: identifying assets and stakeholders, un-
derstanding security requirements, assessing vulnerabili-
ties, analyzing the effectiveness of controls, evaluation of
risks by estimating frequency and impact of exploit, de-
signing remediation plans and finally drive decisions using
powerful reporting. Figure 3 shows the proposed frame-
work for Quantitative Information Security Risk Assess-
ment.

Figure 2: Three phases quantitative information security
risk assessment model
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Figure 3: The proposed framework for quantitative infor-
mation security risk assessment

4.1 Assets and Stakeholders Identifica-
tion

The risk assessment techniques require to clearly specify-
ing the assets. This step of proposed model defines the
boundaries and contents of the asset to be assessed. In
proposed framework information is taken as an asset.

4.2 Understanding Security Require-
ments

In this step, along with the resources and the information
that constitute the system, the boundaries of the IT sys-
tem will be identified. This step defines the scope of the
risk assessment effort and provides information essential
to defining the risk. The input for this step is information
about hardware, software, data and information, network
connections and system interfaces; and the output is a
document that describes system mission, system bound-
ary, system functions and information about criticality
and sensitivity of data.

4.3 Threats and Vulnerabilities Identifi-
cation

In this step, threat scenarios are created by listing the
most common combinations of attack paths, attack goals
and attack actor (attackers or hackers), that might lead
to the compromise an asset.

4.4 Analysis of Effectiveness of Controls

In this step of assessment technical controls like authen-
tication and authorization, intrusion detection, network
filtering and routing, and encryption are considered and
a document is prepared as an output which describes the
effectiveness of system in defending against the particular
threats.

4.5 Estimation of Frequency of Exploit

In this step, the likelihood that vulnerability can be ex-
ploited by the attacker is determined. Frequency of ex-
ploit will be calculated using mathematical formula and
will be used in determining the quantitative security risk
magnitude.

4.6 Estimation of Impact of Exploit

The impact can be measured by using Confidentiality Im-
pact, Integrity Impact, and Availability Impact metrics
of the CVSS [20]. The impact estimates how exploitation
of a configuration issue could directly affect a targeted
system and reflects the degree of loss of confidentiality,
integrity, and availability. This step measures the impact
of exploit onto the system.

4.7 Quantitative Risk Measurement

By the convergence of frequency and impact of exploit,
quantitative security risk level can be measured. With the
calculated risk magnitude the qualitative risk level can be
determined in the range low to high. This risk level will
be further used in creation of remediation plans.

4.8 Creation of Actionable Remediation
Plan

Risk magnitude calculated in previous step prioritize the
vulnerabilities which assists in defining remediation plans
to validate identified vulnerabilities in order to improve
system’s security level. Second phase of the proposed
identifies the areas are having the highest risks using
Common Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS) [20]. This
risk magnitude can be used to estimate which vulnerabil-
ity can be actively exploited and remediation plans will
be designed using this information.

4.9 Drive Decisions Using Powerful Re-
porting

After completion of risk assessment procedure the results
should be documented in an official report format. This
report will help senior management, the mission owners in
making decisions on policy, procedural, budget, and sys-
tem operational and management changes. As risk assess-
ment is recursive procedure, this final generated report
will be used as an input of phase1 of proposed framework
in the next cycle of risk assessment procedure.
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Figure 4: Ongoing risk assessment process

5 Evaluation of Proposed Quan-
titative Information Security
Risk Assessment Model

As discussed in previous Section 2, University’s network
environment is continuously expanded and modified, its
components changed, and its software applications re-
placed or updated with newer versions; these changes
indicate that new risks will emerge and the previously
mitigated risks may again become an issue. Thus, the
risk management is ongoing and evolving process. This
section emphasizes the good practice and need for an on-
going risk evaluation and assessment in order to improve
security level. Figure 4 shows recursive model of ongoing
risk assessment process.

In order to evaluate the importance and effectiveness of
proposed model, it is applied on Vikram University Com-
puting Environment (network setup of Vikram University
shown in Figure 1).

5.1 Defining System Boundaries

The first phase of the proposed model identifies weak-
nesses and vulnerabilities visible and exploitable on the
University computing environment. In the first step of
first phase, the proposed approach for securing Univer-
sity campus network, determines information as an asset.
The second step defines the scope of the effort, in risk
assessment process. Characterizing the University’s com-
puting system establishes the scope of the risk assessment
effort by identifying limits of the computing system along
with resources and the information that constitute the
network environment. The large and open network en-
vironment of Vikram University campus mainly suffers
following security threats:

Phishing, ransomware, and malware.
Cybercriminals uses emails or Web accounts

that spoof official mailings for financial gain [18].
University’s young students are at most of being the
victim of a phishing attack that results in malware
or ransomware downloads.

Wi-Fi. Vikram University provides Wi-Fi access on the
University campus which is great in technology ad-
vancement view, but it can cause security problems
in surprising ways.

Viruses Spreading through Social Media. Young
adults of University are most avid users of social
media like Facebook, Twitter and YouTube. This
implies that in University’s network malware can
spread like wildfire through social media sites.

So Many Diverse Mobile Devices, so Much Risk.
Students are early adopters of technology, and new
devices are frequently visible in campus; from iPads
to new android phones, daily new launched devices
are having upgraded versions of operating systems
that can easily infected by smart attacker and also
ready to infect University’s network.

Embedded Devices are Risks Prone. Embedded
connectivity improves the risks for viruses and more
threats for network.

5.2 Vulnerability Identification and As-
sessment

After identification of the plausible security threats in uni-
versity environment, the next step is to perform vulnera-
bility assessment, which determines the potential impact
of loss from a successful attack. Vulnerability scans ap-
prised the administrator to the actual state of security
on network and assist in defining remediation before an
attacker discovers any vulnerability first. University net-
work is large and open, so instead of trying to scan an
entire network, we classify the hosts into groups and the
scan each group. It will make scanning process easier.
The scanning process is performed in two steps: external
scan and internal scan. Since scanning through a router
or firewall could hide internal vulnerabilities, therefore, as
shown in Figure 1 of Vikram University network setup,
the placement of the blue scanner is inside the firewall so
it can scan internal vulnerabilities and the red scanner is
used for external vulnerabilities scan. These internal and
external vulnerability scans are used to collect data to as-
sess the effectiveness of current security measures taken at
the Vikram University’s network. The internal scan took
place at the School of Engineering and Technology (SoET)
location, and was plugged into a server that resides inside
Vikram University’s network. The objective is to avoid
external security counter measures to get a detailed view
at system configurations. The external scan is for deter-
mining the security posture through Internet user’s view.
The point behind external scanning is to identify what a
hacker would see if he were trying to probe Vikram Uni-
versity’s network. The vulnerability scan requires the use
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Table 1: Discovered hosts by Nexpose

Discovered IP address Host Name OS Services Vulns
12/8/16 5:31 PM 208.91.199.121 vikramuniv.net Unknown 465 72
12/8/16 5:31 PM 192.168.1.4 ICS Windows Vista 7 23

13/8/16 12:44 AM 192.168.1.1 192.168.1.1 Linux 4 0

of scanning tools. The tools used to scan Vikram Univer-
sity were [16] Nexpose, [11] Metasploit and [9] Acunetix.
The tool Nexpose is used to find hosts on the network
have to be scanned for vulnerabilities. Acunetix is used
for scanning web vulnerabilities while Metasploit is used
along with Nexpose for penetration testing.

5.3 Major Findings

Nexpose placed within contact range of University’s
router, to find hosts and services on the network, discov-
ered 35 hosts having 587 services, among which the main
server of University is running with 27 high, 15 medium
and 9 low vulnerability. Table 1 represents the format
of result generated by Nexpose with some of the host’s
details.

Along with these details Nexpose generates details
about active services, credentials and successful attacks.
Details of vulnerabilities identified by Acunetix at host
208.91.199.121 are shown in Figure 5.

The snap shot of external scan results that summarized
the identified alerts of the host 208.91.199.121 shown in
Figure 6.

Figure 6: Web scan result of the host 208.91.199.121 by
Acunetix web scanner1

Metasploit found 11 vulnerabilities during scan of the
same host 208.91.199.121. Of these, 5 were critical, re-
quire immediate action because they are relatively easy
for attacker to exploit and may provide them full con-
trol over the system. 5 vulnerabilities were severe, often
harder to exploit and may not provide same access to
affected systems. There was one moderate vulnerability
discovered, provide information to attacker that may as-
sist them in mounting subsequent attack in University
network, so it should also be fixed in timely manner, but
not urgent as other vulnerabilities.

Vulnerability scanners simply identify large numbers of

exposures and it is up to security teams to understand the
severity of risks, which require knowledge of existing se-
curity infrastructure and additional manual effort. After
identification of vulnerabilities present in Vikram Univer-
sity network environment, the next phase prioritized se-
curity vulnerabilities by calculating risk magnitude, along
with estimation of frequency and impact of exploit.

5.4 Quantitative Risk Level Measure-
ment

Risk assessment needed skilled individuals that under-
stand probabilities, statistics and information technology.
The first step in risk measurement requires integrating all
scan results obtained from different scanners, Nexpose,
Acunetix and Metasploit. Table 2 shows the scan results
obtained by scanners Nexpose, Acunetix and Metasploit.

With all this vulnerability data gathered from scan re-
sults, security professional need to be able to prioritize
risk by using as the Common Vulnerability Scoring Sys-
tem (CVSS) along with local network activity and de-
vice configurations. The risk level determines, among
the identified vulnerabilities which of them actually cre-
ate danger to the system and further, vulnerabilities are
remediated according to the risk magnitude. Risk mag-
nitude depends on the likelihood of the exploit, as the
more frequent occurrences of vulnerability make system
riskier; also, the Frequency of vulnerability depends on
the date of emergence of vulnerability in the system [19].
The frequency and quantitative risk level of vulnerabili-
ties determined by using the mathematical equations of
Quantitative Security Risk Level Estimation Model [22],
that computed temporal and environmental metrics to
augment base CVSS scores and then derived a final risk
value. The quantitative risk level score is ranging from
0 to 10; this numerical score can then be translated into
a qualitative representation (such as low, medium, high,
and critical) to help organizations properly assess and pri-
oritize their vulnerability management processes. Table 3
interprets the risk rating values.

In quantitative risk level measurement along with
severity of exploit, we are considering many factors like
total number of alerts, affected item by exploit, affected
parameter and variants identified during vulnerabilities
scan. In Vikram University’s computing environment the
risk assessment method identified SQL injection, weak
password and CSRF attacks at High risks.
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Figure 5: Acunetix Web scan result of the host 208.91.199.121

Table 2: Integrated scan results

Vulnerability Severity Total Alerts Category
Weak password 7.5 2 A Brute Force attack
Weak password 7.5 2 Insufficient Authentication

Cross-site Scripting(verified) 4.4 1 Cross-site Scripting
Blind SQL Injection 7.8 6

SQL Injection
SQL injection (verified) 7.8 15

Microsoft IIS tilde directory enumeration 2.6 1

Information
Leakage

Script source code disclosure 2.6 1
Weak password 7.5 2

Application error message 5.0 10
ASP.NET version disclosure 0.0 1

Microsoft IIS version disclosure 0.0 1
Password type input with auto-complete enabled 0.0 4

Directory traversal 6.8 1 Path Traversal
HTML form without CSRF protection 8.6 6

Abuse of
Functionality

Clickjacking: X-Frame-Options header missing 6.8 1
Login page password-guessing attack 6.8 4
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Table 3: Qualitative risk rating scale

Quantitative
Risk Magnitude

Risk Cate-
gory

Description

9.0 to 10.0 Critical Risk is totally unacceptable; must require immediate action to re-
duce likelihood of occurrence.

7.0 to 8.9 High Risk is unacceptable; should require remediation plan to be imple-
mented as soon as possible.

4.0 to 6.9 Medium Risk may be acceptable over the short period of time; require that
in future actions and budget plans to reduce risk should be in-
cluded.

0.1 to 3.9 0Low Risks are acceptable; plans to further reduction of risk should be
implemented with other security upgrades.

5.5 Recommendations for Up-gradations

Based on the findings from the risk assessment, the next
phase of the proposed framework is to identify counter-
measure upgrades that will reduce the risk levels. The
previous phase of risk assessment identifies SQL injec-
tion, weak password and CSRF attacks at High risks in
Vikram University’s network. This section presents rec-
ommendations about identified risks in order to improve
University network’s security.

SQL injection. Vikram University computing environ-
ment identified total 21 SQL injection security
alerts and the affected items are: /Login.asp,
/Register.asp, /Search.asp, /showforum.asp and
/showthread.asp. SQL injection attacks reshape the
SQL queries which alter the nature of the program
for the benefit of the hacker [2]. Server Side defense
using Prepared Statement [9] is the most effective
way to protect from SQL Injections, because it en-
sures that intent of query is not changed.

Weak Password. In University network 6 alerts of weak
password are detected in /Login.asp. There are sev-
eral accounts with passwords older than thirty days
and some are even close to a year old. Password
cracking is one of the most common elements used
to assess the current security posture [3]. The sim-
pler way to overcome weak password vulnerability
is to enforce password policies, such as password
length should be more than 8 characters, contains
at least one capital and one small latter, at least one
numeric and one special symbol should be included
while choosing password.

CSRF Attacks. Total 6 variants detected with affected
items /Login.asp, /Register.asp and /Search.asp.
The CSRF vulnerabilities occur when applications
allow every valid session identifier request to be pro-
cesses by the application business logic [17]. The
main threat is concerned to the way the browser han-
dles requests. A simple example is a web application
uses the GET method in an HTTP request for trans-
ferring password information; the browser encodes
form data into a URL while using GET. Since form

data is in the URL, it is displayed in the browser’s
address bar, and information leakage occurs. The
simplest solution is the use of POST method, while
using the POST method, form data appears within
the message body of the HTTP request, not the URL.

And finally, the risk assessment results are documented
in an official report format which help senior management,
the mission owners in making decisions on policy, proce-
dural, budget, and system operational and management
changes. As risk assessment is recursive procedure, this
final generated report will be used as an input of phase1 of
proposed framework in the next cycle of risk assessment
procedure.

6 Conclusions

This paper proposed Quantitative Information Security
Risk Assessment framework for University’s Computing
Environment. The goal of proposed model is to reduce
risks of security breach, this means understanding the
cause that makes University’s campus network vulnera-
ble. Applying the proposed framework onto the Vikram
University campus network, it is clear that the current
approaches of securing the network are ineffective in Uni-
versity environment’s concern; as University’s computing
environment is differ in contrast to hacking targets like
banks. The evaluation study addresses the issues found in
Vikram University’s network, such as enforcement of pass-
word policies, remote access management and restricting
permissions to mandatory accounts. The proposed model
quantitatively measured the risk magnitude for Univer-
sity’s network configuration and can be used by risk an-
alyst and security manager of University to perform reli-
able and repeatable risk analysis in realistic and affordable
manner. The proposed framework can be applied to any
higher educational organization or University’s IT envi-
ronments; it enables Universities to stay a step ahead of
security threats and also to get more value from their se-
curity budget, by focusing on critical assets that are truly
at risk.
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Abstract

In order to meet the requirements of robustness and dis-
crimination of content preserving operations after con-
version of speech communication format on the heteroge-
neous mobile terminal, and noise reduction and efficient
authentication, a new efficient speech perceptual hash-
ing authentication algorithm based on spectral subtrac-
tion and energy to entropy ratio was proposed. Firstly
the proposed algorithm uses spectral subtraction method
to denoise the speech signals which processed by apply-
ing pre-processing. Secondly, the energy to entropy value
matrix of each frame is obtained by applying the method
of energy to entropy ratio. Finally, the binary perceptual
hash sequence is generated. Experiment results show that
the proposed algorithm can denoise the speech effectively,
and have good robustness and discrimination to content
preserving operations, as well as having high efficiency
and good ability to implement tamper detection.

Keywords: Energy to Entropy Ratio; Speech Noise Re-
duction; Speech Perceptual Hashing; Spectral Subtraction;
Tamper Detection

1 Introduction

Currently, Android and iOS are the most popular mobile
phone systems, code conversion is needed when there is
a communication between two different systems, such as
Android system and iOS system. Android’s AMR (adap-
tive multi-rate) format should be converted to WAV for-
mat. So when one speech format is converted to another
speech format, how to ensure the integrity and authen-
ticity of the speech content? In addition, in the speech
instant messaging, the speech is usually affected by cod-
ing and decoding, channel noise, delay, packet loss, and

the impact of the retrieval speed. In order to achieve effi-
cient speech authentication, how to solve the problem of
the interaction between robustness, distinguish and au-
thentication efficiency, so it is very important to study
the speech perceptual hashing authentication and speech
noise reduction technology [1, 18, 19].

At present, the speech noise reduction methods mainly
include: noise cancellation method, spectral subtraction,
Wiener filtering method, Kalman filtering method, adap-
tive filtering method and so on. The spectral subtrac-
tion is one of the most commonly used methods. The
speech perceptual hashing feature value extraction and
processing methods mainly include: logarithmic cepstral
coefficients [15], linear frequency spectrum [14], Mel-
frequency cepstral coefficients [7, 16], linear prediction
coefficient [12], Hilbert transform [22], space-time mod-
ulation [13], bark-bands energy [17] and so on. Huang et
al. [7] proposed a speech perceptual hashing algorithm
based on Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC)
combined with LPCC. The algorithm has good robust-
ness and tamper localization, but it is not good at distin-
guishing and keeping the content of different speeches, in
addition, the signal noise ratio is too high.

Chen et al. [4] proposed a speech perceptual hashing
algorithm based on LPC combined with non-negative ma-
trix factorization (NMF). The algorithm has good ability
of collision resistance, but it is not effective to distinguish
the different speeches and content preserving operations.
Jiao et al. [9] proposed a LSF speech perceptual hash-
ing algorithm based on compressed domain. The algo-
rithm has good robustness and discrimination at low bit
rate, but the LSF algorithm is of high computational com-
plexity which affects real-time communication. Zhang et
al. [20] proposed an efficient speech perception hashing
algorithm based on a linear predictive residual coefficient
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(LPR) of LP analysis combined with G.729 coding. The
algorithm has good robustness, discrimination and high
efficiency, but its robustness is poor when the signal noise
ratio is low. Jiao et al. [8] proposed a speech percep-
tion hashing algorithm for the LSP parameterization of
speech, which uses the discrete cosine transformation to
extract the final characteristic parameters. The algorithm
has a good compactness, randomicity and collision resis-
tance, but the extraction efficiency is not high.

Chen et al. [2] proposed a speech perception hashing
algorithm, which conducts NMF operation on the matrix
of the wavelet coefficients based on the wavelet transfor-
mation, and gets the hash value finally. Although the
algorithm has good robustness in all kinds of content pre-
serving operations, but its processing efficiency is low.
Deng et al. [5] proposed a hashing algorithm which ex-
tracts perceptual feature value based on spectrum energy
and divides the audio signal into 33 equal frequency sub-
bands, and the energy of each sub-band is further pro-
cessed by frequency time filter to get higher robustness to
noise and channel distortion, each sub-band energy is rep-
resented by 2 bits to obtain the hash value after process-
ing, but the performance is not good at low signal noise
ratio (SNR). Huang et al. [6] proposed a speech perceptual
hashing algorithm based on the improved LPC. The algo-
rithm has good effect on the robustness and the sensitivity
of the malicious attacks, and the authentication efficiency
is high, but the effect is not very good in distinguishing
and keeping the content of different speeches. Li et al. [10]
proposed a speech perceptual hashing algorithm based on
modified discrete cosine transform (MDCT) correlation
coefficients combined with NMF. Although the algorithm
has good robustness of content preserving operations, but
the performance is poor in hashing extraction and match-
ing authentication. Li et al. [11] proposed a speech per-
ception hashing algorithm based on MFCC correlation co-
efficients combined with pseudo random sequences. The
algorithm has good robustness, discrimination and secu-
rity, but its collision resistance is poor and performance
at the low signal noise ratio is not good. Chen et al. [3]
proposed a speech perceptual hashing algorithm based on
cochlea and cross recursion, which reduces dimensions by
using NMF. The algorithm has good robustness, but the
authentication efficiency is low.

In order to solve the problems above, we present an
efficient perceptual hashing based on spectral subtrac-
tion and energy to entropy ratio for speech authentica-
tion after analyze the data that used spectral subtrac-
tion and without applying spectral subtraction. The pro-
posed algorithm can solve the problem of the mutual
influence between the robustness of content preserving
operations, discrimination and authentication efficiency
when the AMR format speech converted to WAV format.
Firstly, preprocessing of the speech signal is performed
after format conversion of the proposed algorithm. And
then the spectral subtraction is used to denoise the speech
signal. Secondly, the energy entropy ratio parameter ma-
trix of each frame is calculated by using energy to entropy

ratio, and the final binary perceptual hashing sequence is
generated. Finally, the hashing matching is performed by
calculating the hashing number, and the integrity of the
speech content is realized perfectly.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes the basic theory of spectral subtraction for noise
reduction and energy to entropy ratio. A detailed Speech
Perceptual Hashing Authentication scheme is described in
Section 3. Subsequently, Section 4 gives the experimental
results as compared with other related methods. Finally,
we conclude our paper in Section 5.

2 Problem Statement and Prelim-
inaries

2.1 Spectral Subtraction for Noise Re-
duction

The spectral subtraction is the most commonly used
speech noise reduction method [21]. Let s(n) be the time
series of the speech signal, N represent the frame length,
and si(m) describe the i-th frame for speech signal after
windowing and framing. Any frame of speech signal after
performed discrete Fourier transform (DFT) is defined as
in Equation (1):

Si(k) =

N−1∑
m=0

si(m)exp(j
2πmk

N
) k = 0, 1, · · · , N − 1. (1)

Then the amplitude and phase angle of each component
of S(k) are obtained. The amplitude can be expressed as
|Si(k)|, and phase angel formula can be written as:

Siangle = arctan

[
Im(Si(k))

Re(Si(k))

]
. (2)

It is assumed that the length of time of no speech sec-
tion which at the beginning of speech signal (noise clip)
denoted as IS, and the corresponding frames are denoted
as NIS. Then the average energy of the noise clip can be
obtained:

D(k) =
1

NIS

NIS∑
i=1

|Si(k)|2.

The calculation formula for spectral subtraction is
shown as in Equation (3):

|Ŝi(k)|2 =

{
|Ŝi(k)|2 − a×D(k) |Ŝi(k)|2 ≥ a×D(k)

b×D(k) |Ŝi(k)|2 < a×D(k)
(3)

where, a and b are two constants, a is defined as reduction
factor and b is defined as gain compensation factor.

It can be inferred by Equation (3) that the amplitude
is |Ŝi(k)| after performed by the method of spectral sub-
traction. Combining with Equation (2), the speech se-
quence ŝi(m) that processed by the method of spectral
subtraction can be obtained by the inverse fast Fourier
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transform (IFFT). In this paper, we use the characteris-
tic of the phase insensitive of the speech signal, and the
phase angle information of original speech is directly used
in the speech signal processed by the method of spectral
subtraction.

2.2 Energy to Entropy Ratio

The core of the method of energy to entropy ratio is that
the energy of speech section in the speech signal is upward
bulge, and the spectral entropy value is less than the spec-
tral entropy value of noise clip. The difference between
the speech section and the noise section is more prominent
by the method of the energy to entropy ratio. Supposing
s(n) is the time series of the speech signal, the i-th frame
of speech signal denotes as si(m) after processed by win-
dowing and framing, and the length of frame denotes as
N . Then energy of each frame is shown as follows.

Ei =

N∑
m=1

s2i (m). (4)

On the basis of Equation (4), the calculation relation-
ship of energy is improved as follows.

LEi = log10(1 + Ei/c).

where, c is a constant. Because of the parameter c, when
the parameter c is set to larger value and the amplitude
of the energy Ei of each frame fiercely fluctuated and it
will be decreased in the LEi. So the noise and unvoiced
section will be distinguished well by a optional parameter
c. Parameter c is set to 2 in this paper.

Supposing speech signal in the time domain waveform
denoted as s(n), and the i-th frame of the speech sig-
nal which processed by applying windowing and fram-
ing denotes as si(m). And then FFT is performed
on si(m) and the normalized spectral probability den-
sity function of each frequency component is defined as

pi(k) = Yi(k)/
∑N/2
k=0 Yi(k). Yi(k) denotes the energy

spectrum of the k-th line frequency component, pi(k) rep-
resents the probability density of the k-th frequency com-
ponent of the i-th frame, and N is the length of the FFT.
The short-time spectral entropy of each analysis speech
frame is shown in Equation (5):

Hi = −
N/2∑
k=0

pi(k)logpi(k). (5)

Thus the energy to entropy ratio is denoted as EEFi =√
1 + |LEi/Hi|.

3 The Proposed Scheme

The processing flow of the efficient perceptual hashing al-
gorithm based on spectral subtraction and energy to en-
tropy ratio for speech authentication is shown in Figure 1.
The speech of Android’s AMR format signal is converted

to WAV format by the server platform of client, when the
Android system communicated with iOS system. Firstly,
the pre-processing is needed to the speech signal. Sec-
ondly, the method of spectral subtraction is performed
in order to denoise the speech. And then the speech is
processed by applying windowing and framing. Finally,
the method of energy to entropy ratio is used to obtain
energy to entropy value.

Figure 1: The flow chart of proposed algorithm

The hashing structure and matching of the speech sig-
nal are performed, and the processing steps are as follows:

Step 1: Pre-processing. The speech signal s′(n) is ob-
tained by pre-emphasis processing for the input sig-
nal s(n). It is useful to improve the high frequency
useful part of the signal and extract the subsequent
feature. The sampling frequency of the speech sig-
nal s(n) is 16 kHz, the number of channels is single
channel, and the sampling precision is 16 bit.

Step 2: Spectral subtraction for noise reduction. The
speech signal s′(n) is processed by spectral subtrac-
tion, and then the speech signal s′′(n) is obtained. In
the spectral subtraction experiment, the parameters
are set as below: the length of frame is 30 ms, frame
shift is 25 ms, NIS=8, a=3 and b=0.5. Different
selection of the experimental parameters has signif-
icant impact on the results (especially noise). The
above parameters are the optimal value after testing
the experiment.

Step 3: Framing and windowing. The smoothed frame
edge is added for speech signal s′′(n) by Hamming
window. The length of frame is m. It is supposed
that the speech s′′(n) is divided into n frame, and
signal Ai = {Ai(k)|i = 1, 2, · · · , n, k = 1, 2, · · · ,m}
is obtained.

Step 4: Energy to entropy ratio. Firstly, FFT is per-
formed on each frame signal Ai, then the frequency
domain signal Fi = {Fi(k)|i = 1, 2, · · · , n, k =
1, 2, · · · ,m} is obtained. Secondly, the energy value
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of signal Fi is calculated through logarithmic energy
algorithm, and then the spectral entropy value of sig-
nal Fi is calculated by spectral entropy algorithm.
Finally, use the energy to entropy ratio to obtained
the parameter matrix G(1, n), the parameter matrix
G(1, n) is obtained by using the method of energy
to entropy ratio, the middle value of matrix G(1, n)
is extracted and it is added in the last new line of
the matrix. The matrix G(1, n) is transformed into
matrix H(1, n+ 1).

Step 5: Hashing construction. Binary hashing construc-
tion is performed by H, the hashing sequence h is
obtained, and the perceptual hashing sequence of
speech signal s(n) is h(1, n)=[h].

The binary hashing construction method is as fol-
lows.

Using the parameter matrix in the first row of data
to subtract the next line of data, if the result is more
than 0, the line data turn into 1, otherwise 0.

h(i) =

{
1 H(i) > H(i+ 1)
0 H(i) ≤ H(i+ 1)

i = 1, 2, · · · , n.

Step 6: Hash digital distance and matching. The bit er-
ror rate (BER) is defined as normalized hamming dis-
tance D(:, :) of the perceptual hashing sequence that
is derived from two speech clips s1 and s2, namely,
the ratio of the error bit number to the total num-
ber of the perceptual hashing value. The calculation
formula is shown as follows:

D =

N∑
i=1

(|hs1 − hs2|)

N
=

N∑
i=1

(hs1 ⊕ hs2)

N
.

where, D is the BER, hs1 and hs2 correspond to the
perceptual hashing values generated by speech clip s1
and s2, and N is the length of the perceptual hashing
values.

The probability of the appearance of “0” and “1” se-
quence is equal in theory, and the average normalized
hamming distance is 0.5N . We use the hypothesis test
of the BER to describe the hashing matching.

P0: Two speech clips s1 and s2 are the same clip if D ≤ τ .

P1: Two speech clips s1 and s2 are different clip if D > τ .

The hashing values of the same speech clips will take
some changes if it be processed by content preserving op-
erations. By setting the size of matching threshold τ , the
perceptual hashing sequence mathematical distance of the
speech clips s1 and s2 are compared. If the two mathe-
matical distances D ≤ τ , and their perceptual content are
treated as the same, the certification is passed, otherwise
it doesn’t pass the certification.

4 Experimental Results and Anal-
ysis

The speech data used in the experiment is the voice in the
Texas Instruments and Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology (TIMIT) and the Text to Speech (TTS) speech
library, which is composed of different contents recorded
both in Chinese and English by men and women. Ev-
ery speech clip is converted to WAV format by AMR for-
mat with the same length 4 s, which is of the form of
16 bits PCM, mono sampled at 16 kHz, the bit rate is
256 kbit/s, and the length of frame is 30 ms. The speech
library in this paper is a total of 1,280 speech clips con-
sisting of 600 English speech clips and 680 Chinese speech
clips. The operating experimental hardware platform is
Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-2410M CPU, 2.30 GHz, with com-
puter memories of 4G. The operating software environ-
ment is MATLAB R2013a of Windows 7 system.

4.1 Robustness Test and Analysis

The content preserving operations are performed for the
1,280 speech clips, as shown in Table 1. The compari-
son results in various BER and running time between the
proposed algorithm and the algorithm without applying
spectral subtraction method are shown in Table 2.

As can be seen from Table 2, the proposed algorithm
has good robustness and higher operating efficiency for
increasing and decreasing of the volume, filtering, resam-
pling and re-encoding than that without applying spectral
subtraction algorithm. This is due to the above content
preserving operations have little effect on energy and spec-
tral entropy of speech section, at the same time, the algo-
rithm is simple, so it has good robustness and efficiency.
However, the noise has great influence on the method of
spectral entropy, so the effect is not good on the speech
added noise whether it is 20 dB or 30 dB. But the echo
is relatively significant influence on the speech section en-
ergy, the mean is still high. We can analyze the data from
Table 2, when applying spectral subtraction method, we
can see that the mean values of all content preserving
operation are decrease, but the running efficiency is im-
proved by nearly one times. It has a good improvement
on the volume adjustment, echo, resampling and Gaus-
sian noise, this is because of the above operations have
great influence on the speech amplitude and noise clip,
so the effect is improved obviously by applying spectral
subtraction method. Filtering and re-coding has little in-
fluence on no speech section which at the beginning of
speech signal (noise clip) and the speech amplitude, so
the effect of improvement is not remarkable. However, the
spectral subtraction method increased the computational
complexity and decreased the efficiency. The speech sig-
nal to noise ratio is obtained after the speeches processed
by spectral subtraction method: the average SNR of 20
dB speech increased by 6.1993 dB and the average SNR
of 30 dB speech increased by 6.2538 dB.
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Table 1: Content preserving operations

Operating means Operation method Abbreviation
Volume Adjustment 1 Volume down 50% V.↓
Volume Adjustment 2 Volume up 50% V.↑
FIR Filter 12 order FIR low-pass filtering, Cutoff frequency of 3.4 kHz F.I.R
Butterworth Filter 12 order Butterworth low-pass filtering, Cutoff frequency of 3.4 kHz B.W
Resampling 1 Sampling frequency decreased to 8 kHz, and then increased to 16 kHz R.8→16
Resampling 2 Sampling frequency increased to 32 kHz, and then dropped to 16 kHz R.32→16
Echo Addition Echo attenuation 25%, delay 300 ms E.A
Narrowband Noise 1 SNR=30 dB narrowband Gaussian noise, center frequency distribution in 0 ∼ 4 kHz G.N1
Narrowband Noise 2 SNR=20 dB narrowband Gaussian noise, center frequency distribution in 0 ∼ 4 kHz G.N2
MP3 Compression 1 Re-encoded as MP3, and then decoding recovery, the rate is 32 kbit/s M.32
MP3 Compression 2 Re-encoded as MP3, and then decoding recovery, the rate is 192 kbit/s M.192

Table 2: The comparison results in various BER and running time

Algorithm Spectral subtraction algorithm Without applying spectral subtraction algorithm

Operating means Mean Variance Max Time (s)
Average

Mean Variance Max Time (s)
Average

time (s) time (s)
V.↓ 0.0007 0.0023 0.0149 117

121.2

0.0119 0.0112 0.0597 65

64.5

V.↑ 0.0175 0.0198 0.0896 121 0.0291 0.0270 0.1343 62
F.I.R 0.0504 0.0196 0.1269 123 0.0529 0.0246 0.1493 64
B.W 0.0369 0.0172 0.1194 126 0.0359 0.0207 0.1343 63

R.8→16 0.0081 0.0084 0.0448 121 0.0119 0.0119 0.0672 65
R.32→16 0.0004 0.0018 0.0149 116 0.0006 0.0022 0.0149 64

E.A 0.1042 0.0287 0.2090 122 0.1185 0.0308 0.2239 60
G.N1 0.0770 0.0314 0.2164 128 0.0990 0.0518 0.3433 64
G.N2 0.1363 0.0360 0.2836 124 0.1684 0.0568 0.3806 64
M.32 0.0208 0.0145 0.0821 118 0.0249 0.0201 0.1119 70
M.192 0.0027 0.0047 0.0299 117 0.0039 0.0061 0.0299 68

The results of comparison between the proposed algo-
rithm and the algorithm of Ref. [4], the average BER are
shown in Table 3.

Table 3: Comparison of average BER

Operating means Proposed Ref. [4]

V.↓ 0.0007 0.0726
V.↑ 0.0175 0.1123

F.I.R 0.0504 0.3428
B.W 0.0369 0.3445

R.8→16 0.0081 0.1004
R.32→16 0.0004 0.0163

E.A 0.1042 0.1886
G.N1 0.0770 0.4615
M.32 0.0208 0.1682
M.192 0.0027 0.1009

As shown in Table 3, the average BER of the proposed
algorithm underwent above attacks is lower than the al-
gorithm of Ref. [4], which shows that our algorithm has
good robustness on the content preserving operation, es-
pecially on volume controlling, resampling and re-coding.
And it is also far superior to the algorithm in Ref. [4]
about the 30 dB Gaussian noise and filtering.

This paper totally get 816,003 BER values by con-
ducted pairwise comparison between perceptual hash val-

ues from 1,280 different speech clips, and the false accept
rate (FAR) and false reject rate (FRR) is obtained via
above attacks, and drawing the FAR-FRR curve, the re-
sults of comparison between without applying spectral
subtraction method and the algorithm in Ref. [4] are
shown in Figure 2.

The above FAR-FRR curve is without the content pre-
serving operation of 20 dB Gaussian noise. As shown in
Figure 2(a), the FAR-FRR curve obtained by the pro-
posed algorithm is not cross, which means that the pro-
posed algorithm has good distinction and robustness, and
it can identify the content of the content preserving opera-
tion and the different speech content accurately. As shown
in Figure 2(b), when did not apply spectral subtraction
method, the FAR-FRR curve of the algorithm was cross,
this is due to the poor effect in the Gaussian noise, and
the problem of discrimination and robustness cannot be
solved very well. As shown in Figure 2(c), the FAR-FRR
curve obtained by the algorithm in Ref. [4] is cross, and
the problem of discrimination and robustness cannot be
solved very well. Combined with Table 2 and Table 3, we
can conclude that the robustness on the content preserv-
ing operations of the proposed algorithm is better than
the algorithm in Ref. [4] and the algorithm without ap-
plying spectral subtraction method. Moreover, the noise
greatly reduced after applying the spectral subtraction
method and the balance with discrimination, robustness
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2: FAR-FRR curve of different algorithms. (a) The
proposed algorithm, (b) The without applying spectral
subtraction method, (c) The algorithm of Ref. [4].

and efficiency can be solved very well.

4.2 Discrimination Test and Analysis

The BER of the perceptual hashing values of different
speech contents basically obeys the normal distribution.
By pairwise comparison of perceptual hash values for
1,280 speech clips, there are 816,003 BER values are ob-
tained. The normal distribution of the BER values of the
perceptual hashing sequences is shown in Figure 3.

According to the central limit theorem of De Moivre-
Laplace, the hamming distance approximately obeys nor-
mal distribution. When adopting BER as the distance
measure, the BERs approximately obey a normal distri-
bution (µ = p, σ =

√
p(1− p)/N), where N is the length

of perceptual hashing sequence. The closer the BER dis-
tribution curve is to the normal distribution, the better

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3: BER normal distribution diagram. (a) The
proposed algorithm, (b) The without applying spectral
subtraction method, (c) The algorithm of Ref. [4].

the randomicity and collision resistance of the perceptual
hashing sequence. In this paper, the length of perceptual
hashing sequence is N=134. The theoretical normal dis-
tribution parameters mean and standard deviation µ=0.5,
σ=0.0307 that are obtained according to the central limit
theorem of De Moivre-Laplace. The experimental results
demonstrate that the mean and standard deviation are
µ0=0.4452, σ0=0.0463 in the proposed scheme. However,
if without applying the spectral subtraction method in
the proposed algorithm, the corresponding mean value is
µ1=0.4933, and the standard deviation is σ1=0.0446. The
FAR is calculated in order to verify the correctness of the
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experiment. The expression is shown as follows:

FAR(τ) =

∫ τ

−∞
f(x|µ, σ)dx =

∫ τ

−∞

1

σ
√

2π
e

−(x−µ)2

2σ2 dx.

where, τ is perceptual authentication threshold, µ repre-
sents the BER mean, σ is called BER variance, x is called
false acceptance rate.

The comparison results of FAR value are shown in Ta-
ble 4.

As shown in Table 4, the smaller the matching thresh-
old τ is, the smaller the FAR value is. When the match-
ing threshold τ=0.23, there are approximately 1.67 speech
clips misjudged in 1 × 106 speech clips, it demonstrates
that the algorithm could meet the requirement of per-
ceptual hashing authentication. By comparison with the
algorithm of without applying spectral subtraction meth-
ods it can be obtained that the FAR is far lower than the
algorithm that applying spectral subtraction method. It
is because that when applying spectral subtraction some
speech clips are regarded as noise therefore the distinction
is decreased. So it is necessary to improve the spectral
entropy method to reduce the FAR. When the algorithm
can distinguish between the different speeches and the
content preserving operations completely, the τ=0.2 and
FAR is 1.111×10−5 in Ref. [10], the τ=0.3 and the FAR
is 9.731×10−5 in Ref. [11], so the FAR of the proposed
algorithm is lower than the Ref. [10, 11].

4.3 Tamper Detection and Localization

The speech instant messaging of mobile terminals are vul-
nerable to malicious tampering and attack of criminals.
In order to achieve safe and reliable speech content au-
thentication, the speech perception hash algorithm needs
to possess the function of tamper detection and location
ability for preventing illegal malicious attack and tamper-
ing. Generally, illegal malicious operation will cut or tam-
per part of the speech, errors under the content preserving
operations of the speech are often distributed uniformly.
However, errors caused by illegal malicious operation usu-
ally cause a greater impact in part of the area. So we can
determine whether it has been tampered by comparing
the hash value. Since the algorithm adopted in this pa-
per is the binary perceptual hash value. So we can judge
if there exist tampering by comparing perceptual hash
value.

Calculated according to the standard speed 220 words
per minute, if there are two or greater speech frames per-
ceptual hashing values are different, we can affirm that
it is tampered. This is because that the generally speak-
ing speed is much faster than the standard. And it is
also judged as tampering part in the case of the previ-
ous and latter frame is different, and the middle frame is
same. Because when computing the perceptual hashing
values, the previous frame hash value is affected by the
latter frame hash value. In order to verify the sensitiv-
ity of the algorithm to malicious attacks or tamper, in
the experiment, we select a clip of 4 s speech randomly;

different speech from the same speaker is used to replace
10% speech clips. Figure 4 is the schematic diagram of
perceptual hashing value of tamper localization, where
the red elliptic curves contain regions that are tampered.
It can be known that the algorithm has a certain ability
of tamper detection, and has a good accuracy of tamper
detection and localization.

Figure 4: Tamper localization schematic diagrams

4.4 Efficiency Analysis

In order to assess the computational complexity and ef-
ficiency of the proposed algorithm, the average run-time
is required when performing 1,280 speech clips which are
selected randomly from the speech library. The compari-
son results of the proposed algorithm with the algorithm
in Ref. [3, 4, 10] are show in Table 5. In Table 5, the file
lengths are 4 s.

Table 5: Comparison of operating efficiency of the algo-
rithm

Algorithms
Basic frequency Average running

(GHz) time (s)

proposed 2.30 0.0503
Without applying

2.30 0.0299
spectral subtraction

Ref. [3] 3.30 0.9008
Ref. [4] 2.27 0.1603
Ref. [10] 2.50 0.1304

As shown in Table 5, the proposed algorithm efficiency
is three times more faster than the Ref. [4], two times more
faster than the Ref. [10], and nearly 18 times faster than
the Ref. [3]. The proposed algorithm has high efficiency
and low complexity, and the size of perceptual hashing
sequence is 134, which is almost 1/15 of (N = 64× 8× 4)
the algorithm in Ref. [8]. And the size of perceptual hash-
ing sequence in the algorithm of Ref. [4, 10] is 360, which
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Table 4: The comparison results of FAR value

τ Proposed Without applying spectral subtraction Ref. [10] Ref. [11]

0.10 4.4688 ×10−14 5.8061 ×10−19 2.939 ×10−12 2.976 ×10−15

0.15 9.0999 ×10−11 6.9481 ×10−15 1.144 ×10−8 2.631 ×10−12

0.20 5.9217 ×10−8 2.4126 ×10−11 1.111 ×10−5 9.687 ×10−9

0.23 1.6763 ×10−6 1.7784 ×10−9 - -
0.25 1.2435 ×10−5 2.4465 ×10−8 2.715 ×10−4 1.484 ×10−6

0.30 8.5614 ×10−4 7.3185 ×10−6 1.682 ×10−3 9.731 ×10−5

shown that the summary of the proposed algorithm is
powerful. Therefore, the proposed algorithm can meet the
requirements of real-time and low complexity of speech
communication, which can be applied to the mobile de-
vices with limited bandwidth speech communication ter-
minal and lower hardware configuration in mobile com-
puting environment.

5 Conclusions

An efficient speech perceptual hashing authentication al-
gorithm is proposed based on the spectral subtraction and
energy to entropy ratio. The algorithm uses the spectral
subtraction method to denoise the speech signal, and then
the energy to entropy value that obtained by the method
of energy to entropy rate as the perceptual feature which
is used to construct the hash sequence and the speech
is authenticated. Finally the robustness, discrimination
and efficiency of the applied spectral subtraction method
and without applying spectral subtraction method are
analyzed. Simulations show that the robustness (espe-
cially noise) of the proposed algorithm is superior to that
without applying spectral subtraction method, but the
efficiency is reduced by nearly 1 times and the FAR is
increased. In the different speech content preserving op-
erations, the proposed algorithm can effectively resist on
the conventional operations, such as resampling, echo, fil-
tering, etc. Especially the effect is good at the volume
adjustment and resampling. The proposed algorithm can
fully distinguish the different speeches and content pre-
serving operations, at the same time, the false accept rate
is low, the efficiency is high, the summary of the proposed
algorithm is powerful, and it has a good accuracy of tam-
per detection and localization.

The main disadvantage of the proposed algorithm is
that the efficiency is reduced and the FAR is increased
after applying the spectral subtraction method. The next
of the research objective is to improve the spectral sub-
traction in order to decrease the impact of Gaussian noise
and reduce the FAR of the algorithm, as well as achieve
the approximate recovery and encryption of the speech
tampering.
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Abstract

Cross-site scripting (XSS) is a code injection attack that
allows an attacker to execute malicious script in another
user’s browser. Once the attacker gains control over the
Website vulnerable to XSS attack, it can perform actions
like cookie-stealing, malware-spreading, session-hijacking
and malicious redirection. Malicious JavaScripts are the
most conventional ways of performing XSS attacks. Al-
though several approaches have been proposed, XSS is
still a live problem since it is very easy to implement, but
difficult to detect. In this paper, we propose an effec-
tive approach for XSS attack detection. Our method fo-
cuses on balancing the load between client and the server.
Our method performs an initial checking in the client side
for vulnerability using divergence measure. If the sus-
picion level exceeds beyond a threshold value, then the
request is discarded. Otherwise, it is forwarded to the
proxy for further processing. In our approach we intro-
duce an attribute clustering method supported by rank
aggregation technique to detect confounded JavaScripts.
The approach is validated using real life data.

Keywords: Attribute Clustering; Divergence; Malicious
Script; Proxy; XSS

1 Introduction

Cross-site Scripting (XSS) is one of the most common ap-
plication layer hacking techniques. It allows an attacker to
embed malicious JavaScript, VBScript, ActiveX, HTML
or Flash into a vulnerable dynamic page to fool the user,
executing the script on his/her machine in order to gather
data [17]. Most common way of stealing cookies or hijack-
ing session is to embed a JavaScript encoded with browser
supported HTML encoding technique. XSS attacks are
categorized into three types [10]: reflected XSS, stored
XSS and Document Object Model or DOM-based XSS

attack.
As the Internet applications are becoming more and

more dynamic, the possibilities of such attacks have be-
come more prominent. The number of vectors which are
used to carry out such attacks are increasing with the in-
crease in interactiveness of an application. Severeness of
XSS attack can easily be predicted as it is ranked in top
positions in recent security related surveys. For example,
XSS is ranked third in the “OWASP Top 10 Application
Security Risks-2013” [32].

Most of the existing intrusion detection systems which
are designed to detect the XSS attack consider that, XSS
attack is substantially caused by the failure of a Web ap-
plication to check the contents for malicious codes before
running it in the user’s browser. The existing approaches
can be categorized into three basic types [27]: dynamic
approach, static approach, and hybrid approach. Static
analysis includes various methods such as taint propa-
gation analysis [20], string analysis [31], software testing
techniques [28], etc. Taint propagation analysis includes
construction of a control flow graph, where each node
contains a label. An Web page is considered vulnera-
ble, if the input node of the control flow graph for a cer-
tain variable has an edge leading to the output node. In
string analysis, the program generated string values con-
tain formal language expressions, such as Context Free
Grammar (CFG) with labels. Minamide’s method [24]
of string tainting, which is an example of string analy-
sis approximates string output of a program with a CFG
. Software based testing techniques such as fault injec-
tion, penetration testing are used to infer the existence
of vulnerabilities. Dynamic analysis includes proxy based
solutions [21], browser enforced embedded policies [19],
etc. In proxy based solutions, requests from the client
side are intercepted in the proxy and based on the rules
of the proxy the required actions are taken. On the other
hand, in browser enforced embedded policies client is pro-
vided with a list of benign scripts by the Web application
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and only these scripts are run. Although the static and
dynamic solutions are effective in various cases, but in
some situations the combination of both the approaches
is much needed. Hence, the hybrid approaches are in-
troduced. Sanar [3] is such a tool which combines static
and dynamic approaches. In static analysis, it models the
data input methods to indicate sanitization process. On
the other hand, the code irresponsible for sanitization is
reconstructed by dynamic analysis approach.

Machine learning based approaches use statically and
dynamically extracted characteristic features from both
malicious and benign samples and build classification
tools [4].

1.1 Motivation

Although several methods have been introduced so far
to mitigate XSS attack, it is still a live problem. The
attack instances are increasing continuously and intrud-
ers are introducing more complex ways for embedding
their scripts to trick users. Motivation behind choosing
JavaScripts is that, now a days most of the web applica-
tions use JavaScripts extensively and the XSS attacks re-
ported so far are in maximum cases found to be executed
using JavaScripts. Moreover, already existing incremen-
tal approaches show a high false alarm rate and are not
scalable [5]. Taking the whole scenario into consideration
we are motivated to introduce a faster, stable and cost
effective detection mechanism which will ensure high de-
tection accuracy. Our aim is to reduce the false alarm
rate and to increase the scalability.

1.2 Contributions

The two major contributions of this work are:

• A load balanced Client-Server based architecture to
support XSS attack detection.

• An attribute clustering technique to support feature-
level unsupervised grouping of attack and normal
scripts over relevant and optimal feature space.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The
background of XSS attacks and a brief discussion on why
we have concentrated mainly on reflected XSS attack is
discussed in Section 2. Section 3 gives an overview of
related works. Section 4 introduces our proposed method
which is followed by experimental results in Section 5.
Finally, we conclude our paper in Section 6.

2 Background and Related Work

In this section, we discuss the basics of XSS attacks, their
categories and characteristics.

2.1 Basics of XSS Attacks

XSS attack mainly occurs due to the improper sanitiza-
tion and validation of the user inputs given in the form of
scripts. Figure 1 depicts a typical scenario of XSS attack.
It shows, how an attacker can easily generate an XSS at-
tack by sending a mail to the user containing a malicious
URL. In the first step, attacker crafts a URL containing
the malicious script and e-mail it to the victim. In Step 2,
user clicks on the link send by the attacker and on clicking
the link, the script is sent to the web server as the user
request as shown in Step 3. In Step 4, the server reflects
back the request to the user and the script is executed in
the user’s browser. Once the script is executed, sensitive
data like session cookies are sent to the attacker in Step 6.
Then attacker gets control over the user’s session and can
access the Web server on behalf of the user. The meth-
ods through which one can execute an XSS attack can be
categorized into the following three types.

2.1.1 Persistent or Stored XSS Attack

Persistent or Stored XSS attack is server database related
and it can affect a numerous number of users visiting the
server which contains the malicious script in its database
injected by the attacker. This type of attack mainly oc-
curs due to the improper validation of the user inputs.
Let us take an example to clarify the statement. A guest-
book, which is a visitors log through which they can post
their query or just leave a comment or give feedback for
some services provided by a Website can be an easy vic-
tim of persistent XSS attack. Suppose a malicious user
crafts a special script for cookie stealing and posted that
as a comment in the guest-book. This malicious link may
be a link to provoke the user for getting free recharge by
posting a link with the tagline “Hey check this link. I
got free Recharge!!!”. If the server is not able to sani-
tize the input properly then this comment is saved to the
server database. Now the visitors visiting that particular
Webpage will execute that javascript in their browser un-
knowingly. The attacker will thus get the cookies of the
user’s browser and thus will get the control over the user’s
session.

2.1.2 Non-Persistent or Reflected XSS Attack

Recently, non-persistent or reflected XSS attacks have
been found as a common type of XSS attack. Here, vic-
tim’s request itself contains the malicious string. The
server then responds with an HTML page that contains
the script and thus the script is executed in the user’s
browser. Let us consider the following scenarios.

Scenario 1: Email is one of the most common ways of
tricking a user to click on a malicious script. The
attacker can send a link to the user via an email
crafting a link which contains the malicious link. As
and when the link is clicked by the user, the script
which is hidden either in the link itself or in a script
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Figure 1: An overview of XSS attack

which the attacker refers to is executed and users
credentials such as session cookies. are sent to the
attacker. The attacker can easily get access to the
site which the legitimate user is surfing. Figure 2(a)
shows the scenario of this attack.

Scenario 2: We can consider yet another scenario of XSS
attack. Here, the attacker acts as an intermediary
agent. The attacker can be the host of a legitimate
Website. When the user visits the attacker’s Website,
then the attacker prompts with a specially crafted
link. When the user clicks on the link, it redirects
the user to another Website to which the user have
access to. This reflected message can contain a script,
which is then executed in the user’s browser and the
attacker can get the browser info this way. The link
may contain a page which actually doesn’t exist on
the requested server. Then the server sends back a
message to the user saying that page not found.
This scenario is depicted in Figure 2(b).

2.1.3 DOM-based XSS Attack

DOM-based XSS attack is the type of XSS attack that oc-
curs in the Document Object Model (DOM) of an HTML
page in lieu of the part of an HTML page. Here, since
the changes occur to the DOM environment, so the HTTP
response code runs in a different manner. DOM XSS at-
tack can be carried out with a numerous DOM objects as
mentioned below.

• User name or password part of a location or URL:

Here the payload is received by the server in the au-
thentication header.

• Portion where the query part is located in the URL:
Here the payload is received by the server as URL
part of HTTP request.

• Fragment part of an URL: This part basically con-
tains the portion of the URL separated by ’#’ sym-
bol from the rest of the URL. Here payload is not
received by the server.

• HTML DOM referrer object: The referrer object
is the document.referrer, which represents currently
loaded document’s URL. Here the payload is received
by the server at the referrer header.

A report by Trustwave’s Spiderlabs says that the num-
ber of applications that are vulnerable to XSS attack are
82% of the total Web applications (2013)1. Again, ac-
cording to WhiteHat Security XSS stood first in the most
common vulnerability category (2014)2. XSS also tops
the list of most frequently occurring vulnerability in the
survey carried out by Cenzic (2014)3. CWE by MITRE [8]
also warns by saying that XSS is one of the most preva-
lent, obstinate and dangerous vulnerability in Web appli-
cation. Among the XSS vulnerabilities, the most frequent
one is the reflected XSS attack.

1https://www.trustwave.com/Resources/Library/Documents/2013-
Trustwave-Global-Security-Report/

2http://info.whitehatsec.com/rs/whitehatsecurity/images/statsreport2014-
20140410.pdf

3http://info.cenzic.com/rs/cenzic/images/Cenzic-Application-
Vulnerability-Trends-Report-2013.pdf
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Figure 2: Different scenarios to generate reflected XSS
attacks

In this work, we consider the attack instances of re-
flected XSS attacks. Reflected or Non-persistent XSS at-
tack is the most common attack among all the three XSS
attacks. It is easy to create and also can be launched
easily to gather sensitive informations. So, attackers gen-
erally tend to carry out such attacks frequently. Since the
Web service users are the common people who may not
have an insight knowledge of the underlying architecture.
So it becomes easy for the attackers to trick such individ-
uals by creating a specially crafted URL and making the
user to click on that. Moreover, since here the attacker
crafted script is reflected back to the user’s browser, so
one need not to store the script in the server and to wait
for user to check that Website for executing the attack.

2.2 Related Work

Javascript has become an unavoidable part of most Web
applications due to the necessity of increased interactivity
between the user and the Web applications. So the idea
of detection of malicious JavaScript is not new. A brief
summary of the work done so far, that are thoroughly

studied to understand the present scenario in this field,
are mentioned in Table 1.

In [22], Likarish et al. propose a classification based
approach for detecting obfuscated malicious JavaScript
detection. They propose features that can identify ob-
fuscation, since obfuscation is a well known method of
bypassing security filters. Based on the recommendation
of various clssifiers, the designed malicious JavaScript de-
tector either passes or discards the request.

In [21], Kirda et al. propose a tool Noxes. This is a
client side solution to mitigate XSS-attack. It uses both
manual and auto generated rules to mitigate XSS-attacks.
Since we are focusing on designing a solution which bal-
ances the loads among server and the client, so it is very
important for us to study the existing client based and
server based approaches. Noxes identifies all the links ei-
ther as statically embedded or dynamic links. Dynamic
links are considered vulnerable to XSS attack, since at-
tacker can embed their code in a dynamic link.

In [33], Wurzinger et al. propose a tool Secure Web
Application Proxy(SWAP), which is a server-side solution
for mitigating XSS attack. SWAP consists of a reverse
proxy. It interprets the HTML responses and the modified
web browser detects the script contents.

In [23], Di Lucca el al. propose an approach, which
is a combination of both static and dynamic approach.
Static analysis is used to determine whether a server page
is vulnerable to XSS attack. Dynamic approach verifies
whether the determined vulnerable web application by
static approach is actually vulnerable or not. This ap-
proach uses a control flow graph (CFG) to determine the
vulnerability in a Web application.

In [28], Salas et al. propose an approach which uses se-
curity testing methods like penetration testing and fault
injection for detection of XSS attack. Depending upon the
results of penetration testing by a user utility referred to
as soapUI and interpretation of HTTP status codes in the
header of SOAP message, they develop 8 rules. On the ba-
sis of which they determine the existence of vulnerability
in Web services. Fault injection phase is carried out with
WSInject, which is placed as proxy between client and
server and intercept the messages sent by soapUI before
passing it to the server. Faults are injected during this
phase. By intercepting the HTTP messages sent by the
SOAP request message, they use the previously defined
vulnerability analysis rules to determine the injection.

In [2], Athanasopoulos et al. present a tool called
xHunter, which checks the JavaScript parse tree depth.
If the depth is beyond some threshold value, it considers
the URL as suspicious.

In [1], Adi et al. propose a design for a proxy named
Wines that monitors the browser requests sent to a server.
Depending upon the patterns of malicious strings kept
in different cells of Wines(TH1, TH2), the requests are
categorized as either harmful or harmless. Harmless
strings are forwarded to the server and harmful strings
are blocked. All the terms used by the method are bio-
logical term since the work is inspired by Human Immune
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Table 1: Comparison among existing methods

Referred Work Year Description Dataset(R/S)
Likarish el al. [22] 2009 This technique propose a method

to suppress potentially malicious
JavaScripts based on the recommenda-
tion of classifiers.

S

Kirda el al. [21] 2006 This is a rule based client side solution
to mitigate XSS attack.

R

Wurzinger el al. [33] 2009 This server side solution intercepts all
HTML responses, and uses a modified
Web browser which is utilized to detect
script content.

R

Di Lucca el al. [23] 2004 This approach is a combination of static
and dynamic approach for detecting
XSS attack.

R

Salas et al. [28] 2014 This method is to analyze the robust-
ness of web services by fault injection
with WSInject.

R

Athanasopoulos et al. [2] 2010 Proposes a method called xHunter to
detect XSS exploits from web trace.

R

Shar et al. [29] 2013 Hybrid model for XSS and SQL injec-
tion attack detection

S

Adi et al. [1] 2012 Proposes a method called Wines to de-
tect mutated attack strings.

R

Gupta et al. [11] 2015 Proposed a method to prevent XSS at-
tacks using Apache Tomcat and Web
Goat

S

Chun et al. [9] 2016 XSS Attack Detection Method based on
Skip List

S

R=Real life, S=Synthetic

System.
Gupta et al. [12] proposed a method called XSS-SAFE

for XSS attack detection and prevention based on auto-
mated feature injection statements and placement of san-
itizers in the injected code of JavaScrip. The main ad-
vantage of this method is that it can detect XSS attacks
without any modification to client- and server-side com-
modities.

Our approach is a Client-Server based approach, which
focuses on balancing the load between client and the
server. The detection mechanism in the proxy includes
an ensemble based feature selection approach followed by
an attribute clustering method to distinguish the mali-
cious traffic from the benign traffic.

3 Proposed Method

The following definitions and theorem provide the theo-
retical basis of our work. The symbols/notations used to
describe our work are reported in Table 2.

Definition 1. Attribute Rank: The rank of an at-
tribute Dai

is defined as the relevance of the attribute ai
for a given class (attack or normal) in a dataset D.

Definition 2. Attribute Cluster: An attribute cluster
Ci

k of an attribute Dai
is defined as a subset of objects

of a given dataset D (i.e., Ci
k ⊆ Dai

) which has high
intra-cluster similarity over the attribute Dai

.

Definition 3. Cluster: A cluster CA is a subset of ob-
jects of a given dataset D (i.e., CA ⊆ D) which is obtained
by considering the common objects Ci

A over a selected sub-
set of relevant attributes S. In other words,

CA = C1
A ∩ C2

A ∩ ...CS
A, S ≤ n

Theorem 1. If SD attrib clus() assigns an in-
stance/object Oj to attack group CA, it cannot be
in the normal group of a relevant attribute clus-
ter, w.r.t predefined attribute rank or relevance, i.e.,
Oj /∈ Ci

N ,∀i = 1, ..., S.

Proof: It can be proved by contradiction.
Let an object Oj ∈ CA as given by SD attrib clus()
and also let Oj ∈ Ci

N , i.e., a normal group for a given
relevant attribute.
Now, as per definition, the attack group, i.e., CA given by
SD attrib clus() is the intersection of all those attribute
clusters Ci

A which,
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• have high relevance for attack class over selected sub-
set of relevant features and

• have high compactness.

So if Oj ∈ Ci
N , none of the above two conditions are

fulfilled. Hence the proof. �

Table 2: Symbol Table

Symbols Used Their meaning
D Dataset.

Dai
ith Attribute of dataset D (i = 1, 2, ...
, n).

Ci
k Attribute cluster of ith attribute

(k=1,2).
CP i

k Compactness value for cluster Ci
k

S Subset of attributes.
Oi

j jth object of ith attribute (j=1,2,...,m).

n Total number of attributes
m Total number of objects
Ci

A Attack cluster for ith attribute.
Ci

N Normal cluster for ith attribute.
CA Final attack cluster

3.1 Proposed Framework

The proposed framework for the detection of XSS attack
is shown in Figure 3. We have proposed a proxy based
approach, where it is attempted to balance the load in
both the client and the server. A majority of the detec-
tion task is carried out in the proxy. An initial check for
vulnerability is done in the client side.

A. Client-based Processing: An initial checking for
the vulnerability is carried out at the client machine.
Though one of our objects is to balance the work
load between the client and the server, considering
the possible low computational ability of a client,
we maintain minimum overhead in the client ma-
chine. We assign three tasks to the client, i.e., prepro-
cessing, feature extraction of the captured data and
α−divergence test. The client machine also main-
tains the profiles of attack and normal instances pro-
vided by the detection module in the proxy for refer-
ence. When the client sends a request to the server,
it is handled by the client for preprocessing, feature
extraction and α−divergence test with reference to
the attack/normal profile. If the value exceeds a pre-
defined threshold value then the request is not fur-
ther processed. It is dropped in the client side only.
Otherwise, the request is forwarded to the proxy for
further processing.

B. Proxy-level Processing: The majority of the de-
tection tasks are carried out in the proxy server to

keep the load in the main server minimum. This
includes a step-by-step method to detect the attack
using an unsupervised approach. The method fol-
lows four steps in sequence, viz., (a) data gathering,
(b) preprocessing and feature extraction, (c) feature
selection using an ensemble approach and (d) attack
detection using attribute clustering over an optimal
subset of relevant features. The steps are discussed
in detail next.

B.1 Data Gathering: A major brainstorming
task of this proxy level processing is to find
the Websites for gathering the attack scripts.
Since most of the Websites remove the scripts as
they are no longer in use once detected, so find-
ing such scripts are difficult. We have collected
most of the attack scripts from [6]. Similarly,
we gather the normal scripts using a testbed in
our institution.

B.2 Preprocessing and Feature Extraction:
This step involves finding out a number of
features to describe the gathered data. We
have found a total of 15 features relevant
to our problem as also can be found in [22].
After extracting the features a 16 dimensional
dataset (including the class label) is prepared.
But since all the features in the dataset are not
equally weighted and the ranges vary by a large
margin, we have normalized the dataset using
min-max normalization method.

B.3 Feature Selection Using Rank Aggrega-
tion: At this step, the features which are least
relevant are excluded and only a subset of op-
timal relevant features is taken. Rank aggre-
gation algorithm available in R package selects
an optimal subset of attributes (say S) from
total number of attributes n. Rank aggrega-
tion framework consists of a number of steps
as shown in Figure 4. The prerequisite for the
algorithm is a dataset with class labels which
is given to different ranking based feature se-
lection algorithms such as infogain [26], correla-
tion based feature selection [14], gain Ratio [25],
symmetric uncertainty [13], chi-square [18], mu-
tual information [16] and reliefF [30]. The rank-
ings given by these algorithm are input to a rank
aggregation algorithm for the final subset of rel-
evant features generation as shown in the Fig-
ure 5.

B.4 Attribute Clustering: Our proposed at-
tribute clustering clusters the instances using
the algorithm shown in Algorithm 1. At-
tribute clustering algorithm is based on the
kmeans [15] clustering algorithm. Here each fea-
ture is clustered individually applying kmeans.
The kmeans algorithm refers the parameters,
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Figure 3: Proposed framework for XSS attack detection

viz., indexMatrix and sumd (as shown in Al-
gorithm 1). The indexMatrix holds the cluster
ids for the objects of an attribute. After that,
cluster intersection is performed on the basis
of the cluster compactness i.e., the more com-
pact cluster of each attribute is considered. The
attributes are taken on the basis of their rank
given by the rank aggregation algorithm. After
clustering, the groups are labeled using super-
vised approach w.r.t the already built profiles.

3.2 Algorithm for Attribute Clustering

The steps of the proposed attribute clustering algorithm
is given in Algorithm 1.

3.3 Complexity Analysis

The complexity of the SD attrib clus() algorithm is pri-
marily dominated by the kmeans clustering algorithm.
All other operations are simple merging and intersection
operations. So they are of O(n ×m). Where (n ×m) is
the dimension of the original dataset. As we know, the
complexity of kmeans algorithm is O(n ×m(dk+1)logm).
Where m × n is the dimension of the dataset , d= di-
mension of the dataset given as input to the kmeans al-
gorithm, and k=number of clusters. For our algorithm
k=2 and d=1. Hence the complexity of our algorithm is
O(n×m3logm).

4 Experimental Results

The experiments were carried out in both Windows 7 and
Linux environment. The machine used was a 64-bit ma-
chine with 2 GB RAM. Matlab 2010 was used to perform-
ing attribute clustering. WEKA 3.7.11 was used to run
the individual ranking algorithm on the labeled dataset.
R package was used to run the rank aggregation algo-
rithm over the rank lists given by the individual rankers.
All the experiments carried out can be subdivided into
the following sections.

4.1 Dataset Preparation

Dataset preparation involves several steps as described
below.

4.1.1 Data Gathering

The first step of dataset generation is the collection of
data from the Internet. Since the malicious scripts are im-
mediately removed after detection from the Web applica-
tions, so it is very hard to collect live scripts. We have col-
lected attack scripts from [6] and the benign JavaScripts
from various Websites, which are using rich JavaScript
contents. Figure 6 and Figure 7 are the example of col-
lected attack and normal script respectively.
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4.1.2 Feature Extraction

After gathering the data, the second major phase is to
extract the features that are relevant to our problem.
After performing a thorough study of existing works [22]
and the gathered data we finally picked up fifteen features
as described in Table 3.

4.1.3 Modules

After extraction of the fifteen features a total of seven-
teen dimensional dataset (including the Sl. no. and class
label) is prepared. However, while attribute clustering
is performed only the first 15 features are considered as
shown in Figure 8. The values of the instances for the 16th

feature in most cases are found to be zero. The dataset
consists of 71 instances as of now and is flexible. That
is, at any point of time if we find a new attack script or
normal script we can add that instance to the existing
dataset.

Different procedures written in C and their functions
are described bellow.

1) extract script(): This function extract only the codes
included within the script begin tag < script > and
the script end tag < /script >. All the codes other
then this are discarded as they are not executed as
JavaScript. The function also calls all the remaining
methods.

2) compute length(): Calculates the total number of
characters in the script.

3) no of lines(): Calculates the total number of lines in
the script.

4) no of strings(): This function outputs the total num-
ber of lines in the script.

5) avg characters(): It calculates average number of
characters per line in the script.

6) percentage whitespace(): This method gives the per-
centage of whitespace characters with respect to the
total number of characters in the script.

7) avg string length(): It calculates average length of
the strings in terms of number of characters present
in the string.

8) no of comments(): This method gives the number of
comment lines present in the script.

9) avg comments per line(): It calculates the average
number of comments per line of the script.

10) no of words(): Calculates the total number of words
in the script.

11) percentage of not commented words(): This method
calculates the percentage of words that are not com-
mented over the total number of words present in the
script.

12) count hex octal(): It outputs the total number of
hexadecimal numbers and octal numbers present in
the script.

13) human readability(): It gives the output in boolian
form i.e., either ’Y’(Yes) or ’N’(No). If a script is
human readable then it gives the output as ’Y’, oth-
erwise ’N’. Human readability is determined with the
help of the following methods.
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a. cal percent alphabetes(): Calculates the per-
centage of words where percentage of alphabets
is >70%.

b. cal percent vowels(): Calculates percentage of
words where percentage of vowels lies in the
range 20%-60%.

c. percent length(): Calculates the percentage of
words which are less than 15 characters long.

d. percent repetition(): Calculates the percentage
of words containing repetition of the same letter
less than 3 times.

14) methods called(): This function gives the total num-
ber of methods called in the script.

15) avg arg length(): Calculates the average argument
length to each method.

16) count unicode char(): Calculates the number of uni-
code characters present in the script.

4.1.4 Increase in the Population Density of the
Dataset

After collecting the attack and normal scripts, with the
help of the modules described in the previous subsection
we created a dataset consisting of 71 attack and normal
instances in the ratio 1:2 respectively. Now with the help
of a module written in C, we increase the number of in-
stances of the dataset to 1078 instances with the same
ratio 1:2, respectively. This dataset is used to perform all
the operations performed in the following sections.

4.1.5 Normalization of the Dataset

In many pragmatic scenarios, a dataset may consist of
attributes or features having values with different ranges.

It generally tends to create problem while the some of
the values of some attributes are relatively much larger
then that of the other attributes. This is because, larger
values have a greater impact on the proximity measures
like Euclidean distance. Since the base of our proposed
attribute clustering algorithm is kmeans, which uses Eu-
clidean distance measure, so it is very important for us to
normalize the dataset. Figure 8 displays a part of the orig-
inal dataset, whereas Figure 9 shows a part of the dataset
after normalization. We have used min-max normaliza-
tion to normalize the dataset. The formula for which is
given next.

Xn =
(X −Xmin)

(Xmax −Xmin).

Where, Xn = Normalized value between 0 and 1, X =
Original value, Xmax = Maximum value of the attribute,
Xmin = Minimum value of the attribute.

4.2 Results

In this section, we have shown the true positive rate, false
positive rate, and accuracy in identifying the groups of
attack and normal scripts. An ROC curve is plotted as
shown in Figure 10 to demonstrate the detection perfor-
mance.

4.2.1 ROC Curve

Receiver Operating Curve (ROC) for our dataset is the
curve of True Positive Rate (TPR) vs False Positive rate
(FPR) of the clusters given by different subset of the at-
tributes or features. Table 4 shows the value of the TPR,
FPR, and accuracy of the clusters given by the attribute
selection algorithm based on the feature subsets. The fea-
ture subsets contains the feature values according to the
rank given by the ensemble feature selection algorithm.
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<script type="text/javascript"> 
 
  var _gaq = _gaq || []; 
  _gaq.push(['_setAccount', 'UA-30187030-1']); 
  _gaq.push(['_trackPageview']); 
 
  (function() { 
    var ga = document.createElement('script'); ga.type = 'text/javascript'; 
ga.async = true; 
    ga.src = ('https:' == document.location.protocol ? 'https://ssl' : 
'http://www') + '.google-analytics.com/ga.js'; 
    var s = document.getElementsByTagName('script')[0]; 
s.parentNode.insertBefore(ga, s); 
  })(); 
 
</script> 
 

Figure 6: Example of a benign JavaScript

<sc ript> 
var t=""; 
var 
arr="646f63756d656e742e777269746528273c696672616d65207372
633d22687474703a2f2f766e62 
757974612e636f2e62652f666f72756d2e7068703f74703d363735656
1666563343331623166373222 
2077696474683d223122206865696768743d223122206672616d656
26f726465723d2230223e3c2f6 
96672616d653e2729";for(i=0;i<arr.length;i+=2)t+=String.fromCharCo
de(parseInt(arr[i]+arr[i+1],16));eval(t);</sc ript> 
 

Figure 7: Example of an attack script

Steps involved in calculating the True Positive (TP)
and False Positive (FP) values of a cluster given by the
attribute clustering algorithm are as follows:

• The attribute rank subset given by rank aggregation
is taken and SD attrib clus() algorithm is applied on
the whole dataset according to the given feature rank.

• The cluster which is more compact is considered as
the attack cluster and the cluster instances are stored
in a matrix.

• Now from the actual labeled dataset the attack in-
stances are determined and intersection of these in-
stances with the previously stored cluster instances
are found. Thus we get the TP value. And the
instances, that are excluded are counted as the FP
value.

• The TPR and FPR are calculated from these TP
and FP values with the help of the following formulas.

True Positive Rate(TPR) =
∑

True Positive∑
Condition Positive

False Positive Rate(FPR) =
∑

False Positive∑
Condition Negative

Accuracy(ACC) =
∑

True Positive+
∑

True Negative∑
Total Instances

4.3 Comparison with Other Methods

In this section, we compare our method with other com-
peting methods of XSS detection.

• Like [22], our method is also established on feature
dataset generated based on the extracted features
from attack and normal scripts.

• Like [7, 29], we also evaluate our method in terms
of detection accuracy and the performance of our
method is highly satisfactory.

• Unlike [7, 22], our method uses unsupervised at-
tribute clustering technique to group the JavaScripts
into legitimate and malicious.

• Unlike most other methods [21, 33], our approach
attempts to balance the load between the client and
server.
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Table 3: Description of extracted features

Sl
No.

Feature
Label

Feature Description

1 A Number of characters in the script
2 B Number of lines in the Script
3 C Number of strings in the script
4 D Average characters per line
5 E Percentage of whitespace in the script
6 F Average string length
7 G Number of comments in the script
8 H Average comments per line
9 I Total number of words
10 J Percentage of words that are not commented
11 K Number of octal numbers

12
Human readability in terms of yes or no. checking criteria are:

L a)Percentage of words which are >70% alphabetical >=45%
b)Percentage of words, where 20% < vowels<60% >=40%
c)Percentage of words which are less than 15 characters
long>=70%
d)Percentage of words containing< 3 repetition of the same letter
in a row>=80%

13 M Number of methods called
14 N Average argument length
15 O Number of unicode symbols
16 P Number of HEX numbers

Figure 8: A portion of the original dataset
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Figure 9: A portion of the normalized dataset

Table 4: Accuracy of the classes based on the feature subset

Feature Subset True Positive
Rate(TPR)

False Positive
Rate(FPR)

Accuracy

12,2,7,13,5,3,1,9,4,8,11,14,15,6,10 0.24 0 0.7449
12,2,7,13,5,3,1,9,4,8,11,14,15,6 0.517 0.003 0.8358
12,2,7,13,5,3,1,9,4,8,11,14,15 0.978 0.006 0.9889

12,2,7,13,5,3,1,9,4,8,11,14 0.983 0.006 0.9907
12,2,7,13,5,3,1,9,4,8,11 0.983 0.006 0.9907

12,2,7,13,5,3,1,9,4,8 0.983 0.006 0.9907
12,2,7,13,5,3,1,9,4 0.983 0.007 0.9897
12,2,7,13,5,3,1,9 0.983 0.007 0.9897
12,2,7,13,5,3,1 0.983 0.007 0.9897
12,2,7,13,5,3 0.983 0.007 0.9897
12,2,7,13,5 0.983 0.007 0.9897
12,2,7,13 0.983 0.007 0.9897

12,2,7 0.983 0.008 0.9889
12,2 0.983 0.008 0.9889
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Data: D = Dataset, Dai = ith attribute of D,
∀i = 1, 2, ..., n

K = No. of clusters
Result: CA = Attack cluster
Function SD attrib clus()
foreach attribute Dai ∈ D do

[indexMatrix, sumd] = kmeans(Dai
, K)

foreach Cluster Ci
k, k = 1, 2 do

CPi
k = sumd

No. of objects inCi
k

end
if CP i

k < CP i
k+1, k=1 then

foreach Object Oi
j ∈ Dai

do
if indexMatrix(Oi

j) == k then
Ci

A ← Oi
j

end
else

Ci
N ← Oi

j

end

end

end
else

foreach Object Oi
j ∈ Dai

do
if indexMatrix(Oi

j) == k+1 then
Ci

A ← Oi
j

end
else

Ci
N ← Oi

j

end

end

end

end
// Find the common objects of the attributes

in the order given by rank aggregation

method

CA = ∩Ci
A,∀i = 1, 2, ..., S, S ≤ n

Algorithm 1: Attribute clustering algorithm
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Figure 10: ROC curve

5 Discussion and Conclusion

Based on the results we got from the attribute clustering
algorithm, proceeded by rank aggregation using cross en-
tropy monte carlo algorithm, shows us a way how we can
use unsupervised techniques in clustering the malicious
and benign scripts into two classes with high accuracy.
The computation overhead also decreases significantly in
the proxy as our proposed method distributes the task
between the client and the server. The detection mech-
anism in the proxy is easy to implement and requires a
little knowledge to detect an attack with high accuracy.
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Abstract

Providing security on transmitted medical image over
public channels has become an essential part of computer-
aided diagnosis systems. In this paper, we propose an ef-
ficient image encryption scheme for medical applications
based on Arnold transformation and pairing-free identity-
based authenticated key agreement protocol. This allows
user to send and receive medical images over public chan-
nel safely, while maintaining patient privacy. We then
provide the numerical analysis results to prove the ro-
bustness of our scheme. These results are carried out
via both theoretic analysis and experimental simulations
based on MATLAB . The analysis demonstrates that our
scheme meets the effectiveness and security requirements
of image encryption.

Keywords: Arnold Transformation; Identity (ID)-based
Cryptography; Medical Image Encryption Scheme; Statis-
tical Attack

1 Introduction

Image-based diagnostics has become an effective tool for
the treatment and prediction of many diseases. In health-
care system, the medical images can be transmitted across
public channels such as the Internet. However, these
images contain very sensitive and confidential informa-
tion. Therefore, maintaining security and confidentiality
of medical images is of utmost priority. Most of the cur-
rent medical images protection techniques use symmet-
ric encryption [2, 4, 34], traditional public key cryptogra-
phy [17, 32] or watermarking [13, 19]. However, symmet-
ric encryption suffers from the problem that the same key
must be shared by the sender and the receiver and tradi-
tional PKC has a complex certificate management, while
watermarking is lacking of a standard attack benchmark
and distortion measurement [28]. Image encryption tech-
niques are classified based on both spatial and frequency

domain [30]. Arnold transformation has been adopted
in a wide variety of multimedia securities because of its
periodicity.

Identity(ID)-based cryptography aims to simplify the
complex certificate management in the traditional PKC
by deriving user’s public key from his/her identity. The
major advantage of IBC is that it does not require the use
of digital certificates to guarantee the authenticity [29].
Key-agreement protocol is process whereby two or more
parties can establish a shared secret key in such a way that
both sides agree with the outcome. Identity-based au-
thenticated key agreement is a useful cryptographic prim-
itive and has been widely used in various applications. In
cryptography, bilinear pairing is a mathematical function
which combine elements of two cryptographic groups to a
third group. Bilinear pairing is widely used to construct
or analyze various kinds of authenticated key agreement
protocols. However, a bilinear pairing operation is more
time-consuming than other operations over elliptic curve
group.

In this paper, we propose an encryption scheme for the
medical image by incorporating the idea of identity-based
authenticated key agreement and Arnold transformation.

1.1 Motivations

Providing security on transmitted medical image has be-
come more and more important with rapid development of
both image-based diagnostics techniques and Internet in
the field of medical informatics. Furthermore, Health In-
surance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) [23]
issued mandates for ensuring privacy and security of elec-
tronic health information, where healthcare providers are
obliged to take appropriate safeguards and measures to
ensure that patient information is only provided to peo-
ple who have a professional need. To reap the bene-
fits of ehealth by achieving better health outcomes, and
to improve healthcare quality and efficiency, healthcare
providers and patients alike must trust that the patient’s
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health information is private and secure. The goal of this
work is to create an encryption scheme for the medical
image by combining identity-based encryption with and
an Arnold transformation.

In a nutshell, our contribution is threefold:

• An efficient encryption scheme for the medical image
from identity-based encryption is presented that al-
lows user to send and receive medical images over
public channels safely, while maintaining patient’s
privacy and confidentiality.

• A pairing-free identity-based key exchange protocol
for medical image encryption is introduced.

• Numerical analysis results are carried out to prove
the robustness of our scheme. The analyses demon-
strate that our scheme meets the effectiveness and
security requirements of image encryption.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
the next section, the state-of-the-art is discussed. Sec-
tion 3 presents the preliminaries of this paper. The pro-
posed scheme is introduced and discussed in Section 4,
while Section 5 is devoted to experimental results. Fi-
nally, we conclude the paper in Section 6.

2 State-of-the-Art

Nowadays designing a secure and efficient encryption
schemes is a crucial issue for digital image encryption.
Due to the large image size, conventional cryptosystems
are widely used, such as RSA [22], however, it cannot
easily be directly used for image encryption. Instead of
the above solution, some researchers focus on designing
symmetric image cryptosystems. In particular, a number
of schemes [5, 8, 9, 12, 21, 25, 26, 33], based on chaos have
been proposed. The chaos-based cryptosystems has some
inherent features, such as sensitivity to initial condition
and pseudo randomness, therefore, this solution appear
more suitable for high-security encryption. Nevertheless,
chaos-based schemes have their own weaknesses in terms
of exchanging and distributing the symmetric secret keys.
This is a particularly serious problem due to the large
number of users. In addition, the solution based on chaos-
based cryptosystems may have unknown vulnerabilities.
Recently several image encryption algorithms founded on
chaos have been broken [1, 15, 16, 24]. For instance, an
encryption scheme based on improved hyper chaotic se-
quences is addressed by C. Zhu [33]. Their scheme used a
four-dimensional hyper-chaos system in order to generate
a pseudo-random number sequence. Later the sequence
is applied to control the modulation addition and the bit-
wise exclusive OR operation. C. Li et al. [16] analyzed
that; if two known plain-images and the corresponding
cipher-images are available this scheme can be easily bro-
ken. Ideally, in order to avoid these problems a public
key encryption is highly recommended. The public key
encryption for large image based on elliptic curve is con-
sidered by L. Chen et al [6].

3 Preliminaries

In this section, we describe the basic definitions and as-
sumptions that are used in our scheme.

3.1 Elliptic Curves Cryptography (ECC)

The ECC was proposed by Miller and Koblitz [14, 18] as
an alternative to RSA in public key cryptography. Any
cryptosystem based on ECC provides high security with
small key size, for example, a 160-bit ECC is considered
to be as secured as 1024-bit RSA key [11]. Let Fq be a
field of integers of a modulo a large prime number q. A
non-singular elliptic curve Eq(a, b) over Fq is defined by
the following equation

y2 mod q = (x3 + ax+ b) mod q, (1)

where a, b, x, y ∈ Fq with the discriminant 4 = (4a2 +
27b2) mod q 6= 0. A point P (x, y) is an elliptic curve
point if it satisfies Equation (1), and the point Q(x,−y)
is called the negative of P , i.e. Q = −P . The points
Eq(a, b) together with a point O (called point at infinity)
form an additive cyclic group Gq, that is, Gq = {(x, y) :
a, b, x, y ∈ Fq and (x, y) ∈ Eq(a, b)}

⋃
{O} of prime order

q. Scalar multiplication over E|Fq can be computed as
follows:

tP = P + P + ...+ P (t times). (2)

3.2 Arnold Transformation

The Arnold transformation, also referred to as cat map, is
one of the images scrambling techniques that was named
after the Russian mathematician Vladimir Arnold, who
demonstrated its effectiveness in image processing. The
Arnold transformation is periodic, besides it can only be
used with square images. The general form of Arnold
transformation appears in Equation (3). This equation
can be adopted for digital images as follows. Let (i, j)
be pixel for N ×N digital image Img[i][j]. This image
is transformed to Img[i′][j′] using Equation (3). As men-
tioned, Arnold transformation is periodic with period T
that depends on the size of the images. Due to the pe-
riodicity equation 3 is applied 3 in both scrambling as
descrambling processes. If the Arnold is applied (t) times
to yield a scrambled image in the sender side, it should
be applied (T − t) times to yield the original image in the
receiving side. Arnold transformation period T is given
by Equation (4) [10,31].

[
i′

j′

]
=

[
1 1
1 2

] [
i
j

]
mod N (3)

T = 1.4938N + 40.8689, where 2 ≤ N ≤ 2000 (4)
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Figure 1: System structure

Table 1: Notations of our model

HP Healthcare Provider

S Sender

R Receiver

PP, S◦ Public Parameters and Master Key

IDS Sender’s Identity

IDR Receiver’s Identity

SKS Sender’s secret key

SKR Receiver’s secret key

sk Shared secret key

Imgρ A plain medical image

Imgφ An encrypted medical image

H1, H2 Two hash functions

4 Proposed Scheme

4.1 Overview of Our Scheme

In this section, we describe our scheme in the high level.
The proposed scheme consists of three entities: a sender
S, receiverR and healthcare providerHP. HP is adopted
as trusted third party in our scheme. It is responsible to
initialize the public system parameters. In order to es-
tablish a secure communication channel between S and
R, we employ identity-based key exchange protocol [3].

The interaction scenario between the above entities is
divided into four phases: Setup and Registration Phase,
Key Agreement Phase, Encryption Phase and Decryption
Phase. Figure 1 shows the sketch of the interaction sce-
nario.

In the setup and registration phase, HP inputs the se-
curity parameters as defined in Section 3.1. Then, it gen-
erates the public parameters params and a master key s.
Further, sender S and receiver R with identities IDS and
IDR register at HP. Afterward, HP generates sender’s
and receiver’s secret keys, SKS and SKR respectively. In
key agreement phase, S and R establish an authenticated
session key. Using the shared secret key K and Arnold
transformation, the sender S encrypts a plain medical im-
age IMGp to get an encrypted image IMGc, and finally
sends it over Internet to the receiver R. Upon receiving
the encrypted image IMGc, R uses the shared secret sk
to decrypt it.

For convenience, the notations of the proposed scheme
are defined in Table 1.

4.2 Concrete Construction

In this section, we concretely construct a medical image
encryption scheme by incorporating Arnold transforma-
tion and identity-based key exchange protocol. The pro-
posed scheme is composed of the following phases.
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4.3 Setup and Registration Phase

4.3.1 Setup

Initially, HP inputs the security parameters k and de-
termines the tuple {Fq, E|Fq, G, P} as defined in Sec-
tion 3.1. Then, it picks secret master key α ∈ Z∗q and
computes its public master-key S◦ = αP . Afterward, HP
chooses two hash functions H1 : {0, 1}∗ × G → Zq and
H2 : {0, 1}∗ × {0, 1}∗ × G × G × G × G → {0, 1}k. Fi-
nally, the HP publishes the system parameters: PP =
(Fq, E|Fq, G, P, S◦, H1, H2).

4.3.2 Registration

The sender S with identity IDS and receiver R with
identity IDR register at HP. Given user’s identity IDi,
public parameters PP and public master key S◦, HP
picks r ∈ Z∗q , and computes Ri = rP and H1(IDi||Ri).
Then, it computes Si = r + hiα. The HP sets the
pair (Si, Ri) as user’s long-term private key. The pair
(Si, Ri) is transmitted to the user Ui secretly. Ui check if
SiP = Ri+H1(IDi||Ri)S◦ holds. If it does, the long-term
private key is valid, reject otherwise.

4.4 Key Agreement Phase

In this phase, sender S and receiver R establish an au-
thenticated session key as follows.

Step 1: S chooses at random the ephemeral key s ∈R Z∗q
and computes the key token TS = sP .

Step 2: S sends MS = (RS , TS , IDS) to R.

Step 3: UponR receiving MS , he choosesR’s ephemeral
key r =∈R Z∗q and computes the key token TR = rP .

Step 4: R sends MR = (RR, TR, IDR) to S.

Step 5: Then, both sides can compute the shared secrets
as follows:

• S computes

K1
SR =SSTR + s(RR +H1(IDR||RR))S◦

and K2
SR =sTR.

• R computes

K1
RS =SRTS + r(RS +H1(IDS ||RS))S◦

and K2
RS =rTS .

Step 6: Eventually, S and R can compute the shared
secret keys as:

sk = H2(IDS ||IDR||TS ||TR||K1
SR||K2

SR)

= H2(IDS ||IDR||TS ||TR||K1
RS ||K2

RS).

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 2: (a) Zika virus original image; (b) Zika virus
encrypted image; (c) Zika virus decrypted image.

4.5 Encryption Phase

In this phase, sender S encrypts a plain medical image
Imgρ using the shared secret key and Arnold transfor-
mation algorithm to get the encrypted image Imgφ as:
Imgφ = Φsk(Imgρ), where Φ is the Arnold transforma-
tion scrambling algorithm. The pseudo-code of scram-
bling process is illustrated in Algorithm 1. From steps 1-5,
algorithm parameters are initialized. We perform scram-
bling process in steps 6-13 within Arnold transformation
period T . In steps 14-21, we calculate best scrambling
iteration Bstτ , which has a minimum correlation coeffi-
cient. The Bstτ is used as descrambling period in the
next phase.

4.6 Decryption Phase

Upon receiving the encrypted image Imgφ from the
sender S, receiver R uses the shared secret key sk and
Arnold transform descrambling algorithm to decrypt the
Imgφ as: Imgρ = Ψsk(Imgφ). where Ψ is the Arnold
transformation descrambling algorithm. Due to the peri-
odicity of Arnold transformation, same steps 1-13 in al-
gorithm 1 are applied for descrambling process, where T
is replaced by Bstτ .

5 Experimental Results

The scope of this section is to present an experimental
result of our proposed scheme. We use the following med-
ical images with two different image sizes 512 × 512 and
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 3: (a) MERS-CoV original image; (b) MERS-CoV
encrypted image; (c) MERS-CoV decrypted image.

Algorithm 1: Arnold transformation scrambling al-
gorithm Φ

Input: Imgρ // plain image

Output: Imgφ // encrypted image

1 Imgρ ← Imgφ
2 T ← 1.4938N + 40.8689 // Arnold transform

period as in Equation (4)

3 t← 0
4 w ← Imgρ.width
5 h← Imgρ.height
6 while t < T do
7 for i← 0 to w do
8 for j ← 0 to h do
9 pixel← Imgρ[i][j]

10 Imgφ[(2 ∗ i+ i) mod w][(i+ j) mod h]←
pixel

11 c[t]← σ(Imgρ, Imgφ) // calculate the

correlation coefficient

12 t← t+ 1
13 return Imgφ

14 for m← 0 to T − 1 do
15 count← 0
16 for n← 0 to T − 1 do
17 if (c[m] < c[n]) then
18 count← count+ 1

19 if (count=T-1) then
20 break

21 Bstτ ← m // Best iteration

Table 2: Experimental results of entropy analysis.

Image Image status Image size
(KB)

entropy

Zika virus

Original
512× 512

151.552 7.6145

Encrypted
512× 512

192.512 7.6072

Decrypted
512× 512

154.723 7.5904

Original
256× 256

40.960 7.5543

Encrypted
256× 256

49.783 7.5412

Decrypted
256× 256

42.152 7.5378

MERS-CoV

Original
512× 512

163.840 7.7038

Encrypted
512× 512

200.704 7.6889

Decrypted
512× 512

178.254 7.6813

Original
256× 256

45.056 7.7016

Encrypted
256× 256

53.248 7.6946

Decrypted
256× 256

46.122 7.6865

TBRF

Original
512× 512

73.728 7.9322

Encrypted
512× 512

143.360 7.8571

Decrypted
512× 512

96.364 7.7591

Original
256× 256

24.576 7.8814

Encrypted
256× 256

36.864 7.7802

Decrypted
256× 256

32.523 7.7791
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 4: (a) TBRF original image; (b) TBRF encrypted
image; (c) TBRF decrypted image.

256× 256 24-bits:

1) Colorized image shows particles of Zika virus, which
is a member of the family Flaviviridae. The virus
particles are colored blue in the picture;

2) Colorized SEM showing numerous Middle East res-
piratory syndrome Coronavirus (MERS-CoV) viral
particles (yellow) on the surface of a Vero E6 cell
(blue);

3) Colorized SEM of a spiral-shaped Borrelia hermsii
bacterium (green) on a number of red-colored red
blood cells. B. hermsii is the causative agent of tick-
borne relapsing fever (TBRF).

Figures 2, 3 and 4 show the above images and their cor-
responding encrypted and decrypted images respectively.
Image encryption techniques aim to reduce the correla-
tion of pixel positions and values until they are irrelevant
to each other. Therefore, measurement tools used in this
evaluation include entropy analysis and correlation coef-
ficients. The entropy is given by Equation (5).

H(P ) = −
n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

P (xi, yj) log2 P (xi, yj) (5)

where, P (xi, yj) is the probability of pixel with coordi-
nates (xi, yj) in original image appearing at the [ith][jth]
blocks in the scrambled image. As indicated in Table 2,
the values of entropy analyses for all images are very close

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5: (a) Histogram of original Zika virus image ; (b)
Histogram of encrypted Zika virus image; (c) Histogram
of decrypted Zika virus image.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6: (a) Histogram of original MERS-CoV image ;
(b) Histogram of encrypted MERS-CoV image; (c) His-
togram of decrypted MERS-CoV image.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7: (a) Histogram of original TBRF image ; (b)
Histogram of encrypted TBRF image; (c) Histogram of
decrypted TBRF image.

to the ideal value 8 [7]. This confirms that the rate of in-
formation leakage is negligible in our scheme. Therefore,
the proposed scheme successfully resists any kind of en-
tropy attack.

Correlation coefficient means co-relation. It indicates
the direction and degree (closeness) of linear relations be-
tween two variables X and Y. Correlation coefficient is
denoted by ρXY or ρ(X,Y ), and is given by Equation (6).

ρXY = ρ(X,Y ) =
Cov(X,Y )√
V ar(X)V ar(Y )

=
Cov(X,Y )

σXσY
(6)

where Cov and V ar are variance and covariance. Cov
and V ar are given by Equation (7) and Equation (8) re-
spectively.

Cov(X,Y ) = E[(X − EX)(Y − EY )] (7)

= E[XY ]− (EX)(EY )

where E is statistical expectation.

V ar(X) = E2(X)− E(X2) (8)

As we adopt RGB images in this paper, the two-
dimensional correlation coefficient r is employed [20, 27]
to compare between original and encrypted images, r is
given by equation

r =

∑M
i=1

∑N
j=1(A[i][j] −A)(B[i][j] −B)√∑M

i=1

∑N
j=1(A[i][j] −A)2

∑M
i=1

∑N
j=1(B[i][j] −B)2

(9)

Table 3: Experimental results of correlation coefficients
analysis

Image Image
size

Variance Standard
Deviation

Zika virus
512×512 1.69271186518e−36 1.3010e−18

256×256 0 0

MERS-CoV
512×512 7.52316384526e−37 8.6736e−19

256×256 4.70197740329e−38 2.1684e−19

TBRF
512×512 6.56270479213e−35 3.3212e−16

256×256 2.32221569203e−37 4.6241e−18

where A is original (plain) image Imgρ, B is encrypted
(scrambled) image Imgφ. A[i][j] and B[i][j] are the inten-

sity of the pixel in ith row and jth column for A and B
respectively, and A is the mean of A and B is the mean
of B. The values of the correlation coefficient satisfy the
relation −1 ≥ r ≥ 1. N and M are the total numbers of
pixel in each column and row respectively.

Table 3 shows the variance and standard deviation of
correlation coefficients analysis. As seen in this table,
the coefficient correlation between neighboring pixels are
very close to the ideal value 0. This indicates that there
is significant differences between the original image and
its corresponding encrypted image according to the pixel
coordinates.

5.1 Histogram Analysis

An image histogram is a graphical representation that
shows the distribution of the intensity of pixels in a digi-
tal image. Statistical attack or histogram analysis attack
repeat a series of histogram analysis to deduce the secret
key or plain-pixels. Therefore, encrypted image should
have a histogram with a uniform distribution. Figures 5,
6 and 7 show the histogram of the selected images: “Zika
virus”, “MERS-CoV” and “TBRF” respectively. Com-
paring the histograms of plain image with encrypted and
decrypted images in each figure, it found that there is no
resemblance between the histogram of original image and
the histogram of encrypted image, while the histogram
of original image is very similar to the histogram of de-
crypted image. Furthermore, the histograms of encrypted
images are distributed uniformly. Hence, the proposed
scheme is robust against histogram analysis attack.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed a secure image encryp-
tion scheme for medical applications by incorporating the
Arnold transformation and pairing-free identity-based au-
thenticated key agreement protocol. After that, we have
experimentally estimated the robustness and performance
of our scheme. The analyses and results demonstrate that
our scheme is efficient and secure. The long-term results
of this effort is to offer a practical medical image water-
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marking that provides authentication and integrity con-
trol.
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Abstract

With the development of technology, the security of
password-based authentication is becoming more and
more significant. Recently, Lee et al. proposed an
anonymous password-based authenticated key agreement
scheme with non-temper resistant smart card to reduce
the computation cost of Wang et al.’s scheme. However,
based on analysis, it shows that the scheme can’t with-
stand smart card stolen or lost attack, user impersonation
attack and server impersonation attack. Therefore, an
enhanced scheme which can resist the attacks mentioned
above is presented. By comparing the performance and
security with other related schemes, our proposed scheme
is more suitable for practical applications.

Keywords: Authentication Scheme; BNA Logic; Key
Agreement; Network Security; Smart Card

1 Introduction

As the internet technology’s development, password-
based authentication with smart card is significant and
widely used for remote system to access to computer net-
work [1, 15]. To enhance the system security and man-
agement, research have been focused considerable atten-
tion on smart card based password authentication. Since
Change and Wu [4] firstly proposed remote user authen-
tication scheme using smart cards in 1993, many other
password schemes were present [7, 12, 16, 18]. Tradition-
ally, the smart card is assumed to be tamper-resistant.
Namely, an adversary can’t obtain the secret information
about legal user stored in the smart card. However, re-
cent research has been proved that the secret data stored
in the smart card could be extracted by some means, such
as monitoring the power consumption [2, 9, 14] or analyz-
ing the leaked information [6, 13]. So such schemes based
on the tamper resistance assumption of the smart card are

susceptible to various attacks like impersonation attacks,
off-line password guessing attacks, etc.

In 2009, Kim and Chung [8] proposed a remote user
authentication scheme which claimed that their scheme
is secure. However in 2011, Li et al. [11] pointed out
that Kim and Chung’s scheme couldn’t resist various at-
tacks and further advanced a new remote authentication
based on hash function. In their scheme, they suggested
that their scheme not only remedy the flaws of Kim and
Chung’s scheme, but also secure. But in 2012, Wang
et al. [17] demonstrated that Li et al.’s scheme is inse-
cure against denial of service attack and off-line password
guessing attack under the non-tamper resistance assump-
tion of the smart card. Moreover, their scheme failed to
provide user anonymity and forward secrecy. In order to
solve the problems mentioned above, Wang et al. pre-
sented a robust authentication scheme based on the se-
cure one-way hash function and the well-known discrete
logarithm problem. Later, Lee et al. [10] putted forward
that Wang et al.’s scheme had high computational over-
head. In order to reduce the overhead, they proposed an
anonymous authentication scheme with non-tamper re-
sistant smart cards based on password, and proved that
their scheme meets all the criteria required for the au-
thenticated key agreement scheme and eliminates secu-
rity threats. Nevertheless, it indicated that their scheme
is prone to smart card stolen or lost attack, user imperson-
ation attack and server impersonation attack base on our
analysis. In additional, their scheme can’t provide mutual
authentication. Then, an enhanced key agreement scheme
with non-tamper resistant smart cards is presented. The
remainder of the article is sketched as follows. In Sec-
tion 2, we briefly review Lee et al.’s scheme. Section 3
presents the security analysis of Lee et al.’s scheme. In
Section 4, we present an enhanced scheme. The security
analysis of the proposed scheme is given in Section 5, and
efficiency comparison between our scheme and other re-
lated ones is showed in Section 6. Ultimately, in Section 7,
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we reach the conclusion.

2 Review of Lee et al.’s Scheme

In this section, we will briefly review of Lee et al.’s scheme,
which comprises four phases: registration phase, login
phase, authentication phase and password change phase.
The notations used in this article are described in Table 1.

Table 1: Notation

Notation Description
Ui/Uk user i/k
Si server i
E attacker

PWi U ′is password
IDi U ′is identity
x secret key generated by Si

y public key generated by Si

b a random number generated by Ui

v a random number generated by Ui

w a random number generated by Si

h(·) a one-way hash function
‖ concatenation
⊕ bitwise exclusive-or operation

2.1 Registration Phase

Si generates x as the server’s private key which is only
kept secret by himself/herself, and computes y = gx mod
n as its corresponding public key which is stored inside
each user’s smart card. If a user Ui wishes to be a legal
user of the system so that he/she can utilize resources
provided by the server, Ui should execute the following
steps.

• Ui first selects his/her identity IDi and password
PWi. Then, Ui generates a random number b, com-
putes h(b‖PWi) and sends {IDi, h(b‖PWi)} to Si.

• Si checks the validity of IDi. If it is validity, Si

calculates

C1 = h(h(IDi)⊕ x),

C2 = C1 ⊕ h(b‖PWi)⊕ h(IDi),

C3 = h(C1),

C4 = h(b‖PWi)⊕ h(x‖y).

Then Si issues a smart card including {C2, C3, C4,
h(·), n, g, y} to Ui via a secure channel.

• Ui computes B = b⊕IDi⊕PWi, and stores B in the
smart card.

2.2 Login Phase

When Ui logins the system, he/she can perform the next
steps.

• Ui inserts his/her smart card into a card reader
and enters the identity IDi, password PWi. The
smart card SC computes b

′
= B ⊕ IDi ⊕ PWi,

C
′

1 = C2 ⊕ h(b
′‖PWi) ⊕ h(IDi), C

′

3 = h(C
′

1), and
compares C

′

3 with C3 stored in the smart card. Only
if the equation holds, SC performs the following
steps.

• SC generates a random number v and computes
V = gv mod n, h(x‖y) = c4 ⊕ h(b‖PWi), CIDi =
h(IDi)⊕h(V ‖h(x‖y)), M1 = h(CIDi‖V ||C1). Then,
Ui sends login request message {CIDi, V,M1} to Si.

2.3 Authentication Phase

Ui and Si achieve mutual authentication as follows.

• Upon receiving the login message {CIDi, V,M1}, Si

computes h(x‖y), h(IDi) = CIDi ⊕ h(V ‖h(x‖y)),
C
′

1 = h(h(IDi) ⊕ x), M
′

1 = h(CIDi‖V ‖C
′

1), and
checks whether M

′

1 equals to the received M1. If they
are not equal, the session is terminated. Otherwise,
Si selects a random number w and computes W =
gw mod n, SK = V w mod n, M2 = h(SK‖W‖C ′1).
Then, Si sends {M2,W} to Ui.

• SC receives the message and computes the session
key SK

′
= W v mod n. And, SC verifies M2 with

the computed value of h(SK
′‖W‖C1). If the veri-

fication holds, SC computes M3 = h(M2‖C1‖SK
′
)

and send {M3} to Si.

• Upon receiving {M3}, Si computes M
′

3 =
h(M2‖C1‖SK

′
) and checks whether the equation

M
′

3 = M3 holds. If it holds, Si and Ui finish mu-
tual authentication, and share a common session key
SK = gvw mod n. Otherwise, the session is termi-
nated.

2.4 Password Change Phase

Assume that SC has the ability to detect the login failure
trials. If the failure times exceed a given number, SC will
be soon locked to prevent from guessing password attack.

• Ui inserts the smart card into a card reader and in-
puts identity IDi, password PWi and a new pass-
word PWnew

i .

• SC calculates b
′

= B ⊕ IDi ⊕ PWi, C
′

1 = C2 ⊕
h(b

′‖PWi⊕h(IDi)), C
′

3 = h(C
′

1) and verifies whether
C
′

3 = C3. If they are the same, SC accepts the
change request. Otherwise, the session is terminated.

• SC computes Bnew = b ⊕ IDi ⊕ PWnew
i , Cnew

2 =

C
′

1 ⊕ h(b
′‖h(b

′‖PWnew
i )) ⊕ h(IDi), Cnew

4 = C4 ⊕
h(b

′‖PWi) ⊕ h(b
′‖PWnew

i ). Finally, SC replace
C2, C4, B with Cnew

2 , Cnew
4 , Bnew in the smart card.
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3 Security Analysis of Lee et al.’s
Scheme

In Lee et al.’s scheme, they claim that their scheme can
resist some attacks, containing off-line password guessing
attack, user impersonation attack, server masquerading
attack, and so on. By analysis and study, we find that
the scheme fails to resist the attacks mentioned above.
The details are as follows.

3.1 Smart Card Stolen or Loss Attack

Assume that U ′is smart card was stolen by a legal but
malicious user Uk, and Uk had monitored the login request
message {CIDi, V,M1} which was sent to S by Ui.

A legal but malicious user Uk acquires {C∗2 , C∗3 , C∗4 ,
h(·), n, g, B∗} from his/her own smart card and computes
b∗ = B∗ ⊕ IDk ⊕ PWk, h(x‖y) = C∗4 ⊕ h(b∗‖PWk). And
the value of h(x‖y) is not changed for every user. Then
Uk can obtain h(IDi) and C1 by computing h(IDi) =
CIDi ⊕ h(V ‖h(x‖y)), C1 = C2 ⊕ h(b‖PWi) ⊕ h(IDi) =
C2⊕C4⊕h(x‖y) ⊕h(IDi) where C2, C4 is extracted from
Ui’s smart card. Then, Uk can continue guesses the iden-
tity as follows.

1) Guess an identity ID
′

i.

2) compute h(ID
′

i) and compare it with the values of
CIDi ⊕ h(V ‖h(x‖y)). If they are not equal, go back
to 1). Otherwise, U

′

k finds the user Ui’s identity IDi.

After acquiring the user Ui’s identity IDi, Uk can go on
continuing guess user’s password.

1) Guess a password PW
′

i .

2) Compute b
′

= B ⊕ IDi ⊕ PW
′

i , C
′

4 = h(b
′‖PW

′

i )
⊕h(x‖y), where B is extracted from U ′is smart card
and h(x‖y) can be obtained by Step 1. Then Uk

verifies C
′

4
?
= C4. If it holds, Uk finds the correct

password PWi.

3.2 User Impersonation Attack

From Section 3.1, we know that a legal but malicious user
Uk can obtain h(x‖y), h(IDi), C1. Then he/she can forge
the login request message {CIDi, V,M1} to disguise the
user Ui.

1) Uk generates a random number v∗ and computes
V ∗ = gv

∗
mod n, CID∗i = h(IDi) ⊕ h(V ∗‖h(x‖y)),

M∗1 = h(CID∗i ‖ V ∗ ‖ C1). Then, Uk sends {CID∗i ,
V ∗, M∗1 } to Si.

2) Si computes h(x‖y), h(IDi) = CID∗i⊕
h(V ∗‖h(x‖y)), C

′

1 = h(h(IDi) ⊕ x), M
′

1 =
h(CID∗i ‖V ∗‖C

′

1), and checks whether M
′

1 equals
to the received M∗1 . If they are equal, then
Si selects a random number w∗ and computes
W ∗ = gw

∗
mod n, SK∗ = (V ∗)w

∗
mod n,

M∗2 = h(SK∗‖W ∗‖C ′1). Then, Si sends {M∗2 ,W ∗}
to Ui.

3) Uk computes the session key SK
′

= (W ∗)v
∗

mod n,
M∗3 = h(M∗2 ‖C1‖SK∗) and send {M∗3 } to Si.

4) Si computes M
′

3 = h(M∗2 ‖C
′

1‖SK∗) and checks
whether the equation M

′

3 = M∗3 holds. As
SK∗ = (V ∗)w

∗
mod n = (gv

∗
)w
∗

mod n =
(gw

∗
)v
∗

mod n = (W ∗)v
∗

mod n = SK, M
′

3 =
h(M∗2 ‖C

′

1‖SK∗) = h(M∗2 ‖C1‖SK
′
) = M∗3 . Si au-

thenticates Uk as Ui.

3.3 Server Impersonation Attack

A legal but malicious user Uk acquires h(x‖y),h(IDi), C1

by the method mentioned in Section 3.1, then Uk can
impersonate server Si to communicate with Ui.

1) When Ui sends the login request message
{CIDi, V,M1} to Si, Uk eavesdrops the mes-
sage, selects a random number w∗ and computes
W ∗ = gw

∗
mod n, SK∗ = V w∗ mod n,

M∗2 = h(SK∗‖W ∗‖C1). Then,Si sends {M∗2 ,W ∗} to
Ui.

2) When Ui receives the message, the smart card com-
putes the session key SK

′
= (W ∗)v mod n. SK

′
=

(W ∗)v mod n = (gw
∗
)v mod n = (gv)w

∗
mod n =

(V )w
∗

mod n = SK∗, so M∗2 = h(SK
′‖W ∗‖C1).

Then, SC computes M3 = h(M2‖C1‖SK
′
) and send

{M3} to Si.

Thus, Uk is authenticated as the legitimate server by the
user Ui.

4 Our Proposed Scheme

In this section, we propose a new scheme based on Lee
et al.’s scheme, which can resist the attacks mentioned
in Section 3. It composes four phase: registration phase,
login phase, authentication phase and password change
phase. The detail description of each phase are shown
below.

4.1 Registration Phase

Si generates x as the server’s private key which is only
kept secret by himself/herself, and computes y = gx mod
n as its corresponding public key which is stored inside
each user’s smart card. A user Ui must register to be a le-
gal user of the system, before utilizing resources provided
by the server.

• Ui first selects his/her identity IDi and password
PWi. Then, Ui generates a random number b, com-
putes RPWi = h(b‖PWi) and sends {IDi, RPWi}
to Si.
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Table 2: The proposed scheme of registration phase

Ui Si

RPWi = h(b‖PWi) IDi, RPWi−−−−−−−−−−−→
Server’s public key y = gxmondn.
checks the validity of IDi

generates a random number d
C1 = h(IDi‖x),C2 = C1 ⊕RPWi

C3 = h(C1‖d),C4 = h(C1‖RPWi)⊕ d,
B = b⊕ IDi ⊕ PWi smart card←−−−−−−−−−−− D = gd mod n,C5 = h(C1 ⊕ IDi)⊕ h(x‖y‖D).

stores B in the smart card

• Si checks the validity of IDi. If it is validity, Si

generates a random number d for user Ui. Then
Si performs the following computations. C1 =
h(IDi‖x), C2 = C1 ⊕ RPWi, C3 = h(C1‖d), C4 =
h(C1‖RPWi) ⊕ d, D = gd mod n, C5 = h(C1 ⊕
IDi) ⊕ h(x‖y‖D). Then Si sends a smart card in-
cluding {C2, C3, C4, C5, h(·), n, g, y} to Ui via a se-
cure channel.

• Ui computes B = b⊕IDi⊕PWi, and stores B in the
smart card.

4.2 Login Phase

When Ui logins the system, he/she can perform the next
steps.

• Ui inserts his/her smart card into a card reader and
enters the identity IDi, password PWi. The smart
card SC computes b = B ⊕ IDi ⊕ PWi, RPWi =
h(b‖PWi), C1 = C2⊕RPWi, d = C4⊕h(C1‖RPWi),
C
′

3 = h(C1‖d), and compares C
′

3 with C3 stored in
the smart card. Only if the equation holds, SC per-
forms the following steps.

• SC generates a random number v and computes V =
gv mod n, D = gd mod n, h(x‖y‖D) = C5 ⊕
h(C1‖IDi), CIDi = IDi ⊕ h(V ‖h(x‖y‖D)), F1 =
RPWi⊕h(C1‖IDi), F2 = C4⊕h(V ‖C1)⊕h(x‖y‖D),
M1 = h(IDi‖RPWi‖V ‖C1‖d). Then, Ui sends login
request message {CIDi, V,D, F1, F2,M1} to Si.

4.3 Authentication Phase

Ui and Si achieve mutual authentication as follows.

• Upon receiving the login message {CIDi, V , D, F1,
F2, M1}, Si computes h(x‖y‖D), IDi = CIDi ⊕
h(V ‖h(x‖y‖D)), C1 = h(IDi‖x), RPWi = F1 ⊕
h(C1‖IDi), C4 = F2⊕h(V ‖C1)⊕h(x‖y‖D), d = C4⊕
h(C1 ⊕ RPWi), M

∗
1 = h(IDi‖RPWi‖V ‖C1‖d), and

checks whether M∗1 equals to the received M1. If
they are not equal, the session is terminated. Oth-
erwise, Si selects a random number w and com-
putes W = gw mod n, SK = V w mod n, M2 =

h(SK‖W‖C1‖RPWi‖d). Then, Si sends {M2,W}
to Ui.

• SC receives the message and computes the session
key SK

′
= W v mod n. And, SC verifies M2 with

the computed value of h(SK
′‖W‖C1‖RPWi‖d).

If the verification holds, SC computes M3 =
h(M2‖C1‖SK

′‖d) and send {M3} to Si.

• Upon receiving {M3}, Si computes M∗3 =
h(M2‖C1‖SK‖d) and checks whether the equation
M∗3 = M3 holds. If it holds, Si and Ui finish mu-
tual authentication, and share a common session key
SK = gvw mod n. Otherwise, the session is termi-
nated.

4.4 Password Change Phase

Assume that SC has the ability to detect the login failure
trials. If the failure times exceed a given number, SC will
be soon locked to prevent from guessing password attack.

• Ui inserts the smart card into a card reader and in-
puts identity IDi, password PWi and a new pass-
word PWnew

i .

• SC calculates b = B ⊕ IDi ⊕ PWi, RPWi =
h(b‖PWi), C1 = C2⊕RPWi, d = C4⊕h(C1‖RPWi),
C
′

3 = h(C1‖d) and verifies whether C
′

3 = C3. If they
are the same, SC accepts the request. Otherwise,
the session is terminated.

• SC computes Bnew = b⊕IDi⊕PWnew
i , RPWnew

i =
h(b‖PWnew

i ), Cnew
2 = C1 ⊕ RPWnew

i , Cnew
4 = d ⊕

h(C1‖RPWnew
i ). Finally,SC replace C2, C4, B with

Cnew
2 , Cnew

4 , Bnew in the smart card.

5 Security Analysis

The proposed scheme advanced Lee et al.s scheme and
can resist the attacks analyzed above. The details are
described in the following content.
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Table 3: The proposed scheme of the login and authentication phase

Ui Si

inputs IDi, PWi

computes b = B ⊕ IDi ⊕ PWi,
RPWi = h(b‖PWi),C1 = C2 ⊕RPWi,
d = C4 ⊕ h(C1‖RPWi),

C
′

3 = h(C1‖d),verifies C
′

3
?
= C3.

selects a random number v,
computes V = gvmondn,
D = gdmondn, CIDi, V,D, F1, F2,M1−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

computes h(x‖y‖D),

h(x‖y‖D) = C5 ⊕ h(C1 ⊕ IDi), IDi = CIDi ⊕ h(V ‖h(x‖y‖D)),
CIDi = IDi ⊕ h(V ‖h(x‖y‖D)), C1 = h(IDi‖x),
F1 = RPWi ⊕ h(C1‖IDi), RPWi = F1 ⊕ h(C1‖IDi),
F2 = C4 ⊕ h(V ‖C1)⊕ h(x‖y‖D) C4 = F2 ⊕ h(V ‖C1)⊕ h(x‖y‖D),
M1 = h(IDi‖RPWi‖V ‖C1‖d) d = C4 ⊕ h(C1 ⊕RPWi),

M∗1 = h(IDi‖RPWi‖V ‖C1‖d),
checks M∗1

?
= M1.

selects a random number w,
computes W = gw mod n,

SK
′

= W v mod n, M2,W←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
SK = V w mod n,

verifies M2
?
= h(SK

′‖W‖C1‖RPWi‖d), M2 = h(SK‖W‖C1‖RPWi‖d).

computes M3 = h(M2‖C1‖SK
′‖d).

M3−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ computes M∗3 = h(M2‖C1‖SK‖d)

checks M∗3
?
= M3

5.1 Analysis the Proposed Scheme with
BNA Logic

We analyzes out proposed scheme with BNA logic [3] in
this section. The main notations of the BNA logic are
shown in Table 4. Note that symbols P and Q stands
for principals, X and Y range over statement, and K
represent encryption keys.

Table 4: Notations of BNA logic

Notation Meaning
P |≡ X P believes that X is true.
P CX P once received a message including X.
P |∼ X P once said X.
P ⇒ X P has jurisdiction over X.
#(X) X is fresh.
(X,Y )K X and Y are hashed with the key K.
{X,Y }K X and Y are encrypted with the key K.

P
K←→ Q P communicates with Q by a shared key K.

1) Idealization forms

Ui: (IDi, V )
Ui

x‖y‖D←−−−→Si

, V , Ui
d←−→ Si,

(RPWi, IDi)
Ui

h(IDi‖x)←−−−−−→Si

,

(C4, V, Ui
h(x‖y‖D)←−−−−−→ Si)

Ui

h(IDi‖x)←−−−−−→Si

,

(IDi, RPWi, V, Ui
d←−→ Si)

Ui

h(IDi‖x)←−−−−−→Si

,

((Ui
SK←−−→ Si,W,RPWi, Ui

d←−→
Si)

Ui

h(IDi‖x)←−−−−−→Si

, Ui
SK←−−→ Si, Ui

d←−→
Si)

Ui

h(IDi‖x)←−−−−−→Si

Si: (Ui
SK←−−→ Si, W , RPWi, Ui

d←−→
Si)

Ui

h(IDi‖x)←−−−−−→Si

, W

2) Security goals

G1 Si |≡ Ui |≡ Ui
SK←−→ Si

G2 Si |≡ Ui
SK←−→ Si

G3 Ui |≡ Si |≡ Ui
SK←−→ Si

G4 Ui |≡ Ui
SK←−→ Si

3) Initiative assumption

A1 Ui |≡ Ui
h(IDi‖x)←−−−−−→ Si

A2 Si |≡ Ui
h(IDi‖x)←−−−−−→ Si

A3 Ui |≡ Ui
d←→ Si

A4 Si |≡ Ui
d←→ Si

A5 Ui |≡ Ui
h(x‖y‖D)←−−−−−→ Si

A6 Si |≡ Ui
h(x‖y‖D)←−−−−−→ Si

A7 Si |≡ Ui ⇒ Ui
SK←−→ Si

A8 Ui |≡ Si ⇒ Ui
SK←−→ Si
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Table 5: BNA logical postulates

Rule Formula Meaning

Message-meaning rule P |≡P
K←→Q,PC{X}K

P |≡Q|∼X

If P believes that K is the secret key shared by P with Q,
and P sees X encrypted with K,

then P believes that Q once said X.

Nonce-verification rule P |≡#(X),P |≡Q|∼X
P |≡Q|≡X

If P believes that X is fresh and
Q once said X, then P believes that Q believes X.

Freshness-conjunction rule P |≡#(X)
P |≡#(X,Y )

If P believes that X is fresh,
then P believes that (X,Y ) is fresh.

Jurisdiction rule P |≡Q⇒X,P |≡Q|≡X
P |≡X

If P believes that Q controls X and P believes Q believes X,
then P believes X.

4) Scheme analysis
The main analysis of our proposed scheme is

described as follows: Since Si C ((Ui
SK←−→

Si,W,RPWi, Ui
d←→ Si)

Ui

h(IDi‖x)←−−−−−→Si

, Ui
SK←−→

Si, Ui
d←→ Si)

Ui

h(IDi‖x)←−−−−−→Si

and Si |≡ Ui
h(IDi‖x)←−−−−−→

Si, we can know

Si |≡ Ui |∼ ((Ui
SK←−→ Si,W,RPWi,

Ui
d←→ Si)

Ui

h(IDi‖x)←−−−−−→Si

, Ui
SK←−→ Si,

Ui
d←→ Si) (1)

based on message-meaning rule.

According to freshness-conjunction rule and Si |≡
#(W ), we can derive

Si |≡ #((Ui
SK←−→ Si),W,RPWi,

Ui
d←→ Si)

Ui

h(IDi‖x)←−−−−−→Si

, Ui
SK←−→ Si,

Ui
d←→ Si). (2)

On the basis of Equations (1), (2) and nonce-
verification rule, the following can be derived

Si |≡ Ui |≡ ((Ui
SK←−→ Si,W,RPWi,

Ui
d←→ Si)

Ui

h(IDi‖x)←−−−−−→Si

, Ui
SK←−→ Si,

Ui
d←→ Si). (3)

The G1 Si |≡ Ui |≡ Ui
SK←−→ Si will be deduced from

Equation (3).

Based on A7, G1 and jurisdiction rule, we can derive

G2 Si |≡ Ui
SK←−→ Si.

Since Ui C (Ui
SK←−→ Si,W,RPWi, Ui

d←→
Si)

Ui

h(IDi‖x)←−−−−−→Si

and Ui |≡ Ui
h(IDi‖x)←−−−−−→ Si, we

can know

Ui |≡ Si |∼ (Ui
SK←−→ Si,W,RPWi, Ui

d←→ Si) (4)

based on message-meaning rule.

If M3 = h(M2‖C1‖SK
′‖d), Ui |≡ #(W ). According

to freshness-conjunction rule, we can derive

Ui |≡ #(Ui
SK←−→ Si,W,RPWi, Ui

d←→ Si). (5)

On the basis of Equations (4), (5) and nonce-
verification rule, the following can be derived

Ui |≡ Si |≡ (Ui
SK←−→ Si,W,RPWi, Ui

d←→ Si). (6)

The G3 Ui |≡ Si |≡ Ui
SK←−→ Si will be deduced from

Equation (6).

Based on A8, G3 and jurisdiction rule, we can derive

G4 Ui |≡ Ui
SK←−→ Si.

5.2 Informal Security Analysis

5.2.1 User Anonymity

1) A legal but malicious user Uk acquires
{C∗2 , C∗3 , C∗4 , C∗5 , h(·), n, g, y,B∗} from his/her own
smart card and computes b∗ = B∗ ⊕ IDk ⊕ PWk,
RPWk = h(b∗‖PWk), C∗1 = C∗2 ⊕ RPWk,
d∗ = C∗4 ⊕ h(C∗1‖RPWk), D∗ = gd

∗
mod n,

h(x‖y‖D∗) = C∗5 ⊕ h(C1 ⊕ IDk). Uk can’t obtain
any common values for every legal user.

2) Even If Uk obtain {C2, C3, C4, C5, h(·), n, g, Y,B}
from Ui’s smart card, he/she impossible to get d
without knowing C1, RPWi, or h(x‖y‖D) without
the values of C1, IDi.

3) In unsecure channels, Uk intercepts the message
{CIDi, V,D, F1, F2,M1}, and tries to trace the user
Ui. But the user Ui communicates with Si by CIDi

instead of his/ her own identity IDi. It is infeasi-
ble to derive IDi without knowing h(x‖y‖D). On
the other hand, it is hard to get the random number
d from D = gd mod n due to discrete logarithm
problem.

Consequently, any legal but malicious user cannot obtain
some useful values concerning with user Ui.
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5.2.2 Offline Password Guessing Attack

1) Form the analysis of Section 5.2.1, we know that any
legal but malicious user Uk cannot the common value
h(x‖y) for all legal users.

2) If Uk acquires {C2, C3, C4, C5, h(·), n, g, y,B} from
U ′is smart card, he/she has to guess the user U ′is
identity IDi and password PWi correctly at the same
time to compute b = B ⊕ IDk ⊕ PWk. As we all
known, it is difficult to guess the two parameters
chosen freely by the user at the same time in poly-
nomial time. And the proposed scheme can provide
user anonymity by the above analysis.Furthermore,
the adversary needs to know the server’s private key
x to compute C1 = h(IDi‖x), RPWi = h(b‖PWi).
Then, he/she could get right password by comparing
C1 ⊕RPWi with C2.

3) Assume Uk intercepts the message {CIDi, V , D, F1,
F2, M1} which Ui once sent to Si. However Uk does
not have the knowledge of b, C1 and IDi, the veri-
fication of the computed F1 = RPWi ⊕ h(C1‖IDi)
will fail.

5.2.3 Stolen Verifier Attack

The server Si does not store any sensitive verification in-
formation corresponding to users in its database in our
proposed scheme. Therefore even if any adversary ac-
cesses the server’s database, he/she is impossible to gain
any verification information related to registered users.
So, the proposed scheme can withstand stolen verifier at-
tack.

5.2.4 Insider Attack

Assume that the privileged user gets IDi, RPWi when
a legal user Ui registers to the system Si. However, the
privileged couldn’t extract PWi from RPWi due to one-
way property of hash function. At the same time, PWi is
protected by random number b, and the privileged user is
not able to guess the right password. Thus, the proposed
scheme can resist insider attack.

5.2.5 Replay Attack

Suppose that an adversary E eavesdrops the login re-
quest message and tries to perform replay attack in fu-
ture. Upon receiving {CIDi, V,D, F1, F2,M1} from E,
the server Si verifies M∗1

?
= h(IDI‖RPWi‖V ‖C1‖d). The

message has not been changed by E, so Si selects a
random number w∗ and computes W ∗ = gw

∗
mod n,

SK∗ = V w∗ mod n, M∗2 = h(SK∗‖W ∗‖C1‖RPWi‖d).
Then, Si sends {M∗2 ,W ∗} to the adversary E. It is indis-
pensable for the adversary E to reply {M3} to Si, where
M3 = h(M2‖C1‖SK‖d). Because E not only couldn’t
compute SK without random number v, but also couldn’t
get C1 and d. Thus, the server cannot authenticate E.
Namely, the scheme is secure against replay attack.

5.2.6 User Impersonation Attack

If an adversary E wants to pretend Ui to communicate
with Si, he/she must forge the login request message
{CIDi, V,D, F1, F2,M1}. Then, he/she selects a random
number v∗ and computes V ∗ = gv

∗
mod n, U∗ = Y v∗ .

Unfortunately, E couldn’t compute CID∗i without the
user U ′is identity IDi, server’s private key x. Mean-
while, Uk requires to compute F ∗1 = RPWi ⊕ h(C1‖IDi),
F ∗2 = C4 ⊕ h(V ∗‖C1)⊕ h(x‖y‖D), which is not possible,
since E does not know IDi, RPWi, x. That is, the pro-
posed scheme is able to against the user spoofing attack.

5.2.7 Server Impersonation Attack

If an adversary E eavesdrops the login request message
{CIDi, V, F3, F4,M1} from user Ui, he/she performs the
following steps to act as the legal server Si. E must com-
pute M2 = h(SK‖W‖C1‖RPWi‖d) to respond the login
request message. Even If Uk selects a random number w∗

and computes W ∗ = gw
∗
, SK∗ = V w∗ mod n, he/she

cannot forge M2 without RPWi, C1, d. From the above
analysis, our proposed scheme could resist server imper-
sonation attack.

5.2.8 Mutual Authentication

1) In the proposed scheme, Si authenticates
Ui by checking the validity of equation
M3

?
= h(M2‖C1‖SK‖d). We have demonstrated that

the proposed scheme can provide user anonymity
and off-line password guessing attack. If an ad-
versary replays the former login request message
{CIDi, V,D, F1, F2,M1} sent to Si by Ui, he/she
would fail according to the analysis of section 5.2.5.
On the other hand, suppose the adversary forge
the login request message to cheat the server, we
will find that it is impossible by the analysis of
Section 5.2.6.

2) On the contrary, the legal user Ui authenticates
Si by comparing M2 with the computed value
h(SK‖W‖C1‖RPWi‖d). Based on the analysis of
Section 5.2.7, no one can act as legal user to deceive
the server.

Therefore, the proposed scheme can provide mutual au-
thentication.

5.2.9 Forward Secrecy

In the improved scheme, the user Ui and the server Si

establish the same session key SK = W v mod n =
V w mod n = gvw mod n. Due to discrete logarithm
problem (DLP), no one is able to compute the previously
established session keys without knowing v, w. As a re-
sult, the proposed scheme provides perfect forward se-
crecy.
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Table 6: Performance comparison

Total of login and
authentication phase

Time

[17] 6Te + 11Th 13.7303
[10] 4Te + 13Th 9.1575
[5] 6Te + 5Th 13.7261
[20] 8Te + 7Th 18.3017
[21] 6Te + 8Th 13.7282

Ours 5Te + 17Th 11.4474

6 Performance Analysis

In this section, we will show efficiency and functionality
comparison among our proposed scheme and other related
schemes. According to Wu et al.’s report [19], the time
of executing one modular exponentiation is 2.2871ms,
while the computation time of a one-way hash function
is 0.0007ms. For the convenience, we define the following
notations used in this section.

• Th: time for executing a one-way hash function.

• Te: time for executing exponential operation.

• T⊕: time for executing XOR operation.

Compared with Te and Th, the time of executing XOR
operation can be neglected. Usually, a legal user only
needs to perform once registration operation, but login
and authentication phase are carried out more times in a
short time. So we display the comparison of the computa-
tional cost in login and authentication phase among these
schemes in Table 6. In Table 7, we show security com-
parison between our proposed scheme and other related
ones.

From the comparison of Table 6 and Table 7, we can
conclude that the performance of our scheme has better
efficiency than other related schemes. Taking all into ac-
count, the proposed scheme is more suitable for practical
applications.

7 Conclusions

In this paper, we review an anonymous password-based
authenticated key agreement scheme with non-tamper re-
sistant smart cards which is proposed by Lee et al. to
reduce time cost under the condition of safety. However,
Lee et al.s scheme is vulnerable to smart card stolen or
lost attack, user impersonation attack, server imperson-
ation attack and cannot provide mutual authentication.
To overcome the weakness mentioned above, an improved
scheme is proposed. Finally, we demonstrate that our
scheme is more secure and applicable to practice by com-
paring the performance and efficiency of our scheme with
other related ones.
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Abstract

A selective disclosure attribute-based credential system
(SDABCS) can provide a communication mechanism to
protect both security and privacy in electronic commu-
nication, by issuing a kind of credential with attributes,
which the user can disclose parts of attributes. We present
a general framework for formally verification of SDABCS
with applied Pi calculus, and provide three definitions
of relevant security properties. The framework can im-
plement secure communication among the user, service
provider and trusted authority. Two important functions
are implemented: the first allows the user to receive a
credential encoded a list of attributes from a trusted au-
thority; the second allows the user to convince a service
provider with the credential. Particularly, the user can
selectively reveal parts of the attributes according to the
needs of service provider, while not revealing the rest of
the attributes. In our experiments, we apply the frame-
work to a concrete security protocol and successfully prove
three security properties in the protocol using ProVerif.

Keywords: Attribute-based Credential; Formalize; Gen-
eral Framework; Selective Disclosure

1 Introduction

A selective disclosure attribute-based credential system
[11, 17, 22] (SDABCS) allows a service provider to identify
a user with a credential, which contains a list of attributes,
from an authority. One of the most important character-
istics in this system is that the user can selectively disclose

parts of the attributes in the credential to different ser-
vice providers according to practical requirements. For
the other undisclosed attributes, the user can generate
cryptographic commitments to encode attributes which
can be verified without revealing the attribute informa-
tion. Authentication is one of the potential applications
of this system. For example, Alice gets a credential Ccre
with several attributes from an authority and generates
two different presentation proofs, P1 and P2, according
to different attributes. Then she can access services pro-
vided by provider S1 under P1, and by S2 under P2, while
no one can find that the two presentation proofs belong
to the same user.

Although a lot of scholars study SDABCS [8, 14], so
far there is no an effective formal verification framework
to verify the correctness of the system and the related
security properties. Actually, organizations and individu-
als are now paying more attention to the design of secure
system. The formal analysis is a state-of-the-art method
used to analyze security protocols and systems. There are
many researches on the formal analysis and verification of
security protocols [2, 4, 19, 23]. Li et al. propose a general
symbolic model for anonymous credential protocols and
make formal definitions of a few critical security proper-
ties [13]. Shao et al. conduct a formal analysis and ver-
ification of the enhanced authorization mechanism under
TPM 2.0 API [20]. In [3], zero knowledge proof is applied
to a simplified Direct Anonymous Attestation protocol,
which enables remote authentication of TPM while pre-
serving the user’s privacy at the same time. They present
security proof and report a novel attack. However, exist-
ing formal work considers neither the feature of selectively
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disclosed attributes nor the credential protected by hard-
ware.

In order to carry out an analysis of SDABCS, we pro-
pose a general framework of formally verifying the SD-
ABCS. In our framework, a user can authenticate herself
to a service provider by disclosing parts of her attributes,
while preserving the privacy of the undisclosed ones. All
attributes are encoded in the credential issued by an au-
thority. In order to increase the security, we consider the
situation that the credential is protected by the security
hardware. The complexity of the system makes the for-
malized process involve many parameters. As a result,
it is challenging to reasonably construct all the functions
and equations with applied Pi calculus [9].

As a case study, we formally verify an innovative
cryptographic protocol named U-Prove protocol [15, 18],
whose SDK has been released by Microsoft and then inte-
grated into a range of its own identity products. We first
give the detailed description of the formal analysis, then
prove the authenticity properties by setting correspon-
dence assertions and prove the untraceability of U-Prove
token by observational equivalence using ProVerif.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first formal
and automated verification of the SDABCS.

Contributions. The contributions of this paper are
threefold: first, we put forward a general model frame-
work of a SDABCS in applied Pi calculas, and provide
three formal definition of security properties. It is mean-
ingful to reduce the workload of verification of attribute-
based credential system. Second, we apply our framework
to the U-Prove protocol and give the formalized descrip-
tion of it. Finally, we prove that the protocol satisfies the
relevant security properties by Proverif.

Outline of the Paper. In Section 2, applied Pi cal-
culus is reviewed. In Section 3, we propose our general
model framework of the SDABCS and the definitions of
relevant security property. In Section 4, after detailed
analysis of the U-Prove protocol, we apply the framework
to verify the protocol, and successfully prove the three se-
curity properties using Proverif. In Section 5, conclusion
and future work are presented.

2 Review of Applied Pi Calculus

2.1 Syntax and Semantics

The applied Pi calculus [3, 12, 21] is a language for de-
scribing and analyzing security protocols. Now we briefly
review the syntax and operational semantics of the ap-
plied Pi calculus, and define the additional notation used
in our paper. The syntax of the applied Pi calculus is
given in Table 1.

The syntax of the calculus is composed of terms and
processes. Terms are defined by a signature Σ which con-
sists of a finite set of function symbols with arbitrary arity.
Every function symbol means a primitive used by security
protocols, and all symbols are divided into two finite sets
of constructor and destructor symbols. Both two symbols

Table 1: Syntax of the applied Pi calculus
M,N,F, Z ::= Terms
s, k, ..., a, b names
x, y, z vars

f(M1, ...,Mk) function
f ∈ Σ and k is the arity of f

P,Q ::= Processes
0 null process

P | Q parallel composition
vn.P name restriction

!P replication
u(x).P message input
u〈N〉.P message output

if M = N then P else Q conditional

are built from an infinite set of names, and an infinite set
of variables, e.g., encryption function, decryption func-
tion, digital signature function, etc. Usually, constructors
are used to generate terms which model primitives used
by protocols, while destructors are used to handle terms
generated by constructors.

A process is a set of programs, which are connected
via channels. That means two processes can communicate
with each other by such channels. The executing program
is known as the active program. An active program can
execute operation and send messages to another program.
A process or an extended process with a hole is called
context, marked as C[ ].

In Pi calculus, the grammar of processes is defined as
follows: the null process 0 does nothing; P | Q is the
parallel composition of precess P and Q, used to express
participants of a protocol running in parallel; the process
vn.P is used to produce a fresh name n and then behaves
as P , in which the restricted name n is binded inside P ;
replication process is the infinite compositions P |P | . . . ,
which means there are infinite copies of P running in par-
allel; in u(x).P process, a message x can be received from
the channel u, then the process behaves as P ; on the con-
trary, in u〈N〉.P process, a message N can be sent to the
channel u, and then process behaves as P ; the conditional
process if M = N then P else Q means that when equa-
tion holds process behaves as P , otherwise Q, when Q is
null, we always abbreviate it as if M = N then P .

A protocol P consists of a set of agents and channels,
agents can communicate over the channels. Every agent
runs a set of programs, and a program is an honest pro-
gram only if it follows the protocol.

We equip the terms with an equational theory E, that
is a finite set of equations of the form M = N where
M,N ∈ Σ.

2.2 Security Properties

This section presents two security properties that will be
used in our paper.

Correspondence property is usually used to prove the
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authentication of the participants in many protocols. We
proof it by setting the events in protocol at different
stages, and then verify identity according to the events
occur successively relationship. So we can annotate pro-
cesses with a set of events {e1, e2, . . . en} in a running
protocol.

Definition 1 (Correspondence property). A corre-
spondence property is used to express relationship between
events with the form:

ei < ej where i < j, i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}

The property means that if an event ei has happened
then event ej must have happened previously. Authenti-
cation can be captured as a correspondence property.

Zero-knowledge proof regarded as an important and
most basic technology will be used in our system. Anyone
can use zero-knowledge proof to communicate with other
and convince the latter the given statement is true, with-
out conveying any more information in addition to the
statement. A formal definition of non-interactive zero-
knowledge has been devised in [3].

Observational equivalence is the property that two or
more underlying entities are indistinguishable on the basis
of their observable implications. We define Observational
Equivalence as the following description.

Definition 2 (Observational Equivalence). If there
are two terms M and N satisfy C[M ] and C[N ] are both
valid terms with the same value in all contexts C[ ], then
it is not possible, within the system, to distinguish the two
terms. We call the observation equivalence as the largest
symmetric relation between M and N.

3 General Model Framework of
SDABCS

3.1 Modelling the Roles in Framework

A general model on the verification of a SDABCS allows
a user to receive a credential with a list of attributes from
a trusted party. This credential can be used to convince
a service provider. The core feature of the system en-
ables a user to select disclosable attributes, and generates
the verifiable presentation proof for the undisclosed at-
tributes, then the Verifier finishes the verification work.

There are three types of agents in our model: Issuer,
Prover, and Verifier. The role of Issuer is an authority,
who can generate and issue the credentials with a list
of attributes containing an unforgeable digital signature
by applying its private key Isk. The role of Prover is
a person in possession of a credential encoded a list of
attributes, which can be optionally protected by a secu-
rity hardware. Prover can control which attributes are
revealed, and which attributes are generated presentation
proof according to the needs of different service providers.
The role of Verifier is a person who verifies the Issuer’s
signature in the credential, and the presentation proof of
attributes generated by the Prover.

We set a process for each role in our model, and assume
that the system is executed in a public network, where at-
tackers can listen to, delete, forge and send all messages in
the network, following the so-called Dolev-Yao model [10].

Prover process. When a Verifier relying on authenti-
cation or other identity-related attributes communicates
with a Prover, the Prover must first demand a creden-
tial with attributes signed by an Issuer which is trusted
by the Verifier. Then the Prover provides necessary at-
tributes, and generates a cryptographic presented proof
for the undisclosure attributes. Hence a Prover process
can be defined as in Equation (1).

ProverP
def
= in (c, IP ). (P Ini(CI,Csk, Cpk)

| P getsig(CI, Ipk) | P getp(CI,AUp,ACp))
(1)

c models the public channel which is used to transmit
all kinds of messages. IP models an unique identifier
for the Issuer parameters including Issuer’s public key.
CI models an unique identifier of the credential. The
process P Ini(CI,Csk, Cpk) models the Prover’s behavior
of generating the private key Csk and the correspond-
ing public key Cpk for the credential CI. The process
P getsig(CI, Ipk) models the Prover’s behavior of getting
the signature from Issuer IPK using the blind operation to
the credential. The process P getp(CI,AUp,ACp) models
the Prover’s behavior of generating presentation proof for
the credential CI. AUp models the proof of undisclosed
attributes, and ACp models the proof of needing to sub-
mit information commitment attributes. So presentation
proof contained several parts as in Equation (2).

P getp(CI,AUp,ACp)
def
= Pundisp(CI,

AU) . P commitp(CI,AC) . PTPMp
(2)

where Pundisp(CI,AU) models the Prover’s behavior of
generating presentation proof for undisclosed attributes
AU in credential CI, and P commitp(CI,AC) models the
behavior of generating presentation proof. If the token is
protected by TPM 2.0, then PTPMp models the Prover’s
behavior of generating presentation proof for TPM 2.0.

Issuer process. Correspondingly, an Issuer process
consists of initializing issuer parameter modelled by the
process IIni(Ipk, IP ), and signing the credential with spe-
cific attributes modelled by the process Isign(IP,CI).
The process IIni(Ipk, IP ) models the behavior of generat-
ing issuer parameters by Issuer Ipk, an application-specific
unique identifier for the issuer parameters is denoted as
IP . The process Isign(Ipk, IP, CI) models Issuer Ipk sign-
ing the credential CI under IP . An Issuer process can be
defined as in Equation (3).

IssuerP
def
= IIni(Ipk, IP ) | Isign(IP,CI) (3)

Verifier process. Verification of a credential by a
Verifier is made up of four parts. So the verifier needs
to do: firstly, verify the signature of credential CI from
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the Issuer Ipk, which is modelled by V Isig(CI, Ipk). Sec-
ondly, verify the proof of undisclosed attribute, which
is modelled by V undisp(AUp,Cpk). Thirdly, verify the
proof of the committed attributes, which is modelled by
V commitp(ACp,Cpk). Lastly, if token is protected by the
TPM 2.0, verify the proof of the TPM 2.0, which is mod-
elled by V TPMp. An Verifier process can be defined as in
Equation (4).

verifierP
def
= V Isig(CI, Ipk). V undisp(AUp,

Cpk). V commitp(ACp,Cpk). V TPMp
(4)

3.2 Modules

According to the different functions implemented by the
roles, the system needs to complete two modules. One
is denoted as issuance module, the other is denoted as
presentation proof module. A Prover can retrieve a cre-
dential encoded any kinds of attributes from an Issuer in
an issuance module, and generate a presented proof for
undisclosed attributes in the credential to a Verifier in a
presentation proof module.

We model the issuance module process as an un-
bounded number of Prover processes and trusted Issuer
processes running in parallel. The presentation proof
module process is modelled as an unbounded number of
Prover processes and Verifier processes running in paral-
lel.

Definition 3 (Issuance module). An Issuance Process is
made up of four sub-processes, including the initialization
process run by the Prover, the initialization process run by
the Issuer, the process of producing and issuing credential
run by the Issuer, the process of getting and blinding cre-
dential run by the Prover. Due to the process of blind in
this protocol the Issuer never sees his own digital signa-
ture on the credential. The composition of the processes
in applied pi shows as Equation (5).

IP
def
= vñ. (P Ini(CI,Csk, Cpk) | P getsig(CI,

Ipk) | IIni(Ipk, IP ) | Isign(IP,CI))
(5)

The restricted name ñ models the secrets shared be-
tween the Provers and the Issuer. The rest of the param-
eters have the same meaning as described elsewhere.

Definition 4 (Presentation Proof module). A Presen-
tation Proof Process is made up of two sub-processes,
including the presentation proof generation run by the
Prover and the presentation proof verification run by the
Verifier. The composition of the processes in applied pi
shows as Equation (6).

showP
def
= in(c, sigt).P

getp(CI,AUp,ACp)

| in(c,< AUp,ACp, TPMp > P verifierP
(6)

The restricted c models the public channel. The rest
of the parameters means the same above.

3.3 Events and Properties

As mentioned in a lot of papers [1, 5], correspondence
assertions can be used to prove many trace-based security
properties among events. Here we summarize a set of
events which can be used later.

- PCreInf(CI,Cresk): where CI is the value of the
credential information field. It is used to encode
Credential-specific information that is always dis-
closed to Verifier, such as a validity period, credential
usage restrictions and so on. Cresk is the private key
of the credential, which is generated in the issuance
protocol and should be kept secret. This event is ex-
ecuted after the Prover to generate the private key
of the credential with the value of CI in the P Ini

process.

- IissueCre(CI, Isk): where CI is the same as above.
Isk is the private key of the Issuer. This event is
executed before the Issuer sends credential with the
value of CI signed by himself.

- PgetCre(Crepk, Ipk): where Crepk is the public key
of a credential corresponding to its private key Cresk.
Ipk is the public key of the Issuer corresponding to
its private key Isk. This event is executed after the
Prover to generates presentation proof for the cre-
dential with Crepk.

- VerifiedCre(Crepk, proof, Ipk): where Crepk,
proof and Ipk are the same as above. proof is one
of the parameters needs to be proved. This event is
executed after successful validation by the Verifier.

According to the definition of Section 2.2, we provide
three definitions of basic security properties which the
general model framework needs to meet.

Definition 5 (Authenticity of the Issuance Protocol).
Given processes as follows.

< Pgetsig(CI, I pk) | Isig(CI, I sk) >

authenticity of the Issuance Protocol is satisfied if the pro-
cess satisfies the following property:

∀(CI, I sk, I pk),∃{PgetCre(CI, I pk)

=⇒ IissueCre(CI, I sk)}

This property shows that when a Prover gets a token
signed by an Issuer with public key I pk, the Issuer has
actually signed with the corresponding private key I sk
and issued that credential.

Definition 6 (Authenticity of the Presentation Proto-
col). Given processes as follows.

P getsig(CI, Ipk) | P verifierP

authenticity of the Presentation Protocol is satisfied if the
process satisfies the following correspondence property.
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∀(CI,Cre pk, Cre sk),
∃{V erifedCrek(Cre pk, proof, I pk) =⇒

PCreInf(CI,Cre sk)PgetCre(Cre pk, I pk)}

This property shows that if there is a Verifier who can
complete the validation of proof signed by the Issuer and
Cre sk, we can say not only an Issuer with public key
I pk has actually signed and issued that credential with
the corresponding private key I sk, but also the Prover
has got that credential.

Definition 7 (Untraceability of Credential). Assume the
same attributes CI encoded into two different credentials
(CI1, CI2) by the Prover, if the issuer cannot identify
two credential from the same user, we call this feature as
untraceability.

This property shows that when a user provides two
credentials issued by an issuer, the issuer cannot judge
whether the two certificates are from the same user.

4 Case Study: U-Prove Protocol

4.1 Detail of the U-Prove Protocol

U-Prove is an innovative cryptographic technology, its
core is a U-Prove token [18] with any type of application-
specific attributes. There are three types of angents in
the protocol: Prover (P ), Issuer (I), Verifier (V ). Each
U-Prove token can be seen as a credential of a Prover (P ).
It can be optionally protected by a trusted hardware such
as security chip TPM 2.0. Its prototype has been first in-
troduced in [7] by Liqun Chen. The trusted hardware in
this paper refers to TPM 2.0. In the rest of the paper,
we use the following notation: Let Gq =< g > be a cyclic
group of prime order q and g be a generator.

There are two sub-protocols in U-Prove protocol: is-
suance protocol and presentation proof protocol. The
former mainly generates and issues a U-Prove token. The
latter mainly produces and verifies a presentation proof
about the undisclosed attributes in the U-Prove token.
The Issuance Protocol.

Assume I and P agree on the application-specific at-
tributes (A1, . . . , An), the value of the token informa-
tion field TI is used to encode token-specific informa-
tion. P wants to get a U-Prove token with attributes
Ai, i ∈ (1, . . . , n) from I, both parties must communicate
with each other under the issuance protocol.

The protocol consists of the following steps:

1) I generates the issuer parameters denoted as IP .

IP = {(g0, g1, . . . , gn, gt), (e0, e1, . . . , en)}

where (g0, g1, . . . , gn, gt) represents I’s public key and
satisfies the equation g0 = gy0 , which y0 is I’s private
key. The rest of gi values must be random generators
of Gq.

2) I and P complete the precomputation respectively:
γ = (g0g

x1
1 . . . gxn

n gxt
t hd), where (x1, . . . , xn) are the

operation results, according to the values in the list of
(e0, e1, . . . , en). The value of ei is 0 or 1. xi=H(Ai)
when ei = 1, otherwise xi=Ai. H is a collision-
resistent hash function. The parameter hd means
that the credential needs to be protected by TPM
2.0 with private key xd and the corresponding public
key hd = gxd

d . The parameter gd is one of the random
generators of Gq.

3) Signature process of I includes two steps: commit
computation and signature computation. The for-
mer contains parameters: σa = gw, σb = γw, w is
a random number. The latter contains parameter:
σz = γy0 and sends (σa, σb, σz) to P .

4) The main job of P consists of two parts: one is
generating a pair of keys for the U-Prove token,
the other is masking the parameters come from I
which prevents I from seeing the value of its sig-
nature. P generates a random α and computes
h: h = (g0g

x1
1 . . . gxn

n gxt
t hd)

α. The value of α−1

is regarded as the U-Prove token’s private key and
the public key is h. After receiving the message
(σa, σb, σz), P produces two blind factors β1 and β2
to mask the three parameters respectively, then gets
(σ′a, σ

′
b, σ
′
z) and σ′c, using the following formula re-

spectively:

σ′a = gβ1

0 gβ2σa,

σ′z = σαz ,

σ′b = = σ′β1
z hβ2σαb

σ′c = H(h, PI, σ′z, σ
′
a, σ
′
b)→ Zq,

σc = σc + β1 mod q

where PI is the Prover information field produced
by P , which is always revealed during presentation
protocol. Then P sends σc to I.

5) After I got the parameter σc , I generates and con-
veys the signature σc with private key y0 to P by the
Schnorr signature scheme: σr = σcy0 + w mod q.

6) After P received the parameter σr, P masks σr with
β2 as follow: σ′r = σr + β2 mod q. Then P verifies
the validity of the signature, as in Equation (7).

σ′aσ
′
b = (gh)σ

′
r (g0σ

′
z)
−σ′

c (7)

P gets a valid U-Prove token denoted as follows if
result is valid.

T = h, TI, PI, σ′z, σ
′
c, σ
′
r

The Presentation Proof Protocol.
After getting an issued U-Prove token (T ) with a pair

of keys (α−1, h), where α−1 is secret as private key, h
is disclosed to V without revealing to I in the issuance
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Protocol as public key. When using T , P can selectively
disclose parts of attributes to V , and create a presentation
proof for undisclosed attributes. T can be protected by
the TPM 2.0 or not. The usage of T based on the TPM
2.0 protection will be discussed in this section.
Generate Presentation.
P has the right to determine the following parame-

ters: the indices of disclosed attributes is denoted as
D ⊂ {1, . . . , n}, the indices of undisclosed attributes is
denoted as U ⊂ {1, . . . , n} −D, the indices of committed
attributes is denoted as C ⊂ U . P can not only gener-
ate a pseudonym for T , but also specify the pseudonym
derived from a specific scope s.
P can generate the presentation proof with the TPM

2.0 as follows:

1) P sends s to the TPM 2.0.

2) After receiving s, TPM 2.0 generates w′d at random,

then computes: ad = g
w′

d

d , gs = GenEle(s)), a′p =

g
w′

d
s , P ′s = gxd

s and sends (ad, a
′
p, Ps) to P .

3) P computes each xi, and generates w0, wd, for i ∈ U .
P generates wi at random, for i ∈ C. P generates
õi, w̃i at random. Then computes equations as follow.

a = H(hh0(Πi∈Ug
wi
i )gwd

d ad),

gs = GenEle(s), ap = H(g
wp
s )a′p),

c̃i = gxigõi1 ), ãi = H(gwigw̃i
1 ),

cp = H(a,D, xi,i∈D, C, {c̃}i,i∈C , {ã}i,i∈C , ap, Ps,m),

c = H(cp,md), r0 = cα−1 + w0,

ri = −cxi + wi,i∈U

sends (cp,md) to the TPM 2.0.

4) TPM 2.0 computes and sends the response r′d :

c = H(cp,md), r
′
d = −cxd + w′d.

5) P completes the following operation and eventually
gets the presentation proof about T :

PP =< Ai,i∈D, a, (ap, Ps), r0, ri,i∈U , rd, {c̃i, ãi, r̃i}i∈C > .

where: rd = r′d + wd, r̃i = −cõi + w̃i (i ∈ C)

Verify Presentation. Given a presented T , V can check
it without any secret information. V first gets the input
parameters:

xi = cxi(IP,Ai) for each i ∈ D
cp = H(a,D, {xi,i∈D, C, {c̃i,i∈C , {ãi,i∈C , ap, Ps,m)

c = H(cp,md).

Then V computes the following equations:

a = H((g0g
xt
t Πi∈Dg

xi
i )−chr0(Πi∈Ug

ri
i )grdd )

gs = GenEle(s), ap = H(P cs g
rd
s ),

ãi = H(c̃cig
rigr̃i1 )(i ∈ C).

If the above equations are proved, the authentication
is successful.

4.2 Modelling the U-Prove Protocol

According to the previous framework, we model the U-
Prove Protocol with the applied Pi calculus. This calculus
is an extension of the Pi calculus with function symbols
which satisfy particular equations. We design function
symbols and an equational theory for modelling the U-
Prove protocol. All the parameters of this section have
the same meaning as Subsection 4.2.

According to our model in Section 3, we define three
processes according to different roles:

• Prover process (written as P) with three sub-
processes Pini, Pgetsig, Pgetp.

• Issuer process (written as I) with two sub-processes
Iini and Isig.

• Verifier process (written as V) with one sub-process

verifier, TPM 2.0 process (written as T̃ ) with one
sub-process TPM 2.0.

We define a public channel c to represent a public net-
work through which all messages are transmitted. How I
and P agree on the contents of the issued U-Prove token,
and how TPM 2.0 provides its public key are outside the
scope of this paper.
Functions. We define the relevant functions in this paper
with respect to the signature

Σ ={c/2, sign/2, Schsign/2, getgt/1, getgU/1,
getgD/1, getgc/1, getAD/1,&getAU/1,

getAC/1, cxt/3, cxi/2, b/2, bc/2, b1/2, b2/2}

, where,

- {c/2} models generating a commitment value.

- {sign/2} models signing messages.

- {Schsign/2} models getting a Schnorr signature.

- {getgt/1, getgU/1, getgD/1, getgc/1} models
derivation functions to derive Issuer’s public key.

- {getAD/1, getAU/1, getAC/1} models derivation
functions to derive all attributes by Prover and Is-
suer.

- {cxt/3, cxi/2} models getting the value of parame-
ters used to compute the γ.

- {b/2, bc/2, b1/2, b2/2} models the blind processes
of commitments in different situations.

Equations. After setting all functions, we specify an
equational theory in terms of a convergent rewriting sys-
tem. This theory is suitable for ProVerif.

1) b2(sign(γ, y0), α) = blindsign(γ, α, y0)

2) bc(c(γ,w), α) = bc2(γ, α,w)

3) bc(c(γ, α), β1, β2) = bc3(γ, α, β1, β2)
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4) bc(bc(γ, α,w), β1, β2) = bc4(γ, α,w, β1, β2)

5) verif(bc3(γ, α, β1, β2), b2(schsign(
b(H(h, bc3(γ, α, β1, β2), σb1, σz1), β1), y0), β2),
pk(g, y0)) = true

The four equations are convergence equations and form
a convergent rewriting system when oriented from left to
right. The last equation can be used to check parameters.
Modelling of the Issuance Protocol.

We denote IP as the unique identifier of I parame-
ters under which a T is issued, all Issuer parameters are
derived from IP using the derivation functions such as
getgt(IP), getgU(IP), getgD(IP), getgC(IP). We denote
TI as the unique identifier of the T , all attributes are de-
rived from TI, including disclosed attributes, undisclosed
attributes and committed attributes, which are modelled
by getAD(TI), getAU(TI), getAC(TI) respectively.

The signature is generated by I under the Schnorr type
of signature scheme [7]. The generation of the signature
by I is divided into two parts: generation of commitment
using a random number, and generation of signature us-
ing the private key. The function symbol c/2 represents
the commitment constructor, and sign/2 represents the
signature constructor.
I interacts with P as the following.

• To initiate a new session, I sends the messages
c〈sign(γ, y0), c(g, w), c( γ,w)〉 with a public parame-
ter sign(γ, y0) and two commitments c(g, w), c(γ,w).

• After receiving {sign( γ, y0), c(g, w), c( γ,w)}, P cal-
culates and sends out parameter σc.

• After receiving {σc}, I begins to generate the
Schnorr signature by the operation of σz =
schsign(σc, y0), then sends out {σz}.

• After receiving {σz}, P begins to verify and blind the
signature, and finally get the blind signature token by
I.

Modelling of the Presentation Protocol.
In this paragraph, we assume that the U-Prove token is

protected by TPM 2.0 and V needs commitments about
some undisclosed attributes. P can only complete the
presentation proof generation under the help of TPM 2.0.
P needs to provide the disclosed attributes, I’s signa-

ture, the token’s public key and all presentation proofs.
Presentation proofs include presentation proof for undis-
closed attributes, presentation proof for committed at-
tributes and presentation proof for information protected
by TPM 2.0, denoted as a, ãi, ap respectively. We use
getAD(TI) to get the disclosed attributes (denoted as
AD) and b( γ, α) to get the token’s public key (denoted
as h) in our codes.

P interacts with T̃ as the following.

• T̃ generates parameters and sends out
{c(gd, wd1), c(gs, wd1), getgs(descG)}.

• P generates the related presentation proofs and sends
out {h, a, ap, ai, r0, rU, ri, rd}.

where h models T ’s public key, a models presentation
proof of the undisclosed attributes, ap models presenta-
tion proof of the protection of the token by TPM 2.0,
ai models presentation proof of the commitments which
is needed by V , r0 models blind signature signed with
token’s private key, rU models blind signature of each
undisclosed attributes, ri models blind signature of each
committed attributes, rd models blind signature signed
with TPM’s private key.

4.3 Security Analysis of the U-Prove Pro-
tocol

4.3.1 Authenticity of the Issuance Protocol

The first property we would like to model is the authen-
ticity of the issuance protocol: if P reaches the end of
the protocol and she believes she has got a U-Prove token
issued by I, then I has really issued the token. To prove
this property we annotate processes with some events,
marking important stages reached by the protocol which
do not have effect on the execution of the processes.

There are a lot of test events in our experiments, here
we list three events, which are denoted as follows.

1) Issuetoken (TI, g, y0). I executes this event before
signing the token with the private key y0 and issuing
a token with identifier TI.

2) Gettoken (TI, σr1, g0). P executes this event after
receiving the token signed by I with the public key
g0.

3) Bisign (σr1). P executes this event after blinding
the token issued by I.

Given processes as follows.

< IIni(IP, y0) | PIni(TI, IP, g0) |Isig(TI,
IP, y0) | Pgetproof(h, α) >

According to the definition 5. We have verified the
authenticity of the issuance protocol by the following two
trace properties with ProVerif.

1) ∀(TI, g, y0),∃{Gettoken(TI, σr1, pk(g, y0))
=⇒ Issuetoken(TI, g, y0)},

2) ∀(TI, σr1, g, y0),∃{Gettoken(TI, σr1, pk(g, y0))
=⇒ Issuetoken(TI, g, y0) ∨Bisign(σr1)}

The first result shows that when P gets a token signed
by I with public key pk(g, y0), then I has actually signed
with the corresponding private key y0 and issued that
token. The second results shows that when P gets a token
signed by I with public key pk(g, y0), not only the I has
actually signed with the corresponding private key y0 and
issued that token, but also P has blinded the token.
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In our experiment, we set up the event Issuetoken
in the process Isig(TI, IP, y0), event Gettoken in the
process PIni(TI, IP, g0), event Bisign in the process
Pgetproof(h, α) respectively. The following results are ob-
tained after running the program.

1) RESULT event(Gettoken(h 162, pk(g 163, y0 164)))
=⇒ event(Issuetoken(TI 161, g 163, y0 164)) is
true.

2) RESULT event(Gettoken(h 162, pk(g 163, y0 164)))
=⇒ event(Bisign(TI 161, h 162)) &&
event(Issuetoken(TI 161, g 163, y0 164))) is true.

4.3.2 Authenticity of the Presentation Protocol

We model the authenticity of the presentation protocol:
if V reaches the end of the protocol with the presented
U-Prove token, then P has really sent out the presented
token signed by I.

As above, we annotate processes with three events and
mark important stages reached by the protocol. Three
events are denoted as follows.

1) Gettokenpk (h, α, gU, xU). P executes this event
after the initialization of parameters, and gets the
U-Prove token public key as token’s identification.

2) Evpproof (h, a). P executes this event before she
sends out the generation proof of the token.

3) Verifok (h, a,multpk2(pk(h, inverse( α)). V exe-
cutes this event after she verifies the validity of the
token’s presentation proof.

Given processes as follows.

Pgetsig(g0, g, gU, gd) | Pgetproof(h, α) | verifier(g, g0)

According to the definition 6. We have verified the
authenticity of the Presentation Protocol with ProVerif
by the following trace property.

∀(h, a, α, gU, xU) :
∃{V erifok(h, a,multpk2(pk(h, inverse(α)),

pk(gU, xU)))) =⇒ Evpproof(h, a)
∨Gettokenpk(h, α, gU, xU)}.

In our experiment, We set up the event Gettokenpk
in the process Pgetsig(g0, g, gU, gd), event Evpproof in
the process Pgetproof(h, α), event V erifOK in the process
verifier(g, g0) respectively. The result shows that once
validation is completed by V , then not only a valid I
has actually signed and issued that token, but also P has
blinded the token issued by I.

The following result is obtained after running the pro-
gram.

RESULT event(V erifOK(h 213, a 214,multpk2(pk(h
213, inverse(alpha 215)), pk(gU 216, xU 217))))

=⇒ (event(Evpproof(h 213, a 214))&&event(Gettokenpk
(h 213, alpha 215, gU 216, xU 217))) is true.

4.3.3 Untraceability of U-Prove Token

In order to protect the identity information about individ-
uals. During the Issuance Protocol, the Issuer uses blind
signature rather than conventional RSA or DSA signa-
ture, and issuance is a three-leg interactive protocol en-
abling the Prover to hide certain token elements from the
Issuer. This makes the Issuer never see its own digital
signature on an issued U-Prove token, and never see the
public key of the U-Prove token.

The blind signature scheme provides a strong privacy
guarantee for the Issuance Protocol by untraceability
property: the Issuer and all Verifiers cannot learn even
a single bit of information beyond what can be inferred
from the disclosed attributes in presented U-Prove tokens,
even if they would collude from the outset.

According to Definition 7. We have verified the un-
traceability of U-Prove token by the observational equiv-
alence between two processes P1, P2, where in Pi the
Prover gets and provides the token Ti. In our design we
define a natural formulation P1 and P2 as follows:

Pi :=

let(TI, gd) = (TI1, gd1) in PIni(TI, gd)|
let(TI, gd) = (TI2, gd1) in PIni(TI, gd)|
in(sc2, (hi, αi));

let(TI, h, α) = (TI1, hi, αi) in Pgetsig(TI, h, α).

We get the following result in our experimental.
RESULT Observational equivalence is true (bad not

derivable).

5 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we provide a general model framework on
the SDABCS, and as a case study, provide the first for-
mal analysis of U-Prove protocol. We give the detailed
definitions about authenticity in each sub-protocols and
untraceability of U-Prove token. Authenticities are ex-
pressed as a correspondence property and untraceability
is proved by observational equivalence. All of the security
properties are suitable for ProVerif [6].

As an innovative cryptographic technology, in addition
to the properties proven in our paper, there are a lot
of contents worth studying in SDABCS, such as revoca-
ble [16], reusable and so on. In particular, the properties
of accountability has attract the attention of experts in
recent years, we think studying the accountability in the
U-Prove protocol is necessary.
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Abstract

In the process of cloud data storage, data owner will
encrypt data and upload it to the cloud, however, this
method cannot support for encrypted data sharing. Es-
pecially, when data is shared with many users, the scal-
ability is very weak. In order to solve this problem, we
put forward a new security cloud storage data encryption
scheme based on identity proxy re-encryption in this ar-
ticle. This scheme can flexibility share data with other
users security without fully trusted cloud. For the de-
tailed structure, we use a strong unforgeable signature
scheme to make the transmuted ciphertext have publicly
verification combined identity-based encryption. Further-
more, the transformed ciphertext has chosen-ciphertext
security under the standard model. Because this new
scheme can support fine-grained access control without
using public key certificate and has better extensibility,
so this scheme can be better applied into security cloud
data sharing.

Keywords: Cloud Data Storage; Identity Proxy Re-
encryption; Publicly Verification; Strong Unforgeable Sig-
nature

1 Introduction

Due to the rapid development of modern information
technology, traditional data sharing way cannot satisfy
the demand of social development. Cloud storage sys-
tem [5,16] arises currently, and it can make users storage
data in cloud at any time. Although cloud storage is very
convenience for users, it may be insecurity stored in un-
believable third party. Therefore, it is necessary to ensure
confidentiality, integrity and reliability of data.

In order to guarantee the confidentiality of data in the

cloud storage, users will encrypt data with encryption al-
gorithm before uploading private information including
advanced encryption standard [13], mixed encryption [7,
17], encryption based on attributes [9] and proxy re-
encryption [1, 11]. Han [4] proposed a privacy-preserving
decentralized key-policy decentralized attribute-based en-
cryption (ABE) scheme where each authority could issue
secret keys to a user independently without knowing any-
thing about his global identifier. Therefore, even if mul-
tiple authorities were corrupted, they could not collect
the user’s attributes by tracing his global identifier. No-
tably, the new scheme only required standard complexity
assumptions and did not require any cooperation between
the multiple authorities. Qiu [14] presented a new scheme
which could avoid the collusion of proxy and delegatee
and it improved the scheme of Chu and Tzeng while in-
heriting all useful properties such as unidirectionality and
non-interactivity. In the new scheme, it got the security
by using added secret parameter and changed the secret
key and re-encryption key. Kgaikwad [8] created an ef-
ficient provable data possession method for distributed
cloud storage, in which multiple cloud service providers
were maintaining and storing client’s data in cooperative
way. This cooperatively working provable data possession
method was based on indexing hierarchy & homomorphic
variable response method.

In this paper, we propose an encryption scheme com-
bining identity proxy re-encryption based on proxy re-
encryption, which is fit for cloud data sharing. This
scheme can flexibility share data with other users secu-
rity without fully trusted cloud compared to general cloud
storage access control schemes. We use a strong unforge-
able signature scheme to make the transmuted cipher-
text have publicly verification combined identity-based
encryption. Furthermore, the transformed ciphertext has
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chosen-ciphertext security under the standard model. Be-
cause this new scheme can support fine-grained access
control without using public key certificate and has bet-
ter extensibility and it also can filter malicious cipher, so
this scheme can be better applied into security cloud data
sharing. As we all know, there are two traditional ways to
share data. One is that users encrypt data and put it into
cloud. But cloud cannot effectively share data according
to the requirement of users. Another one is that users di-
rectly put data into cloud and cloud server will handle the
data with a fully credible cloud, which is impossible. Our
scheme is flexible and convenient to realize data sharing,
and it ensures control of sensitive data. What’s more,
new scheme avoids collusion attack at the same time. We
ignore the system workload.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
introduces the transactional and cryptographic primitives
that provide the foundation for the protocols presented
in this work. Section 3 outlines the proposed schema to
analyze detailed system model. The main contribution of
the paper, i.e. the privacy preserving profiling protocols
and security analysis are given in Section 4. Section 5
finally concludes the paper.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Bilinear Map

A prime-order bilinear group generator is an algorithm
GP that takes as input a security parameter λ and out-
puts a description Γ = (p,G,GT , e, g) where:

• G and GT are groups of order p with efficiently-
computable group laws, where p is a λ-bit prime.

• g is a generator of G.

• e is an efficiently-computable bilinear pairing e :
G × G → GT , i.e., a map satisfying the following
properties:

– Bilinearity: ∀a, b ∈ Zp, e(ga, gb) = e(g, g)ab;

– Non-degeneracy: e(g, g) 6= 1.

Definition 1. Decisive bilinear division Diffie-Hellman
(DBDDH) problem: Let (p, g,G1, G2, e) be the system ini-
tial description output. We say the DBDDH assumption
holds for description L if the following definition of ad-
vantage is negligible in ε:

Pr[L(g, ga, gab, e(g, g)b) = 0]−Pr[L(g, ga, gab, X) = 0] ≥ ε

with this probability depending on random selection of a,
b, X and output of L.

2.2 A Signature Algorithm

To transform selection plaintext security encryption
scheme into chosen-ciphertext security encryption scheme

under standard model, we adopt signature algorithm in-
troduced in [15]. A signature algorithm Sg = (Gen, Sig,
V er) is specified by three polynomial-time algorithms as-
sociated with a message space M .

• Gen(λ): On input the security parameter λ,
this algorithm returns a signature secret key pair
(svk, ssk)/2.

• Sig(ssk,M): On input public parameter ssk and a
message m ∈ M , this algorithm outputs a signa-
ture σ.

• If σ = Sig(ssk,M), then V er(σ, svk,M) outputs 1,
otherwise outputs 0.

In this paper, signature algorithm needs strong un-
forgeability. That is to say, there is no polynomial-time
algorithm attacker for the signatured message (M,σ).

2.3 Proxy Re-encryption

In proxy re-encryption [6,10] scheme, it allows a partially
trusted proxy to transform decrypted ciphertext in Alice
as that of Bob. It can guarantee that proxy knows noth-
ing about plaintext [2, 3, 12]. Proxy re-encryption pro-
vides effective and safety way for ciphertext conversion,
such as digital rights management and mail forwarding.
Proxy re-encryption develops very fast in modern time
and there are many encryption schemes based on proxy
re-encryption to be applied in many aspects.

3 The Model Design

3.1 System Model

The new model is composed of system manager
server (SMS), several cloud storage server (CSS), key gen-
eration center (KGC) and proxy(P) as figure1. Several
users consist of data sharing group. For on user, if he
is the data owner (DO), then he will share his informa-
tion with other users. For DO, other users can share this
data that can be called Data Sharer (DS). DO executes
the process of secret data encryption and storages the en-
crypted data in cloud server. SMS would storage some
public information in system, such as system public pa-
rameters, the user’s public key information, users access
control. CSS can safely and effectively store the user’s sen-
sitive data to ensure the robustness and the integrity of
data storage. P transforms encrypted data as ciphertext
form which can decrypted by data sharer. Cloud storage
data encryption scheme in this paper is specified by five
polynomial-time algorithms:

1) System initialization. Select a system security pa-
rameter. On input this security parameter, this al-
gorithm returns a public parameter. Put this public
parameter into SMS, provide access for users and it
will be the parameter for user key generation algo-
rithm and data computing operations.
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Figure 1: Cloud storage access control system

2) Key generation algorithm. KGC can calculate public
and private key according to system parameter and
user identity information. It will storage the corre-
sponding public key into SMS and provide access for
users.

3) Data storage algorithm. When Alice wants to share
her data with other users. She firstly encrypts plain-
text and then puts the encrypted data into CSS. In
our scheme, we do not consider robustness and the in-
tegrity of data in the cloud storage server. Assuming
that CSS can guarantee correctness of the encrypted
data. If the correctness of the encrypted data is de-
stroyed, Do must re-encrypt data or re-choose more
reliable cloud storage service provider.

4) Data re-encrypt algorithm. This algorithm con-
tains re-encryption key generation algorithm and re-
encryption algorithm. When Bob wants to get one
encrypted data from CSS, he firstly sends data ac-
cess request to Alice; After receiving the request,
Alice visits public key of Bob in SMS and uses re-
encryption key generation algorithm to calculate re-
encryption key rk. Then Alice sends rk to P . P will
adopt re-encryption algorithm to encrypt data and
return it back to CSS.

5) Data restoration algorithm. Bob again visits CSS to
get encrypted data. Using his own private key, he
can get restore plaintext information.

3.2 Security Model

Cloud data sharing scheme main aim is to implement data
confidentiality and data access control policy. Confiden-
tiality is determined by the encryption algorithm. Access
control policy is mainly decided by the re-encryption key
generation algorithm. Therefore, we mainly consider the
security of data storage and re-encryption key generation
algorithm. Security proving is based on cryptography,
which is similar to the proxy re-encryption security model.
Note that in the following game model, we allow that an

attacker can capture users at any time, namely capturing
is flexibility.

Set up the Game. challenger B needs to determine
global public parameter for attacker access.

Stage 1. Attacker A can make the any of the fol-
lowing inquiries.

• Public key generation oracle model. A in-
puts an index i, B inputs a security param-
eter 1k. This algorithm gets a pair of public
and private key (pki, ski). It sends public
key pki to A, and records (pki, ski) in table
TK .

• Private key generation oracle model. A in-
puts a public key pk which is one of output
in public oracle model. B finds pk in TK
and returns corresponding sk, public key
(pk, pk′).

• Re-encryption key generation oracle model.
Attacker inputs (pk, pk′). Challenger re-
turns a re-encryption key rkpk→pk′ equal to
(sk, pk′). sk and pk are public and private
key respectively.

• Re-encryption oracle model. A input
(pk, pk′, C). B uses sk, pk′, C to return
a re-encryption ciphertext C ′.

• Decryption oracle model. A inputs (pk,C)
and B returns decryption result. These
inquiries are adaptive. Namely inquiry qi
would be the answer of q1, · · · , qi−1.

Challenge stage. When Stage 1 is finished. It will out-
put two equilong plaintext m0, m1 and one public
key pk∗ that will be attacked by A. For pk∗, we can-
not use it to inquiry private key and generate oracle.
If (pk∗, pki) exists in the input of re-encryption key
generation oracle model, then pki cannot be regarded
as input in private key generation oracle model, in
that attacker may directly get corresponding plain-
text. Challenger randomly select a bit b ∈ 0, 1. Sup-
posing C∗ is the ciphertext output after (pk∗,mb)
decrypting.

Stage 2. Attacker can make more inquiries
qn1+1, · · · , qn. qi is one of the following
inquiries.

• Public key generation oracle model. Chal-
lenger is similar to Stage 1.

• Private key generation oracle model. A in-
puts a public key pk, pk 6= pk∗ which is one
of output in public oracle model. (pk∗, pk)
is not the output of re-encryption key gen-
eration oracle model. (pk∗, pk, C ′) is not
the output of re-encryption oracle model.
(pk′, C ′) is subsequent form of (pk∗, C∗).

• Re-encryption key generation oracle model.
Attacker inputs (pk, pk′). pk and pk′ is out-
put of public key generation oracle model.
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If pk = pk′, and pk′ is the input of private
key oracle model, then B refuses to answer,
because the input is an illegal input. Oth-
erwise ,it is same to Stage 1.

• Re-encryption oracle model. A input
(pk, pk′, C). pk and pk′ is output of pub-
lic key generation oracle model. (pk,C) is
subsequent form of (pk∗, C∗) and it is in-
put of private oracle. B refuses to answer,
because the input is an illegal input. Oth-
erwise ,it is same to Stage 1.

• Decryption oracle model. A inputs (pk,C).
pk is output of public oracle and (pk, C) is
not a subsequent form of (pk∗, C∗). These
inquiries are adaptive which is same to
Stage 1.

Guessing stage. Finally, attacker outputs one guess
b′ ∈ 0, 1. If b = b′, then attacker wins this game.

The following definition of advantage is negligible un-
der this security model.

AdvUniIBPRE,A(k) = [Pr[b = b′]− 1

2
].

4 New Security Cloud Stor-
age Data Encryption Scheme
Based on Identity Proxy Re-
encryption

4.1 The Detailed Process

We put forward a security cloud storage data encryption
scheme based on identity proxy re-encryption and cloud
storage. This scheme can realize that users can storage
their sensitive data secretely and security share data with
other users under the open cloud storage environment.
The new scheme is specified by five polynomial-time al-
gorithms: system initialization, key generation, data stor-
age, data re-encryption, data recovery algorithm. Table1
is explanation of symbols used in this paper. Defining
Check algorithm: input ciphertext (A,B,C,D, S) and a
public key pk. Do the following operations,

1) Operating signature algorithm to verify whether sig-
nature S is the available signature corresponding to
public key svk for algorithm (C,D).

2) Checking whether equation e(H1(svk), B) = e(C, pk)
is true.

3) If there is one validation failed, then output 0; Oth-
erwise 1.

• System initialization. Input security parameter 1k,
generate system parameter param and main key s.

• Key generation. Input 1k, setting pk = Hpk(id) and
sk = Hsk(id) · s.

• Data storage. Input pk and plaintext m ∈ 0, 1n. Do
the following operations,

– Choose one signature public-private key pairs
SIG.g(1k → (svk, ssk)). Setting Q = svk.

– Choose a random number r ∈ Z∗p and calculate
B = pk′, C = H1(Q)′, v = e(g, g)′, sk = H(v).

– Run symmetric encryption algorithm
SKE.Enc(sk, m), m and D are plaintext
and ciphertext set respectively.

– Run signature algorithm SIG.S(SSK, (C,D)),
signed message is (C,D), having got signature
is S.

– Output ciphertext (Q,B,C,D, S).

• Data re-encryption.

– Re-encryption key generation algorithm. Input
a public key pk2 and a private key sk1, output

a proxy re-encryption key rk1→2 = (pk2)
1

sk1 .

– Re-encryption algorithm. Input re-encryption
key rk1→2 and a ciphertext K = (Q,B,C,D, S)
encrypted by key pk1. If Check(K, pk1 = 0),
then output ”Reject” and stop. Otherwise op-
erate re-encrypt process to get ciphertext: 1)
calculate B′ = e(B, rk1→2); 2) Output a new
ciphertext (Q,B, (B′, pk1), C,D, S).

• Data recovery. Input a private key sk and a ci-
phertext K, resolve K. Assuming that K =
(Q,B,C,D, S), if Check(K, gsk) = 0, then out-
put ”Reject” and stop. Otherwise, calculate
v = e(B, g)

1
sk and sk = H(v). Assuming that

(Q,B, (B′, pk1), C,D, S), if Check(K ′, pk1) = 0 and
K ′ = (Q,B,C,D, S), then output ”Reject” and stop.

Otherwise, calculate v = B′
1
sk and sk = H(v). Then

use sk to decrypt D : SKE.Dec. Finally, output
plaintext m.

4.2 Security Analysis

Theorem 1. If hypothesis DBDDH is true, our new
scheme is CCA security and SIG is strong unforgettable.
SKE is security. Especially,

PrB,win ≥
1

2
+

1− (qre + qd) · ξ
2e2(1 + qmax)

AdvPRE,A

− PrAwinSIG − PrAwinSKE .

A makes qre re-encryption oracle inquiries, qd decryption
oracle inquiries, qsk key generation oracle inquiries at
most. qmax = maxqsk, qrk, ξ is verification key maximum
probability (supposing it can be ignored) provided by one
signature key generation algorithm SIG.g. In addition,
according to assumption PrAwinSIG and PrAwinSKE can
be ignored for each probability polynomial time by A.
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Table 1: Symbol description

1k Security Parameter
Sig = (G,S, V ) One Strong Unforgettable Signature Scheme

SKE = (Enc,Dec) A Security Symmetric Encryption Algorithm
q Prime
G Groups of Order

g2, g3 Two random numbers of Group G1

H1(x) H1(x) = gx2 · g3
H H : G2 → 0, 1k1

k1 Bits Length of Encryption Key
Hpk Hpk : 0, 1∗ → G
Hsk Hsk : 0, 1∗ → Z∗q
id Identity Information

Proof. If there is an attacker A who can break through
this scheme, then we build a challenger B to solve
DBDDH using algorithm of A. Input (g, ga, gab, T ), B
judges whether the equation T = e(g, g)b is true. B sets
up the following parameters: bilinear groups G1 = (g),
G2, p is bit prime, e : G1 × G1 → G2, (svk∗, ssk∗) ←
g(1k), A∗ = svk∗, g2 = ga1 , g3 = gaa2−a1A

∗
, a1 and a2

are two random numbers selected from Z∗p . Finally, we
get (q, g, g2, g3, G1, G2, e,H1, H, SIG, SKE).

Challenger B and attacker A do a game according to
next procedures. (A∗, B∗, C∗, D∗, E∗, F ∗, S∗) denotes no
breached challenge ciphertext encrypted by public key
pk∗.

Stage 1. B constructs the following oracle model.

• Public key generation oracle. B firstly selects
a random number $ ∈ 0, 1 for one δ satisfying
Pr[$ = 0] = δ. B selects one identity informa-
tion idi. If $ = 0, we calculate pki = H2(idi).
Otherwise calculate pki = H2(idi) · ga. Finally,
we record (pki, idi, $i) into table TK and return
pki to attacker. When we input pki, B checks
whether TK contains pki. If it does not contain,
B exits simulation. Otherwise, if $ = 1, then B
reports failure and exits; if $ = 0, B returns
H3(idi) · s to A and records pki into table TK .

• Re-encryption key oracle. Input (pki, pkj), B
checks whether TK contains pki and pkj . If it
does not contain, B exits simulation. Other-
wise, B dose the following operation:

– If $i = $j , B uses g
skj
ski

to return and
records (pki, pkj) into TK .

– If $i = 0 and $j = 1, B uses pkj
1
ski

to
return and records (pki, pkj) into TK .

– If $i = 1 and $j = 0, then B reports
failure and exits;

• Re-encryption oracle. Input (pki, pkj ,K), B
checks whether TK contains pki and pkj . If it

does not contain, B exits simulation. Other-
wise, if Check(K, pki) = 0, it shows that the af-
ferent ciphertext is irregular, B outputs Reject
and exits simulation. Otherwise, B analyzes
K = (Q,B,C,D, S) and dose the following op-
eration:

– If $i = 1 and $j = 0, B calculates

t = D/B
a2
ski , λ = 1

a1(Q−A∗) . Then

B can get B′ = e((tλ)skj , g) and return
(Q,B, (B′, pki), C,D, S) to A. Note when
(Q 6= A∗), B can get tλ = grπ. In that

t =
H1(Q)r

(pkri )
a2
ski

=
grA2 gr3

pk
ra2/ski
i

=
(ga1)rQ(gaa2−a1A

∗
)r

(gaski)ra2/ski

=
gra1(Q−A

∗)+raa2

graa2

= gra1(Q−A
∗).

Otherwise, B uses (pki, pkj) to inquire
re-encryption key oracle and get re-
encryption key rki→j , then it will execute
ReEnc(rki→j ,K) and return result to A.

• Decryption oracle. Input (pki,K), B checks
whether TK contains pki. If it does not con-
tain, B exits simulation. Otherwise, B dose the
following operation:

– If $i = 0, then ski = H3(idi) · s. B uses
Dec(ski,K) to return.

– If $i = 1, then B analyzes K. 1) If K =
(Q,B,C,D, S) and Check(K, pki) = 0, B
outputs Reject and exits simulation. Oth-
erwise, B gets gr like in re-encryption oracle
and calculates v = e(gr, g) and sk = H(v).
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Then it uses sk to decrypt D : SKE.Dec,
finally it outputs obtained plaintext m.
2) If K = (Q,B, (B′, pkX), C,D, S) and
Check(K ′, pkX) = 0, K ′ = (Q,B,C,D, S),
then B outputs Reject and exits simula-
tion. Otherwise, B dose the following oper-
ation:

∗ If $ = 0, then B calculates gr =
B 1
skX and checks whether B′ is equal

to e(gr, pki). If it is false, B outputs
Reject and exits simulation. Other-
wise, B returns Dec(skX ,K

′).

∗ If $ = 1, then B is likely in re-
encryption oracle getting gr and checks
whether B′ is equal to e(gr, pki). If
it is false, B outputs Reject and ex-
its simulation. Otherwise, B computes
v = e(gr, g) and sk = H(v). Finally, it
uses sk to decrypt D : SKE.Dec and
outputs obtained plaintext m.

Challenge Stage. Sometime, A can output a challenge
tuple (pk∗,m0,m1). If pk∗ does not exist in (TK or
pk∗, pki) is in Trk and pki is in Tsk, then B exits
simulation. If $∗ = 0, B reports failure and exits
simulation. Otherwise, B selects random number d ∈
0, 1 and calculates:

A∗ = svk∗.

B∗ = (gab)sk
∗

= (pk∗)b.

C∗ = (gab)a2

= ((ga1) · gaa2−a1A
∗
)b

= (gA
∗

2 · g3)b

= H1(A∗)b.

v∗ = T.

sk∗ = H(v∗).

D∗ = SKE.Enc(sk∗,md).

S∗ = SIG.S(ssk∗, (C∗, D∗)).

B returns K∗ = (A∗, B∗, C∗, D∗, S∗) to A.

Stage 2. B constructs the following oracle model.

• Public oracle. B resembles Stage 1.

• Private oracle. Input pki, if pki = pk∗ or
(pki, pk

∗) is in TK , then B exits simulation.
Otherwise, it resembles in Stage 1.

• Re-encryption key oracle. Input (pki, pkj), if
pki = pk∗ and (pkj) is in Tsk, then B exits sim-
ulation. Otherwise, it resembles in Stage 1.

• Re-encryption oracle. Input (pki, pkj ,K), if
(pki,K) = (pk∗,K∗) and (pkj) is in Tsk, then
B exits simulation. Otherwise, it resembles in
Stage 1.

• Decryption oracle. Input (pki,K), if (pki,K) =
(pk∗,K∗), then B exits simulation. Otherwise,
it resembles in Stage 1.

Guess Stage. At the end, attacker A outputs a guess
d′ ∈ 0, 1. If d = d′, then B outputs 1. Otherwise, it
outputs 0.

We firstly analyze failure event occurrence rate of
$. Its conditions are as follows:

1) $ = 0.

2) $i = 0 and pki 6= pk∗ in private key oracle.

3) $i = 1 and $j = 0, pki 6= pk∗ in re-encryption
key oracle.

A makes qsk decryption key oracle inquiries, qrk key
generation oracle inquiries at most. So failure event
occurrence rate of $ is 1 − [δqsk(1 − (1 − δ)δ)qrk ] in
Stages 1, 2. In challenge stage, its occurrence rate
is (1− δ). Therefore, its total occurrence rate is 1−
[δqsk(1 − δ)(1 − δ + δ2)qrk ]. Now, we assuming that
qmax = maxqsk, qrk, so δqsk(1 − δ)(1 − δ + δ2)qrk ≥
δqmax(1− δ)(1− δ + δ2)qmax .

When δ = qmax

1+qmax
, δqmax(1− δ) reaches to maximum

value 1
e(1+qmax)

, and the rest part (1 − δ + δ2)qmax

(qmax →∝) reaches to 1
e . Therefore,

δqmax(1− δ)(1− δ + δ2)qmax ≥ 1

e2(1 + qmax)

In addition, when we calculate g′, if Q = A∗ = svk∗,
B will return failure that may occur in Stage 1 and
Stage 2. Supposing that A makes qre re-encryption
oracle inquiries and qd decryption oracle inquiries,
occurrence rate of Q = A∗ is (qre + qd)ξ.

Considering a regular ciphertext (Q,B,C,D, S) can
get unique plaintext without encrypted public key. In
that v = e(g, g)r, sk = H(v) and D = SKE.Enc(sk,m)
uniquely determine plaintext. If Q = A∗ = svk∗, then
the ciphertext is not the subsequent challenge ciphertext.
If ciphertext is regular, then S is an effective forged sig-
nature of SIG. On the other hand, it can break through
SKE, attacker can get d. So we need to minus the prob-
ability of A breaking through SKE and SIG from total
probability. In this paper, the key size of our method
is n(|U | + |m|) + |G|, |U | is user’s identity length, |m| is
message length and |G| is element’s length.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a new identity proxy re-
encryption scheme which was suitable for cloud data shar-
ing. We made a detailed security proving. From the
detailed processes, the results illustrated that this new
scheme had publicly verification, could filter malicious
ciphertext. Meanwhile, it could reach to CCA security
standard. In the future, we will improve this encryption
scheme and enhance its security to apply it into many
actual encryption applications.
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Abstract

Policy-based Signatures (PBS), which were introduced by
Bellare and Fuchsbauer, enable signers to sign messages
that conform to some policy, yet privacy of the policy is
maintained. Bellare et al. defined the policy in any NP
language. In PBS schemes for NP language, one should
have a valid witness for the policy checking and signing
algorithms. In this work, we consider the case of PBS
for P language which is a special case of NP language.
In PBS schemes for P language, one can directly run the
policy checking and signing algorithms without witness.
We set policies as some boolean predicates and define the
notion of PBS for predicates and its security. Next, for
an important class of policy predicates described as (1-
dimensional) ranges (i.e., prefix predicate), we design a
PBS scheme for such predicate based on tree-based sig-
natures and analyze its application in some real-world sce-
narios. In addition, based on multilinear maps, we design
three PBS schemes for more complex predicates, bit-fixing
predicate, left/right predicate, and circuits predicate, re-
spectively.

Keywords: Attribute-based Signatures; Digital Signatures;
Group Signatures; Policy-based Signatures

1 Introduction

Digital signatures are one of the most fundamental and
well studied cryptographic primitives for providing au-
thentication. In standard signature schemes, a signer who
has established a public key pk and a matching secret key
sk can sign any message that it wants.

Policy-based Signatures (PBS). The notion of policy-
based signatures was introduced by Bellare and Fuchs-
bauer [1]. In PBS schemes, signer’s secret key skp is as-
sociated with a policy p that allows the signer to produce
a valid signature σ of a message m if and only if the mes-
sage satisfies the policy. PBS provides flexible and fine-
grained privacy-respecting authentication which cannot
be provided by the other signature variants. For exam-
ple, group signatures [6, 14], ring signatures [22, 23, 25],

and attribute-based signatures [20] also have private sign-
ing policy. In these signature variants, any verifier can be
convinced that the message was signed by someone enti-
tled to, but not who this person is. In addition, in mesh
signature scheme [3], the policy itself is always public, as
in the warrant, which specifies the policy in proxy sig-
natures [7, 17, 21]. However, note that there has a big
difference between policy-based signatures and the other
signature variants that the policy-based signatures pro-
vide fine-grained control over what kind of messages can
be signed by skp which associates a policy p.

Bellare et al. [1] defined the policy to be any NP lan-
guage L. In order to check that whether a message
satisfies a policy or not, they defined a policy checker
(i.e., an NP-relation) PC : {0, 1}∗ × {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}.
The first input is a pair (p,m) representing a policy
p ∈ {0, 1}∗ and a message m ∈ {0, 1}∗, while the sec-
ond input is a witness w ∈ {0, 1}∗. The associated lan-
guage L(PC) = {(p,m) : ∃w s.t. m satisfies p} is called
the policy language associated to PC. Given a witness w,
one can test in polynomial time whether a given policy
p allows a given message m, where (p,m) ∈ L(PC), or

PC((p,m), w)
?
= 1 for short.

Our Motivation. Bellare et al. [1] designed a generic
construction of PBS scheme for any NP language based on
Groth-Sahai proofs [11]. In the scheme of [1], policies can
be expressed and enforced are restricted neither in form
nor in type, the only condition being that, given a witness,
one can test in polynomial time whether a policy allows a
message or not. However, in real-world applications, we
may only need some specific policies. In addition, it is
preferable that check whether a policy allows a message
without the help of any witness. In the case of PBS for
NP, the witness is necessary for the policy checker and
signing algorithm. Hence, in this work, we consider a
special case that the policy language in P, meaning that
one can directly (without any witness w) run the signing
algorithm and test in polynomial time whether a given

policy allows a given message, or p(m)
?
= 1 for short.

Our Results. First of all, we define the notion of PBS
for predicates, i.e., describe the policies as some boolean
predicates, and its security. Then, we design several con-
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crete PBS schemes for different predicate families.

• Prefix predicates are an important class of policy
predicates. Based on tree-based signatures, we de-
sign a PBS scheme and prove its security. In addi-
tion, we will analyze the applications of PBS scheme
for prefix predicates in some real-world scenarios.

• Furthermore, we provide another method to con-
struct PBS for more complex predicates, bit-fixing
predicate, left/right predicate, and circuits predicate.
The main tool for these three constructions is multi-
linear map [4]. However, low efficiency which dues to
the low efficiency of existing multilinear map can-
didates and selective unforgeability are two major
shortcomings with respect to these mulitlinear-map-
based constructions. Therefore, this part of work is
tend to theoretical realization.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Multilinear Maps

The notion of multilinear maps was introduced by Boneh
and Silverberg [4]. Then, Garg et al. [9] gave the first
approximate candidate of multilinear maps. Then, many
subsequent schemes have been proposed, e.g., [8, 10]. Un-
fortunately, some of them have been breached, e.g., [12,
18]. However, even so, many cryptographic schemes based
on multilinear maps have been proposed, for examples,
aggregate signatures [13], attribute-based signatures for
circuits [24], constrained PRFs [5] and so on.

Let
−→
G = (G1, . . . ,Gk) be a sequence of groups each

of large prime order p, and gi be a canonical generator
of Gi, where we set g = g1. There exists bilinear maps
{ei,j : Gi × Gj → Gi+j |i, j ≥ 1 ∧ i + j ≤ k}, which
satisfy: ei,j(g

a
i , g

b
j) = gabi+j : ∀a, b ∈ Zp. When the con-

text is obvious, we drop the subscripts i and j, such as
e(gai , g

b
j) = gabi+j . It also will be convenient to abbreviate

e(h1, h2, . . . , hj) = e(h1, e(h2, . . ., e(hj−1, hj) . . .)) ∈ Gi
for hj ∈ Gij and i1 + i2 + . . . + ij ≤ k. We assume that
G(1λ, k) is a PPT group generator algorithm which takes
as input a security parameter λ and a positive integer k to
indicate the number of allowed pairing operations, then
it outputs the multilinear parameters mp = (G1, . . ., Gk,
p, g = g1, g2, . . . , gk, ei,j) to satisfy the above properties.

The assumption of Multilinear Computational Diffie-
Hellman (MCDH) can be viewed as an adaptation of Bi-
linear Computational Diffie-Hellman assumption in the
setting of multilinear maps.

Definition 1. For any PPT algorithm B, any polynomial
p(·), any integer k, and all sufficiently large λ ∈ N,

Pr

 mp← G(1λ, k);

c1, . . . , ck
R← Zp; : T = g

∏
i∈[k] ci

k−1
T ← B(mp, gc1 , . . . , gck)

 < 1

p(λ)
,

where ci
R← Zp means that ci is randomly and uniformly

chosen from the set Zp, and [k] is an abbreviation of the
set {1, 2, . . . , k}.

2.2 Example Predicate Families

We take the predicate families in [5] as examples to realize
PBS schemes.

Prefix predicates. Let v ∈ {0, 1}n, where n ∈ [k], be a
bit string, the prefix predicate pv : {0, 1}k → {0, 1}
is defined as: pv(m) = 1 ⇔ m has v as a prefix.
The set of prefix predicates is Ppre = {pv : v ∈
{0, 1,⊥}n, n ∈ [k]}. Prefix predicate is a special case
of bit-fixing predicate.

Bit-fixing predicates. Let v ∈ {0, 1,⊥}n be a vector,

the bit-fixing predicate p
(BF )
v : {0, 1}n → {0, 1} is

defined as: p
(BF )
v (m) = 1 ⇔ (vi = mi or vi =

⊥) for all i = 1, . . . , n. The set of bit-fixing predi-

cates is PBF = {p(BF )
v : v ∈ {0, 1,⊥}n}.

Left/right predicates. For a bit string w ∈ {0, 1}|m|/2,
where m ∈ M and |m| = 2 · s denotes the size

of the message, define two predicates p
(L)
w , p

(R)
w :

{0, 1}|m|/2 → {0, 1} as: p
(L)
w (m1,m2) = 1 ⇔ m1 =

w and p
(R)
w (m1,m2) = 1⇐⇒ m2 = w.

Circuit predicates. Let C be the set of polynomial size
circuits. Circuit predicate family is defined as Pcir =
{p : p ∈ C}.

3 Policy-based Signatures for
Predicates

3.1 Definition

A policy-based signature scheme, PBS, consists of the
following four PPT algorithms:

• Setup(1λ): The setup algorithm takes as input a se-
curity parameter λ. It outputs public parameters
pp and a master secret key msk, where the public
parameters, pp, contain the descriptions of the mes-
sage spaceM, signature space S, and policy (boolean
predicate) space P. The master secret key msk can
sign all messages in M.

• KeyGen(msk, p): The key generation algorithm takes
as input the master secret key msk and a boolean
predicate p ∈ P. It outputs a signing key skp for the
predicate p.

• Sign(skp,m): The signing algorithm takes as input a
signing key skp and a message m ∈M. It outputs a
signature σ ∈ S if p(m) = 1. Otherwise, it outputs
⊥.
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• Verify(pp,m, σ): The verification algorithm takes as
input the public parameters pp and a purported sig-
nature σ for a message m. It outputs 1 or 0.

We require that for all security parameter λ,
(msk, pp) ← Setup(1λ), p ∈ P, skp ← KeyGen(msk, p),
and m ∈ M, if p(m) = 1 and σ ← Sign(skp,m), then we
have Verify(pp,m, σ) = 1.

3.2 Security Models

The security of policy-based signature for predicates is
defined by the following two notions: unforgeability and
privacy (i.e., indistinguishability in [1]).

Unforgeability. This notion guarantees that one can
sign some message m only if it has a signing key skp
such that p(m) = 1.

• Setup: The challenger runs the setup algorithm
to generate public parameters pp and a master
secret keymsk. It then gives pp to the adversary
and keeps msk to itself.

• Key Generation Oracle: The adversary
adaptively makes any polynomial number of
signing key queries for boolean predicate p ∈ P
of its choice. The challenger returns back skp ←
KeyGen(msk, p).

• Signing Oracle: The adversary adaptively
makes any polynomial number of signature
queries on input a message m ∈ M. The chal-
lenger chooses a p ∈ P such that p(m) = 1 and
returns back σ ← Sign(skp,m), where skp is ob-
tained from the key generation algorithm.

• Forgery: The adversary finally outputs a
tuple (m∗, σ∗). It wins the game if (1)
Verify(pp,m∗, σ∗) = 1; (2) m∗ was never queried
to the signing oracle; and (3) p(m∗) = 0 for all
p queried to the key generation oracle.

We denote the advantage of a PPT adversary A (taken
over the random choices of the challenger and adversary)

to win the game as AdvUnfA = Pr[A wins].

Definition 2. A policy-based signature scheme is exis-
tentially unforgeable if any PPT adversary can win the
above game with at most negligible advantage.

Remark 1. In the case of PBS for NP, the above notion
is unsatisfactory. This is because one cannot efficiently
verify whether an adversary has won the game, as this
needs it has a valid witness w to checking that whether
(p,m) ∈ L(PC) for all p queried to the key generation
oracle and m from the adversary’s final output. However,
in the case of PBS for P, one can always efficiently verify
it without any witness.

We also define a weaker (selective) variant to the above
definition where the adversary is required to commit to a
challenge message, m∗, before the setup phase.

Definition 3. A policy-based signature scheme is selec-
tively unforgeable if any PPT adversary can win the se-
lective game with at most negligible advantage.

Perfect Privacy. This notion guarantees that a valid
signature will reveal nothing about the signing policy.

• Setup: The challenger runs the setup algorithm
to generate public parameters pp and a master
secret key msk. It then gives pp and msk to the
adversary.

• Challenge: The adversary submits a challenge
message m∗ ∈ M and two different boolean
predicates p0, p1 ∈ P such that p0(m∗) =
p1(m∗) = 1, to the challenger. The challenger
flips a random coin b← {0, 1} and returns back
σb ← Sign(skpb ,m

∗), where skpb is obtained
from the key generation algorithm.

• Guess: Finally, the adversary outputs his
guessing bit b′ and wins the game if b′ = b.

We denote the advantage of an unbounded adversary
A (taken over the random choices of the challenger and
adversary) to win the game as AdvPriA = |Pr[b′ = b]− 1

2 |.

Definition 4. A policy-based signature scheme is per-
fectly private if even an unbounded adversary wins the
above game with at most negligible advantage.

4 Policy-based Signatures Based
on One-Way Functions

We now construct a policy-based signature scheme sup-
porting the class of prefix predicate based on the tree-
based signature scheme [19].

4.1 Tree-based Signature Scheme

Let T T S = (keygen, sign, verify) be a two-time signature
scheme.1 For a binary string m, let m|i = m1 · · ·mi de-
note the i-bit prefix of m (with m|0 := ε, the empty
string). More specifically, we imagine a binary tree of
depth k where the root is labelled by ε (i.e., the empty
string), and a node that is labelled with a binary string
w, where |w| < k, has left-child labelled w0 and right-
child labelled w1. For every node w, we associate a key
pair (pkw, skw) from the two-time signature scheme. The
public key of the root, pkε, is the actual public key of the
signer. To sign a message m ∈ {0, 1}k, the signer does
the following steps:

1) It first generates keys for all nodes on the path from
the root to the leaf labelled m. Some of these public
keys may generated in the process of signing previous

1The original tree-based signature scheme is based on any one-
time signature (e.g., [16]). For ease of description, we define the
tree-based signature scheme based on any T T S which can be easily
realized from any one-time signature scheme.
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messages, in such case the previous values are stored
as part of the state.

2) It then “certifies” the path from the root to the leaf
labelled m by computing a signature on pkw0 or pkw1

(which depends on whether m|w|+1 = 0 or 1), using
secret key skw, for each string w that is a proper
prefix of m.

3) Finally, the signer “certifies” m itself by computing
a signature on m using the secret key skm.

Formally, the tree-based signature scheme T BS =
(keygen∗, sign∗, verify∗) is as follows:

keygen∗(1λ): The key generation algorithm runs
(pkε, skε) ← keygen(1λ) and outputs the public key
pkε. The secret key and initial state are skε.

sign∗(sk,m ∈ {0, 1}k): To sign a message m ∈ {0, 1}k
using the current state, the singing algorithm does
the following:

1) For i = 0, . . . , k − 1: let m|ib be the (i + 1)-bit
prefix of m.

• If pkm|ib and σm|ib are not in the current
state, compute them:

(pkm|ib, skm|ib)← keygen(1λ);
σm|ib ← sign(skm|i , pkm|ib),

and then store all these computed values as
part of the state.

2) If σm is not yet included in the state, compute
σm ← sign(skm,m) and store it as part of the
state.

3) Output σ = ({(pkm|ib, σm|ib)}i∈[0,k−1], σm) as
the signature for message m.

verify∗(pk,m, σ): Given a public key pkε, a message m ∈
{0, 1}k, and a signature ({(pkm|ib, σm|ib)}

k−1
i=0 , σm),

output 1 if and only if the following two equations
hold:

1) verify(pkm|i , pkm|ib, σm|ib) = 1 for all i =
0, . . . , k − 1.

2) verify(pkm,m, σm) = 1.

Theorem 1. If T T S is a signature scheme that is exis-
tentially unforgeable against two-time chosen-message at-
tack. Then the tree-based signature scheme T BS is exis-
tentially unforgeable against adaptive chosen-message at-
tack.

The proof this theorem is similar to that of the tree-
based signature scheme based on any one-time signature
scheme. We omit the proof.

4.2 PBS for Prefix Predicates based on
T BS

We now construct a policy-based signature scheme for
the prefix predicates based on the tree-based signature
scheme. The idea of our construction is as follows:2 a
singing key skpv corresponding to a predicate pv ∈ Ppre
will be the partial certification of the T BS tree, at level
|v|. Given this partial certification, a signer will be able
to compute the completion for any message m which has
v as a prefix. However, as we will argue, the computation
of all other messages will remain unknown to the signer.
Formally, our PBS scheme (Setup,KeyGen,Sign,Verify) for
prefix predicates is as follows:

Setup(1λ): This algorithm runs (pkε, skε) ←
keygen∗(1λ) and sets msk := skε, pp := pkε.

KeyGen(msk, pv): To compute a signing key skpv for a
prefix predicate pv ∈ Ppre, where |v| ≤ k. This key
generation algorithm does the following:

1) For i = 0, . . . , |v| − 1: let v|ib be the (i+ 1)-bit
prefix of the vector v.

• If pkv|ib and σv|ib are not in the current
state, compute them:

(pkv|ib, skv|ib)← keygen(1λ);
σv|ib ← sign(skv|i , pkv|ib),

and then store all these computed values as
part of the state.

2) Output skpv = ({(pkv|ib, σv|ib)}i∈[0,|v|−1], skv)
as the signing key for pv.

Sign(skpv ,m ∈ {0, 1}k): To sign a message m ∈ {0, 1}k
using the current state, the signing algorithm does
the following:

1) If pv(m) = 0, i.e., ∃i ∈ [|v|] s.t. mi 6= vi, then
abort.

2) For i = |v|, . . . , k − 1: let m|ib be the i + 1-bit
prefix of m.

• If pkm|ib and σm|ib are not in the current
state, compute them:

(pkm|ib, skm|ib)← keygen(1λ);
σm|i ← sign(skm|i , pkm|ib),

and then store all these computed values as
part of the state.

3) If σm is not yet included in the state, compute
σm ← sign(skm,m) and store it as part of the
state.

4) Output σ = ({(pkm|ib, σm|ib)}i∈[0,k−1], σm) as
the signature for message m.

Verify(pp,m, σ): It is same the verify∗ algorithm in the
T BS scheme.

2A similar idea has been used to construct constrained PRFs [2].
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Unforgeability. Our PBS scheme PBS is similar to the
tree-based signature scheme T BS. The only differ-
ence is that in PBS the signer obtains a signing key
skpv , rather than a full-featured key msk := skε as
in T BS, which enables him to signing a subset of
the domain {0, 1}k. For completeness, we give the
following proof.

Theorem 2. If T T S is a signature scheme that is ex-
istentially unforgeable under a two-time chosen-message
attack. Then the policy-based signature scheme PBS for
message space {0, 1}k is existentially unforgeable under
an adaptive chosen-message attack.

Proof. For length of messages k, we prove security based
on two-time signature scheme T T S. We show that if
there exists a PPT adversary A on our PBS scheme then
we can construct an efficient algorithm B to break the
security of scheme T T S. We describe how B interacts
with A. The algorithm B first receives a challenge key pk
from the challenger of scheme T T S.

Let qk, qs be the upper bounds on the number of key
generation queries and signing queries, respectively, made
by A, and set ` = k(qk+qs)+1. Note that ` upper-bounds
the number of public keys from T T S that are needed to
generate qk keys and qs signatures using PBS (in the
worst case), and there is one additional key form T T S
that is used as the actual public key pkε.

Setup: Initially, B chooses a random i∗ ← [`], we assume
that i∗ is put on the node (or leaf) w∗. Construct a
list pk1, . . . , pk` of keys as follows:

• Set pki
∗

:= pk.

• For i 6= i∗, run (pki, ski)← keygen(1λ).

Then B runs A on input the public key pkε := pk1.
Note that B knows all secret key ski, for i ∈ [`], ex-
cept that the challenge one ski

∗
:= sk. With respect

to the challenge key sk, B can make at most two sign-
ing queries to the T T S challenger according to the
security of the T T S scheme.

Key Generation Oracle: A will query for a signing key
for a prefix predicate pv ∈ Ppre. B creates it for the
adversary as follows:

• If w∗ is not on the path from the root to the
node v, then B can create signing key skpv hon-
estly since it knows all secret keys with respect
to the nodes on the path from the root to the
node v.

• If w∗ is on the path from the root to the node
v, to certify w∗’s child w∗b, B first makes a
signing query to the T T S challenger on in-
put pki

∗+1, and then it will receive a signature
σw∗b ← sign(sk, pki

∗+1). Finally, B can create
skpv .

Signing Oracle: The adversary A will query for a signa-
ture for a message m ∈ {0, 1}k. B creates signatures
for the adversary as follows:

• If w∗ is not on the path from the root to the
leaf m, then B can create signature σ honestly
since it knows all secret keys with respect to the
nodes on the path from the root to the leaf m.

• If w∗ is on the path from the root to the leaf m,
and if w∗ is a internal node, to certify the w∗’s
child w∗b, B first makes a signing query to the
T T S challenger on input pki

∗+1 and then it will
receive a signature σw∗b ← sign(sk, pki

∗+1); if
w∗ is the leaf m, then B makes singing query to
the T T S challenger on input m and then it will
receive a signature σm ← sign(sk,m). Finally B
can compute the complete signature σ.

Forgery: Eventually, A outputs

σ∗ = ({(pk′m∗|ib, σ
′
m∗|ib)}

k−1
i=0 , σ

′
m∗)

for message m∗. If it is valid, then:

Case 1: There exists a j ∈ [0, k − 1] for which
pk′m∗|ib 6= pkm∗|ib, this means that A creates

a new key pk′m∗|ib but not initially defined by

B. If j = i∗, B outputs (pk′m∗|ib, σ
′
m∗|ib).

Case 2: If Case 1 does not hold, then pk′m∗ = pkm∗ .
Let j be such that pkj = pkm. If j = i∗, B
outputs (m∗, σ′m∗).

Note that i∗ was chosen uniformly at random and is
independent of the view of A, and the list pk1, . . . , pk`

generated by keygen(1λ) is distributed identically to the
view of A in the real unforgeability game. Thus if A
outputs a valid forgery (regardless of which of the above
cases occurs) with probability ε, B can outputs a forgery
with probability ε/`, where 1/` means the probability of
j = i∗ in which of the above cases occurs. By the assumed
security of T T S and the fact that ` is polynomial, we
conclude that ε must negligible.

Perfect Privacy. Given a valid signature (m∗, σ∗), we
show that any key skpv such that pv(m

∗) = 1 could
possibly have created it. The proof is straight-
forward.

Theorem 3. The above PBS scheme based on OWF is
perfectly private.

Proof. Any unbounded adversary A submits a challenge
tuple (pv, pw,m

∗) such that pv(m
∗) = pw(m∗) = 1.

The distribution of the signatures for m∗ generated by
the signing key skpv is: ({(pkm∗|ib, σm∗|ib)}i∈[0,k−1], σm∗),
where each key pair (pki, ski) is generated by the key gen-
eration algorithm randomly and independently. Similarly,
The distribution of the signatures for m∗ generated by
the signing key skpw is: ({(pk′m∗|ib, σ

′
m∗|ib)}i∈[0,k−1], σ

′
m∗),
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where each key pair (pk′i, sk
′
i) also is generated by the

key generation algorithm randomly and independently.
Therefore, these two distributions are identical. The per-
fect privacy follows easily from this observation.

4.3 Application of PBS for Prefix Predi-
cates

We consider the application scenario which was raised by
Bellare et al. [1]. A company implements a scheme where
each employee gets a signing key with a policy and there
is only one public key which is used by outsiders to verify
signatures in the name of the company. Company stipu-
lates that employee in different department has different
policy. For example, the policy for sales department states
the prices of the products, the policy for technology de-
partment states the functionalities of the products, and
so on.

PBS for prefix predicates is a useful tool in addressing
this problem. For an employee in sales department,
company sets policy ps which states the prices of the
products, then distributes a signing key skps to this
employee. Finally, the employee can sign messages on
behalf of the company, where these messages may contain
the statement “product prices||after-sale service

terms|| · · · ”. In such a scenario, the employee can decide
the after-sale service terms and some other regulations,
however, the product prices which are stipulated in the
policy ps cannot be changed. If the PBS scheme for prefix
predicates is secure, then any outsider can be convinced
that, from a valid PBS signature, the regulations (i.e.,
message) was agreed by someone entitled to, but not who
this person is.

Related Works. Append-Only Signatures (AOS) [15]
are a similar notion to the PBS for prefix predicates.
In AOS schemes, any party is given an AOS signature
σm1

for message m1 can compute σm1||m2
for message

m1||m2, where the message m2 is chosen by the party.
In AOS, anyone can append and verify signatures. How-
ever, in PBS, the signing key skp cannot be opened, and
hence only the holder of the signing key can sign mes-
sages. Kiltz et al. [15] showed that AOS is equivalent
to Hierarchical Identity-Based signatures (HIBS), and it
can be used to the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP). PBS
for prefix predicates and AOS are two different signature
variants because: (1) there has no obvious evidence shows
that the PBS for prefix predicates has the properties (i.e.,
connection to HIBS and application to BGP) provided by
the AOS; and (2) AOS apparently does not apply to the
above application scenario because, in the above appli-
cation scenario, the signer should to be some authorized
employee rather than anyone. Although, there may be
have some potential connections between these two signa-
ture variants, e.g., realize one from the other one by some
transformation, which beyond the reach of this work.

5 Policy-based Signatures Based
on Multilinear Maps

In this section, we take advantage of the multilinear maps
to realize three PBS constructions for bit-fixing predi-
cates, left/right predicates, and circuit predicates, respec-
tively. The main technique of our multilinear-map-based
PBS schemes follows Boneh and Waters’ [5] work which
constructs constrained pseudorandom functions. Their
technique has been used to construct different crypto-
graphic primitives, such as attribute-based signatures for
circuits [24] and so on. In this work, we also follow Boneh
et al.’s [5] technique, however, to construct a different
cryptographic primitive, policy-based signatures.

5.1 PBS for Bit-Fixing Predicates

Setup(1λ, k): The setup algorithm takes as input a se-
curity parameter λ and an integer k. The algo-

rithm then runs G(1λ, k) that produces groups
−→
G =

(G1, . . . ,Gk) of prime order p, with canonical gener-
ators g1, . . . , gk, where we let g = g1. Next it chooses
random α ∈ Zp and (a1,0, a1,1), . . . , (ak−1,0, ak−1,1) ∈
Z2
p and computes Ai,β = gai,β for i ∈ [k − 1] and

β ∈ {0, 1}.
The master secret key is msk = α. The pub-
lic parameters, pp, consist of the group sequence
description plus group elements gα, {Ai,β |i ∈ [k −
1], β ∈ {0, 1}}, message space M = {0, 1}k−1, sig-
nature space S = Gk−1, and predicate space P =
{0, 1,⊥}k−1.

KeyGen(msk,v ∈ {0, 1,⊥}k−1): For a vector v ∈
{0, 1,⊥}k−1, let V be the set of indices i ∈ [k−1] such
that vi 6= ⊥. That is the indices for which the bit is
fixed to 0 or 1. The signing key for the predicate pv
is:

skv = (g
∏
i∈V ai,vi
|V | )α ∈ G|V |.

Sign(skv,m ∈ {0, 1}k): Given a message, m, of length
k − 1, let m1, . . . ,mk−1 be the bits of this message.
If the message m does not satisfy the predicate, i.e.,
pv(m) = 0, then abort. Otherwise, pv(m) = 1. That
is vi = mi for all i ∈ V , then the signing algorithm
compute a signature:

σ = e(skv, g
∏
i∈[k−1]\V ai,mi

k−|V |−1 ) = g
α·

∏
i∈[k−1] ai,mi

k−1 ∈ Gk−1,

where g
∏
i∈[k−1]\V ai,mi

k−|V |−1 can be computed by the mul-

tilinear maps from the parameters Ai,mi for i ∈
[k − 1]\V .

Verify(pp,m, σ): Given a purported signature σ on a
message m, verify the following equation:

e(σ, g) = e(gα, A1,m1 , . . . , Ak−1,mk−1
).

Output 1 if it holds, else 0.
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Correctness. The verification of the final signatures is
justified by the following two equations:

e(σ, g) = e((g
∏
i∈[k−1] ai,mi

k−1 )α, g)

= g
α·

∏
i∈[k−1] ai,mi

k .

and

e(gα, A1,m1
, . . . , Ak−1,mk−1

) = g
α·

∏
i∈[k−1] ai,mi

k .

Theorem 4. If the k-MCDH assumption is hold in the
multilinear groups, then the above PBS construction for
bit-fixing predicates and for messages of length k − 1 is
selectively unforgeable and perfectly private.

Selective Unforgeability. We prove selective unforge-
ability, where the key access structures are bit-fixting
predicates. For length of messages k − 1, we prove se-
curity under the k-MCDH assumption. We show that if
there exists a PPT adversary A on our PBS scheme for
messages of length k − 1 in the selective security game
then we can construct an efficient algorithm B on the k-
MCDH assumption. We describe how B interacts with
A.

The algorithm B first receives a k-MCDH challenge

instance consisting of the group sequence description
−→
G

and g = g1, g
c1 , . . . , gck . It also receives challenge message

m∗ = m∗1 . . .m
∗
k−1 ∈ {0, 1}k−1 from the adversary.

Setup: Initially, B chooses random u1, . . . , uk−1 ∈ Zp
and sets

Ai,β =

{
gci , if m∗i = β
gui , if m∗i 6= β

for i ∈ [k−1], β ∈ {0, 1}. This corresponds to setting
ai,β = ci if m∗i = β and ui otherwise. We observe
these are distributed identically to the real scheme.
In addition, it will internally view α = ck.

Key Generation Oracle: The adversary A will query
for a signing key for a bit-fixing predicate pv, where
v ∈ {0, 1,⊥}k−1. We let V be the set of indices
i ∈ [k − 1] such that vi 6= ⊥.

If pv(m∗) = 1, that is m∗i = vi for all i ∈ V . Then B
aborts the game.

If pv(m∗) = 0, that is ∃j ∈ [k − 1]\V, s.t. m∗j 6=
vj . Then B will be able to create signing keys
for the adversary, because his query will differ
from the challenge message at least one bit. More
specifically, B produces the signing key as skv =

e(gck , g
∏
i6=j∈V ai,xi
|V |−1 )uj .

Signing Oracle: The adversary A will query for a sig-
nature for a message m 6= m∗, and we let mj 6=
m∗j , j ∈ [k − 1]. Then B will be able to produce a
valid signature:

σ = e(gck , g
∏
i6=j∈[k−1] ai,mi

k−2 )uj .

Forgery: Eventually, A outputs a signature σ∗ on mes-
sage m∗. Then B outputs σ∗ as the solution of the
given instance of the k-MCDH assumption.

According to the public parameters built in the setup
phase and the assumption that σ∗ is valid, we know that

σ∗ = g
∏
i∈[k] ci

k−1 , implies that σ∗ is a solution for the given
instance of the k-MCDH problem, and thus B breaks the
k-MCDH assumption. It is clear that the view of A sim-
ulated by B in the above game is distributed statistically
exponentially closely to that in the real unforgeability
game, hence B succeeds whenever A does. �

Perfect Privacy. Given a valid signature (m∗, σ∗), we
show that any signing key skv such that pv(m∗) = 1
could possibly have created it. The proof is straight-
forward.

According to the setup of the signing algorithm, for any
tuple (v[0],v[1],m∗) such that pv[0](m

∗) = pv[1](m
∗) = 1,

which was chosen by an unbounded adversary A, both of
the signatures created by the signing key skv[0] and skv[1]

are g
α·

∏
i∈[k−1] ai,m∗i

k−1 . Therefore, any signing key skv such
that pv(m∗) = 1 can compute a same signature on a given
message m∗. The perfect privacy follows easily from this
observation. �

5.2 PBS for Left/Right Predicates

Setup(1λ, k = 2 · s+ 1): The setup algorithm takes as
input a security parameter λ and an odd num-
ber k = 2 · s + 1. The algorithm then runs

G(1λ, k) that produces groups
−→
G = (G1, . . . ,Gk) of

prime order p, with canonical generators g1, . . . , gk,
where we let g = g1. Next it chooses ran-
dom α ∈ Zp, (a1,0, a1,1), . . . , (as,0, as,1), (b1,0, b1,1),
. . . , (bs,0, bs,1) ∈ Z2

p and computes Ai,β = gai,β ,

Bi,β = gbi,β for i ∈ [s] and β ∈ {0, 1}.
The master secret key is msk = α. The public pa-
rameters, pp, consist of the group sequence descrip-
tion plus group elements gα, {Ai,β , Bi,β |i ∈ [s], β ∈
{0, 1}}, message space M = {0, 1}k−1, signature
space S = Gk−1, and predicate space P = {0, 1}s.

KeyGen(msk, p = (p
(L)
x , p

(R)
y )): For (x, y) ∈ {0, 1}s, the

signing keys for the predicates p
(L)
x , p

(R)
y are sk

p
(L)
x

=

(g
∏
i∈[s] ai,xi

s )α ∈ Gs and sk
p
(R)
y

= (g
∏
i∈[s] bi,yi

s )α ∈
Gs, respectively.

Sign(skp,m): Given a message, m, of length k − 1, let
m1, . . . ,ms,ms+1, . . . ,mk−1 be the bits of this mes-
sage. If the message m satisfies the left predicate

p
(L)
x , i.e., mi = xi for i ∈ [s], then the signing algo-

rithm can compute a signature:

σ = e(sk
p
(L)
x
, B1,ms+1

, . . . , Bs,mk−1
) =

g
α·

∏
i∈[s] ai,mi ·

∏
i∈[s] bi,ms+i

k−1 ∈ Gk−1.
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If the message m satisfies the right predicate p
(R)
y ,

i.e., ms+i = yi for i ∈ [s], then the signing algorithm
can compute a signature:

σ = e(sk
p
(R)
y
, A1,m1

, . . . , As,m1
) =

g
α·

∏
i∈[s] ai,mi ·

∏
i∈[s] bi,ms+i

k−1 ∈ Gk−1.

Verify(pp,m, σ): Given a purported signature σ on a
message m, verify the following equation:

e(σ, g) = e(gα, A1,m1 , . . . , As,ms , B1,ms+1 , . . . , Bs,mk−1
).

Output 1 if it holds, else 0.

Correctness. The verification of the final signatures is
justified by the following two equations:

e(σ, g) = e((g
∏
i∈[s] ai,mi ·

∏
i∈[s] bi,ms+i

k−1 )α, g)

= g
α·

∏
i∈[s] ai,mi ·

∏
i∈[s] bi,ms+i

k .

and

e(gα, A1,m1 , . . . , As,ms , B1,ms+1 , . . . , Bs,mk−1
) =

g
α·

∏
i∈[s] ai,mi ·

∏
i∈[s] bi,ms+i

k .

Theorem 5. If the k = (2s + 1)-MCDH assumption
is hold in the multilinear groups, then the above PBS
construction for left/right predicates and for messages of
length s is selectively unforgeable and perfectly private.

Selective Unforgeability. For length of messages k −
1 = 2 · s, we prove security under the k-MCDH as-
sumption. We show that if there exists a PPT adver-
saryA on our PBS scheme for messages of length k−1
in the selective security game then we can construct
an efficient algorithm B on the k-MCDH assumption.
We describe how B interacts with A.

The algorithm B first receives a k = (2 · s+ 1)-MCDH

challenge consisting of the group sequence description
−→
G

and g = g1, g
c1 , . . . , gck . It also receives challenge mes-

sage m∗ = m∗1 . . .m
∗
sm
∗
s+1 . . .mk−1 ∈ {0, 1}k−1 from the

adversary.

Setup: Initially, B chooses random u1, . . . , us ∈ Zp and
sets

Ai,β =

{
gci , if m∗i = β
gui , if m∗i 6= β

for i ∈ [s], β ∈ {0, 1}. This corresponds to setting
ai,β = ci if m∗i = β and ui otherwise.

It also chooses random v1, . . . , vs ∈ Zp and sets

Bi,β =

{
gcs+i , if m∗s+i = β
gvi , if m∗s+i 6= β

for i ∈ [s], β ∈ {0, 1}. This corresponds to setting
bi,β = cs+i if m∗s+i = β and vi otherwise. We observe
these are distributed identically to the real scheme.
In addition, it will internally view α = ck.

Key Generation Oracle: The adversary A will query

for a secret key for a left predicate p
(L)
x or a right

predicate p
(R)
y .

If p
(L)
x (m∗) = 1 or p

(R)
y (m∗) = 1, then B aborts the

game.

Otherwise, p
(L)
x (m∗) = p

(R)
y (m∗) = 0, then B will be

able to create signing keys for the adversary, because
his query will differ from the challenge message at
least one bit. More specifically, for the left predi-

cate p
(L)
x , we let xj 6= m∗j , j ∈ [s], then B produces

the delegation key as sk
p
(L)
x

= e(gck , g
∏
i6=j∈[s] ai,xi

s−1 )uj ;

for the right predicate p
(R)
y , we let yj 6= m∗s+j , j ∈

[s], then B produces the signing key as sk
p
(R)
y

=

e(gck , g
∏
i6=j∈[s] bi,yi

s−1 )vj .

Signing Oracle: The adversary A will query for a signa-
ture for a message m 6= m∗, and we let mj 6= m∗j , j ∈
[k − 1]. Conceptually, B will be able to create signa-
ture for the adversary, because his query will differ
from the challenge message in at least one bit. More
specifically, B proceeds to make the signature accord-
ing to the following two cases.

Case 1: If j ∈ [s], B produces the signature as:

σ = e(gck , g
∏
i6=j∈[s] ai,mi ·

∏
i∈[s] bi,ms+i

k−2 )uj .

Case 2: If j ∈ {s + 1, . . . , k − 1}, B produces the
signature as:

σ = e(gck , g
∏
i∈[s] ai,mi ·

∏
i6=j∈[s] bi,ms+i

k−2 )vj .

Forgery: Eventually, A outputs a signature σ∗ on mes-
sage m∗. Then B outputs σ∗ as the solution of the
given instance of the k-MCDH assumption.

According to the public parameters built in the setup
phase and the assumption that σ∗ is valid, we know that

σ∗ = g
∏
i∈[k] ci

k−1 , implies that σ∗ is a solution for the given
instance of the k-MCDH problem, and thus B breaks the
k-MCDH assumption. It is clear that the view of A sim-
ulated by B in the above game is distributed statistically
exponentially closely to that in the real unforgeability
game, hence B succeeds whenever A does. �

Perfect Privacy: Given a valid signature (m∗, σ∗), we
show that any signing key skp such that p(m∗) = 1
could possibly have created it. The proof is straight-
forward.

According to the setup of the signing algorithm, for
any tuple (p0, p1,m

∗) such that p0(m∗) = p1(m∗) = 1,
which was chosen by any adversary A, both of the sig-
natures created by the signing key skp0 and skp1 are

(g

∏
i∈[s] ai,m∗i

·
∏
i∈[s] bi,m∗s+i

k−1 )α. Therefore, any signing key
skp such that p(m∗) = 1 can compute a same signature
on a given message m∗. The perfect privacy follows easily
from this observation. �
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5.3 PBS for Circuit Predicates

We now construct a policy-based signature scheme for
boolean circuit predicates. Our circuit notion is from [5],
please refer to [5] for details.

Setup(1λ, k = `+ n+ 1): The setup algorithm takes as
input a security parameter λ, the maximum depth `
of a circuit and the length of the message n (it also
is the number of boolean inputs).

The algorithm then runs G(1λ, k = n + ` + 1) that

produces groups
−→
G = (G1, . . . ,Gk) of prime or-

der p, with canonical generators g1, . . . , gk, where
we let g = g1. Next it chooses random α ∈ Zp
and (a1,0, a1,1), . . . , (an,0, an,1) ∈ Z2

p and computes
Ai,β = gai,β for i ∈ [n], β ∈ {0, 1}.
The master secret key is msk = α. The public
parameters, pk, consist of the group sequence de-
scription plus group elements gα`+1, {Ai,β |i ∈ [n], β ∈
{0, 1}} and message space M = {0, 1}n, signature
space S = Gk−1, and predicate space P = C that is
the set of polynomial size circuit predicates.

KeyGen(sk, p = (n, q,A,B, GateType)): The key gener-
ation algorithm takes as input the master secret key
msk and a description p of a circuit. The circuit
has n + q wires with n input wires, q gates and the
(n+ q)-th wire designated as the output wire.

The key generation algorithm chooses random inte-
gers r1, . . . , rn+q−1 ∈ Zp, where we think of the ran-
dom value rw as being associated with wire w. It sets
rn+q = α.

Next, the algorithm generates key components for ev-
ery wire w. The structure of the key components depends
upon whether w is an input wire, an OR gate, or an AND
gate. We describe how it generates components for each
case.

• Input wire.
By our convention if w ∈ [n] then it corresponds to
the w-th input. The key component is:

Kw = g
rwaw,1
2 .

• OR gate.
Suppose that wire w ∈ Gates and that
GateType(w) = OR. In addition, let j = depth(w)
be the depth of the wire. The algorithm will choose
random aw, bw ∈ Zp. Then the algorithm creates
key components as:

Kw,1 = gaw ,Kw,2 = gbw ,Kw,3 =

g
rw−aw·rA(w)

j ,Kw,4 = g
rw−bw·rB(w)

j .

• AND gate.
Suppose that wire w ∈ Gates and that
GateType(w) = AND. In addition, let j = depth(w)
be the depth of wire w. The algorithm chooses

random aw, bw ∈ Zp and creates the key components
as:

Kw,1 = gaw ,Kw,2 = gbw ,Kw,3 = g
rw−aw·rA(w)−bw·rB(w)

j .

The signing key skp consists of the description of p
along with these n+ q key components.

Sign(skp,m ∈ {0, 1}n): The signing algorithm takes as
input a signing key skp for a circuit predicate p =
(n, q,A,B, GateType) and a message m = m1 . . .mn.
The algorithm first checks that p(m) = 1; if not it
aborts.

The goal of the algorithm is to compute the signature

σ = g
α·

∏
i∈[n] ai,mi

n+` ∈ Gn+`. We will compute the
circuit from the bottom up.

• Input wire.
By our convention if w ∈ [n] then it corre-
sponds to the w-th input. Suppose that mw =
pw(m) = 1. The algorithm computes Ew =

g
rw·

∏
i6=w ai,mi

n+1 . Using the multilinear operation
from Ai,mi for i ∈ [n] 6= w. It then computes:

Ew = e(Kw, g
∏
i6=w ai,mi

n−1 ) =

e(g
rwaw,1
2 , g

∏
i6=w ai,mi

n−1 ) = g
rw

∏
i∈[n] ai,mi

n+1 .

• OR gate.
Consider a wire w ∈ Gates and that
GateType(w) = OR. In addition, let j =
depth(w) be the depth of the wire. For expo-

sition we define D(m) = g
∏
i∈[n] ai,mi

n . This is
computable via the multilinear operation from
Ai,mi for i ∈ [n]. The computation is performed
if pw(m) = 1. If pA(w)(m) = 1 (i.e., the first in-
put evaluated to 1) then it computes:

Ew = e(EA(w),Kw,1) · e(Kw,3, D(m))

= e(g
rA(w)

∏
i∈[n] ai,mi

j+n−1 , gaw)

·e(grw−aw·rA(w)

j , g
∏
i∈[n] ai,mi

n )

= g
rw·

∏
i∈[n] ai,mi

j+n .

Otherwise, if pA(w)(m) = 0 but pB(w)(m) = 1,
then it computes:

Ew = e(EB(w),Kw,2) · e(Kw,4, D(m))

= e(g
rB(w)

∏
i∈[n] ai,mi

j+n−1 , gbw)

·e(grw−bw·rB(w)

j , g
∏
i∈[n] ai,mi

n )

= g
rw·

∏
i∈[n] ai,mi

j+n .

• AND gate.
Consider a wire w ∈ Gates and that
GateType(w) = AND. In addition, let j =
depth(w) be the depth of the wire. The
computation is performed if pw(m) = 1 (i.e.,
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pA(w)(m) = pB(w)(m) = 1) then it computes:

Ew = e(EA(w),Kw,1) · e(EB(w),Kw,2)
·e(Kw,3, D(m))

= e(g
rA(w)

∏
i ai,mi

j+n−1 , gaw) · e(grB(w)

∏
i ai,mi

j+n−1 , gbw)

·e(grw−aw·rA(w)−bw·rB(w)

j , g
∏
i ai,mi

n )

= g
rw·

∏
i ai,mi

j+n .

The above procedures are evaluated in order for all
w for which pw(m) = 1. The final output of these
procedures gives a signature:

σ = g
rn+q

∏
i∈[n] ai,mi

n+` = g
α·

∏
i∈[n] ai,mi

n+` ∈ Gn+`.

Verify(pk,m ∈ {0, 1}n, σ ∈ Gk−1): Given a purported
signature σ on a message m, verify the following
equation:

e(σ, g) = e(gα`+1, A1,m1
, . . . , An,mn).

Output 1 if it holds, else 0.

Correctness. The verification of the signature is justi-
fied by the following two equations:

e(σ, g) = e(g
α·

∏
i∈[n] ai,mi

n+` , g)

= g
α·

∏
i∈[n] ai,mi

n+`+1 .

and

e(gα`+1, A1,m1
, . . . , An,mn) = g

α·
∏
i∈[n] ai,mi

n+`+1 .

Theorem 6. If the k = (n+ `+ 1)-MCDH assumption is
hold in the multilinear groups, then the above PBS con-
struction for arbitrary circuits of depth ` and input length
n, and messages of length n is selectively unforgeable and
perfectly private.

Selective Unforgeability. For length of messages n
and a circuit of max depth ` and input length n, we
prove security under the k = (n+ `+ 1)-Multilinear
Computational Diffie-Hellman assumption.

We show that if there exists a PPT adversary A on
our PBS scheme for messages of length s and circuits of
depth ` and inputs of length n in the selective security
game then we can construct an efficient algorithm B on
the (n + ` + 1)-MCDH assumption. We describe how B
interacts with A.

The algorithm B first receives a k = (n+ `+1)-MCDH

challenge consisting of the group sequence description
−→
G

and g = g1, g
c1 , . . . , gck . It also receives challenge at-

tribute message m∗ ∈ {0, 1}n from the adversary A.

Setup: Initially, B chooses random u1, . . . , un ∈ Zp and
sets

Ai,β =

{
gci , if m∗i = β
gui , if m∗i 6= β

for i ∈ [n], β ∈ {0, 1}. This corresponds to setting
ai,β = ci if m∗i = β and ui otherwise. In addition, it
will internally view α = cn+1 · cn+2 · · · cn+`+1.

Key Generation Oracle: The adversary A
will query for a signing key for a circuit
p = (n, q,A,B, GateType), where p(m∗) = 0.
B proceeds to make the key. The idea for this oracle
is same as in [5]. We will think have some invariant
properties for each gate. Consider a gate w at depth
j and the simulators viewpoint (symbolically) of rw.
If pw(x∗) = 0, then the simulator will view rw as
the term cn+1 · cn+2 · · · cn+j+1 plus some additional
known randomization terms. If pw(x∗) = 1, then the
simulator will view rw as the 0 plus some additional
known randomization terms. If we can keep this
property intact for simulating the keys up the circuit,
the simulator will view rn+q as cn+1 · cn+2 · · · cn+`.
We describe how to create the key components for
each wire w. Again, we organize key component cre-
ation into input wires, OR gates, and AND gates.

• Input wire.
Suppose w ∈ [n] and is therefore by convention
an input wire.

∗ If (m∗)w = 1 then we choose random rw ←
Zp (as is done honestly). The key compo-
nent is:

Kw = g
rwaw,1
2 .

∗ If (m∗)w = 0 then we let rw = cn+1cn+2 +
ηw where ηw ∈ Zp is a randomly chosen
value. The key component is:

Kw = (e(gcn+1 , gcn+2) · gηw2 )uw = g
rwaw,1
2 .

• OR gate.
Suppose that wire w ∈ Gates and that
GateType(w) = OR. In addition, let j =
depth(w) be the depth of the wire.

∗ If pw(x∗) = 1, then algorithm will choose
random aw, bw, rw ∈ Zp. Then the algo-
rithm creates key components as:

Kw,1 = gaw ,Kw,2 = gbw ,Kw,3 =

g
rw−aw·rA(w)

j ,Kw,4 = g
rw−bw·rB(w)

j .

∗ If pw(x∗) = 0, then we set aw = cn+j+1 +
ψw, bw = cn+j+1 + φw, and rw = cn+1 ·
cn+2 · · · cn+j+1 + ηw, where ψw, φw, ηw are
chosen randomly. Then the algorithm cre-
ates key components as:

Kw,1 = gcn+j+1+ψw ,Kw,2 = gcn+j+1+φw ,
Kw,3 =

g
ηw−cc+j+1ηA(w)−ψw(cn+1···cn+j+ηA(w))

j ,
Kw,4 =

g
ηw−cc+j+1ηB(w)−ψw(cn+1···cn+j+ηB(w))

j .

B can create the last two key components
due to a cancellation. Since both the A(w)
and B(w) gates evaluated to 0, we have
rA(w) = cn+1 · · · cn+j + ηA(w) and similarly

for rB(w). Note that g
cn+1···cn+j

j is always
using the multilinear maps.
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• AND gate.
Suppose that wire w ∈ Gates and that
GateType(w) = AND. In addition, let j =
depth(w) be the depth of wire w.

∗ If pw(x∗) = 1, then the algorithm chooses
random aw, bw, rw ∈ Zp and creates the key
components as:

Kw,1 = gaw ,Kw,2 = gbw ,

Kw,3 = g
rw−aw·rA(w)−bw·rB(w)

j .

∗ If pw(x∗) = 0 and pA(w)(x
∗) = 0, then we

let aw = cn+j+1 + ψw, bw = φw, and rw =
cn+1 ·cn+2 · · · cn+j+1+ηw, where ψw, φw, ηw
are chosen randomly. Then the algorithm
creates key components as:

Kw,1 = gcn+j+1+ψw ,Kw,2 = gφw ,
Kw,3 =

g
ηw−ψwcn+1···cn+j−(cn+j+1+ψw)ηA(w)−φwrB(w)

j .

B can create the last key component due to
a cancellation. Since the A(w) gate evalu-
ated to 0, we have rA(w) = cn+1 · · · cn+j +

ηA(w). Note that g
rB(w)

j always computable
regardless of whether pA(w)(x

∗) evaluated

to 0 or 1, since g
cn+1···cn+j

j is always using
the multilinear maps.

The case where pB(w)(x
∗) = 0 and pA(w)(x

∗) =
1 is performed in a symmetric to what is above,
with the roles of aw and bw reversed.

Signing Oracle: The adversary A will query for a sig-
nature for a message m 6= m∗, and we let mj 6= m∗j .

B can produce a valid signature σ = (g
∏
i6=j∈[k] ci

n+` )uj

by knowing the exponent uj .

Forgery: Eventually, A outputs an attribute signature
σ∗ on message m∗. Then B outputs σ∗ as the solu-
tion of the given instance of the k = (n+`+1)-MCDH
assumption. According to the public key built in the
setup phase and the assumption that σ∗ is valid, we

know that σ∗ = g
∏
i∈[k] ci

k−1 , implies that σ∗ is a solu-
tion for the given instance of the k-MCDH problem,
and thus B breaks the k-MCDH assumption.

It is clear that the view of A simulated by B in the
above game is distributed statistically exponentially
closely to that in the real unforgeability game, hence
B succeeds whenever A does. �

Perfect Privacy. Given a valid signature (m∗ ∈
{0, 1}n, σ∗ ∈ Gk−1), we show that any signing key
skp such that p(m∗) = 1 could possibly have created
it. The proof is straight-forward.

According to the setup of the signing algorithm, for
any tuple (p0, p1,m

∗) such that p0(m∗) = p1(m∗) = 1,
which was chosen by an unbounded adversary A, both of
the signatures created by the signing key skp0 and skp1

are g
α·

∏
i∈[n] ai,m∗i

n+` . Therefore, any signing key skp such

that p(m∗) = 1 can compute a same signature on a given
message m∗. The perfect privacy follows easily from this
observation. �

6 Conclusion

In this work, we introduce the notion of policy-based sig-
nature for predicates. In such a signature scheme, signers
can sign messages that conform to some predicate, yet
privacy of the predicate is maintained. Then, we con-
struct a policy-based signature scheme for prefix predi-
cate based on tree-based signature scheme. Furthermore,
we also construct several policy-based signature schemes
for bit-fixing predicate, left/right predicate, and circuits
predicate, respectively, based on multilinear maps.
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Abstract

UKS (unknown key-share) attacks are common attacks
on AKE (Authenticated Key Exchange) protocols. We
summarize two common countermeasures against UKS at-
tacks on a kind of AKE protocols whose message flows are
basic Diffie-Hellman exchanges. The first countermeasure
forces the CA to check the possession of private key during
registration, which is impractical for the CA. The second
countermeasure adds identities in the derivation of the
session key, which leads to modification of the protocols
which might already be standardized and widely used in
practice. By using protection of cryptographic keys pro-
vided by hardware security chips, such as TPM or TCM,
we propose a new way that requires no check of posses-
sion of private key and no addition of identity during the
derivation of the session key to prevent UKS attacks. We
modify the CK model to adapt protocols using hardware
security chip. We then implement a protocol once used
in NSA, called KEA and subject to UKS attacks, using
TCM chips. Our implementation, called tKEA, without
forcing the CA to check during registration and modify-
ing the original KEA, is proven to be secure. To show the
generality of our way, we also show that it can prevent
UKS attacks on the MQV protocol.

Keywords: Authenticated Key Exchange; CK Model;
KEA; Trusted Cryptography Module; UKS Attacks

1 Introduction

The key exchange protocol, first proposed by Diffie and
Hellman [11], allows two entities to establish a shared se-
cret key via public communication. In order to authenti-
cate identities of the two entities involved in the protocol,
authenticated key exchange (AKE) is proposed. AKE not
only allows two entities to compute a shared secret key
but also ensures the authenticity of entities.

To date, a great number of AKE protocols have been
proposed [1, 2, 3, 8, 12, 13, 14, 15, 19, 25, 27, 31] and
many of them are subsequently broken, such as KEA [25]
and MQV [22, 23]. KEA was designed by NSA (National
Security Agency) in 1994 and kept secret until 1998. Mi-
crosoft researchers K.Lauter and A.Mityagin find that the
original KEA protocol is susceptible to UKS attacks [21].
Then they present a modified version of KEA protocol,
called KEA+ [21], which is resistant to UKS attacks, and
give a formal proof. The MQV protocol is a famous and
efficient AKE protocol designed by Law, Menezes, Qu,
Solinas and Vanstone. This protocol was found to be sus-
ceptible to UKS attacks by Kaliski [17], then Krawczyk
found that MQV hold none of its stated security goals,
such as resistance to KCI attacks and the security prop-
erty of perfect forward secrecy (PFS). To achieve the se-
curity goals of MQV, Krawczyk proposes a hashed variant
of MQV, HMQV [19].

1.1 Related Work

In order to formally prove that AKE protocols are se-
cure, Bellare and Rogaway in 1993 provided the first for-
mal definition for an AKE model [4], which we refer to as
the BR model. After that, a lot of variants of BR model
were represented and many authenticated key exchange
protocols were proposed. For more details, we refer the
readers to [10] for a comparison and discussion of vari-
ants models for authenticated key exchange. Based on BR
model, Canetti and Krwaczyk proposed the CK model [7],
based on which the HMQV protocol was proved. LaMac-
chia, Lauter, and Mityagin defined a new model called
eCK [20], which is much stronger than BR and CK mod-
els. They also introduced a new AKE protocol called
NAXOS and proved its security in eCK model. However
the NAXOS protocol is less efficient in that it requires 4
exponentiations per entity compared to 3 exponentiations
for KEA.
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Katz [18] first gives the idea of using secure hardware
to achieve stronger security properties, and proves that
tamper-proof hardware suffices to circumvent the impos-
sibility result of secure computation of general function-
alities without an honest majority. Recently, some works
extend this idea to the improvement and security analysis
of AKE protocols on modern AKE security models. [30]
analyzes the SM2 key exchange protocol in TPM 2.0 se-
curity chip [29], and shows that protection provided by
the TPM security chip indeed helps the protocol to re-
sist two kinds of UKS attacks. [33] leverages the tamper-
proof hardware to protect cryptographic keys and designs
a set of APIs for HMQV, and formally proves that the
HMQV protocol achieves full PFS property with the help
of tamper-proof hardware in the CK model. [31] proposes
an efficient key exchange protocol called sHMQV, which is
a variant of HMQV. sHMQV eliminates the validation of
public ephemeral key by protecting the ephemeral private
key in trusted hardware devices, and enjoys the best effi-
ciency in current one-round key exchange protocols. [32]
models the protection provided by TPM 2.0 security chip
as an oracle, and formally proves that under the protec-
tion of TPM 2.0 the key exchange primitive in TPM 2.0
is secure in modern AKE model.

1.2 UKS Attacks

A UKS attack on an AKE protocol is that an entity A
ends up believing that he shares a key with an entity
B, and although this is in fact the case, B mistakenly
believes that the key is shared with an entity E 6= A.
Since the adversary E does not obtain the shared secret
key, he cannot modify or decrypt the messages between
A and B. However, E can take advantage of the entities’
false assumptions about the identity who shares the key.
Take a scenario described in [12] for example: B is a bank,
and A sends him a digital coin, encrypted with the shared
secret key, for deposit into her account. Believing that the
key is shared with E, B assumes the coin is from E and
deposits it into E’s account instead. Several UKS attacks
have been proposed in the literature, such as attacks on
STS [5], KEA [21], and MQV [17].

1.3 Contributions

We give our contributions as follows:

1) We summarize UKS attacks on AKE protocols and
existing countermeasures in the literature, and iden-
tify two kinds of attacks, called public key substi-
tution UKS attack and public key registration UKS
attack respectively. The details of the two attack are
described in Section 2. The usual way to resist the
two kinds of UKS attacks are: 1) force the CA to
check the possession of the private key, 2) add the
identity during the derivation of the session key. We
illustrate these countermeasures by overview of ex-
isting works on preventing UKS attacks on KEA and
MQV.

2) We present a new way to prevent the two kinds of
UKS attacks using the protection capability of hard-
ware security chip, such as Trusted Platform Mod-
ule (TPM) [29] and Trusted Cryptography Module
(TCM) [26]. The key idea is to make use of the se-
curity chip to generate the long-term secret key, and
register it to a CA who does not check the possession
of the private key and only makes sure that the key
comes from a real hardware security chip. The pro-
tection capability of the security chip prevents the
adversary from getting the plaintext of the private
key even he corrupts and controls the security chip.
In our security analysis we will show that the pro-
tection capability is crucial for the KEA protocol to
resist UKS attacks. Our new way of preventing UKS
attacks has advantages of not requiring the CA to
check the possession of the private key nor modifying
the original protocol. The former advantage makes
the protocol can be deployed in practical CAs who
usually do not check the possession of the private
key. The later advantage improves the security of
such protocols that have already been standardized
and deployed in many fields. Upgrading the stan-
dards might require quite a long time, and in some
fields system upgrades are rigorously controlled, such
as the industrial control field. To show the generality
of our way to resist UKS attacks, we also demonstrate
that our proposed way can prevent UKS attacks on
MQV protocol.

3) We give a variant of CK model to adapt protocols
implemented by hardware security chip. Then we im-
plement the KEA protocol (subject to UKS attacks)
using TCM chips and prove that our implementation
prevents UKS attacks. We make a comparison among
typical protocols with the ability of resisting UKS at-
tacks in terms of key registration (whether adversary-
controlled entities can register arbitrary public keys),
modification (whether the original protocol is modi-
fied in order to be proven secure formally), efficiency
(whether extra computation is added), security prop-
erties and assumptions in Table 1. The Modif column
shows that both KEA+ and HMQV modify the orig-
inal protocols (KEA and MQV respectively) in or-
der to be proven secure formally. The Effic column
shows that the HMQV adds 25% extra computation
to MQV while tKEA adds no extra computation to
KEA. Compared to KEA+ and HMQV, tKEA ob-
tains same security properties while making no mod-
ification of the original protocol and adding no extra
computation.

1.4 Organization

We summarize the two kinds of UKS attacks and cor-
responding countermeasures in Section 2. In Section 3,
we give a detailed description of protection of crypto-
graphic keys provided by one kind of hardware security
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Table 1: Comparison of HMQV, KEA+ and tKEA
Key Reg. Modif. Effic. Security Assumptions

tKEA Arbitrary No No CK, KCI, wPFS GDP+RO
KEA+ Arbitrary Yes No CK, KCI, wPFS GDP+RO
HMQV Arbitrary Yes 25% CK, KCI, wPFS GDP+KEA1+RO

chip, TCM, show that how it can be used on AKE pro-
tocols, and give our implementation, which we call tKEA
(the ‘t’ stands for trusted). Section 4 describes the secu-
rity model on which the formal security analysis of tKEA
is based. Section 5 proves the security of tKEA. We also
show how the protection provided by TCM prevents the
UKS attack on MQV protocol described in [19] in this sec-
tion. We end the paper with concluding and our future
work in Section 6.

2 UKS Attacks and Their Coun-
termeasures

AKE protocols can be categorized as the explicitly au-
thenticated or the implicitly authenticated by the way
they are authenticated. Both of the two kinds of AKE
protocols are vulnerable to UKS attacks. Baek and Kim
have summarized UKS attacks on the explicitly authenti-
cated key exchange protocol [21]. In this paper we give an
overview of UKS attacks on the implicitly authenticated
key exchange protocol.

In this section, we first introduce the explicitly and im-
plicitly authenticated key exchange protocols, and then
summarize two kinds of UKS attacks on the implicitly
authenticated key exchange protocol and the usual coun-
termeasures to prevent these two kinds of attacks.

2.1 Explicitly Authenticated Key Ex-
change Protocol

The explicitly authenticated key exchange protocol is
such a kind of protocol that first executes a basic Diffie-
Hellman key exchange and then uses digital signatures
or additional authenticating message flows to provide
authentication explicitly. ISO-DH [16], STS [12], SIG-
DH [28], SIGMA [8] are such typical protocols. In the
following, we take the ISO-DH protocol as an example to
illustrate such kind of protocol.

Let G be a group of primer order and denote by g a
generator of G. Assume that entities have secret/public
keys for some digital signature scheme SIG and that en-
tities know each other’s registered public keys. The hat
notation, such as Â, denotes the identities of entities in
the protocol. Denote the signature of a message M un-
der the secrete key of an entity Â by SIGÂ(M). We

depict the protocol in Figure 1. First, an entity Â as
an initiator randomly generates an ephemeral private key
x and sends a tuple {gx, SIGÂ(gx, B̂)} to B̂, the respon-

der. The responder B̂ generates an ephemeral private key

y and replies with a tuple {gy, SIGB̂(gy, gxÂ)}. Both Â

and B̂ then verify each other’s signatures, and compute a
shared session key K = gxy if the verification successes.

2.2 Implicitly Authenticated Key Ex-
change Protocol

The implicitly authenticated key exchange protocol only
needs basic Diffie-Hellman exchanges, and provides au-
thentication by combining ephemeral keys and long-term
keys during the derivation of the session key. KEA and
MQV are typical protocols of this kind of AKE. Figure 2
gives an illustration of KEA and its variant KEA+. KEA
involves two entities, Â and B̂, with respective secret keys
a and b and public keys ga and gb. KEA assumes that
entities know each other’s registered public keys. The
protocol first runs a Diffie-Hellman key exchange: Â and
B̂ each generates its ephemeral private key, x and y re-
spectively, and exchanges the ephemeral public keys gx

and gy. Then each entity computes gay and gbx and com-
putes a session key by applying a hash function H to
(gay, gbx). The KEA+ protocol differs from KEA when
computing the session key, it applies the hash function to
a tuple (gay, gbx, Â, B̂), adding the identities to the tuple
of KEA.

2.3 UKS Attacks on Implicitly Authenti-
cated Key Exchange Protocol

As Baek and Kim have given a conclusion of UKS attacks
on the explicitly authenticated key exchange protocol [21],
here we only summarize UKS attacks on the implicitly key
exchange protocol. We categorize these attacks as public
key substitution UKS attack and public key registration
UKS attack. We also summarize existing countermeasures
on the two kinds of UKS attacks.

2.3.1 Public Key Substitution UKS Attack

This kind of attack happens to some protocols when the
CA does not check the possession of the private key. In the
following we illustrate this attack on the KEA protocol.
Consider two entities Â and B̂ preparing to start a session.
An adversaryM registers a public key ga of Â as his own
public key. ThenM intercepts the session between Â and
B̂. M forwards the ephemeral public key gx from Â to B̂
and ephemeral public key gy from B̂ to Â. Since M has
the same public key as Â, both Â and B̂ will compute
identical session keys. However, Â completes a session
with B̂ and B̂ completes a session with M.
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Â B̂

x
gx,SIGÂ(gx,B̂)

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
gy,SIGB̂(gy,gx,Â)

←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−− y

K = gxy K = gxy

Figure 1: Explicitly authenticated key exchange protocol: ISO-DH

Â B̂

X = gx
X−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
Y←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−− Y = gy

K = H(σÂ) K = H(σB̂)

KEA: σÂ = (gay, gbx), σB̂ = (gay, gbx)

KEA+: σÂ = (gay, gbx, Â, B̂), σB̂ = (gay, gbx, Â, B̂)

Figure 2: Implicitly authenticated key exchange protocol: KEA and KEA+

The usual way to solve this kind of UKS attack is to
force the CA to check the possession of the private key.
If the CA does, M cannot register the public key of Â,
then Â and B̂ will compute non-identical session keys.
However, as the proof of knowledge check are rarely done
by CA in practice, this way to prevent UKS attacks are
impractical.

2.3.2 Public Key Registration UKS Attack

The typical attack example is a UKS attack on MQV
found by Kaliski [17]. Let me introduce MQV first. MQV
is a famous implicitly authenticated key exchange proto-
col, which was stated to have a lot of security properties,
such as resistance to UKS attacks and KCI attacks. We
depict MQV and HMQV in Figure 3. Entities Â and B̂
have their private/public key pairs (a, ga) and (b, gb) re-
spectively. The ephemeral public keys in their exchange
messages are gx and gy. The computation of the session
key by Â (B̂) is a hash value to (Y Be)x+da ((XAd)y+be).
The only difference between MQV and HMQV is the com-
putation of d and e. The former only uses the ephemeral
public key, while the later adds the identity information
and uses a hash function in the computation. However,
we will show below that this slight modification is crucial
for the security of HMQV.

We describe the public key registration UKS attack
on MQV in Figure 4. An adversary M intercepts the
ephemeral public key X = gx sent from Â to B̂. Based
on X, M computes a private/public key pair (c, gc), and
sends an ephemeral public key Z. After receiving Z, B̂
generates a random ephemeral key Y = gy and sends it to
M. M transmits Y to Â. We denote the session between
Â to B̂ by s, and the session between B̂ to M by s′. We
can see that the key pair (c, gc) and the ephemeral key Z
are computed so cleverly that s and s′ have the identical
shared secret key.

From the attack described above, we can see that check
proof of knowledge of private key cannot prevent this at-
tack as the the adversary holds the private key c that he
registers. The usual way to prevent this kind of attack
is to add the identities in the derivation of the session
key. Krawczyk and Menezes respectively present HMQV
and a variant of MQV [24] which both resist this kind of
UKS attack. HMQV adds the identity and uses a hash
function when computing d and e, while [24] adds the
identities in the derivation of the session key. From their
solutions we can see that adding identities in the deriva-
tion of the session key is an effective way to prevent the
public key registration UKS attack. Although it might be
easy to modify the protocol to achieve a higher security
level, for protocols that have been standardized it might
take a long time for them to be upgraded. So we need
to consider how to protect systems adopting non-secure
protocols while upgrades of protocols are still unavailable.
And for some fields, such as industrial control field, up-
grades are rigorously controlled as the system deals with
very crucial tasks involving electricity and other infras-
tructures and any modification must be tested rigorously.
So research on improving the security of AKE protocols
without modifying the original protocol is meaningful.

3 Protection Provided by TCM

Trusted Cryptography Module (TCM), a hardware secu-
rity chip similar to Trusted Platform Module (TPM), is
a small tamper-resistant cryptographic chip embedded in
computer platforms (e.g. on a PC motherboard). TCM
provides a set of cryptography capabilities that allow
some cryptographic functions to be executed in TCM,
such as public-key decryption/encryption (SM2-1), hash
(SM3), random number generating, key exchange proto-
col (SM2-2) and so on. TCM stores the secret data, such
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Â B̂

X = gx
X−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
Y←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−− Y = gy

σÂ = (Y Be)x+da σB̂ = (XAd)y+eb

K = H1(σÂ) K = H1(σB̂)

MQV: d = 2l + (Xmod2l), e = 2l + (Y mod2l), l = |q|/2

HMQV: d = H2(X, B̂), e = H2(Y, Â)

Figure 3: The MQV and HMQV protocols

Â M B̂

X = gx
X=gx

−−−−→ u ∈R Zq

Z = XAdg−u

h = H1(Z)

c = u/h

C = gc
Z=XAdg−u

−−−−−−−−→
Y =gy

←−−−− Y = gy

K = H2((Y Be)x+da) K = H2((ZCh)y+eb)

Figure 4: A UKS attack on MQV

as keys and crucial user data, in a shielded location where
data is protected against interference and prying.

To operate the secret data in the shielded location,
TCM provides a set of cryptographic APIs for users.
Take the SM2-2 key exchange for example, TCM provides
TCM CreateKeyExchange and TCM GetKeyExchange to
generate a private/public key pair and generate a session
key respectively:

• TCM CreateKeyExchange: TCM generates a pri-
vate/public SM2 key pair, which we denote by (a, ga),
in the TCM’s shield location, and returns the public
part of the SM2 key pair.

• TCM GetKeyExchange: Input a public key of SM2,
e.g, gb, and return a session key gab.

TCM provides protection for cryptographic keys in the
following two aspects. First, a user who controls an SM2-
2 key pair generated by TCM cannot get plaintext of the
private key, and the only way he can use the SM2-2 key
is through TCM APIs. Second, as the key is randomly
generated by TCM and the user has no control of the
generation of a specific keys, a user cannot make TCM
chips generate a specified key pair. The second protection
feature constrains the adversary M from using TCM to
register a specified key.

3.1 Implementation of tKEA

Here we show how to implement KEA protocol using
TCM. Our implementation consists of two phases: reg-
istration phase and key exchange phase.

The registration phase involves a security TCM chip T ,
a Host H, and a CA C. T and its host H compose a whole
entity. Before the registration phase, T generates an at-
testation identity key (AIK) pair (skT , pkT ) (AIK is used
to identify the platform in trusted computing, here we
use it to certify the long-term key of an entity) and then
registers the public key pkT to a CA (note that this CA
issues certificates to platforms, and is not the CA in the
registration phase, which issues certificates to long-term
keys) through protocols such as Privacy-CA [9], which is
out of the scope of this paper. If higher anonymity is re-
quired, please refer to DAA [6] solution. After getting the
AIK certificate, the registration proceeds as follows:

1) H calls TCM CreateKeyExchange command of T ,
and T generates an SM2-2 key pair (a, ga) represent-
ing the long-term key of this entity.

2) H then calls TCM CerifyKey command of T , and
T makes a statement about (a, ga) using the AIK:
“this key is held in a TCM-shielded location, and it
will never be revealed”, and returns the statement
to H. The statement is actually a signature of the
SM2-2 key by AIK. The AIK has a feature that it
only signs the key generated within the TCM. This
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feature assures the CA that the SM2-2 key is a real
TCM-generated key if it has a legal signature.

3) H transmits the statement to C. C verifies the
statement to make sure that the public key ga is
generated by a real TCM chip. If the verification
passes, C issues a Cert about ga and gives it to H.

The key exchange phase is shown in Figure 5, and ac-
tually is the procedure of running the KEA protocol be-
tween two entities, e.g., Â and B̂. Â consists of a TCM
T1 and its host H1, and B̂ consists of a TCM T2 and its
host H2. Â’s long-term public key is A = ga, and B̂’s
long-term public key is B = gb.

4 Security Model for tKEA

In this section we introduce a variant of CK model on
which the security analysis of tKEA is based. For fur-
ther details of CK model, please consult [7] for complete
details. We modify the CK model by 1) modifying the
corruption(entity) in the CK model, 2) adding an estab-
lish(entity) query to the queries of an adversary in the
AKE experiment. The modified corruption(entity) query
can simulate the protection of cryptographic keys pro-
vided by TCM, and the establish(entity) query allows an
adversary to register public keys of adversary-controlled
entities at any time in the experiment, that is, the adver-
sary is allowed to mount the UKS attack.

4.1 Sessions

tKEA runs in a network of interconnected entities where
each entity can be activated to run an instance of the pro-
tocol called a session. Within a session an entity can be
activated to initiate the session or to respond to an incom-
ing message. As a result of these activations, the entity
creates and maintains a session state, generates outgoing
messages, and eventually completes the session by out-
putting a session key and erasing the session state. There
are two roles during a session, the entity that sends the
first message in a session is called the initiator and the
other the responder. We let I denote initiator and R
denote responder. We identify an AKE session by a 5-
tuple(role, Â, B̂,X, Y ) where role denotes the role, X is
the outgoing DH value and Y is the incoming DH value
to the session. The session (R, B̂, Â, Y,X) (if it exists) is
said to be matching to session (I, Â, B̂,X, Y ).

4.2 Adversary

The AKE experiment involves multiple honest entities
and an adversary M connected via an unauthenticated
network. The adversary M is modeled as a probabilistic
Turing machine and controls all communications. M can
intercept and modify messages sent over the network. M
also schedules all session activations and session-message

1X and Y are transmitted to T by TCM GetKeyExchange.

delivery. In addition, in order to model potential dis-
closure of secret information, the adversary is allowed to
access secret information via the following queries:

• session-state(s): M queries directly at session s
which is still incomplete and learns the session state
for s. The session state may include, for example,
the secret exponent of an ephemeral DH value but
not the long-term secret key.

• session-key(s): M obtains the session key for a ses-
sion s, provided that the session holds a key.

• corruption(entity): For the information not stored in
the TCM’s shield location, such as the session states
and session keys,M learns all of them. For the long-
term key stored in the TCM’s shield location,M has
the ability to use it, such as computing CDH(A,X)
(A stands for the long-term public key, X stands for
an element in G whose exponent is unknown) but
cannot get the plaintext of the private key.

• establish(entity): This query allows M to register a
public key generated in TCM, and M has the abil-
ity to use the private key of the registered key. If
M registers a public key not generated in TCM, the
CA will deny this registration after checking the AIK
signature of the public key. M can use this query to
control an entity.

The adversary can make queries above to gain local in-
formation. We say that a completed session is “clean” if
this session as well as its matching session (if it exists) is
not subject to any of session-state, session-key, corruption
queries.

EventuallyM should select a clean completed session,
which is called a test session, and make query Test(s) and
is given a challenge value C.

• Test(s): Pick b
R←− 0, 1. If b = 1, provide M with

C ←− sesssion-key(s); otherwise provide M with C,
which is a value r randomly chosen from the proba-
bility distribution of session keys.

Now M can continue to make session-state, session-
key, corruption and establish queries but is not allowed
to expose the test nor any of the entities involved in the
test session. At the end of its run,M outputs a bit b′. We
will refer to an adversary that is allowed the Test query
as a KE-adversary.

Definition 1. An AKE protocol Π is called SK-secure
if the following properties hold for any KE-adversary M
defined above:

1) when two uncorrupted entities complete matching
sessions, they output the same key, and

2) the probability thatM correctly guesses the bit b (i.e.,
outputs b′ = b) from the Test query is no more than
1/2 plus a negligible fraction.
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T1(a, ga) H1 H2 T2(b, gb)

X = gx
X−−−−−→
Y←−−−−− Y = gy

Y
1

←−−−−− X
1

−−−−−−→

Z1 = Y a Z1−−−−−→ Z2←−−−−− Z2 = Xb

K = H(Z1, B
x) K = H(Ay, Z2)

Figure 5: Implementation of KEA: tKEA

The advantage of KE-adversary participating in
above AKE experiment against a protocol Π is defined as

AdvAKE
Π (M) = Pr[M wins] - 1

2 .

5 Security of tKEA and MQV

5.1 Security Proof of tKEA

Under the GDH assumption in a group G and the pro-
tection provided by TCM chips, with the hash function
H() modeled as a random oracle, we show that tKEA
satisfies AKE security against a KE-adversary defined
in Section 4. The GDH assumption is that the CDH
problem in G cannot be solved in polynomial time with
non-negligible success probability even when a DDH ora-
cle for G is available.

LetM be any AKE adversary against tKEA. We start
by observing that since the session key of the test session is
computed as K = H(σ) for some 2-tuple σ, the adversary
M has only two ways to distinguish K from a random
value:

1) Forging attack. At some point M queries H on the
same 2-tuple σ as that of the test session.

2) Key-replication attack. M succeeds in forcing the
establishment of another session that has the same
session key as the test session.

Let us first show that the key-replication attack is impos-
sible if random oracles produce no collisions. If M finds
some session with the same 4-tuples as that of the test
session, then this session must be executed by the same
two entities, A and B. Let the ephemeral public keys of
this session be X ′ and Y ′. Since the session has the same
signature as the test session, CDH(A, Y ′) must be equal
to CDH(A, Y ) and CDH(B,X ′) - equal to CDH(B,X).
This implies that X = X ′ and Y = Y ′, and thus the ses-
sion must be identical to the test session, which conflicts
with the fact that the session is different from the test
session.

However, the key-replication attack can happen to
KEA. Lauter and Mityagin describe this attack in [21].
We here review this attack. An adversary M registers a
public key ga of some honest entity Â asM’s own public

key. Then M intercepts a key-exchange session between
Â and B̂, and at the same time starts a session between
M and B̂. M forwards ephemeral public key gx from Â
to B̂ and ephemeral public key gy from B̂ to Â. SinceM
has the same public key as Â, both Â and B̂ will com-
plete identical session keys, however they participate in
two different sessions. B̂ participates in a session withM
while Â participates in a session with B̂. Then M can
announces one of the two sessions as a test session and re-
veals the session key of the other session. To avoid UKS
attacks, KEA+ adds the identities of the participating
entities to the tuples, see Figure 2. This slight modifi-
cation prevents adversaries to activate a session with the
same tuple, thereby preventingM from performing a key-
replication attack. We show below that the protection
provided by TCM can also prevent UKS attacks.

In the tKEA, we demonstrate that if an adversary M
plays a key-replication attack, he can break the protection
provided by TCM. We denote the test session by s and
the corresponding 2-tuple by (CDH(A, Y ), CDH(B,X)).
Correspondingly, we denote another session by s′ which
has the same session key with s, and the corresponding 2-
tuple on whichM queries H to get the session key of s by
(CDH(A′, Y ′), CDH(B′, X ′)). A′ and B′ are public keys
M registers to the CA through the establish(entity), and
M can do the computation of CDH(A′orB′, T ) for any
T whose exponent is unknown. Since s and s′ has the
same session key, CDH(A′, Y ′) must be equal to Z1 =
CDH(A, Y ) and CDH(B′, X ′) must be equal to Z2 =
CDH(B,X). Since CDH(A′, Y ′) = Z1, we can get Y ′ =

Z
1
a′
1 and A′ = Z

1
y′

1 . The only two ways for M to get a
pair (A′, Y ′) meeting equation CDH(A′, Y ′) = Z1 are:

1) Register a controlled key A′ to the CA, and compute

the ephemeral public key Y ′ = Z
1
a′
1 where a′ denotes

the private key of A′.

2) Generate an ephemeral key pair (y′, Y ′ = gy
′
), and

register A′ = Z
1
y′

1 to the CA.

We can see that the first way requiresM to get the plait-
text of the public key A′, and the second way requires
M to register a specified key. However, both of the two
ways violate the protection provided by TCM which is
described in Section 3.
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We are left to show the impossibility of a forging at-
tack. The proof of tKEA is similar to KEA+ [21]. It can
be directly obtained by placing the 4-tuple of KEA+ on
which is used to query H with tKEA’s 2-tuple. So we
omit the proof.

To summarize the proof, for any AKE adversary M
running in time t we can construct a GDH solver S which
runs in time O(t2) such that

AdvGDH(S) ≥ 1
nkAdvAKE

tKEA(M)

As for the wPFS and KCI security property of tKEA,
they can be proved directly following the proof in [21].

5.2 Securing MQV

To prove the generality of our way, we show that our way
of using the protection capability provided by TCM/TPM
to prevent UKS attacks can prevent the UKS attack [17]
on MQV protocol. Figure 4 shows this attack. To attack
MQV, the adversaryM registers an public key C = gc to
the CA. AsM knows the private key of C, the CA cannot
deny the registration of C even it require proof of knowl-
edge of the private key. However, if the CA requires that
the key must come from a security chip, such as TPM or
TCM, this UKS attack can be prevented. That’s because
if the key is generated in a security chip, M cannot gen-
erate a key whose private key is specified to be c. That’s
to say, M cannot register C = gc to the CA.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

This paper summarizes two kinds of UKS attacks on the
implicitly authenticated key exchange protocol and cor-
responding countermeasures to the two kinds of attacks.
One of the countermeasure requires the CA to check the
possession of the private key, which is unpractical, and
the other countermeasure is to add the identity during the
derivation of the session key, which modifies the original
protocol. Motivated by the protection capability provided
by security chips, we present a new way of preventing UKS
attacks on AKE protocol.

We introduce the protection capability provided by
hardware security chips and give a variant of CK model
which covers UKS attacks. Through the security proof of
tKEA in our variant model, we show that our new way
of preventing UKS attacks is effective and have some ad-
vantages compared to existing countermeasures. We also
show the generality of our new way by preventing the
UKS attack on MQV protocol.

In Section 5, we show that our new way can prevent
the UKS attack on MQV without a formal proof. In the
future, we hope to implement a ‘tMQV’ using a hardware
security chip like TCM, and give it a formal proof. We
also hope to check whether the protection capability of
hardware security chips can provide other advantages to
AKE protocols.
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Abstract

Mobile Ad hoc Network (MANET) is a collection of wire-
less mobile nodes that dynamically create a network with-
out a fixed infrastructure. However, all the characters
make the security problem more serious, denial-of-Service
attack is the main challenge in the security of MANET.
In this article, we review some routing protocol attacks
on Mobile Ad hoc Network. Specially, we propose a new
attack method is called Whirlwind which originates one
data Whirlwind on network that contain malicious node
once the source node discovers a new route. And all data
packets are resulted in drop due to over time-life without
reaching the desired destination. We have, using the sim-
ulation system NS2, evaluated the harms of such attack
on AODV protocol.

Keywords: AODV; MANET; Network Security; Routing
Attacks

1 Introduction

Mobile Ad hoc Network is a special wireless, the advan-
tages such as flexibility, mobility, resilience and indepen-
dence of fixed infrastructure, nodes of the MANET net-
work are coordinated with each other to communicate,
data transfer among nodes is achieved by means of mul-
tiple hops. Hence, every mobile node acts both as a host
and as a router [7].

Routing is the main service provided in network layer,
the source node using the route to the destination is dis-
covered and maintained. Routing protocols used in in-
frastructure networks cannot be applied in infrastructure-
less networks like MANETs. Hence, many routing pro-
tocols are recommended to adapt to MANET, they are
classified into proactive, reactive, and hybrid routing [1].
Proactive routing protocol is suitable with stable network
topology because routes of network nodes must be estab-

lished to connect with other nodes before routing, typi-
cally DSDV [14], and OLSR [6]. In contrary, if network
structure is regularly changed, then reactive routing is
more suitable because nodes only discover routes in case
of necessity by sending packet for route request and re-
ceiving packet for route answer, typically DSR [9], and
AODV [15]. In the complex network topology, then typi-
cal routing protocols such as ZRP [5], and ZHLS [8] under
the hybrid routing is more suitable to select.

Denial of service (DoS) attacks aim to deny a user
of a service or a resource he would normally expect to
have. Routing service at network layer is the target of
many DoS [16], in which a malicious node will try to
keep their resource but occupy other node’s resource, for
example, Blackhole [12], Sinkhole [3], Grayhole [4], and
Flooding [17] under DoS attacks. Another way to inter-
rupt routing service is to use a private tunnel connected
between two malicious nodes. The result is that normal
nodes will transfer data via this tunnel that appears the
destination route with low cost. This type of attack is
often called Wormhole [2, 10].

Ad hoc On-demand Distance Vector (AODV) is one of
the most popular reactive routing protocol used for Ad
hoc Networks. If source node NS wants to communicate
with destination node ND without available route to des-
tination, then NS starts route discovery process by broad-
casting the route request packet (RREQ) to destination.
Destination node will answer to source about route by
sending reply packet (RREP), maintain the route through
HELLO and RERR packets. This is typical protocol un-
der on-demand routing protocol, hence, hackers are easy
to perform attacks on this protocol.

1.1 Blackhole/Sinkhole Attacks

Blackhole attack [12] is done by a malicious node or col-
laboration of harmful nodes. In the attack, a malicious
node replies to source’s RREQ packet by fake RREP (FR-
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REP) packet with the best route to destination. By do-
ing that, the Blackhole node successfully gains traffic flow
from source transfer to destination. As result, the sources
node sends all of data packets to the attack node which
can drop or modify the packets. Another attack resemble
Blackhole, called Sinkhole, was introduced in [3].

N1 N2 N3 N4 N5

M

RREQ

RREP

Figure 1: Description of blackhole attacks

In Figure 1, source node (N1) discovers a new route
to destination node (N5) by broadcasting RREQ packet
and then receive RREP packet. The best route from N1

to N5 on direction {N1 → N2 → N3 → N4 → N5} is
established. However, the existing of a malicious node in
the network N2 establishes route to destination through
malicious node M because M pretends it having the best
route to N5 by replying FRREP packet.

1.2 Grayhole Attacks

Grayhole attack [4] is similar to Blackhole attacks type,
the destruction level is however less than, it also passes
through 2 phases: Phase 1, malicious code shall self-
advertise the source node that malicious node itself has
route to destination with the lowest cost, it therefore can
cheat the source node to change direction to destination
through it. Phase 2, malicious node receives all packets
from source and then drops the packet in different fre-
quency, the malicious code sometime represents as normal
node to prevent any detection. In order to advertise that
it has route to destination with the lowest cost, the mali-
cious node also uses FRREP packet as Blackhole attack.

1.3 Wormhole Attacks

They have described several types of Wormhole based on
the techniques used to tunnel the packets between the
colluding nodes, such as: Wormhole through the tunnel
(called out-of-band channel - OB), Wormhole using en-
capsulation, Wormhole using packet relay, Wormhole with
high power transmission [11]. Especially, authors [10] de-
scribed that all of them may be operated for two modes
of attacks: Hidden Mode (HM) and Participation Mode
(PM). In HM, malicious nodes are hidden from normal
nodes, when receive packets and simply forwards them
to each other without process packet, thus, they never
appear in routing tables of neighbors. In contrast, PM
malicious nodes are visible during the routing process be-
cause they processes packets as normal nodes. Note that
the malicious node appears in routing tables of neighbors
and the HC increase when packet is forwarded.

N1 N2 N3 N4 N5

M1 M2

RREQ RREP Tunnel

(a) Through tunnel

N1

N2 N3 N4

N5

M1 N6 N7 M2

RREQ RREP

(b) Through packet encapsulation

Figure 2: Description of wormhole attacks types

Out-of-band channel: Attacker using 2 malicious
nodes connect to each other and create a private
channel called “tunnel” aiming to minimize hop
count (HC) when source node discovers route by
RREQ packet. In Figure 2(a), source node N1 re-
quests the route to destination N5 by broadcasting
RREQ via 2 routes {N1 → N2 → N3 → N4 → N5}
and {N1 → M1 → M2 → N5}. Finally the second
route through M1, M2 was established because it has
the best traffic cost.

Encapsulation: To attack, malicious nodes (M1, M2)
appear in the network similar to normal nodes. When
M1 received the RREQ packet, which encapsulates
it and forwards it to M2 via normal nodes. Node
M2 is responsible for decapsulation the packet be-
fore send it to destination. Because of the packets
encapsulation, the routing cost not increase during
the traversal through the normal nodes. As a re-
sult, source node discovers a new route which con-
tains malicious node. In Figure 2(b), source node
broadcasts RREQ packet to destination node N5 fol-
lowing to 2 routes {N1 → N2 → N3 → N4 → N5}
and {N1 → M1 → N6 → N7 → M2 → N5}. When
M1 received the RREQ packet, it encapsulates the
packet then forward RREQ into current route. M2

node is responsible for decapsulation the packet be-
fore broadcast it to N5. The same process also hap-
pens when RREP generated by N5 forwarding back
to N1 through M2 and M1. The purpose is keeping
HC not increase while the packets travel from M1 to
M2 and vice versa. As a result, the RREP from N5

follow the second route is better than others, hence
N1 obviously chooses the route to N5 through two
malicious nodes.
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Using packet relay: The main idea is a malicious node
relays fake packets between two non-neighbor nodes
creating an illusion that they are neighbors, the pur-
pose is insert itself into route.

Wormhole with high power transmission:
Malicious node has a high power antenna, thus
distant nodes receive the RREQ packet faster from
the malicious node. The result discovered route may
contain malicious node because its routing cost is
cheaper normal route.

1.4 Flooding Attacks

Flooding attack [17] is one of the main challenges in the
security of MANETs. It is implemented by overwhelm-
ingly sending control packets or useless data packets from
malicious nodes to unavailable destinations. The result
is a broadcasting storm of packets and increasing com-
munication overhead, which reduce the responsiveness at
each node because of its unnecessary processing of the
flooded packets. For AODV, Flooding attacks try to send
HELLO, RREQ and DATA packets at a high frequency.

Using RREQ Using DATA

Malicious N2 N3 N4 N5

N6 N7 N8

N9 N10 N11

Figure 3: Description of flooding attacks

HELLO packet flooding: In MANETs, nodes period-
ically broadcast HELLO packets to notice their exis-
tence with their neighbors. A malicious node abuses
this feature to broadcast HELLO packets at a high
frequency that force its neighbor nodes to spend their
resources on processing unnecessary packets. This
HELLO packet flooding is only detrimental to the
neighbors of a malicious node. See in Figure 3, both
nodes N2 and N6 are affected by malicious node N1.

RREQ packet flooding: In AODV protocol, nodes
broadcast RREQ packet to discover routes. To at-
tack, a malicious node continuously and excessively
broadcasts RREQ packets, which causes a broadcast
storm in the network and floods with unnecessary
packets being forwarded. The RREQ flooding attack
is seen as the most harmful because it has a great
impact on the route discovery in the network. It also
causes high resource consumption at affected nodes
and increases the communication overhead. See in
Figure 3, all nodes in topology are affected by mali-
cious node N1.

DATA packet flooding: A malicious node can exces-
sively broadcast data packets to any nodes in the
network. This can waste other nodes’ resources and
bandwidth. It can create congestions in the network.
This kind of attack has more impact on the nodes
participating in the data routing to the destinations.
Figure 3, DATA packet flooding attacks effects all
node in route {N2 → N7 → N9 → N10 → N11 →
N8}.

2 Proposing Whirlwind Attack in
Mobile Ad Hoc Network

2.1 Main Idea

Routing protocol is responsible for exploring the route to
destination when source node wants to communicate. A
good protocol is not a quick gather, low routing explore
cost only, but being able to prevent routing loop is also
an extremely important factor. Whirlwind attacks target
is to make routing loop which is done with two phases:

Phase 1: Malicious node try to set up a routing loop
path in the route from source to destination node
when receiving RREQ packet from any source node
NS by using the FRREP packet. The detail process
is showed in Algorithm 1.

Phase 2: If attacking is successful, all data packets from
source NS to destination node are taken into data
whirlwind and automatically dropped due to over
time-life. We have, basing on this feature, named
this attack method as Whirlwind attacks.

2.2 Description of Whirlwind Attacks in
AODV Protocol

AODV protocol uses the route exploration mechanism if
it is necessary. If source node NS wants to communicate
with destination node ND however route to destination
is unavailable, NS starts the route exploration process
by broadcasting RREQ packet to destination node. Des-
tination node replies route to source by sending unicast
RREP packet. In AODV, all nodes remain route by using
HELLO packet and update route by using RERR packet.

In normal network topology (Figure 4(a)), source node
N1 discovers route to destination node N5 by broadcasting
of RREQ to its neighbor nodes named N2. Intermediate
node N2 is not destination node, it therefore continue
broadcasts RREQ packet to its neighbors named N3 and
save reserve route to source N1, this process repeats at N3

and N4 until node N5 receives the route request packet.

When receiving RREQ packet from node N4, destina-
tion node N5 sends unicast of RREP packet to source
on route {N5 → N4 → N3 → N2 → N1}. As a result,
source node N1 discovers route to destination in follow-
ing direction {N1 → N2 → N3 → N4 → N5}. The detail
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Algorithm 1 Description of the process to set up a rout-
ing loop path in Whirlwind attacks

1: Begin
2: Step 1: Malicious node M wait until receiving the

RREQ packet from source node NS ;
3: Step 2: When receiving the first RREQ packet from

node Ni, node M adds route to destination ND via
Ni into its routing table (RT); and waiting to receive
the second RREQ packet;

4: Step 3: When receiving the second RREQ of NS from
node Nj , malicious node M adds route to source NS

via Nj into its RT; and sends FRREP packet to source
node via next hop (NH) Nj to inform Nj about M
with route to destination ND with lowest cost and
“fresh” enough;

5: Step 4: If M does not receive the second RREQ
packet from NS then this process is fail and the end;

6: Step 5: When receiving FRREP packet, Nj adds
route to destination ND through next hop M because
it assumes that M has route to destination with min-
imum cost;

7: Step 6: The FRREP packet is forwarded by Nj to
source node through revert route (recorded in broad-
cast RREQ process) until source node receives FR-
REP packet;

8: Step 7: Destination node N5 also replies to source
node of RREP packet. Thus, source node receives two
routing replies packet. However, the FRREP packet
from malicious node is accepted due to it has lower
cost and more “fresh”. The result is the route from
source NS to destination ND has circle consisting of
nodes named Ni, Nj and M ;

9: End

N1

Source

N2 N3 N4 N5

Destination
RREQ RREP

(a) Normal

N1

Source

N2 N3 N4 N5

Destination

M

RREQ

RREP

Routing
loop

(b) Attacks

Figure 4: Description of route discovery in AODV

information of RREQ, RREP packets and routing table
of each node are detailed in Table 1.

Figure 4(b) shows that malicious node M appears in
network topology and conducting Whirlwind attack, M
is neighbor of both nodes N2 and N3. When receiving
the first RREQ packet from node N2, malicious node M
saves route to destination into its RT with minimum cost

Table 1: Results of discovery route in normal topology;
Des: Destination address; Src: Source address

Steps Nodes
RREQ/RREP
(Src, Des, HC)

Routing Table
Des NH HC

RREQ

N1 N1, N5, 0 NULL
N2 N1, N5, 1 N1 N1 1
N3 N1, N5, 2 N1 N2 2
N4 N1, N5, 3 N1 N3 3
N5 N1, N5, 4 N1 N4 4

RREP

N5 Creates RREP packet [N5, N1, 0]
N4 N5, N1, 1 N5 N5 1
N3 N5, N1, 2 N5 N4 2
N2 N5, N1, 3 N5 N3 3
N1 N5, N1, 4 N5 N2 4

[Des = N5, NH = N2, HC = 1]. When receiving the
second RREQ packet from node N3, malicious node saves
the reserve route to source N1 into its RT with lowest
cost [Des = N1, NH = N3, HC = 1], concurrently sends
unicast of FRREP to source N1 in direction {M → N3 →
N2 → N1}. As a result, routing table of node N3 has
route information to destination N5 via NH is M with
the cost of 1.

Destination node N5 also replies to source node of
RREP packet in direction {N5 → N4 → N3 → N2 →
N1}. When receiving the RREP packet from node N4,
node N3 see that the cost to destination N5 is not cheaper
than the existing route, the RREP packet is therefore
dropped. Table 2 shows that exist routing loop on route
from N1 to N5 in RT of nodes named N2, N3, and M .
Therefore, malicious node M has successfully attacked.

Table 2: Results of discovery route in attacks topology

Steps Nodes
RREQ/RREP
(Src, Des, HC)

Routing Table
Des NH HC

RREQ

N1 N1, N5, 0 NULL
N2 N1, N5, 1 N1 N1 1
M N1, N5, 2 N5 N2 1 *
N3 N1, N5, 2 N1 N2 2
M N1, N5, 3 N1 N3 1 *
N4 N1, N5, 3 N1 N3 3
N5 N1, N5, 4 N1 N4 4

FRREP

M Creates RREP packet [N5, N1, 0]
N3 N5, N1, 1 N5 M 1
N2 N5, N1, 2 N5 N3 2
N1 N5, N1, 3 N5 N2 3

RREP
N5 Creates RREP packet [N5, N1, 0]
N4 N5, N1, 1 N5 N5 1
N3 Drops RREP packet

(*) Entry is added by malicious node

However, algorithm 1 shows that Whirlwind attack is
done successful if malicious nodes receive full two RREQ
packets from neighbors. In Figure 5 shows that Whirl-
wind attack is fail due to malicious node receive only one
RREQ packet from N2.
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M

RREQ

RREP

Figure 5: Whirlwind attacks is fail

2.3 Comparison of Whirlwind and Other
Attacks

The recent studies show that hacker can perform many
network attacks in MANET [16]. They can classify un-
der some criteria named purpose, location, form, and lost
packet cause. Attack purpose contain attack for dropping
data and eavesdropping; and attack position convey exter-
nal and internal; and attack forms consist of active and
passive. Whirlwind attack also aims at dropping data,
however data is dropped at normal node due to over time-
life, this is differ from Blackhole and Grayhole attacks
that packet is dropped by malicious node. Whirlwind is
active attacks form, it is performed from internal location
of network. Table 3 shows comparison of Whirlwind and
other attacks.

Table 3: Summarized attack methods

Features
Attack types

BH GH WH FD WW

Purpose
Dropping • • ◦ • •
Eavesdropping •

Localtion
External • • • •
Internal •

Form
Active • • • • •
Passive ◦

Lost packets
Malicious nodes • • • •
Over time-life •

(•) Implement; (◦) Optional; BH: Blackhole; GH: Grayhole;

WH: Wormhole; FD: Flooding; WW: Whirlwind;

3 Result Evaluation by Simula-
tion

We evaluate the impact of Whirlwind attack on simula-
tion system is NS2 [13] (version 2.35) on AODV protocol.

3.1 Simulation Settings

At the physical and data link layer IEEE 802.11 is used,
the traffic pattern was generated using CBR as the data
source and UDP protocol is used for transporting the data
and the packet size is of 512 bytes, 200s of simulation; the
transmission range of a node is 250m, FIFO queue (See
more in Table 4).

Table 4: Simulation parameters

Parameters Setting

Simulation time (s) 200
Wireless standard IEEE 802.11
Ratio range (m) 250
Traffic type CBR
Packet size 512 bytes
Queue type FIFO (DropTail)

We used two network topology, (a) Topology 1 is avail-
able with 5 normal nodes, using one CBR as the data
source for transporting the data, 1 malicious node is im-
mobile at the position as Figure 4. (b) Topology 2 is
available with 100 normal nodes and 1 malicious node,
and operated in the area of 2000m x 2000m, malicious
node is immobile at the central position, all nodes stay in
Grid network topology as Figure 6, 10 data source CBR,
the first CBR source is started at second of 0, the follow-
ing CBR is 5 seconds apart from each source.

N1

150m

150m

N2 N3 N10

N11 N12 N13 N20

N91 N92 N93 N100

Figure 6: Grid network topology

3.2 Simulation Results

To evaluate the impact of Whirlwind attack, we use two
criterion: Packet delivery ratio and Network throughput.

1) Packet delivery ratio (PDR): It can be measured as
the ratio of the received packets by the destination
nodes to the packets sent by the source node. PDR =
(number of received packets/number of sent packets)
* 100;

2) Network throughput: is the parameter of measuring
information transported which is calculated by (total
packet sent successfully * size of packet)/simulation
time.

Packet delivery ratio: Figure 7 shown that Whirlwind
attack had caused impact on route discovery abil-
ity of source node, hence the ratio of sending packet
successfully has much been reduced. After finish-
ing 200s simulation in the first network topology,
the packet delivery ratio of AODV is 98.04% under
normal network topology and there are nothing any
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packet is sent to destination under Whirlwind attack.
In Gird network topology, the packet delivery ratio
of AODV is 97.47% under normal network topology
and 31.97% under Whirlwind attack, 65.5% reduced.

Network throughput: Figure 8 shown that Whirlwind
attack has reduced network throughput. After fin-
ishing 200s simulation, if one malicious node attacks,
the network throughput of AODV is 0 bps in the
first network topology. In Gird topology, throughput
is 33,157.12 bps without attacks and 10,874.88 bps
under Whirlwind attack.

Figure 7: Packet delivery ratio

Figure 8: Network throughput

4 Conclusion

This article proposes a new attack method named Whirl-
wind that cause harm to performance of Mobile Ad hoc
Network. Simulation results on AODV protocol show that
the malicious node has successfully created data packet
whirl-wind on network that cause loss packet, this de-
creases the packet delivery ratio, and network through-
put. In Gird network topology, the packet delivery ratio
of AODV 65.5% reduced under Whirlwind attack.

In the future, we shall continue installing the malicious
assessment compared to other attacks on some routing
protocols named DSR to evaluate harms.
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Abstract

In this paper, we apply the uncomplicated decision tree
data mining algorithm to find association rules about
pornographic and medical web pages. On the basis of
these association rules, we propose a systematized method
of filtering pornographic websites with the following ma-
jor superiorities: 1) Check only contexts of web pages
without scanning pictures to avoid the low operating ef-
ficiency in analyzing photographs. Moreover, the error
rate is lowered and the accuracy of filtering is enhanced
simultaneously. 2) While filtering the pornographic web
pages accurately, the misjudgments of identifying medi-
cal web pages as pornographic ones will be reduced effec-
tively. 3) A re-learning mechanism is designed to improve
our filtering method incrementally. Therefore, the revi-
sion information learned from the misjudged web pages
can incrementally give feedback to our method and im-
prove its effectiveness. The experimental results showed
that each efficacy assessment indexes reached a satisfac-
tory value. Therefore, we can conclude that the proposed
method is possessed of outstanding performance and ef-
fectivity.

Keywords: Data Mining; Decision Tree; Medical Web
Page; Pornographic Websites Filtering

1 Introduction

Given the anonymity of the Internet, the number of
pornographic websites has been increasing steadily in the
past decade. The overflow of pornographic information on
the Internet has not only imposed impacts on the mental
and physical health and values of children or youngsters,
but also included by the scholars as one of the causes
of physical and mental damage [21]. There are various
mechanisms of filtering pornographic websites at present.
We study and organize the prevailing filtering methods as

the following four categories:

1) Website rating: This method is to filter the web pages
by applying rating (or classification) tags [6, 15, 18].
However, this method is lacking in that it is reliant
on the initiatives of the website builders. Without
any mandatory force, the implementation could not
always meet the desired filtering effects.

2) Static filtering: This method works to establish a
blacklist of pornographic websites that should be for-
bidden through website URL, DNS, or the ports of
TCP/IP protocols [5, 8, 9]. There are two major
types: Site blocking and Internet service blocking.
Since the method does not involve the analysis of
website contents, there is a high chance that it would
make wrong judgments concerning normal websites.

3) Dynamic filtering: It determines whether a website
is pornographic or not by analyzing the website con-
tent. The analysis on the content and features of
website is usually conducted via algorithms, with the
aim to discover relevant rules. Dynamic filtering can
be divided into two categories: keyword filtering and
intelligent content analysis [1, 23].

4) Images filtering: This mechanism would first deter-
mine whether what the image represents are human
limbs via edge detection and then decide whether
the connected groups of limbs could constitute a
human figure [3]. In recent years, a lot of filter-
ing methods of pornographic images have been pro-
posed [11, 13, 24, 26]. Moreover, combined with var-
ious techniques, numerous intelligent methods of fil-
tering pornographic websites are proposed in succes-
sion [4, 7, 12, 27]. However, the excessive computa-
tion of scanning images might bring about the low
operating efficiency.

Some websites, such as those featuring medical, phys-
ical educational and artistic themes, tended to be eas-
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ily suspected as phishing websites during the detec-
tion process. According to the survey report issued by
Pew/Internet, there are about 100,000 medical / health
websites around the world, among which over 10,000 are
set in the United States [17]. However, among the infor-
mation on these medical and health care websites, general
knowledge on health care, professional information con-
cerning diseases, beauty & slimming, and other health
and mental information like sexual knowledge (relevant
medicines, methods of birth control, treatment of vene-
real diseases, etc.); information concerning special peri-
ods (pregnancy, parenting, maintenance and physique im-
provement during puberty); individual mental and health
care sharing (fighting pressure, discussions) etc., tend to
incorporate pornographic keywords in their contents. For
example, the website of American corporative Planned
Parenthood Federation1, this is a legal web page on medi-
cal education. But given the existence of suspected porno-
graphic keywords, this web page might be judged as a sus-
pected pornographic web page in spite of its legitimacy.

This study aims to present an efficient mechanism of fil-
tering pornographic websites based on the machine learn-
ing technique. In this paper, we apply the uncomplicated
decision tree data mining algorithm to find association
rules about pornographic web pages. On the basis of these
association rules, we propose a systematized method of
filtering pornographic websites with the following major
superiorities:

1) In order to avoid the low operating efficiency in
analyzing photographs, we check only contexts of
web pages without scanning pictures. Moreover,
the error rates (classify a pornographic website as
non-pornographic or a non-pornographic website as
pornographic) will be lowered and the accuracy of
filtering will be enhanced simultaneously.

2) While filtering the pornographic web pages accu-
rately, the misjudgments of identifying medical web
pages as pornographic ones will be reduced effec-
tively.

3) A re-learning mechanism is designed to improve our
filtering method incrementally. We apply a super-
vised machine learning skill to collect any porno-
graphic keywords found newly in the misjudged web
pages. Therefore, the revision information learned
from the misjudged web pages can incrementally give
feedback to our method and improve its effectiveness.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 introduces the decision tree data mining algo-
rithm. The detailed architecture of our filtering method is
shown in Section 3. In Section 4, the experimental results
of our method will be presented. Section 5 concludes this
paper.

1http://www.plannedparenthood.org/

2 Decision Tree Data Mining Al-
gorithm

In this paper, based on decision tree data mining tech-
nique, we will propose an efficient systematized method
of filtering pornographic websites. The proposed method
will analyze the association rules about pornographic web
pages and apply them to classify the unknown web pages
to be either pornographic or non-pornographic. Decision
tree is one of the widely used data mining methods. The
technology excels in that it could generate easily under-
standable association rules and visual features via easy
calculations.

There are various decision tree algorithms. Iterative
Dichotmiser 3 (called ID3 for short) proposed by Quinlan
is one of the most famous and effective decision tree algo-
rithms [19, 20]. According to the study of Stark and Pfeif-
fer [22], the behavior of ID3 would be better than other
improved versions, such as C4.5, CHAID, and CART.
Ohmann et al. demonstrated that the quantity of asso-
ciation rules produced by ID3 would not be as numerous
as that of C4.5 [16]. Hence, they concluded that ID3
algorithm possessed the superior feature because of the
simplicity of rule quantity. Therefore, we adapt ID3 as
the data mining technique in this study.

A decision tree is made of a start node (called root
node), leaf nodes, and the internal nodes (also called non-
leaf node) between the root node and the leaf nodes. In
the tree structure, the upper node (called parent node)
might branch downward some adjacent nodes (called chil-
dren nodes). And the final nodes without any branch
are called leaf nodes. Suppose that ”Target Attribute”
is the attribute which is concerned objective of our re-
search. For example, the attribute ”web type” (”P”
means pornographic websites; ”M” means medical web-
sites; ”N” means normal websites) is the Target Attribute
in this study. Moreover, let ”Critical Attributes” be the
other important attributes of web pages. The building of
the decision tree starts from the root node when all the
data instances are contained in the root. The ID3 algo-
rithm will pick out the Critical Attribute with the highest
”Information Gain”, according to whose values the data
instances within the node will be divided into different
children nodes. The same process will be repeated by the
children nodes on their respective data instances. The al-
gorithm will be ended under two conditions: 1) repeated
until all the critical attributes have been selected; or 2)
there will be no need of further divisions if the values
of the Target Attribute concerning all the data instances
within the node are the same. When either of these con-
ditions is met, the current node will be marked as a leaf
node. This leaf node will be labeled as the value of Target
Attribute possessed by the majority of data instances in
this node. Then the algorithm will be stopped and the
decision tree is generated completely.

Given a leaf node C, we assume that the value of Tar-
get Attribute possessed by the majority of data instances
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in C is denoted as Label(C), and |LabelC| is the number
of data instances whose Target Attribute’s value is the
same as Label(C) in C. Then we will compute C’s degree
of purity (denoted as Purity(C)) and degree of support
(denoted as Support(C)) for this leaf node C. The formu-
las of Purity(C) and Support(C) are defined as follows:

Purity(C) = (|Label(C)|/|C|)× 100%

Support(C) = (|C|/N)× 100%

where |C| is the number of data instances contained in
node C and N is the number of total data instances.

In the resulted decision tree, each path from the root
node to a leaf node constitutes an association rule. That’s
to say, all the internal nodes along the path will serve
as the ”if” condition for the series of Critical Attributes,
together with the ”then” outcome represented by the la-
belled Target Attribute’s value of the leaf node, an ”if-
then” association rule is thus formed.

As compiled by this study, the major calculation steps
of ID 3 algorithm are as follows [19]:

1) The algorithm begins from the root node C, when all
the data instances are contained in C.

2) If all the data instances within node C have the
same value of Target Attribute, then define it as a
leaf node, label C by this value, compute Purity(C)
and Support(C) , and end the algorithm. Otherwise,
move on to next step.

3) If all the Critical Attributes have been selected, the
values of the Target Attribute concerning the data
instances within node C should be examined via ma-
jority voting, thus picking out the value boasting
the largest number of data instances. Then node C
should be defined as a leaf node and labelled by this
value, thus computing Purity(C) and Support(C)
and ending the algorithm. Otherwise, move on to
next step.

4) Calculate the Entropy E(C) for node C through the
following expression:

E(C) = −
t∑

i=1

Pi × log2 Pi

where t is the number of Target Attribute’s values,
and Pi = (the number of data instances whose val-
ues of the Target Attribute corresponding to the ith

value, 1 ≤ i ≤ t, in C)/(the total number of data
instances in C).

5) For each Critical Attribute that has not been selected
yet (assumed to be attribute α), the Entropy E+(α)
and Information Gain G(α) will be computed by the
following expressions respectively:

E+(α() =

k∑
j=1

(nj |n)× E(Cj);

G(α) = E(C)− E+(α).

In the expressions, we assume that attribute α is sup-
posed to have k values, Cj (for 1 ≤ j ≤ k) represents
the subset of the data instances whose values con-
cerning attribute are the same, E(Cj) refers to the
Entropy of the subset as calculated through the equa-
tion in Step (4), n stands for the total number of data
instances within C, and nj represents the total num-
ber of data patterns in the subset Cj .

6) Choose the Critical Attribute that has not been se-
lected yet boasting the highest Information Gain.
Assume that the selected Critical Attribute has m
values, the children nodes C1, C2, · · · , Cm should be
built under this node, to which the data instances
of node C should be distributed according to their
values of the select Critical Attribute.

7) Respectively treat every children node Ci as node C,
1 ≤ i ≤ m, continue the algorithm recursively from
Step (2).

3 An Efficient Pornographic Web-
sites Filtering Mechanism

The objective of this research is to filter pornographic web
pages, namely, judging an unknown web page as either
pornographic or non-pornographic. While filtering the
pornographic web pages, great efforts have been taken
to avoid misjudging medical web pages as pornographic
ones. For this purpose, medical web pages are set apart
from normal web pages in its own category.

In this research, we propose a three-phase systematic
method of filtering pornographic websites by applying ID3
decision tree algorithm. The proposed method is pos-
sessed of the ability to discriminate between pornographic
websites and medical website. Assume that websites will
be classified into three categories: ”pornographic”, “med-
ical”, and ”normal”. Based on the technique of machine
learning, our method will discover the association rules
about pornographic and medical web pages from train-
ing data (known web pages), thus filtering the unknown
web pages on the basis of these rules. As illustrated in
Figure 1, the structure of the proposed method is com-
prised of three phases: 1) Training Phase, 2) Classification
Phase, and 3) Relearning Phase, which will be introduced
as follows.

3.1 The Training Phase

The purpose of this phase is to find association rules of dif-
ferentiating between pornographic, medical, and normal
websites by analyzing training web pages. Then, these
association rules will be applied to classify the unknown
web pages in the Classification Phase.

In this phase, the training web pages should be exam-
ined by the Features Extraction Module to extract their
critical features (i.e., the values of Critical Attributes)
first. Then, the duplicate copies of training web pages
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Figure 1: Structure of the proposed method

will be applied simultaneously to construct various deci-
sion trees. Note that there are three categories of training
web pages: pornographic, medical, and normal. As shown
in Figure 1, we construct three decision trees (Porno-
graphic Decision Tree, Medical Decision Tree, and Mixed
Decision Tree) and individually equip each decision tree
with one Rule Computation Module. By using the copies
of pornographic training web pages and normal training
web pages as input data, the Rule Computation Module
in Pornographic Decision Tree will compute the associa-
tion rules of distinguishing pornographic websites from
normal websites. And the Rule Computation Module
in Medical Decision Tree will use the copies of medi-
cal training web pages and normal training web pages
as input data to compute the association rules of distin-
guishing medical websites from normal websites. More-
over, the Rule Computation Module in Mixed Decision
Tree will use the copies of medical training web pages
and pornographic web pages to compute the associa-
tion rules of distinguishing between medical websites and
pornographic websites. Then the resulted rules will be
stored respectively into the corresponding rule databases
(Pornographic Rule Database, Medical Rule Database,
and Mixed Rule Database).

The detailed processes of Features Extraction Module
and Rule Computation Module will be discussed as fol-
lows.

3.1.1 Features Extraction Module

In the Features Extraction Module, each web page will
be analyzed and its Critical Attributes’ values will be
extracted by applying the following two steps: 1) Pre-
process; 2) Features extraction.

The first step is pre-process. In this step, each web
page should first be converted into the HTML format,
which will be examined by the second step such that
its values of Critical Attributes could be verified in the
HTML structures.

The second step, features extraction, is designed to dis-
cern the critical features of web pages, based on which the
suspicious elements of HTML structures that contain rel-
evant keywords will be analyzed. In order to distinguish
medical web pages from pornographic ones, judgments
will be made based on the features of the HTML head
and body, as well as the frequency of medical or porno-
graphic keywords. We study and outline check elements
in Table 1 according to the research of Lee et al. [10],
which studied and pointed out the parts of this source
code mostly likely to be dominated by pornographic key-
words. For the sake of convenience, “XXX” will be used
to represent the strings that pornographic materials (key-
words) might appear. Note that these elements will serve
as the Critical Attributes for the computation of associa-
tion rules in this paper.

As described in Table 1, all these Critical Attributes
of each web page will be valued by 0, 1, and 2 by check-
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Table 1: The critical attributes used in this study

Critical Attribute
Type No. Description Judgment condition

URL 1 Whether there are key-
words in the written in
HTML Tag of URL.

The URL (URL://XXX) containing pornographic keywords should be set
as 1; the URL containing medical keywords should be set as 2; while the
URL containing neither should be set as 0.

The head
elements

2 Whether there are key-
words in the HTML Tag
of title.

The HTML Tag ¡title¿XXX¡/title¿ containing pornographic keywords
should be set as 1; those containing medical keywords should be set as
2; while those containing neither should be set as 0.

3 Whether there are key-
words in the HTML Tag
of link (A).

The HTML Tag ¡link href=”XXX”¿ containing pornographic keywords
should be set as 1; those containing medical keywords should be set as
2; while those containing neither should be set as 0.

4 Whether there are key-
words in the HTML Tag
of link (B).

The HTML Tag ¡link title=”XXX”¿ containing pornographic keywords
should be set as 1; those containing medical keywords should be set as 2;
while those containing neither should be set as 0.

5 Whether there are key-
words in the HTML Tag
of metadata (A).

The HTML Tag ¡meta name=”author” content=”XXX”¿ containing
pornographic keywords should be set as 1; those containing medical key-
words should be set as 2; while those containing neither should be set as
0.

6 Whether there are key-
words in the HTML Tag
of metadata (B).

The HTML Tag ¡meta name=”keyword” content=”XXX”¿ containing
pornographic keywords should be set as 1; those containing medical key-
words should be set as 2; while those containing neither should be set as
0.

7 Whether there are key-
words in the HTML Tag
of metadata (C).

The HTML Tag ¡meta name=”description” content=”XXX”¿ containing
pornographic keywords should be set as 1; those containing medical key-
words should be set as 2; while those containing neither should be set as
0.

8 Whether there are key-
words in the HTML Tag
of metadata (D).

Both the HTML Tags ¡meta name=”keyword” content=”XXX”¿ and
¡meta name=”description” content=”XXX”¿ containing pornographic key-
words should be set as 1; those containing medical keywords should be set
as 2; while those containing neither should be set as 0.

The body
elements

9 Whether there are key-
words in the HTML Tag
of hyperlink (A).

The HTML Tag ¡a href=”XXX”¿ containing pornographic keywords should
be set as 1; those containing medical keywords should be set as 2; while
those containing neither should be set as 0.

10 Whether there are key-
words in the HTML Tag
of hyperlink (B).

The HTML Tag ¡a¿XXX¡/a¿ containing pornographic keywords should be
set as 1; those containing medical keywords should be set as 2; while those
containing neither should be set as 0.

11 Whether there are key-
words in the HTML Tag
of image (A).

The HTML Tag ¡img src=”XXX”¿ containing pornographic keywords
should be set as 1; those containing medical keywords should be set as
2; while those containing neither should be set as 0.

12 Whether there are key-
words in the HTML Tag
of image (B).

The HTML Tag ¡img alt=”XXX”¿ containing pornographic keywords
should be set as 1; those containing medical keywords should be set as
2; while those containing neither should be set as 0.

13 Whether there are key-
words in the HTML Tag
of image (C).

The HTML Tag ¡img title=”XXX”¿ containing pornographic keywords
should be set as 1; those containing medical keywords should be set as 2;
while those containing neither should be set as 0.

Frequency
of key-
words

16 There exist 4 to 6 porno-
graphic keywords in the
body elements.

The body containing 4 to 6 pornographic keywords should be set as 1;
otherwise, as 0.

17 There exist more than 7
pornographic keywords in
the body elements.

The body containing more than 7 pornographic keywords should be set as
1; otherwise, as 0.

18 There exist 2 to 4 medical
keywords in the body ele-
ments.

The body containing 2 to 4 medical keywords should be set as 2; otherwise,
as 0;

19 There exist more than 5
medical keywords in the
body elements.

The body content containing more than 5 medical keywords should be set
as 2; otherwise, as 0;
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ing whether the corresponding HTML elements meet the
setting conditions.

Note that these Critical Attributes will be examined
whether they contain pornographic and medical keywords
via the Keyword Database. In this research, the porno-
graphic keywords used are collected from the website
SafeSquid2, and the medical keywords used in this re-
search are collected from the website MedlinePlus [14].
All these pornographic keywords and medical keywords
will be stored respectively into Pornographic Keyword Ta-
ble and Medical Keyword Table of the Keyword Database
in advance. Note that the factual category of each train-
ing web page is known. If the training web page is porno-
graphic, its Target Attribute should be valued as ”P”;
if the training web page is medical, its Target Attribute
should be valued as ”M”; if the training web page is nor-
mal, its Target Attribute should be valued as ”N”. Then,
the acquired Critical Attributes and Target Attribute of
web pages should be used to build the decision tree in the
Decision Tree Construction Module.

3.1.2 Rule Computation Module

As shown in Figure 1, we apply three copies of Rule Com-
putation Module individually to construct three kinds of
decision tree and compute their association rules: Porno-
graphic Decision Tree, Medical Decision Tree, and Mixed
Decision Tree. This task of the Rule Computation Mod-
ule contains two steps: 1) Decision tree construction; 2)
Rule scoring.

In the first step, Pornographic Decision Tree, Medi-
cal Decision Tree, and Mixed Decision Tree will be con-
structed respectively. The critical characteristics (i.e.,
Critical Attributes and Target Attribute) of the related
training web pages extracted by the Features Extraction
Module are set as the input data in each of the three copies
of Rule Computation Module. Then ID3 algorithm will
be applied to build decision tree and compute the asso-
ciation rule between the Critical Attributes and Target
Attribute.

In the second step, we calculate two kinds of score,
pornographic score and medical score, for each association
rule resulted from the previous step. Each rule will be
scored using the formulas based on the values of its degree
of support and degree of purity, which are introduced as
follows.

Given an association rule R, assume that leaf node of
this rule is C, and Support(C), Purity(C), and Label(C)
are defined as mentioned earlier. Let RuleSupport(R)
be the support degree of rule R with RuleSupport(R) =
Support(C). We compute the values of support degree
for all rules, and name the maximum one as RSMAX and
the minimum one as RSMIN . Let —C— be the num-
ber of data instances in the leaf node C. Assume that
nP is the number of data instances concerning the Target
Attribute’s value is ”P” (i.e., pornographic) and nM is

2http://www.safesquid.com/

the number of data instances concerning the Target At-
tribute’s value is ”M” (i.e., medical) in C. The following
three functions are necessary for designing the scoring for-
mula of rules: PornDegree(R), MedicalDegree(R) and
Weight(R).

The function Weight(R) calculates the weighted value
of rule R by the following formula:

Weight(R) =
RuleSupport(R)

RSMAX +RSMIN
× 100%.

The function PornDegree(R) implies rule’s ”inten-
sity” to classify web pages as pornographic, which is de-
fined as follows:

PornDegree(R) = Purity(C) if Label(C) = ”P”; and

PornDegree(R) = (
nP
|C|

)× 100% otherwise.

Moreover, the function MedicalDegree(R) implies
rule’s ”intensity” to classify web pages as medical by the
following formulas:

MedicalDegree(R) = Purity(C)

if Label(C) = ”M”;

and MedicalDegree(R) = (
nM
|C|

)× 100% otherwise.

Finally, we introduce the formulas of computing porno-
graphic score and medical score for rule R respec-
tively: PornDegree(R) and MedicalDegree(R). These
two formulas are composed of Weight(R) and either
PornDegree(R) or MedicalDegree(R) in a ratio of 3:10,
which are described as follows:

PornScore(R) = (1× PortDegree(R)

+0.3×Weight(R))× 100;

MedicalScore(R) = (1×MedicalDegree(R)

+0.3×Weight(R))× 100.

By applying the formulas mentioned above, porno-
graphic score and medical score of all rules can be ac-
quired. Then, all rules of three decision trees will be
stored into the corresponding rule database, which will be
accessed by the Classification Phase to classify unknown
web pages.

Moreover, now we define the thresholds in judging the
unknown web pages as pornographic or medical for each
rule database respectively. In the Pornographic Rule
Database, we choose each rule R with PornDegree(R) ≥
80% and set the minimum pornographic score of the cho-
sen rules as λ(PornRD), which will be the threshold of
the Pornographic Rule Database for judging the unknown
web page is either pornographic or normal used in the
Classification Phase. Similarly, we pick out each rule
R with MedicalDegree(R) ≥ 80% in the Medical Rule
Database and set the minimum medical score of the cho-
sen rules as λ(MedicalRD), which will be the thresh-
old of the Medical Rule Database for judging the un-
known web page is either pornographic or normal used
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in the Classification Phase. Finally, each rule R with
PornDegree(R) ≥ 80% in the Mixed Rule Database will
be picked out and the minimum pornographic score of
the chosen rules will be set as λ(MixedRD), which will
be the threshold of the Mixed Rule Database for judging
the unknown web page is either pornographic or medical
used in the Classification Phase.

3.2 The Classification Phase

The purpose of this phase is to examine unknown web
pages and classify them as pornographic, medical, or nor-
mal. As shown in Figure 1, this phase is comprised of
the following two modules: 1) Features Extraction Mod-
ule and 2) Web Page Classification Module. Firstly, each
unknown web page will be inspected by the Features Ex-
traction Module to extract its critical features. Then,
the extracted features of this unknown web page will be
transmitted to Web Page Classification Module in order
to judge its category (pornographic, medical, or normal).
The detailed processes of the two modules are described
as follows.

3.2.1 Features Extraction Module

The task of Features Extraction Module is basically the
same as that of Training Phase. Each unknown web page
will be processed by the following two steps: 1) Pre-
process; 2) Features extraction. In the first step, each
unknown web page will be converted into the HTML for-
mat. Then, the second step is to extract the critical fea-
tures by examining the HTML structure of each unknown
web page. By checking the elements outlined in Table 1,
the values of 19 Critical Attributes of each unknown web
page now can be obtained, which will be used later by the
Web Page Classification Module to judge the category of
this unknown web page.

3.2.2 Web Page Classification Module

By applying the 19 Critical Attributes extracted in pre-
vious module, this Web Page Classification will access
the rule databases (Pornographic Rule Database, Medi-
cal Rule Database, and Mixed Rule Database) to classify
the unknown web pages as pornographic, medical, or nor-
mal.

The major steps of algorithm for classifying each un-
known web page are as follows:

Step 1. Access the Pornographic Rule Database. This
unknown web page will dovetail with some associa-
tion rule (say, R1) according to its extracted values
of Critical Attributes.

Step 2. Access the Medical Rule Database. Similarly,
this unknown web page will dovetail with some as-
sociation rule (say, R2) according to the extracted
values of Critical Attributes.

Step 3. If PornDegree(R1) < λ(PornRD) and
MedicalDegree(R2) < λ(MedicalRD), then this
unknown web page will be classified as normal, and
stop; else if PornDegree(R1) ≥ λ(PornRD) and
MedicalDegree(R2) < λ(MedicalRD), then this
unknown web page is classified as pornographic,
and stop; else if PornDegree(R1) < λ(PornRD)
and MedicalDegree(R2) ≥ λ(MedicalRD), then
this unknown web page is classified as medical, and
stop; else if PornDegree(R1) ≥ λ(PornRD) and
MedicalDegree(R2) ≥ λ(MedicalRD), then per-
form the next step.

Step 4. Access the Mixed Rule Database, and this un-
known web page will dovetail with some associa-
tion rule (say, R3) according to its extracted val-
ues of Critical Attributes. If PornDegree(R3) ≥
λ(MixedRD), then this unknown web page will be
classified as pornographic; else classify this unknown
web page as medical.

3.3 The Relearning Phase

By applying the technique of supervised learning, the task
of Relearning Phase is to learn new pornographic or med-
ical keywords incrementally into the Keyword Database.
After an unknown web page is judged by Classification
Phase, the Relearning Phase will inspect the classifica-
tion result artificially. In this study, the supervisor will
check whether the unknown web page is misjudged. If
any misjudgment is produced, the titles and content of
the misjudged web pages will then be analyzed and com-
pared to the existing Keyword Database, in order to see
whether there are new pornographic keywords or medical
keywords. If that is the case, the new keywords will be
stored into the Keyword Database.

4 Experimental Design and Re-
sults

In this section, we designed and performed experiments
to confirm the accuracy and efficiency of the proposed
method. In this study, the non-pornographic web pages
are composed of medical web pages and normal web pages.
In order to measure the performance of this experiment,
this study used the decision confusion matrix in Table 2
to estimate the classification results [2]. The purpose of
our filtering method is to classify pornographic web pages
correctly.

In this research, TP (true positive) means the amount
of pornographic web pages that are classified correctly
as pornographic; TN (true negative) means the amount
of non-pornographic web pages that are classified as
non-pornographic web pages. FN and FP refers to
misjudgments: FN (false negative) means the amount
of pornographic web pages that are misjudged as non-
pornographic and FP (false positive) means the amount of
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non-pornographic web pages that are misjudged as porno-
graphic.

Table 2: Four cases of judgement

In reality
Classification Pornographic

web pages
Non-
pornographic
web pages

Pornographic
web pages

TP (true posi-
tive)

FP (false posi-
tive)

Non-
pornographic
web pages

FN (false nega-
tive)

TN (true nega-
tive)

In this research, the rates of four values of TP, FP,
FN, and TN will be computed respectively by the fol-
lowing formulas: TPR = TP/(TP + FN), FPR =
FP/(FP + TN), FNR = FN/(TP + FN), and TNR =
TN/(FP +TN). Moreover, the three efficacy assessment
indexes of ”Accuracy”, “Precision” and ”Recall” will be
used to evaluate the filtering accuracy concerning porno-
graphic web pages [23, 25]. Accuracy is used to evaluate
the accuracy of the classification results, namely, the pro-
portion of the web pages that are accurately classified to
their own categories. It is calculated through the follow-
ing formula:

Accuracy =
TP + TN

TP + FP + FN + TN

Precision is used to evaluate the proportion of porno-
graphic web pages among all the web pages that are
judged to be pornographic in nature. It is calculated
through the following formula:

Precision =
TP

(TP + FP )

Recall is used to evaluate the proportion of the porno-
graphic web pages that are accurately classified as porno-
graphic, which is calculated through the following for-
mula:

Recall =
TP

(TP + FN)

In this research, “F-measure”, which is the harmonic
mean of precision and recall, is adopted as one of the mea-
suring indexes of the filtering mechanism. It is calculated
through the following formula:

Fmeasure =
2× Precision×Recall
Precision+Recall

For example, when the value of precision is too high
while the value of recall is too low, it means that al-
though the chances of non-pornographic websites being
misjudged are low, the pornographic ones could not be

filtered accurately. Under this circumstance, the value
of F-measure would be relatively low, thus signifying the
poor filtering effects of this method. F-measure is thus
a means of evaluation that could combine precision and
recall effectively.

The pornographic web pages, medical web pages and
normal pages used in this research were compiled from
the website urlblackist.com [25]. This website collected
all kinds of web pages from various free websites and up-
dates in a continuous manner. This research eliminated
inaccurate web pages, web pages without any content, and
web pages whose information is not sufficient. Then, we
gathered 2250 web pages for the experiments in this study,
including 750 pornographic web pages, 750 medical web
pages and 750 normal web pages. The numbers of these
web pages used in the Training Phase and the Classifica-
tion Phase of the proposed filtering method were shown in
Table 3. Note that the training and unknown web pages
should be selected randomly from the three categories.

In the Training Phase, 900 web pages were selected
randomly according to the ratio 1:1:1 and trained as three
combinations. The training task was performed by three
decision trees: Pornographic Decision Tree, Medical De-
cision Tree, and Mixed Decision Tree. The Pornographic
Decision Tree contained 300 pornographic web pages and
300 normal web pages, the Medical Decision Tree con-
tained 300 medical web pages and 300 normal web pages,
while the Mixed Decision Tree was the mixture of 300
medical web pages and 300 pornographic web pages.

To confirm the accuracy and efficiency of the proposed
filtering method, we performed three experiments,
which examined the following performances: (A) the
effectiveness of the proposed method in avoiding the
misjudgment of medical web pages, (B) the effectiveness
of the Relearning Phase, and (C) the stability of the
proposed method. These experimental results will be
discussed as follows.

(A) The effectiveness of the proposed method in avoiding
the misjudgment of medical web pages

The purpose of this experiment was to confirm the
effectiveness of the proposed method in avoiding the
misjudgment of classifying medical web pages as porno-
graphic ones. In this experiment, we chose randomly 300
medical, 300 pornographic, and 300 normal web pages as
the unknown web pages, which would be inputted into
the Classification Phase.

Firstly, we performed the Classification Phase without
using the Medical Keyword Table (i.e., let the Medical
Keyword Table be empty). As shown in Table 4, the
number of misjudged medical web pages was 71, while the
number of misjudged normal ones was 4. Obviously, the
misjudgments of medical web pages were more frequent
than that of normal web pages if we omitted the Medical
Keyword Table. According to the filtering results of Ta-
ble 5, the proportion of pornographic web pages that were
accurately filtered was (TPR) 97.33%, while the propor-
tion of non-pornographic web pages that were accurately
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Table 3: The numbers of web pages used in each phase

Training web pages in Unknown web pages in Total
the Training Phase the Classification Phase Total

Pornographic web pages 300 450 750
Medical web pages 300 450 750
Normal web pages 300 450 750

Total 900 1350 2250

Table 4: The classification result of medical web pages and normal ones

Medical web pages Normal web pages
The number of misjudged web pages 71 4

The number of web pages judged correctly 239 296
Total 300 300

filtered was (TNR) 87.52%.

Table 5: The efficiency of classification without using the
Medical Keyword Table

Indexes Measurement Indexes Measurement
TPR 97.33% Accuracy 90.79%
TNR 87.52% Recall 97.04%
FPR 2.67% Precision 87.52%
FNR 12.48% F-measure 83.01%

Then, we perform the Classification Phase by applying
the Medical Keyword Table. As shown in Table 6, the
number of misjudged medical web pages was reduced ob-
viously. This means that after the designed application
of the Medical Keyword Table, the filtering accuracy of
our method was improved. Moreover, Table 7 recorded
the classification efficiency of this experiment. By com-
paring Table 7 with Table 5, we observed that all the
efficacy assessment indexes of Accuracy, Precision, Re-
call, and F-measure were improved noticeably. Moreover,
FPR decreases from 12.48% (before the Medical Keyword
Table was used) to 3.67%. Thus, we can deduce that the
systematic method proposed in this study will effectively
reduce the misjudgments of classifying non-pornographic
websites as pornographic ones.

(B) The effectiveness of the Relearning Phase
The purpose of this experiment was to examine the effec-
tiveness of the Relearning Phase of the proposed method.
In this experiment, we used 450 medical, 450 porno-
graphic, and 450 normal web pages as the unknown web
pages, which would be inputted into the Classification
Phase.

The experimental results were shown in Table 8 and
9. The case (I) meant that the Relearning Phase was

turned off, and the case (II) indicated that the Relearn-
ing Phase was turned on during the classification of un-
known web pages. As shown in Table 8, the numbers
of misjudged web pages of case (II) were all less than
that of case (I), which implied that the Relearning Phase
could effectively decrease the probability of misjudgment.
Moreover, the values of efficacy assessment indexes were
recorded in Table 9. By using the Relearning Phase, the
evaluation indicator FPR (the rate of non-pornographic
web pages being misjudged as pornographic) decreased
from 4.68% to 1.64%. Moreover, the Accuracy increased
from 96.21% to 98.26% while the Precision increased from
95.32% to 98.36%. This means that both the Accu-
racy and Precision were improved after the Relearning
Phase was turned on; after the re-learning, TPR (the
rate of pornographic web pages being accurately judged
as pornographic) increased from 97.95% to 97.99% while
FNR (the rate of pornographic web pages being judged as
non-pornographic) decreased from 2.05% to 2.01%, show-
ing a slight improvement in terms of the filtering perfor-
mance concerning pornographic web pages. TNR (the
rate of non-pornographic web pages classified accurately
as non-pornographic) increased from 95.32% to 98.36%,
a significant increase in terms of the classification of nor-
mal web pages. FPR decreased from 4.68% to 1.64%,
a substantial improvement in terms of the misjudgment
rate. These results showed that the relearning mechanism
would improve the classification capabilities and perfor-
mance of the proposed filtering method in this paper.

(C) Testing of the stability

This experiment was set out to investigate whether the
classification performance of our method proposed in this
paper will be influenced when the data was combined in a
different ratio. While the original ratio between normal,
pornographic and medical web pages was 1:1:1, some tests
were conducted in this experiment over the three kinds of
web pages under various ratios, with the aim to guarantee
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Table 6: The improved classification result of medical web pages and normal ones

Medical web pages Normal web pages
The number of misjudged web pages 18 4

The number of web pages judged correctly 282 296
Total 300 300

Table 7: The classification efficiency of using the Medical Keyword Table

Indexes Measurement Indexes Measurement
TPR 97.33% Accuracy 96.67%
TNR 96.33% Recall 97.31%
FPR 2.67% Precision 96.34%
FNR 3.67% F-measure 95.86%

Table 8: The number of misjudged web pages

Medical web pages Normal web pages Pornographic web pages
Case (I) Case (II) Case (I) Case (II) Case (I) Case (II)

The number of misjudged web pages 21 11 8 4 11 7
The number of web pages judged correctly 429 439 442 446 439 443

Total 450 450 450 450 450 450

Table 9: The effectiveness of the relearning phase

Measurement Measurement
Indexes Case (I) Case (II) Indexes Case (I) Case (II)

TPR 97.95% 97.99% Accuracy 96.21% 98.26%
TNR 95.32% 98.36% Recall 97.89% 98.00%
FNR 2.05% 2.01% Precision 95.32% 98.36%
FPR 4.68% 1.64% F-measure 94.06% 98.54%

Table 10: The experimental results of six data groups under various combination ratios

Group No. Total number of web pages Ratio Accuracy (%) Precision (%) FNR (%) FPR (%)
1 900 1:1:2 98.07 97.93 1.78 2.07

1:2:1 98.22 98.01 1.56 2.00
2:1:1 98.22 98.65 2.22 1.33

2 900 1:1:3 98.17 97.69 1.33 2.33
1:3:1 98.06 97.68 1.56 2.33
3:1:1 98.33 98.66 2.00 1.33

3 900 1:1:5 98.43 97.98 1.11 2.04
1:5:1 98.39 98.34 1.56 1.67
5:1:1 98.24 98.69 2.22 1.30

4 600 1:1:2 98.33 98.67 2.00 1.33
1:2:1 98.33 98.33 1.67 1.67
2:1:1 98.11 98.22 2.00 1.78

5 600 1:1:3 97.88 97.76 2.00 2.25
1:3:1 98.33 98.01 1.33 2.00
3:1:1 98.13 98.25 2.00 1.75

6 600 1:1:5 98.19 98.06 1.67 1.94
1:5:1 98.50 98.34 1.33 1.67
5:1:1 98.61 98.88 1.67 1.11
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the stability of the filtering mechanism adopted in the cur-
rent research. Table 10 shows the experimental results of
data groups under the different classifications. Note that
three tests were conducted for each group, and the three
kinds of web pages of each group were combined according
the designated ratio. We give an example as follows. Let
the total number of web pages in a certain group be 600
and the ratio designated for some test be 1:2:3. There-
fore, the web pages in this test will be composed of 100
normal, 200 pornographic, and 300 medical web pages.

Obviously, some changes occurred over the four mea-
suring indicators of Accuracy, Precision, FNR and FPR,
though not very substantial changes; when medical web
pages accounted for a higher proportion, the FPR (the
proportion of non-pornographic pages being misjudged as
pornographic) in most groups decreased slightly, but not
so much different from the value when the ratio was 1:1:1.
This indicated that the filtering results of our method
would not be greatly influenced by the changes in the
data. In terms of the misjudgment of medical web pages,
the values of precision and FPR were fair proof that the
method in this research was satisfactory.

5 Conclusions

Concerning the past filtering mechanisms of pornographic
web pages, the difficulties in distinguishing medical web
pages from pornographic ones have baffled the users of
medical websites for a long time. The filtering method
proposed in this paper works by selecting the features of
the web pages and establishing decision trees according
to the category of web pages. Then, the resulted associ-
ation rules in each decision tree are applied to filter the
unknown web pages. To confirm the accuracy and ef-
ficiency of the proposed filtering method, we performed
three experiments. The first experiment was to exam-
ine the effectiveness of the proposed method in avoiding
the misjudgment of medical web pages. According to the
decrease of FPR, we could deduce that the systematic
method proposed in this study would effectively reduce
the misjudgments of classifying non-pornographic web-
sites as pornographic ones. The second experiment was
to examine the effectiveness of the Relearning Phase. The
results showed that the relearning mechanism improved
the classification capabilities and performance of the pro-
posed filtering method conspicuously. The experimental
results of the third experiment indicated that the filtering
results of our method would not be greatly influenced by
the changes in the data composition. The Accuracy of
this research reached a satisfactory value (greater than
98%). Moreover, the value of F-measure was 98.54%,
which showed that the values of Precision and Recall
also reached the satisfactory standards, without any fig-
ure that’s extremely high or extremely low. Therefore, we
can conclude that the filtering method proposed in this
research is satisfactory because of its outstanding perfor-
mance and effectivity.
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Abstract

In social network, it is conceivable that a rational execu-
tion sequence does good to cooperative mission, especially
for a large number of participants. However, there are
many difficulties for multi-party computation, the most
important of which is privacy. In this paper, secure multi-
party computation technology and dimensionality reduc-
tion are chosen to design a privacy-preserving protocol,
which sorts m people according to their similarity. In a n
dimensional system, the secure protocol’s time complexity
is O(mn+n+m logm) and communication complexity is
O(m). Detailed analysis about security and applicability
are also presented in this paper. In addition, the proto-
col can be improved in security at the cost of complexity,
with an arbitration agreement designed against fraud.

Keywords: Dimensionality Reduction; Privacy-preserving
Computation; Secure Multi-party Computation; Similar-
ity Sort Algorithm

1 Introduction

In the age of big data, complex information is emerg-
ing endlessly, and traditional algorithms are facing chal-
lenges of high dimensional data. Meanwhile, disclosure
of sensitive information becomes the major deterrent for
the growth of social network [1]. For these issues, spe-
cial schemes have been proposed in many domains, such
as designing privacy-aware systems in a cloud environ-
ment [9] and defining privacy protection mechanisms for
mobile social networks [11, 12]. In contrast to developing
approaches against corruption attacks, arbitral protocols
is also a good choice for fairness and privacy preserving.

With the rapid development of communication tech-
nology, security turns more and more essential, which
makes secure protocols designed to solve basic problem
popular [14]. In former applications, people always col-
lect distributed information together and turn to a trust
third party (TTP) for solution. But the demand of pri-

vacy makes it hard to find such an agency trusted by all
the participants. Actually, each party wants the result
correct, avoiding leaking his information to the others.
Secure multi-party computation makes cooperative cal-
culation privately and prevents participants’ data from
leaking [5]. Privacy-preserving techniques provide meth-
ods to calculate functions with the input of private infor-
mation [18]. It turns out to be attractive because it can
benefit people in security [4].

One significant technical challenge in social network is
sorting. With an execution sequence for the participants,
they will work more efficiently and fairly. In addition,
sorting algorithm is the basis of many fields such as data
analysis and database systems, which is a core step of
many algorithms and of significance both in theory and
practice. Guan Wang pushes all knowledge and influence
of input values down to small black-box circuits avoid-
ing the significant computational overheads, he uses Yao’s
garbled paradigm as reference, but his method only works
on two party system. Doctor Jónsson proposed a secure
sort algorithm which can be used as a building-block with
O(n log n) comparisons in O(log n) rounds. Even it can
be built upon any secret sharing scheme supporting mul-
tiplication and addition, complexity is high without any
dimensionality reduction [8]. Because it is not easy to con-
struct the optimal branching program for a complex func-
tion, Bingsheng Zhang designed several constant-round 0-
error oblivious sorting algorithms together with some use-
ful applications. In paper [2], Dan Bogdanov and his part-
ners compared several published sorting methods. They
evaluated the theoretical performance and discussed the
practical implications of the different approaches. After
that, Dan Bogdanov’s group improved two earlier designs
based on sorting networks and quick sort with the capa-
bility of sorting matrices. They also proposed two new
designs - a naive comparison-based sort with a low round
count and an oblivious radix sort algorithm that does not
require any private comparisons in [3]. Koki Hamada pro-
posed a simple and general approach of converting non-
data-oblivious comparison sort algorithm. Although his
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method improved the running time compared to exist-
ing protocols in experiments, it can be only used in a
certain field as the author described [7]. Then in 2014,
Koki Hamada improved his work, he used a new tech-
nique called ”shuffle-and-reveal” for an O(n log n) com-
munication complexity result. But it is also restricted for
a constant number of parties and a field with a constant
size [6].

In this paper, we propose a protocol to achieve a rea-
sonable sequence for m partners in n dimensional system,
and then analyze its security, complexity and applicabil-
ity. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we
describe preliminaries. The privacy preserving similarity
sorting protocol is introduced in Section 3. Then Sec-
tion 4 discusses the protocol’s complexity, security and
applicability. Two kinds of improvement measure are ap-
plied in Section 5 and arbitration procedure which is used
in case of fraud is discussed in Section 6. The further work
together with a conclusion is proposed at last.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Secure Multi-party Computation
(SMC)

SMC is a kind of distributed calculation, it needs each
party’s private data as input, then broadcasts the final
result without leaking anyone’s privacy. SMC technology
was proposed in 1982 [15], and it comes into more and
more domains such as social networking services [17], ad
hoc networks [13], computation geometry [16], data min-
ing [10] and so on.

A third-party who is trusted by the whole group can
help them do the privacy-preserving work, he can get
enough information to complete the calculation and pub-
lish the result. But the hypothesis of trusted third party
is unsafe and less realistic. It is known that any secure
computation problem can be solved by a circuit proto-
col, but the size of the corresponding circuit is usually
too large to realize [15]. So researchers choose to design
special protocol for special use in a viable way.

2.2 Secure Sum Protocol

Suppose there are m ≥ 3 parties P1, P2,· · · ,Pm who join
in the computation. Each participant Pj(j = 1, 2, ...,m)
has his private information dj . They want to calculate the
function

∑m
j=1 dj together, but no one will leak his secret

to others. Secure sum protocol solve the problem with
the help of data disrupt technique in [15], and Figure 1
shows the meaning of this technique.

1) First of all, Pj(j = 1, 2, ...,m) generates m ran-
dom shares xj,k for k = 1, 2, · · · ,m, such that dj =∑m

k=1 xj,k;

2) Then, Pj(j = 1, 2, ...,m) sends Pk with xj,k, for k =
1, 2, · · · ,m and k 6= j;

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of secure sum protocol

Figure 2: Case of similarity comparison

3) After Pj(j = 1, 2, ...,m) gets all the xk,j from Pk

that k = 1, 2, · · · ,m and k 6= j, he computes x̂j =∑m
k=1 xk,j and broadcasts it;

4) At last, Pj(j = 1, 2, ...,m) computes X =
∑m

j=1 x̂j .

2.3 Similarity Comparison Algorithm

In this paper, similarity comparison algorithm is cho-
sen for dimensionality reduction. For the n dimension
system, A and B want to know who is more similar
as the baseline Base. Suppose DA = (a1, a2, · · · , an),
DB = (b1, b2, · · · , bn) and DBase = (e1, e2, · · · , en), simi-
larity comparison algorithm compare cA =

∑n
k=1 ak × ek

and cB =
∑n

k=1 bk × ek.
Take numbers in Figure 2 as example, the similarity

comparison algorithm says A is closer to Base than B for
cA = 23411 and cB = 28998.

2.4 Secret Comparison Protocol

In 1982, A.C. Yao brought forward the famous million-
aires problem in [15]: two millionaires, Alice and Bob,
want to know which is richer, without revealing their re-
spective wealth. In 2004, Qin brings forward a method
for two parties comparing if a = b privately. The method
validates its security by computational indistinguishabil-
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ity through homomorphism encryption and Φ-hiding as-
sumption. It returns which one is greater or equal to the
other, while Yao’s method couldn’t return the equality
message. This protocol is complex in computation and
safe to resist decoding, it reduces the communication of
random data perturbation techniques in Yao’s method.

In 2009, Doctor Luo proposed a three-round protocol
for solving the secure comparison problem in the semi-
honest setting based on the property of the cross prod-
ucts, who improved cross products protocol by using the
Paillier’s additive homomorphic encryption firstly. His
method can compare two real numbers in addition to in-
tegers, and determine whether a > b, a > b or a = b for
two partners.

Secret comparison protocol is one of the most impor-
tant protocols in SMC, it was widely used in privacy-
preserving computation geometry [16], social networking
services [17] and so on.

Equality-testing is a special kind of secure comparison
protocol. It helps two parties know whether their private
data are equal or not, moreover, nobody can seek the
other’s information from the result if they are not the
same.

2.5 Secure Scalar Product Protocol

Secure scalar product protocol is a basic tool in SMC,
and it has been applied to the privacy-preserving coop-
erative calculation widely. It can help two partners com-
pute the scalar product of their private vectors correctly
and securely. Suppose Alice has a private vector X =
(x1, x2, · · · , xn) and Bob has his own Y = (y1, y2, · · · , yn).
After the protocol, Alice get u = X · Y + v =

∑n
i=1 xi ×

yi+v where v is a random number selected by Bob. Mean-
while Alice cannot get any information about X · Y or yi
from u, Bob can get nothing about u or xi from v either.

3 Privacy-preserving Similarity
Sorting Protocol

3.1 Computational Model

Generally speaking, there are potential malicious attacks
against any multi-party protocol. In this paper, we study
the problem under a semi-honest model, in which each
party follows the protocol without trying to intermit or
disturb with dummy data, even they will keep a record
of all its intermediate computation [15]. This model is
practical and useful, because everybody in the coopera-
tion expects the right result rather than others’ private
information.

3.2 Security Model

The classical definition of security is stated in [4]. Let f be
a function that Pj(j = 1, 2, · · · ,m) will compute coopera-
tively. If there is a protocol Π, for each Pj it can generate

a simulator which can get all messages though the process
only with its view and output, then it is secure. It is to
say: The protocol Π to compute function f is secure when
it satisfies the conditions as follows: There exists a proba-
bilistic polynomial-time simulator Sj(j = 1, 2, · · · ,m), it
holds that

{(Sj(xj , tj), t1, t2, · · · , tj−1, tj+1, · · · , tm)} (1)

≡ {viewΠ
j (x1, · · · , xm), v1, v2, · · · , vj−1, vj+1, · · · , vm}

where

tj = fj(x1, x2, · · · , xm)

and

vj = outputΠj (x1, x2, · · · , xm)

While the party’s view consists of its initial input, an
auxiliary initial input (which is relevant only for modeling
adversarial strategies), its random-tape, and the sequence
of message it has received so far.

3.3 Privacy-preserving Similarity Sorting
Protocol

Input: There are m members in this group, each one has
his private data in the form of Dj = (d1,j , d2,j , · · · , dn,j)T
which j = 1, 2, · · · ,m.
Output: Reasonable sorting consequence for the group.

Algorithm 1 Privacy-preserving similarity sorting pro-
tocol
1: Begin
2: Set the quantitative standard.

Everybody agrees to take part in the n-dimensional
coordinate system after the preprocess stage.

3: all the participants join in the secure sum protocol for
n times to get the sum si for each dimension, that

si = di,1 + di,2 + · · ·+ di,m

Then each one gets the average

Ē = ( s1
m , s2

m , · · · , sn
m )T = (e1, e2, · · · , en)T .

4: each participant Pj(j = 1, 2, · · · ,m) calculates the
cross product cj =

∑n
k=1 dk,j × ek with his own Dj

and the public average Ē.
5: Pj broadcasts his cj and gains the order.
6: End

4 Analysis

In this section, we analyze the complexity, security and
applicability for this protocol.

4.1 Complexity Analysis

Conclusion 1: The time complexity of privacy-
preserving similarity sorting protocol is O(mn + n +
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m logm), while there are m partners in n dimensions sys-
tem.

In a distributed algorithm without leader, time com-
plexity means the time each party spending on the work
locally.

In Step 3, secure sum protocol costs each member m−1
times random number generation and 2m − 2 times ad-
dition. In total, it is O(mn) times addition. In Step 4,
each party needs n times multiplication and n − 1 times
addition. In Step 5, there is a sorting algorithm finished
in O(m logm).

In addition, the time complexity turns to be
O(m logm) when m � n, and be O(mn) when
m� n.

Conclusion 2: The communication complexity of
privacy-preserving similarity sorting protocol is O(m)
that m is partner number in the group.

There is no interactive communication in Step 4 and
Step 5. Only Step 3 sends and receives one piece of mes-
sage towards each other. In total, the protocol spends
2(m− 1) messages which is O(m) in short.

4.2 Security Analysis

Conclusion 3: Privacy-preserving similarity sorting pro-
tocol can execute securely without leaking privacy.

Now, we analyze the message leaked at each step in
this protocol.

• Secure sum protocol (Step 3): Each member Pj(j =
1, 2, ...,m) taking part in the secure sum protocol will
get a view as below:

viewj = {di,j , piecei,j,k, piecei,k,j , si, ei,m}
i = 1, 2, · · · , n; j = 1, 2, · · · ,m; j 6= i;

k = 1, 2, · · · ,m

where (d1,j , d2,j , · · · , dn,j)T is Pj ’s private data.
piceci,A,B is the piece of data sent from mem-
ber A to B on the ith dimension, satisfying∑m,m

j=1,k=1 piecei,j,k = di,j and
∑m,m

j=1,k=1 piecei,k,j =
si. si is the result of secure sum protocol on the ith
dimension, and ei is the average that ei = si

m . Mean-
while, m is the number of people in the calculation
group.

From the view, no one can analyze other’s pri-
vate data at all. Even di,j =

∑m
k=1 piecei,j,k,∑m

k=1 piecei,k,j means nothing. At the end of this
step, the sum and average on each dimension is
known by everybody, while nothing sensitive is leak-
ing.

• Cross Product (Step 4): Everybody computes the
cross product locally and no information can be got
by others.

• Broadcast and Sorting Phase (Step 5): Even Pj

knows cl =
∑n

k=1 dk,l × ek where l = 1, 2, · · · ,m, he

can’t get anything more about dk,l(k = 1, 2, · · · , n).
Because on each dimension, Pj knows only one equa-
tion against n unknown numbers, the mathematical
analysis helps keeping secret. After knowing cl, Pj

calls sorting algorithm locally for his order at last.

Because the three steps are independence and there is
no rule between them, neither can analyze to know the
others’ information through the privacy-preserving proto-
col. This does preserve the parties’ privacy.

Furthermore, if there are some people dishonest join-
ing hands for other’s privacy, privacy-preserving similarity
sorting protocol can hold on security at a certain extent.

D = (D1, D2, · · · , Dm) =


d1,1 d1,2 · · · d1,m

d2,1 d2,2 · · · d2,m

· · · · · · · · · · · ·
dn,1 dn,2 · · · dn,m


For example, participants P̃j = {Pk|k = 1, · · · ,m; k 6=

j} join together to expose Pj . What they want to know
is Dj = (d1,j , d2,j , · · · , dn,j)T and what they know is Ē =
( s1
m , s2

m , · · · , sn
m )T = (e1, e2, · · · , en)T that si = di,1+di,2+

· · ·+ di,m and cj =
∑n

k=1 dk,j × ek. They can only reveal
n unknown numbers from one certain equation, and when
they want to use si = di,1 + di,2 + · · ·+ di,m there will be
more unknown numbers appear in their equations. Even
more, it turns to be more and more unprocurable when n
turns bigger.

Another risk is the secure sum protocol in Step 3, the
protocol needs m ≥ 3 people, while it is secure when there
is no more than m− 2 dishonest co-conspirators.

4.3 Applicability Analysis

• Case study:Take n = 10 and m = 10 for example,
100 random numbers from 1 to 100 are showing in
Table 1.

Table 1: Case study for n = 10 and m = 10

P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 P10

4 66 61 4 47 8 90 85 77 45
91 21 34 97 81 31 61 2 44 57
47 51 46 73 17 27 28 93 76 23
50 70 54 60 51 63 58 35 66 83
32 9 61 37 35 14 68 6 69 99
94 98 2 97 52 86 27 45 63 52
56 84 13 71 38 48 13 64 46 25
3 62 20 69 82 46 37 63 9 80
4 33 92 52 83 15 45 54 20 8
54 67 63 35 39 69 69 88 32 69
3rd 9th 1st 10th 6th 2nd 4th 7th 5th 8th

The average Ē calculated in Step 3 shows at the last
column. Then, Step 4 public each one’s cross product
value as (23405, 29451, 21925, 30595, 26375, 22007,
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25199, 27157, 25723, 27960). At last, they get the
sort sequence shows in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Sequence after sorting

• Advanced by weight modified: This protocol can be
modified by adding weight wk to the kth dimension
for some reason. In this case, Step 4 calculates cj =∑n

k=1 dk,j × ek × wk for a new rank rule. It helps
the group keep the flexibility of adjusting weight for
a new sort sequence. It is important to note that
proposing weight modified protocol many times in
the same group must be avoided. Or else, it turns
insecure for their privacy.

5 Improved Protocol

In this session, privacy-preserving similarity sorting pro-
tocol is improved in security.

5.1 Advanced by Secure Comparison
Protocol

In Step 5, Pj broadcasts his cj and gains the order. If
the group doesn’t want the sort sequence but only two
people’s relationship, they can use secure comparison pro-
tocol instead. In this way, the two people get the right
result without leaking information about cj . It is a secure
method at a higher level taking complexity in exchange.

The improved protocol shows in Algorithm 2:

Input: There are m members in this group, each one has
his private data in the form of Dj = (d1,j , d2,j , · · · , dn,j)T
which j = 1, 2, · · · ,m.
Output: The relationship of Pa and Pb.

If there are l people wants the sort sequence while
2 < l < m, the number of comparison time will be log2 l
according to the dichotomy.

5.2 Advanced by Data Compression

Data compression can not only strengthen security, but
also reduce complexity. After the analysis of test numbers

Algorithm 2 Advanced Protocol

1: Begin
2: Set the quantitative standard.
3: All the participants join in the secure sum protocol

for n times to get the sum

si = di,1 + di,2 + · · ·+ di,m

for each dimension.
Then each one gets the average

Ē = ( s1
m , s2

m , · · · , sn
m )T = (e1, e2, · · · , en)T .

4: Pa calculates ca =
∑n

k=1 dk,a × ek and Pb calculates
cb =

∑n
k=1 dk,b × ek.

5: Secure comparison protocol helps Pa and Pb get their
relationship.

6: End

for many times, there are two methods adding data com-
pression technology to the privacy-preserving similarity
sorting protocol.

• Compression before calculation: In this case,
Step 2 of Algorithm 1 should be modified below:

2: In each dimension, the group agrees on the stan-
dard that divided in 100 degrees. Each partner’s pri-
vate data can be map in the standard and di,j should
be an integer from 1 to 100.

In this method, privacy is hided by compression be-
fore calculation, because di,j is closely related to part-
ner’s private data but not the exact value. By the
way, the compression maps values into integers, it
simplifies the calculation at the next steps.

This kind of compression also imports some more
tasks. If the group wants the preprocess’s stan-
dard, they must spend time on getting boundaries.
Maximum and minimum value must be detected be-
fore the comparison stage. Secure protocol choosing
max/min number in secure multi-party computation
maybe in use.

• Compression before broadcasting: In this case,
Step 5 of Algorithm 1 should be modified as below:

5: Pj selects the first dlog2 m + 1e numbers of cj as
c̄j . He broadcasts c̄j and gains the order.

Comparing with compression before calculation, this
method is more convenient and efficient. It doesn’t
increases the complexity but improve its security. Be-
cause data slot leaks less information than the whole
data. Take case study in Table 1 as example,

m = 10, and dlog2me = 4.

Step 5 publish each one’s cross product value as
(2340, 2945, 2192, 3059, 2637, 2200, 2519, 2715, 2572,
2796) instead of (23405, 29451, 21925, 30595, 26375,
22007, 25199, 27157, 25723, 27960), and they will get
the same sequence as before compression.
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Figure 4: Case of compression before broadcasting

Sometimes, broadcasting only blog2mc numbers of cj
will work. For (234, 294, 219, 305, 263, 220, 251, 271,
257, 279) also gets the same sequence in Figure 4.

In some special case, compress method should mod-
ified to take the middle number for sorting, like (34,
94, 19, 05, 63, 20, 51, 71, 57, 79) for the case study
in Table 1. So, the way of compression before broad-
casting can be changed in special environment.

6 Arbitration Procedure

Partner may cheat for sake, he might bring out a false
number in the broadcast step. In this case, an arbitration
procedure will be in need.

6.1 Third-party Arbitration

If there is a trusted third party who calculates the suspect
number honestly, fraud case can be detected easily.

What TTP must verify are two aspects.

• If the calculation result matches the number broad-
casted in Step 5.

• If the calculation factors match the candidates’ pri-
vate information.

Although the third-party arbitration is not complex, it
is unsafe for partner’s sensitive information. A method
without TTP is more useful in the social network.

6.2 Privacy-preserving Arbitration

By the help of secure equality-testing and scalar prod-
uct protocol, the arbitration procedure can be carried out
without leaking privacy.

Suppose that PA suspects that PB broadcasted a false
c̄B 6= cB in Step 5, the privacy-preserving arbitration runs
as below.

• PA selects a random number r satisfying 0 < r < 10.

• PA holds the Ě = (e1 +r, e2 +r, · · · , en +r)T and PB

holds his privacy DB . After the secure scalar product

protocol, PB holds u = Ě ·DB + v =
∑n

k=1(ek + r)×
dk,B + v =

∑n
k=1 ek×dk,B + r×

∑n
k=1 dk,B + v while

v is another random number selected by PA.

• PA demands PB to publish his sum sumB =∑n
k=1 dk,B .

• Secure equality-testing protocol tells PA if c̄B + r ×
sumB + v is equal to u, it means if PB broadcasted
a false number for cheat.

7 Conclusions and Further Work

Privacy preserving similarity sorting protocol offers a se-
cure solution for problems among m partners in n di-
mensional systems, which uses secure sum protocol for
security and a rational dimensionality reduction for ef-
ficiency. After proposing the protocol, we present com-
plexity and security analysis detailed in steps. A case
showing computation process is posed in this paper with
discussions of some improvements for certain settings and
arbitration award for fraud. A further research on secure
self-adaption sorting will be considered, while a more rea-
sonable dimensionality reduction method will be brought
in for different conditions. In addition, customized ver-
sion for special use is also considered in the future.
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Abstract

A dual image technique is used as one of the data hiding
method. Dual image copies an image to two same images.
Through two images to embed or extract secret data, this
technique significantly enhances image quality. A dual
image technique is good or bad depending on the merits
of its algorithm. This paper proposes a method to im-
prove Lu et al. scheme. They use two pixels as a pair and
choose two same images to embed, and then choose both
two pixels to continue the procedure. We will depend
on circumstances of the second pixel pair after previous
embedding, and this case can increase the capacity. The
experiment results show that our proposed scheme is ef-
fective.

Keywords: Data Hiding; LSB Matching; Reversible Hid-
ing Technique

1 Introduction

With the advance of the technology, the speed of the in-
ternet becomes faster and faster, and multimedia spreads
more easily. Traditional data encryption is through some
mathematical operation to encrypt the plaintext into ci-
phertext [9]. And then the ciphertext is transferred to the
receiver via channels. Hence, the ciphertext usually shows
a period of distortion. An unauthorized third party can
add a period of nonsensical text, so this will cause that
the receiver cannot decrypt correctly. Therefore, a data
hiding technique was invented [2, 4, 5].

The sender wants to send an image with embedded
secret data. In the process of sending an image, the mali-
cious third party is unable to recognize whether an image
has embedded secret data or not. After receive the im-
age, the receiver will use an extracted method to extract
the secret data. A data hiding technique is also applica-

ble on intellectual property protection of images; through
secret data, it can announce the ownership of the im-
ages. However, whether image can completely restore or
not becomes an important issue. A reversible data hid-
ing technique was invented [8]. Reversible data hiding
means that after extracting secret data, we also can get
an original image. This is an important technique spe-
cially application to the domain which need an original
image, such as medical or military images. A data hid-
ing technique has two important criteria: Capacity and
quality (PSNR) [1, 3, 6].

This paper will be described as follow. Section 2 will re-
view Lu et al.’s scheme in detail. Section 3 will introduce
out proposed method. Section 4 will show our experiment
result and analyze Lu et al.’s scheme. Finally, Section 5
will make a conclusion of this paper.

2 Review of Lu et al.’s Scheme

2.1 Embedding Phase

In Lu et al.’s method [10], they will copy an image into two
images to process, X and Y . First, they choose Xi, Xi+1,
Yi, Yi+1 to embed, four bits in each process. First two
bits are embedded in first image X, and next two bits are
embedded in the second image Y . They use Equation (1)
to embed bits at first pixel in both images and to modify
the pixel where in some case conditions are met. Then
Equation (2) is used to embed bits at second pixel in
both images. They also modify the pixels in Table 1.

{
LSB(Pi,j) = embed bit, don’t need to change
LSB(Pi,j) 6= embed bit, Pi,j − 1

(1)
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Table 1: Different cases of the embedding phase

Cases First pixel = Second pixel = First Pixel Second pixel
embed bit embed bit change change

1 Yes Yes +1 0
2 Yes No -1 0
3 No Yes 0 1
4 No No 0 0

Table 2: Analysis of the LSB matching method in simultaneously hiding two pairs

Cases The Pixel value modification statuses Pixel restoration statuses
X1

i,j X1
i,j+1 Y 2

i,j Y 2
i,j+1 Pi,j Pi,j+1

1 0 0 -1 0 V
2 0 1 0 1 V
3 0 1 -1 0 V
4 -1 0 0 0 V
5 -1 0 0 1 V
6 -1 0 -1 0 V
7 1 0 1 0 V


LSB(bPi,j

2 c+ Pi,j+1) = embed bit,
don’t need to change

LSB(bPi,j

2 c+ Pi,j+1) 6= embed bit,
if first pixel doesn’t change, Pi,j+1 + 1,
if first pixel changed, Pi,j + 1

(2)

In some cases, we need to use a special rule to modify
the pixels. These cases are shown in Tables 2, 3, and 4.

Table 3: Modification rule table: Pixel value modification
statuses

Rules/Cases X1
i,j X1

i,j+1 Y 2
i,j Y 2

i,j+1

1 0 0 -1 0
2 0 1 0 1
3 0 1 -1 0
4 -1 0 0 0
5 -1 0 0 1
6 -1 0 -1 0
7 0 1 0 0

Assume that we have to embed secret data in four pix-
els, 100, 97, 91, 110, respectively. And the secret data
is 10011111. First, we calculate that LSB (100) of the
first pixel of the image X is 0, and the secret data is 1.
It is obviously not equal, so we use Equation (1) to get
the modified pixel 99. Then we move on the next pixel of
the image X and use Equation (2) to calculate whether
LSB (99/2+97) is equal to the second secret bit 0 or not.
The result of this step is equal, so we get the result of
the modified pixel is 99 and 97. We keep going to the
first pixel of the image Y and calculate LSB (100). Then

Table 4: Modification rule table: The final modified cam-
ouflage pixel values

Rules/Cases X ′i,j X ′i,j+1 X ′′i,j X ′′i,j+1

1 2 1 -1 0
2 0 1 0 -1
3 2 0 -1 0
4 -1 0 2 1
5 -1 0 2 0
6 -1 2 1 -1
7 -1 -1 1 2

we use Equation (1) to get the modified pixel, 100, and
calculate next pixel Yi,j+1, by Equation (2). The result of
the Yi,j+1 is 97. After the procedure we get the modified
pixels: 99, 97, 100, and 97, respectively. To check with
Table 3, we find that the pixel changing rules are -1, 0, 0,
0, respectively. It conforms to case 4, so we need to further
modify Xi,j , Xi,j+1, Yi,j , Yi,j+1, respectively. Finally, we
get 99, 97, 102, 98 pixels that represent X ′i,j , X

′
i,j+1, Y ′i,j ,

Y ′i,j+1, respectively. And then choose next pixel pair to
do the embed procedure again, the next pixel pair is 91,
110. We still use Equation (1) to embed secret data in
the Xi,j and get the modified pixel, 91. Use Equation (2)
to embed secret data in the Xi,j+1 and get the modified
pixel, 110. And move on the pixel Yi,j , Yi,j+1 of the image
Y , and, finally, we get the modified pixels are 91, 100, 91,
100, respectively. The pixel changing rule is 0, 0, 0, 0,
which doesn’t conform to any case in Tables 3 and 4, so
we don’t need to change the modified pixel. After finish-
ing the embedding phase, send the modified stego-images
X and Y to the receiver.
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2.2 Extraction Phase

In the extraction phase, we use Equation (3) to extract the
first pixel of the pixel pair and Equation (4) to extract the
second pixel of the pixel pair. In the recover process, we
can use Equation (5) to recover the original cover image.

LSB(Pi,j) = secret data (3)

LSB(bPi,j

2
c+ Pi,j+1) = secret data (4)

bXi,j + Yi,j

2
c = original pixel (5)

Assume that we get the modified images X and Y from
the sender, we have to extract the secret data and recover
the original images. First, we extract first pixel pair of
the image X ′ and Y ′, 99, 97 and 102, 98, respectively.
Then we use Equation (3) to extract first pixel, and LSB
(99) is 1. Move on the second pixel of the pixel pair and
use Equation (4) to extract the second pixel, and LSB
(99/2 + 97) is 0. After extracting the pixel of the image
X ′, we continue to extract the pixel of the image Y ′, so we
still use Equation (3) to extract the first pixel of the pixel
pair of the image Y ′. LSB (102) is 0 and Equation (4)
is used to extract the second pixel of the pixel pair, and
LSB (102/2+98) is 1. After extracting process, we can
extract secret data 1001 and move on to the next pixel
pairs, 91, 110 and 91, 110. We use Equation (3) to extract
the first pixel of the pixel pair, and LSB (91) is 1; and
then Equation (4) is used to extract second pixel of the
pixel pair, and LSB (91/2 + 110) is 1. The extraction
result of the pixel pair of the image X ′ is 11; because
the pixel pair of the image X ′ and the pixel pair of the
image Y ′ are the same, we can extract same secret data
11. The extraction result of the second pixel pair is 1111,
so we can correctly extract the secret data just like what
the sender embeds in the stego-image. After extraction
phase is finished, we can use Equation (5)) to recover the
original image. The first pixel in both stego-images X ′

and Y ′ are 99 and 102, so we use Equation (5) to recover
the first pixel, and (99 + 102)/2 is 100; and after finishing
the recover procedure, we can get four pixels as 100, 97,
91, 110.

3 The Proposed Method

In our proposed scheme, the idea of Lu et al.’s method
is not always the case, so we will determine whether we
use the second pixel of the pixel pair as the first pixel for
next embedding phase or not. The condition is as follows:
After embedded in two pixels over, we use Equation (6)
to decide whether we will use the second pixel or not.

|Xi,j+1 − Yi,j+1| (6)

In the embedding phase, we use Equation (1) to embed
secret data in the first pixel of the pixel pair and use
Equation (2) to embed secret data in the second pixel of
the pixel pair. After finishing the embedding process on

the current pixel pair, we use Equation (6) to determine
whether we will use the second pixel as the first pixel
of the next embedding process or not. If the result of
Equation (6) is not equal to zero, we use a new pixel
pair to do next embedding process. When the embedding
phase is finished, the extraction phase will start after the
sender sends the stego-image and the receiver wants to
get the correct secret data.

In the beginning, we choose the first pixel pair to ex-
tract the secret data, and then we use Equation (3) to
extract the first pixel of the pixel pair, and use Equa-
tion (4) to extract the second pixel of the pixel pair. After
extracting the secret bits correctly, we use Equation (6)
to decide whether we will use the second pixel to do next
extracting process or not. If the result of Equation (6) is
less than 3 or equal to 0, we determine to use the second
pixel as the first pixel of the pixel pair of the next ex-
traction process. Otherwise, we use a new pixel pair for
next extraction process. And before starting extraction
process, we need to recover the second pixel of the pixel
pair first; if not, we may not correctly extract the secret
bit. Assume that we have four pixels to embed, 100, 97,
91, 110, respectively, and the secret bits is 010111111100.
First, we use Equation (1) to embed a secret pixel in the
first pixel of image X, and the result of the LSB (100)
is 0, which is equal to the secret pixel which we want to
embed. Then move on the second pixel of the image X,
and use Equation (2) to embed a secret bit; the result of
the LSB (100/2 + 97) is 1, which is equal to the secret
bit 1. Then after finishing the first process, we get the
modified pixels are 100, 97, 100, 97, respectively. We use
Equation (6) to determine which pixel will be used in the
next embedding process; since 97 - 97 = 0, we use 97 and
91 to do next embedding process; the result of the LSB
(97) is 1, and the result of the LSB (97/2 + 91) is 1.

After finishing this embedding process, we use Equa-
tion (6) again to decide next embedding process pixels;
since 91 − 91 is 0, we use 91, 110 to do next embedding
process. The result of the LSB (91) is 1, and the result
of the LSB (91/2 + 110) is 1. Then move on the pixel
pair of the image Y; LSB (91) is 1 and not equal to the
secret bit 0, so the modified pixel is 90. The second pixel
LSB (90/2+110) is 1, and is not equal to the secret bit 0,
so the modified pixels of image Y is 92, 110, respectively.
Finally, we send the modified pixels: 100, 97, 91, 110 and
100, 97, 92, 110 to the receiver.

After the receiver receives the stego-image, we can start
the extraction and recovery phases. First we take the first
and second pixels of the images X and Y as the pixel pair
and use the recover result of the second pixel to extract
the secret bit. Starting from image X, the result of the
LSB (100) is 0, and the result of the LSB (100/2+97) is 1.
And moving on the image Y, the result of the LSB (100)
is 0, and the result of the LSB (100/2 + 97) is 1. After
finishing the extraction process, we use Equation (6) to
determine the pixel pair of the next extraction process.
The result of the Equation (6) is 0, so we use 97, 91 and
97, 92 to do next extraction process. The result of LSB
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Table 5: Analysis of the improved LSB matching method in simultaneously hiding two pairs

Cases The Pixel value modification statuses Pixel restoration statuses
O1

i,j O1
i,j+1 O2

i,j O2
i,j+1 Xi,j Xi,j+1

1 0 0 -1 0 V V
2 0 1 0 1 V
3 0 1 -1 0 V V
4 -1 0 0 0 V V
5 -1 0 0 1 V V
6 -1 0 -1 0 V V
7 1 0 1 0 V V
8 0 0 0 1 V
9 1 0 0 1 V
10 0 1 1 0 V
11 0 1 0 0 V

(97) is 1, and the result of LSB (97/2 + 91) is 1; and the
result of the image Y LSB (97) is 1, and the result of LSB
(97/2 + 91) is 1. Then we use Equation (6) to calculate
92 - 91 is 1; since it is less than 3 we determine that the
pixel pairs of the next extraction are 91, 110 and 92, 110.
The result of the LSB (91) is 1, and the result of the LSB
(91/2+110) is 1. The result of the pixel pair of the image
Y LSB (92) is 0, and the result of LSB (92/2 + 110) is 0.
Finally, we extract the secret bits 010111111100 and use
Equation (5) to correctly recover the original image. We
also propose a special case as shown in Tables 5, 6, and 7.

4 Experiments Result and Analy-
sis

There are two criteria in data hiding area, quality and
capacity. We use the grayscale images in the experi-
ment. The source of grayscale images is in the Waterloo
Greyscale Set 2 database1. The images are the TIF for-
mat standard images with 512×512 pixels. We use a peak
signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) to quantify image quality as
follows:

MSE =
1

mn

m−1∑
i=0

n−1∑
j=0

[Pi,j −Xi,j ]
2

PSNR = 10× log10[
2552

MSE
]

The PSNR value is the higher the better, and the capacity
is the bigger the better, where m and n are the images
sizes. We use Matlab 8.5.0.197613 (R2015a) and assume
that the secret bit which wants to be embedded in the
cover image is all of one. The results in Table 8 show
that the capacity of the proposed method is better than
the original method, and the PSNR is worse than the
original method [10].

1http://links.uwaterloo.ca/Repository.html

Table 6: Modification rule table: Pixel value modification
statuses

Rule/Case O1
i,j O1

i,j+1 O2
i,j O2

i,j+1

1 0 0 -1 0
2 0 1 0 1
3 0 1 -1 0
4 -1 0 0 0
5 -1 0 0 1
6 -1 0 -1 0
7 1 0 1 0
8 0 0 0 1
9 1 0 0 1
10 0 1 1 0
11 0 1 0 0

Table 7: Modification rule table: The final modified cam-
ouflage pixel values

Rule/Case X ′i,j X ′i,j+1 X ′′i,j X ′′i,j+1

1 2 3 -1 -2
2 0 3 0 -3
3 2 -1 -2 2
4 -1 -2 2 3
5 -1 2 2 -2
6 -1 4 1 -3
7 -1 -3 1 4
8 0 -2 0 3
9 1 -2 0 3
10 0 3 1 -2
11 0 3 0 -2
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Table 8: The image and total hidden capacity comparison table

SChemes Images Lena Mandrill Pepper Barbara Boat Goldhill Zelda Washsat
Lu et al. PSNR(1) 49.13 47.95 49.11 49.14 49 49.17 49.14 49.13

[4] PSNR(2) 49.12 49.15 49.08 49.11 49.07 49.09 49.09 49.09
Capacity 524,288 522,996 524,192 524,288 524,208 524,288 524,288 524,276

Proposed PSNR(1) 40.97 40.94 40.99 40.98 40.96 40.98 41.02 41.23
Method PSNR(2) 41.30 41.34 41.23 41.20 41.56 41.24 41.03 41.22

Capacity 617088 618977 608877 610372 632797 613288 599905 614372

5 Conclusion

We proposed an improved method to have a better ca-
pacity. The idea of the proposed method is to utilize
the current embedded second pixel as the first pixel of
next time embedding. However, the quality of the image
slightly decreases. How to get both quality and capacity
better is the feature work.
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